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in Madrid in igoo. 
It probably reflects m-ith accuracy the Filipino conception 

of current events, and shows the degree of ignorance of even 
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the educated ones concerning everything American. In spite 
of many inaccuracies it contains interesting historical data 
worth preserving. When the author reads of the sufferings 
his hero underwent in the country of the headhunters of 
Abra and Cagayan, he will perhaps attach less importance 
to his own tale of woe. 

“Bathala” is the name of the ancient god of the Malays 
of these islands, whose worship the Katipunan religion is 
attempting to revive. 

EMILIO A G CI.VA L DO. 

DEDICATIOS. 
’’ To EdZW Agrrinoldo, Ptesident of the Filtptno Repiiblic: 
’ “While I, a martyr for our countq. with my feet in irons 
on board the steamer ‘Alicunte,’ was making a mournful 
journey towards my place of exile; while grieving, completely 
abandoned by my family, incomunirado for long months. and 
buried alive in a gloomy dungeon in the celebrated castle of 
Montjuich, sder ing.  while almost naked, the rigors of a win 
ter to which I was not accustomed, on the summit of a moun- 
tain then almost continually enveloped in clouds ; and with 
a still greater chill in my despairing heart, bereft of six poor 
children, whose mother had died without my being able to 
see her while I was a prisoner and loaded with chains in the 
political prison of Bilibid, my thoughts nevertheless were 
k e d  on you, famous chieftain, whose grand deeds evoke. 
nithaat effort on your part, the legendary figures of Pelayo 
and of so many extraordinary men sent by Providence to 
liberate peoples oppressed by the yoke of tyrants. 
“Yes, my thoughts were fixed on you as on a ray of remote 

hope which, like the small and distant light discovered by 
the shipwrecked lpariper during the night of storm, lends 

furious dashing of the waves. 
“TO you, therefore, most meritorious apostle of ‘Bathala.’ 

I dedicate these humble lines, the product of serious medita 
tions during my exile, where I passed my days writing upon 
a worm-eaten table resting upon two water jars, my only 
companions in a prison guarded by sentinels with bayonets 
fixed, 

“Accept them with the good will belonging to so great a 
patriot and so intelligent a wamor, as a most modest token 
of the admiration of a grateful Filipino. 

him courage to sustain himself against the cold and the 1 

k 

“  ISABEL^ DE LOS REYES. 
--.July 8. I-“ 

If -A drCs Bonifacio was the soul o f  the Kurrpr ‘ZN. and 
Emilio Jacinto the intelligence and enthusiasm which directed 
it, then the modest alcalde I municipal captain I of Cal-ite 
Yiejo. Emilio Aguinaldo. was the arm o f  Providence which 
esecutrd its high designs for our retlemption from the Spanish 
yoke. and. undoubtedly. the one which \vi11 secure lJur inde- 
pendence. 

t 

BIRIW-EYE V I E W  OP Y.lSII..\. 

Aguinaldo had followed with profit the second course of 
instruction in the college of  San Juan de Letran I Manila I: 
but  the death o f  his father caused him to suspend his career 
in order to administer the estate. 

Our hero on a11 occasions had given proof o f  honesty and 
intelligence. and for that reason he was. at twenty-seven years 
of age. elected by the vote of his neighbors to the otfice of 
alcalde. which was the height of the ambition o f  provincial 
Filipinos. It is unusual for persons to attain this position 
until well advanced in years, or for distinguished services to 
the municipality. 
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- EMILlO A C UlNA LDO. 

He was at the head of the few progressive spirits of 
Cavite Viejo and had accepted h e  office of provincial presi- 
dent of the Kat@rnan in Cavite. which of itself indicated 
great etriotism ; for adventurers and those who had nothing 
to lose were almost the only ones who dared to affiliate with 
this society, which was greatly exposed to the tcmble ven- 
geance of the friars, who at that time were all-powerful. 

He was alcalde or municipal captain of Cavite Viejo when 
the Filipino revolution of August 26, 18g6. broke out. As 
alcalde he reported to the civil government of Cavite to 
receive orders. There he found out that the list of members 
of the Kuk+hmar had fallen into the hands of the Spanish 
authorities, and that the parish friar of Cavite Viejo was 
plotting his capture. He then returned in haste to his town 
and, after an understandpg with his lieutenants, Agustin 
Rieta, Candido Tirona, and other followers, rose in rebellion 
on the f ist  of August, 1896. In five days he succeeded in 
gaining possession of all the towns of that province except 
the port and the region commanded by its cannon. 

Againaldo-cut off all the posts of the Guardia Civil, and 
with a small number of rifles captured from said detach- 
ments, resisted the column of General Aguirre, who had 
been sent against him by General Blanco, and caused it to 
retire; la& on he defeated the latter general at Bakoor, 
Imus and Noveleta, capturing many rifles. 

All this is very simple to relate, but one needs a powerful 
imagination and superior intelligence to comprehend the 
magnificent features of this brilliant campaign on account of 
the inconceivable accumulation of titanic efforts, sublime 
H c e s  and very extraordinary military talent which it re- 
d s .  

And afterwards, s t h o u t  having received a single rifle or 
a single cartridge from abroad, but improyising everything 
in a province which, during its entire existence had never 
been at war, he s u d e d  in frustrating the plans of General 
Polavieja in spite of the force of from 30,000 to 40,000 well 
umed men, mody Europeans, with which he endeavored to 
capture this improvised guerilla wamor, who, however, pos- 
h exceptional talents and bravery. 

' 

I do not desire to express naw an opinion as to the man- 
ner of death of Andr6s Bonifacio. who was replaced by 
Aguinaldo as chief of the revolution. because. in reality. I 
know nothing about the subject. and am glad of  it. for, per- 
haps, all that might be said \vould be in detriment to one or 
the other of the two gigantic figures of our redemption. 

I shall therefore only say that. worn out by financial con- 
sumption. Spain was forced tc) offer thc treaty o f  Biac-na- 
Batd. 

d 

*Artacho. de la Rosa and Aragon brought <SI: again,[ the Hongkong 
and Shanghai Banking Corporation for thcr share of rhe br:& deposited 
in that bank by the Spanish government. They ia!!ed to 3ecure a division 
of the fund, which amounted to ~00.000 pesos. 

Many. even the Spaniards. blame -1guinaldo because. ap- 
parently. he had sold his friends: but such was not the case. 
and the proof of it is that not one o f  the 1attt.r had complained 
of him on this account." It must be remembered that the in- 
surrection had been iinprosised. and. as I hrise stated. he 
received neither rifles nor cartridges. although -Ig>ncillo 
tried to furnish them from Hongkong. 



mQ4 mr/L/o ACCINA L DO. 

Oar illustrious subject probably indulged in the follow- 
ing reflections: With the insurrection as it is, I shall not 
achieve final success. I will, therefore, accept this treaty. 
although the intentions of bad faith on the part of General 
R i m 0  de Rivera were plain enough from the moment when 
he refused to reduce the liberal reforms he offered and the 
d e r  for expulsion of the friars to writing. For. in view of 
the omnipotence of the friars in Spain. that part of the con- 
ditions will fail of fulfillment, and this will furnish me more 
than ample pretext for returning to the field. well armed 
with the very money which they nom- offcr me." 

And. for a fact. Aguinaldo did not touch a cent of that 
money, and from the beginning notified the chiefs who went 
to Hongkong with him that it was public money intended 
for the purchase of arms in case Spain failcd to keep her 
promises.* 

T h e  calculations of Aguinaldo were verified. and nobody 
can reproach him with anything. especially since everybody 
knows that h9 went t o j h e  verge of suffering privations in 
Hongkong rather than touch that sacred deposit. 

General Rim0 de Rivera. far from paying the ~oo.000 
pesos needed to complete the deposit, and establishing the 
promised reforms, commenced shooting right and left in 
March, I 898. and published decrees condemning to deporta- 

. tion even those who had merely failed to provide themselves 
with personal cedulas. 

Then the Spanish-American War came. and as Dewey 
had no lauding force (he  had only 2,000 men in his ships!. 
his only object being to Qestroy the Spanish fleet in order to 
attract the attention of Spain to that part of the world, he 
considered it necessary to make an alliance with Aguinaldo, 
to whom both he and tbe American consuls at Hongkong 
and Singapore+ offered our independence. I t  was solely 
on account of this promise that Aguinaldo agrccd to assist 

*What the state of that fund is at the present time, whether it was ex- 
pended in the cause or not, or to what extent. does not appear to be known. 

t"he Amerkam consul at Hongkong waa Mr. Rounseville Wildman. and 
at S i  Yr. E. Spencer €'rat; Aguinaldo seems to have been on inti- 
rtc &ram with both of them. jvdgin&rom the presents of Filipino flags and 
rifh. rhieh he Srnt them. 
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the Yankees. for. if otherwise, what object could he have had 
in buying arms out of his own money to fight Spain? Did 
the Yankees pay him a salary and furnish hiin arm?;? They 
themselves admigthe contrary : hence there is no doubt that 
they promised him our independence. as is fully proven in 
his well-written memorial addressed t ( J  the -\mcrican people.* 

In truth. .\guinaldo placed too m:ich faith in the Yankees 
in not esacting a pledge in  writing: but c w n  i i  they had 
given this pledge. wouicl thcy not. in any c\-t.nt. ha\-e been 
sufficiently contcmptuo:is to attack u?; bccausu thuy thought 
w e  were \vcak; 

.\GI- IS.\ L I II N H EA IJI 2 I' .\ ItTE Its .\T T.\ Hl..\C. 

H u t  \ve arc not 3 5  \vcak :is they think \ve ;trc. for cithcr 
.I\guin:il(lc 1 is thc sinie .\gtiitlaid() \vhc s\va r c  t( 1 tlcfcnd 4 mr 
indcpcndcncc unt i l  death. or thc J-':tnkccr; \vi11 tinai:? rccl g- 
n i x  their i inp ltciicc t( 1 s:ubjug;itc ;in hcr( Iic pct ylc 5;ccli as 

*.%dmi:nl Ikuey  heiqm ;L Conxressitm.il Ca~rnr,ii::ce cxp1:crt:y & : l i d  
having given 5uch a promise. and AgCl?inaliIo h:m-e:' ru\v rni i ie i  EO assvr:ion 
that a definite promise \vas made. Cwivcrsn:iun prolubly was throcg:? :n:c~- 
preters. which. ponsidering the in:erc.r of :he parr:vi concerned. e;la:!y ied 
to misunderhtandings. Consuls IViIdnian ant1 Pratr. with an rxaggera:ed 
idea of their own importance. may have led the Filipino chicfs to believe 
that independence was sure to come. However, early in A c p s :  Aguinaldo 
wrote to Pratt and asked him to usc' his influence to bring about recog- 
nition of Filipino independence: and to Wildman asking him to secure if 



the Filipinos, who today are.the admirwion of the entire 
world. 

From the beginning of the insurrection in Cavite, Agui- 
a d o  was proclaimed commander-in-chief of the Filipinos, 

. and at the end of May, 1897, established the republican gov- 
ernment at Bi-na-Bat6. 

On the 14th of December, 1897, the treaty of the above 
name was signed, and he left for Hongkong via Dagupan 
with the principal chiefs of the revolution. 

On the 7th of April, 1898, he went to Singapore, via Sai- 
gon. While there his assistance was solicited by the Ameri- 
can consul, Mr. Pratt. On the 1st of May he returned to 
Hongkong, and on the 16th he embarked on the American 
transport McC'kh for Cavite. At noon of the 19th the 
ship came to anchor off Cavite, and after a conference with 
Admiral Dewey, who confirmed his promise of independence. 
' Againaldo disembarked at 4 o'clock in the afternoon, amid 

the aklaim of the natives of Cavite, who had come out in their 
ban- to receive him. 

Without festing, without losing a moment. he spent that 
night in sending out orders and circulars for the uprising 
to the provinces. And he continued to labor with astound- 
ing activity until the 24th. on which day he established the 
dictatorial government, issuing the first proclamation. in 
which he signs himself as the head of the Filipino state. 
Copies of this proclamation were furnished to Admiral Dewey 
and to all the foreign consuls, and he took charge of the civil 
government of Cavite. 

On the 28th of May the first fight took place with the 
Spaniards who came out to pursue him, but he cut them all 
off. Then for the first time he flung to the breezes our 

* .  

padbie~ao understanding +tween Americans aod Filipinos. as he feared 
that a caadier might occur. If' Aguioaldo considered himself an Ply of the 
-be d u l y  acted very strangely in making repeated efforts early 
in July to nCg0ti.k the sumnder of Maoila with the Spaniards, without coo- 
dting General Andaron. Artemio Ricarte nod Paotaleoo Garcia were 
appabted commtdollcn, for hat purpo6e. and Lagardo received the raok of 
odood d 8 C0afidenti.l mission to &nerd Angustin. The fact is. as 
swmkd by aptrma comrpaedence of the Hoogkoog Juota. that the Filipino 
&&fs coatemphtd treachery to the Americans eve0 before Dewey left the 
a P v L d C h i M f a M d k  
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national banner, which, as we have seen, H-as born covered 
with glory. 

On the f i s t  of the same month, the date previously fixed 
by Xguinaldo. the whole Philippines rose to cast off the 
Spanish yoke, the seasoned hosts of the nation marching from 
one triumph to another. On the 12th of June the independ- 
ence of the Philippines was proclaimed at Cavitc. 

On the 13th of August. Xguinaldo assisted in the capture 

. 

LAST R E V I E W  O Y  A(;I'IS \ I , I i t i ' S  .\RMY. 

of Jlaniln. capturing Sampalok. Suspcn.;ion 13ridgc. and 
Tondo as far as Paseo de Azcarraga. Pacc~. Singaltmg. llalnte 
and Ermita. The l-ankees entcrcd Jlanila thrtiugh thc htter 
two suburbs svthottt firitt.: ti jhilt. 

On the isi>f September the triumphant 1nnnc.r  if the 
Philippines was raised on the little x t r  tlcct CI mpo~cd of 
the Tt i t i  lc. ire. Gdciyaii. K I til, Rtc lristi t i .  11 i t t i  / ' i t  r isi i i i  t i  ~ ' t  1 i i  t.t-piitvi. 

During this month our heroic Captain Gcncral proccedd to 
Bfalolos, which he proclaimed the capital o f  the Kcpu1)lic. 
He also organized various expeditions. which succticdctl in 
freeing the Visayas from Spanish dominion. with the csccp- 

- 
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tion of a very few points. And in exchange for the great 
assistance of Aguinaldo's army. Admiral Dewey seized the 
Filipino fleet in the month of October. 

In the presence of such duplicity the Filipinos then be- 
came irritated, and only the unusual calmness of Aguinaldo 
amld restrain them, and it was solely on his account that 
immediate rupture of hostilities did not ensue. 

On the 4th of January, 1899. General Otis proclaimed 
American sovereignty, against which our invincible chief 
made an energetic protest. Otis proposed the naming of 
commissioners from both sides in order to akange an under- 
standing, to which Aguinaldo agreed; but while these con- 
ferences were going on in the best of harmony. the Yankees 
treacherously opened hostilities on the 4th of February. in 
order to force the American Senate to ratify the treaty of 
Paris. 

Now let our readers imagine the mass of effort which the 
most meritorious labors of Aguinaldo represent. On the one 
hand he was fighting the Spaniards and stopping the escesses 
of the Yankee soldiej., who were daily exasperating ours : 
on the other, he restrained his own men. infusing into their 
minds discipline, concord and patience. He directed the 
organization of his improvised army, and the provincial and 
local governments ; formed the Assembly of Representatives 
at Malolos. and discussed the Constitution adopted by the 
latte~ with a view to making it more acceptable to Catholic 
Filipinos, who formed the immense majority of the people, 
'and whose beliefs had nevertheless been so abruptly attacked 
without a salutary period of transition, however brief. He 
ahended to our represcntation abroad. to the organization of 
public instruction. to the purchak of arms, and to thc selec- 
tion of the officials of the government. which met with uni- 
versal approval because he appointed in all the provinces 
those who were most worthy on account of their honesty and 
intelligence, without regard to their political antecedents. 
Thus he named Mr. Arellano as minister, although he had 
been very friendly to the friars, and he gave the highest 
places even to those who had fought him as voluntcers by  
the side of the Spaniards. 

I * 

\ 

It is very sad to state that not a few have rewarded him 
very badly. abandoning him as soon as they saw that the 
Yankees with their whole immense p( river \yere about to fall 
on him. The Assembly attempted to vote  for h im as Presi- 
dent a salary o f  zs.och, pesos. and ;o.ooo for cspcnscs. but he 
declined it all on the condition that bciorchantl they  should 
pay the monthly salary o f  his soldiers. 

In connection \vith the proiiiu1gatit)n o f  t h e  Filipina 1 Con- 
stitution on the 1 j ( t  o f  February. i S j o .  hc \ v ~ s  un;inirnowly 
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I believe I am authorized. to speak in high terms of 
Aguinaldo, for up to the present date (November I ,  I goo ,I, I 
do not owe him a single favor, not even when he was in 
tripmphant occupation of his palace at Malolos did he re- 
member me, the poor individual who had been deported for 
defending the rights of our country when everybody else 
was silent with terror; poor indeed, but most dignified, I 
have never solicited the slightest favor, and neither do I 
expect it of him who now is being pursued vigorously by 
numerous Yankee columns. 

PBAYEB BEFORB BCRRESDER AT BbSTA CRI'Z. 

But when even the most eminent statesmen IJf the civi- 
lized world and the most important newspapers o f  Europc 
and America compare him to Jesus Christ. Czsar. ;\lcsander 
the Great, Bolivar, Washington. Jlahomet and Snpoleon. 
why should a poor Filipino writcr, who expects o f  him the 
liberty of his people and his children. not render justice to 
the great merit of our illustrious compatriot? 

The first thing that Mr. Silvela did. when at the request 
of General Polavieja I had an interview- with him in regard 
to the liberation of the Spanish prisoners. was t(J hreak out 

1 

* * *  
Having given a faint idea of the Kartjwtiun. and an im- 

partial biography of its illustrious a m .  ,iguinaldo. we are 
about to condense in a few words our ideas as to what the 
religion and morals of the Filipinos should bt! 

t 
. c .  .~ 

I 

in ardent praise of Aguinaldo as a great general and orga- 
nizer. 

And during my voyage through France and England, on 
the trains as well as elsewhere. when foreigners spoke to me. 
the first one they praised and about whom they inquired was 
Aguinaldo: to whom they assigned a much higher place than 
to Kriiger. because they used to say : -We can understand 
how the Boers arc able to resist the English. because they 
arc Europeans. have been independent. and during the last 
ten years have been arming themselves thoroughly : but 
what esceeds all our understanding is the heroism of the 
Filipino people. which. it might be said. was born only yes- 
terday. and the intelligence and bravery o f  its young chief- 
tain. twenty-eight years of age." 

* 
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THE CAVALRY SCHOOL OF APPLICATIOS 
AT SAUMUR. 

BY CAPr.4lS BEKTLY YOTT. ARTILLERY CURPS, 
YILITARI. AITACH~. P.ws, FRASCK. 

HE military attach& had on several occasions made T known, informally, their desire to visit Saumur, and at 
last they were officially informed that the visit had been set 
for July loth. The foreign officers were instructed to be at 
the 6 P. M. train, where they would be met by Colonel Faurie. 
and would find all arrangements made for the trip. X car 
had k n  reserved, seats taken in the dining car, and rooms 
provided at a hotel in Saurnur. ' 

After a night spent at the hotel, they were shown the 
work of the school the next day, between j A. 11. and 6 P. M. 

Profiting by the acquaintances made on this official visit. 
some weeks later I made another visit to the school in order 
to get a better dnderstanding of its workings. This report 
is based upon what I saw in these visits, and have learned 
from inquiry amongst officers. 

Instntction at Saumur is given to eight categories of 
students: 

1st. A class of first lieutenants of cavalry and artillery. 
These are pnmarily'at the school to be perfected in horse- 
manship, hippology and allied subjects, but are also given 
some indoor instruction (averaging about one hour per day) in 
military art, kriegspiel. theories, German, hygiene, etc. 
These officers selected by the colonels from the best horsemen 
in their regiments, pass ten months at the school, and upon 
returning to the corps are generally selected as instructors of 
horsemanship for the regiment, but only after being pro- 
moted captains. This class numbers from forty to fifty lieu- 
tenants of cavalry and from twenty to thirty of artillery. 

2nd. A class of second lieutenants of cavalry, about 
eighty in number, comprising all the graduates from St. Cyr 
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of the year preceding who entered the cavalry. Formerly 
these went to their regiments for a year and then to Saumur; 
the present rule is for them to go. after graduation leave. 
directly to Sau'mur for a ten months' course. chiefly in horse- 
manship, hippology and practical field instruction, though 
there is about one hour per day given to the teaching of 
German, hygiene, etc. This class of second lieutenants is 
kept wholly distinct in all instruction from the class of first 
lieutenants mentioned above, having e\-en their own separate 
instructors. 

3rd. A class of non-commissioned officers who have been 
selected after competition'and sent to Saumur to receive a 
course. which. if they pass satisfactorily, brings them commis- 
sions is cavalry regiments. Their instruction is largely prac- 
tical, and comprises the same amount of work with horses 3s 
for the first two classes. but the theoretical instruction is 
more extended. 

A class of veterinaries. who are selected after com- 
petition from graduates of civil veterinary schools, and sent 
to Saumur to receive instruction in the military veterinary 
art and in riding. The class is usually about twenty five 
men. 

jth. X school of military telegraphists. These are sent 
from the cavalry regiments and are outside the regular teleg- 
raphists of the engineer regiments. They number about I 20. 

A school of farriers, consisting of 120 promising 
young farriers, sent from the regiments to be thoroughly 
educated in their trade. They usually are made chief farri- 
ers when they return. 

;th. A school of saddlers. There is a well appointed 
workshop with steam power, where about one hundred sad- 
dlers are taught, and from which comes the sadd1eC.y used at 
the school and some intended for issue to troops. 

A school of fencing. consisting of thirty maitres 
d'armes, who teach the various classes fencing and are them- 
selves perfected before being sent to their regiments 

The school course in general is one year. which means ten 
months of actual and very diligent work. 

They number about eighty. 
4th. 

6th. 

i 8th. 

. 
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THE SCHOOL STAFF, 

The ,Istrudng and administrative staff of the school 
collsist8 of forty-nine officers. There is a commandant 
(brigadier-general or colonel of cavalry) and his assistant 
(lieutenant-coloriel of cavalry), fourteen officers of various 
corps, as administrative officers, three qrgeons,  three vet- 
erinaries, two instructors in topography and military art, one 
instructor in history and military geography, one instructor 
in German, one in'fortification and applied sciences, one in 
telegraphy, eleven instractors in equitation, ten instructors 
in inilitary exerhs ,  ten assistant riding masters (sergeants). 

STUDEXTS, ETC. 

Thefcare: 
45 6rst lieutenants of cavalry. 
25 first lieutenants of artillery. 
80 second lieutenants of cavalry. 
80 non-commissioned officers, candidates for com- 

missions. .. 
120 students in  the school of telegraphy. 
120 students in the faders' school. 
100 students in the saddlers' school. 
25 students in the veterinary school. 
30 d e n t s  in the fencing school. 

qao remount enlisted men. 
160 enlisted men as grooms. 

There are no troops garrisoned at Saumur. 
The W lieutenants of artillery constitute a division sep- 

arate from tho6e of cavalry, and both these are separate from 
the division of second lieutenants, and this from the division 
of candidates. The divisions are subdivided into sections of 
auch number as to assure to each section its riding instructor 
and its instructor in practical military exercises. In this way 
each instructor learns to know thoroughly every man in his 
d o n ,  and pursues his education accordingly. The senior 
instructors command in combined exercises. 

1 
i 
I 

1 1  i 
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Students are not marked, but at the end of the course the 
note "good" or "wry good" is made on their records, and this 
stands and is of great importance in their selection for promo. 
tion. 

CA VALR Y SCHOOL A T SA L:tf UR. 

TROOPS. 

There are no troops whatever stationed at Saumur, the stu- 
dent officers being formed into troops, squadrons, etc., for a11 
drills requiring such organizations. A battery of horse 
artiliery is sent from a neighboring garrison for a few months 
each year to  aid in campaign instruction, minor tactics, and 
the like. 

MESS. 
Married officers take their lodgings or houses where they 

choose and e3t at home ; bachelors are all required to t'ake 
their meals at the mes+ they lodge where they can. The 
mess building is a very poor afhir, with very few conven- 
iences; indeed. while money is liberally spent on horses. 
meniges. carri6res. harness, and all that concerns riding. very 
little is avaikblr for the comfort of the officers. The latter 
may grumble at this, but they are nevertheless not ;i little 
proud of it. The horse at Sautnur is everything. the man 
nothing escept as he may shine by the light his horsemnn- 
ship throws upou him. 

C.+l)RE Si I I R .  
The riding instructors, officers and sergeants, belong to 

the *'cadre noir." and do nothing but tcnch horsemansl~ip in 
and out of doors. The *&cadre noir." so called from the black 
uniform worn, constitutes the corps of riding masters at the 
principal schools in France. and it is a great distinction to 
belong to it. There are only three majors allowed in the 
"cadre;" the rest are captains and lieutenants selected from 
the army at  large for proficiency in horsemanship: they 
remain generally in this cadre until promoted, when they . rejoin their regiments. 

H 11) I SC; I I .I I.  LS A SD C A KRI i: K E3. 
There are four riding halls, three of which are large and 

well appointed, three carrikres or out-door riding schools m-ith 
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every aaxsmny, and maiqtained in perfect condition, and 
three maneuver fields, each about 100 acres in extent. The 
last have every sort of obstacle permanently built for instruc- 
tion in jumping-stone walls, hedges, ditches, banks, bull- 
hches, ditches and hedges, etc., etc. 

The instruction here mounts gradually from the simplest 
obstacle to the most difficult within the ability of the horse 
-and some are very stiff. 

THE WORK. 

The work in the riding halls begins at j A. Y. in summer 
and 6 A. II. in winter, and continues until IO A. Y. A s  a rule 
instroction in each kind of work continues no longer than one 
hoar; the pupils go from one drill to another at the end of 
?hat time, but the instkctors usually put in two hours in SUC- --* 
cession. Mounted work is resumed at 12:jo in winter and 
1:30 in summer. 

Each man as a d e  rides four horses in the course of the 
day : 1st. A perfectly trained manege horse (thoroughbred) 
in the hall; zpd. A young horse whose training has been 

A* confided to him; 3d. A “cheval de carriire,” i. e., a cross- c 
country horse, out of doors; 4th. His own charger or an 
unbroken coltbeing mounted for the first time, or a ’‘ sauteur,” 
i. e.. a horse trained to kick, to rear or to buck, and which is . 
used for no other purpose than this instruction. 

The instruction is varied as much as possible from day to 
day, from week to week, and following the season; every 
effort is made to keep the interest keen, and no indication of 
anything but substantial enthusiasm could be observed in 
either instructors or students; indeed, a detail in Saumur, 
whether in one category or the other, is greatly sought after, 
though the situation of the school offers nothing whatever 
of outside enjoyment to those stationed there, and the interest 
of the work itself is the sole inducement. 

1 The following is a typical day’s work in summer ; take a 
Tuesdav fgr first lieutenanp- 

Reprise de man- 
&ge *’ on trained thoropghbreds, under command of 
an instructor, till 6 A. Ms Rest for five or ten minutes. 

5 A. x.-Mounted and in the jd ing  hall. 

A HTI LL E H Y  sT I ’ IJ E ST I I Y YIc E H. 

. 
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Sauteurs " and *' voltige." 
kickers and buckers ; very slow trot without stirrups. 
These are mostly exercises for making the rider more 
supple and exercising him in violent ways. 

About 7 A. >[.-Fifteen minutes for "coffee" at the mess. 
the Frenchman's first breakfast, i. c.. coffee and a roll. 

j : ~  j to S:r j A. x-Work with very young horses, either 
personally under the instructor, or watching him, or 
alone. 

Y : ~ o  to I O  .\. >!.-Practical military exercise mounted. on 
the maneuver field, officers' private horses 1% cheval 
d'armes). 

f l  
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1 
6: I O  to 7 A. >[.-In the hall. 

Great variety obtains in this work. 

I O  A. x-Breakfast and rest till I : ~ O  1'. 11. 
1 : 3 0  to 2:30 P. 11.-Dressage. training young horse con'- 

fided to each otficer. 
z:4j  to j:4j P. >I.-Dismounted instruction. 
3:4j to  4:4~ P. .\[.-Fencing. 
j :  I j to 6: I j P. .\[.-Hygiene. 
On Friday?;, in summer, generally the  wfiolc? Who01 is sent 

out for service in campaign. from j .\. 21. tu  4 11. 21. This 
work is on the roads surroundin;: Sauini:r, and consists uf 
marches, reconnaissances. scouting, ctc.; writing and inter- 
pretation of orders in the ficlcl as ncnrly as possible a s  \VI mld 
be the case in war. -1 thcmc is. o f  course. Ltlways drawn up 
for the day's work. 

Take another typical dny, Monday i n  sumnit'r. second 
lieutenants : 

j to 7 .L .\r.-Carricre. Instruction in jumping all kinds 
of obstacles. in making. s i y  hcat?; C J ~  ; h J U t  t h r w  niilcs 
across country, over twenty varying jumps : jumping 
in lines. four to ten men alwcast, ctc. Type us~ci .  
$'chcval de carrid-c." or Irish hunter. 

7 to 8 : 1 ;  .\. \l.-IVdrk with the colts. 

S:;o to I O : I ~  A. ~.-I'ractic:il military WJrk on the Iwgc 
8 : l j  tCJ  s : j G  .\. >1.--"cOti'CC." 

maneuver ticld. 
I G :  I j .\. >I.- Breakfast; rest till I : 3 0  1'. 21. 

1:30 to z: jo r. 11.-Training young horses, practice or 
lessons in, or practical hippology. 

- 

i 
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zq5  to 3 q 5  P.  fencing or lectures. 
4: I 5 to 5 : I 5 P. M.-HiStOty. 
5: I 5 to 6: I 5 P. M.-Questions; a sort of oral examination 

- 
on any subject of the course-"Quiz." 

Take a Tuesday in winter for candidates : I 
6:oo to 7:oo A. M.-Lecture. - 
7:00 to 7:45 A. M.-Fencing. 

8:oo to IO:= A. M.-Riding hall. 
7 q 5  A. M.-"COffek.'* 

10:oo A. u.-Breakfast. 
12:3d to I :30 P. x-a'Carri&re*' out-door work, jumping, 

work with weapons, etc. \ 

1:45 to 2:45 P. &[.-Target practice. 
2*5 to 3:45 P. w.-Work mounted, military instruction, 

4:oo to 5:oo P. 11.-German. 
5 :oo to 6:  I 5 P. sf.-Questions. 

In all the military exercises on the terrain, the students 
command in turn ; the instructor gives the theme and super- 

drill. 

.. 
vises. 

THE HORSES. 

Each officer brings to Saumur his own horse, his "cheval 
d'armes." Counting these and the mounts for candidates, 
etc., there are: 

350 chevaux d'armes or troop horses. 
400 English thoroughbreds. 
I 50 Anglo- Arabians. 
3 jo half-breds. 

6 

Total, 1,2 j0 $addle-horses maintained at the government's 
expense. 

Leaving out the horses brought by their owners, practi- 
cally all the horses have been selected by the horse board of 
the school and trained by instrnctors or  students. 

T h e  thoroughbreds come to Saumur generally unbroken 
and uncastrated ; they are castrated and when well their train- 
ing begins. A horse of exceptional value or difficulty is 
taken in hand by one of the riding instructors ; each student 

b 

i 
I 

is given a young horse to train for his and the horse's benefit. 
On leaving the school an officer frequently gets permission to 
have assigned to him permanently or to buy the horse he has 
trained. Any excess of trained horses is obviated by this 
means, by transfer to other schools I as the Ecole de Cuerre; 
and by the fact that officers serving with regiments are only 
too glad to take a Saumur horse. 

A class of fine animals known as general officers' horses 
are trained at Saumur especially for the purpose indicated, 
and general officers have the privilege of buying them. 

The English thoroughbreds I two and one-half years I cost 
anywhere from 8; j O  to Sr.mo. Their cnstration made and 
training finished. they are worth. o f  course. much more. 

The hunters are not bought so young nor for such high 
prices, but a few hunters have come pretty high. as I noticed 
in the stables several prize winners of steeple chases. One 
or two such horses are to be found in d l  the schools--as St. 
Cyr, Fontainebleau. etc.. that student officers may know and 
occasionally ride a really crack horse and thus iinpiove their 
standard of excellence. 

The Saumur horse board visits the various remount depots, 
horse fairs. etc.. and selects promising animals for the school. 
The officers at the depot are nearly all old Saumur men. and 
are glad to let the commandant have their best: at least, I 
imagine, after they have picked good ones for themselves and 
their regiments. The Minister of War is empowered to aug- 
ment beyond the budget average the prices paid for espccially 
good horses for the use of the school. 

Smtcws.--There is a class of horses at Saumur. as at all 
the French military schools of riding. which does not esist in 
our service, called " sauteurs." These horses are taught to 
kick vigorously. to rear and some even to buck. The rider is 
placed on a heavy saddle with large rolls in iront and behind, 
at first with stirrups. afterwards without. The instruction is 
with the horse tied and at liberty. When tied. he stands be- 
tween two posts, a halter strap attached to each. The in- 
structor at one side and to the rear, lays the lash of a long 

kick out with both feet behind. The old "sauteur'' soon gets 

I 
b 
i 
, whip on the horse's rump with a wide flourish. making him 

I 

L 
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to know what is wanted of him, and kicks with tremendous 
vigor at a signal. When at liberty he does the same thing on 
the touch of the whip on the rump and rears on lifting the 

- The practice seems very useful. The beginner, after get- 
ting a firm seat, is given progressive lessons, and the instruc- 
tor shows him how to manage to stick on and avoid the jar ; 
the rolls on the saddle help him, and soon he is quite at ease 
on alriclring horse. Here, as in everything else, the French 
believe in teaching and not leaving to chance the knowledge 
of what to do on a bucking horse. These “sauteurs” are 
used for no other purpose except the above and for inutruc- 
tion in the very slow, hard trot without stirrups. to give a 
h m  seat and ease at the jog. 

5- . Wdr as for a jump, 

THE RIDISC HALLS, CARRIkRES ASD MASECV‘ER FIELUS. 

Three of the riding halls are in constant use ; the third is 
very old and small. They greatly,resemble the one at West 
Point in size. and arrangement, the largest exceeding it some- 
what in area. 

There are three carriires. with soft covering of sand or 
sand and eahh. It is here that the use of saber, lance and 
pistol and much of the jumping is taught. To maintain these 
aatdoor&ding schools costs very little. and they furnish an 
excellent means of transition from the riding hall to the 
cross-country work on the large maneuver fields. 

The three maneuver fields are intended for mounted 
drills, instruction in “seMce in campaign,” jumping and 
training for races. One of them is a steeple chase course be. 
longing to a club, and is only used once or twice a fortnight, 
as it is six miles from the school ; the other two are near by 
and belong to the institution. 

All are provided with every kind of obstacle, training 
track, etc 

Polo is not played at Saumur or anywhere in the army as 
a militarJr sport, as far as I know, but officers are encouraged 
to take part in military races (in uniform), steeple chases and 
horse shows. A sum is appropriated each year by Parliament 

.. 
I 
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for prizes in military races, and in the fall a military tourna- 
ment last*g a week is held at Paris and presided over by 
the President of the Republic. 

THE RIDISG. 

It is unnecessary. in view of all that precedes and will 
follow to go into the minutire of the horsemanship as seen at 
Saumur; it can be judged from the material entering the 
makeup of both horses and men and the daily wtrrk tii:ippccl 
out for them. \ 

Bareback riding is never taught. though riding n-ithout 
stirrups is : work familiar to us, such as mt Bunting aind ilis- 
mounting at  the gallop, throwing horses, picking up the 
handkerchief. etc., is not practiced ; independence :ind intli- 
viduality do not receive the encmr:Ll,reiiient wc g i v e  thcm, 
and thus it would seem that scouting \wJrk must sLilfcr. I jut  
an excellent seat on both :he 1:nglish mil  the rcgu1;itit~n 
saddle is obserGablc : better wJrk is iL,nc wi th  tlic 1:rncc tli.iii 
with the pistol or saber ; jumping is admirnl~ly t:iught, ant1 in 
$he games of the carrih-e, mounted fencing:. tlic Inir-uit, 
mrl&es. etc.. fcnrlcssncss, conficlcncc :in11 great c 1 ; r - h  ; i re  
readily noticed. Complete knowledge ancl r?i:ts;cry (JvCr the 
horse they do have. and the rider :is w ~ l l  as the mount is C S -  

pected to have * '  manners." 
The  average French officer - the ~ i : ~ t ~ r ~ r , ~  . I i o L  the 1 NXL- 6. sional swell or the occ:isil,nsl dissipttcd l';irisi:rn, I J ~  Lvliich 

the nation is generally judged -is :i hard working. :thtci:ii~j::s 
man. and in the mrjuntcd arms :in enthusiv~tic rider. I i  he 
is n9t. he tries to think he is and induce ljtlicrs t l J  the s;rine 
opinion. or he loses caste :i'i :L cnva1rym;rn. 

Sothing illustrates this so much ats t l J  i w  the men cta- 
tioned in Paris, and doubtless keenly enjl Byin;: all the p l c ~ s -  
ures it CJff'crS, yet feeling they must ride c v q  ( lay;  aind tRe 
scores and scores ( J f  generals :IM ticld c~tliccr~ statiijncd hcrc 
without troops fill the hJis o f  a morning from C o ' c l ~ c k  on. 
There arc few o f  them who fail t l J  put in one or tWtJ hours tJn 
horseback before going to their desks, for a general (Jtficer in 
France must not only he able to ride, but he muit d u  it con. 
stantly or have it count against'him in his possible appoint. 
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ment to a desirable command; but most of them do it for 
health and from a genuine love of the exercise. 

The average French cavalry officer has an income about 
equal to his American brother's pay, but he is given a horse 
and a striker, both of which enable him to keep up the 
appearan.ces of a gentleman. 

- 

OWE DAY AT SAUYUR-JULY IO. 1 9 2 .  

The day spent at Saumur by the foreign military attach& 
was filled with a special programme drawn up for their 
benefit. 

6 A. x.-Drive in a four in-hand break belonging to the 
school to the Verrie, a large tract of rolling land belouging 
to a local racing club, which permits the cavalry school its 
free use. 

7 A. &-Exhibition of cross-country riding at la 1-arrie, 
over every nature of steeple chase obstacle, some very stiff. 
Ninety officers too part. riding generally in groups of four 

follows: - 
abreast at conveni a nt distances. They were mounted as 

25 lieutenants of artillery on half-bred horses. 
4 j  lieutenants of cavalry on thoroughbred horses. 
IO instructors in riding, on thoroughbred horses. 
IO sergeants, assistant-instructors in riding, on half - 

The coarse was nearly four miles over rolling ground 
and comprked twenty jumps. All the horses took the jumps 
in perfect form except one, which was put at a very broad 
mud wall at too little speed ; the results showed thoroughly 
good cross-country horsemanship ; the seats were noticeably 
good, hands_likewise, training of horses perfect. All rode 
the English saddle and plain English bit and bridoon. X 
high platforpl in the middle of the field enabled the colonel 
and the visiting officers to see the whole course and every 
jump. 

8 : 3 0 ~ .  w.-Exercises incrossingthe small river Thouet on 
a raft constructed by the method known as the Rudcazc Sac ( a  
pmphlet by that title was sent the 51. I. D. about a year ago 
giving complete description of the system). 

. 

bred horses. 
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The raft was made of the canvas grain sacks carried in 
campaign by each trooper. These were stuffed with straw. 
tightly choked and formed into a raft by poles and lashings. 
A small wire rope was stretched across the river and two 
pulleys attached in the manner of a trolley. The system 
worked very well and ten officers were taken over without 
difficulty and without wetting. 

g A. >f . -  Exhibition-of the regular outdoor instruction of 
the second lieutenants in minor tactics on the maneuver field 
of Breil. about looacres of flat grass land. This field ?ins ;I one 
mile training track and obstacles of every sort fur  jumping. 

The second lieutenants, eighty in all, were formed into a 
troop of cavalry. officered and commanded from among 
themselves. We were shown an attack o f  cnva:r:; agniiist 
cavalry the enemy being represented : then an :i:t:ick oi c:iv- 
alry against artillery, the enemy being a battcry of horse 
artillery with a represented support of cavalry. 'These escr- 
cises. though elementary, indicated the method-the very 
practical method pursued in all instruction, of teaching I )I :  the 
ground by reiterated practice a11 the  work that is tlo:ic in the 
field by a squadron of cavalry. The idca is that c x h  young 
officer shall become. through constant practicc. so familiar 
with every detail of the work he is cailed upon to tlo in c3m. 
paign, that he decides and docs it in action as inztinctivcly 
as he would command "mount and forward." 

carricres " or 
open.air riding schools. This was shown i n  t w J  of the **c:ir'- 
ricres." a very large one about the s i x  o f  the c.iv.ilry plnin 
and a small one larger than the arcn of barracks, ;it ii-cst 
Point. The large carrike was a rectangle surrc,undcd by 
stables and barracks a n i  covered with soft s:ind. IIcrc o n e -  
half the class of second lieutenants cthibitcd their skill with 
saber and lance against manikins. riding at will niid over low 
obstacles. 

This deserves ;I longer description. 'The ground is cov- 
ered with a misturc of sand and loam. -1 fence zurrounds 
all four sides and a stout, well-made artificial hctlge abo:it 
three and one-half feet high and two feet wide runs ncrozs 
from side to side, dividing the carricrc into two equd  parts. 

g:30 .\. 11. --Illustration of t5e work in the 

The other half worked in the zni:illcr cxricre. 

i 
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This hedge could not be knocked down, but it was removable. 
The troopers rode about here jumping the hedge at each 
moment, attacking manikins, etc. The most novel thing in 
this work w+ the use of manikins life si&, fastened in their 
saddles on the horses turned loose in the carrihe, to be pur- 
sued and attacked with saber and lance. I had never seen 
this before and I gathered that none of the other foreigners 
had ; a:l united in finding it ap excellent exercise from every 
point of view, amusing as well as instructive in horseman- 
ship. To make this manikin an old saddle tree is used and 
a flexible but strong strip of wood is screwed to it so as to 
stand vertical. On this an old uniform coat properly stuffed 
is put with canvas face and forage cap. The horse with 
this trooper of straw on his back is turned loose in the riding 
school, and it is remarkable how difficult it is to catch him 
and get in a blow of the saber, especially in an enclosed 
space with a hedge running across. The horse gets very 
cunning. and the pursuer can never count on what he is going 
to do; he, of course, can turn more quickly and stop more 
suddenly than a horse bearing a real rider. 

The lances used in this game had large foils on their 
points. 

All the manikins used at Saumur are arranged to give to 
a blow or to sway, but not to drop. Thus the Turk's head 
on a post to be cut in going over a hurdle, yields to a blow, 
but comes back into position again. This saves having a man 
stand by to replace it, as is the custom with us. Most of the 
manikins ate a man's body and head stuffed around a piece 
of oak bolted to a post. 

In all this riding at will in the carriCtres. the troopers were 
much mixed up, going, corning, meeting and crossing. The 
sabers were drawn and lances in rest. This was intentional, 
in order that all should get accustomed to avoiding accident 
in m61Ces and used to taking care of themselves in  a tnix.up. 
No accident of any kind happened the day I speak of, and 
the practice seems to be a useful one. 

In these exercises officers rode their regulation saddks. 
In all of this. as in every other class of work at Saumur, the 
effort is made to keep all hands interested, and if anyone in- 

ys A!!. 
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vents a new game that is instructive, it is put into effect. As 
the commandant, Colonel Dubois, explained to me, there is 
no intelligence in making a soldier's work drudgery when it 
can be avoided. and what is done with pleasure is done with 
triple effect. So when from s i s  to eight hours of horseback 
is esacted of it man every day. the effort is constantly made 
by the authorities to keep up interest by ensuring variety. 

y:io A. i b - l - i s i t  to the fencing school. where we wn- 
several bouts with the saber and the foil. by t h e  maitres 
d'armes, visit to the veterinary school and the horse hospital. 
We were shown several thoroughbred colts recovericy irom 
castration, that had been performed by the new method of a 

time. The chief veterinary also showed several hlJrses that 
had been treated for strained tendon by a methcid that has 
not yet been thoroughly proven. though it is hopcd that 
results will show lasting cures. The method used is to 
inject air i rendered aseptic by passing through ;gauze wet 
with any good solution) into the limb and around the te:itlon 
affected. T h e  apparatus is a simple hand bulb and tube at- 
tached to a hypodermic needle. The stimulant t)i t h c  oxy- 
gen directly applied is supposed to et'fect the cure, m t l  no 
blemish. as i n  firing. remains. 

First, twenty-four 
lieutenants of cavalry mounted on English thoroiighbrccl;, 
then the ten riding instructors. captains and lieutenants. on 
half-breed horses. jumping the bar up  to five and ~ ~ n c - i i a l i  
feet: then tcn riding instructors. lieutenants nncl sergeants. 
on sauteurs at liberty on the French saddle with double rolls 
and without stirrups; these horses were taught to rcnr and to 
kick viciously :it signal; then twenty riding instructlm on 
thoroughbred horses csccuting '. haute Gcule." 

These five " reprises de man2ge" were lwautiiul eshibi-. 
tions of perfectly trained horses doing the work most suitsble 
to thetn ; they. were designed not tlJ show daring feats of 
riding but to eshibit in :dl their p:iccs spiritccl horses uf 
various breeds yielding quick and intelligent obedience .to 
skillful riders.'. All of the work was done at a walk, a very 
slow trot or a very slow gallop. 

single incision. The recovery was apparently in a very short # 

2:oo 1 1 .  \f,-\i-ork in the riding hall. 
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The horses were groomed to perfection, the leather and 1 
i steel work being in the pink of condition ; no private stable 

of a millionaire could turn out better appointments. 
In this riding hall work the saddles used are the old style 

French saddle, very heavy, with leg rolls, and covered with 
white buckskin in the manner of a housing. This saddle has 
nothing to recommend it, and is clung to only because it is 
showy and is a tradition. There are apparently so few tradi- 
tions in the matter of horsemanship in France that they like 
to retain what is possible. But this saddle is only used in the 
riding hall. 

T h e  spectacle presented during these exhibitions was 

groomed to the taste of an emperor. with scarlet saddlecloths 
showinga bright border under a snow white saddle ; the tail 
in some reprises, clubbed and bound with three straps of 
white leather while a long white strap leads loosely on each 
flank from the tail to the saddle ; white reins; the mane 
plaited with a white ribbon and the forelock coquettishly 
knotted d t h  the same; the riders in patent leather boots, 
white breeches. black tunic and epaulettes; a cocked hat 
(made so familiar by all of Napoleon's pictures) ; silence, the 
air of complete repose and confidence, the quiet word of com- 
mand and then all in action-only restrained, held in, as 
though the canons of riding school taste would be offended 
at any hurry or noise or lack of perfect ease-all this made 
a picture unfamiliar to  American eyes and wholly admirable. 

What I have described above with perhaps pardonable 

on in honor of our visit and which are used only for show 
d o n s  in the riding hall. For regular work the equip- 
ment is entirely business-like. 

After the reprises were over, Colonel Dubois took us down 
on the tanbark to examine at leisure a half dozen representa- 
tive French breeds of horses. There were presented six 
horses from Vend&, half or three-quarter bred ; dam Yen- 
d k n  &, sire English thoroughbred ; ten horses from Nor- 
mandy, half or three-quarter bred; dam Norman, sire English 
thoroughbred; six horses from Tarbes, Anglo-Arab thorough- 

i 
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truly exquisite to the lover of horses. Beautiful animals i 

No sabers are ever worn in riding hall work. 

I 

4 

'enthusiasm, constitute, of course, the holiday trappings put I I  
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breds. one. half., Tarbes and one. half English thoroughbred ; 
six other Anglo-Arab thoroughbreds having seventy-five per 
cent English thoroughbred blood ; six thoroughbreds of En- 
glish blood but borne in France. 

The F3;ench officer believes more and more in thorough- 
bred horses for war purposes, and all officers who can get 
them do so. The Anglo-Arab Tarbe horse is the ideal light 
cavalry horse -certainly oitr ideal cavalry horse, since we do 
not believe in cuirassiers and dragoons who have to be 
mounted on heavy horses. They come of a very old stock 
left in the Tarbes district by the Arabs, and the improvement 
of the breed in long ages has produced a short coupled, deep 
chested, active and hardy horse with ideal shoulders. 

When the fetish of the tzriiir- b h i ~ h .  has disappeared from 
the French eavalry. they will use no other horse for their 
troopers as long as Tarbes produces enough. 

4 I>. >f.-\-isit to the saddle shops. the farriers. shops and 
their collections and meins of study. We then went throtlgh 
one of the stables, an airy. well built place with feed troughs 
of cement and stone floor. the whole not great!y difering 
from our arrangements. However. the bcd(?ing is left down 
at all times and the horse stands in it and in his stall all day 
when not a t  work. They have nu picket line. though the 
climate would permit a horse to stand uxi most of the days 
in the year. 

After this summary description of Saumur. I think the 
question may fairly be asked. What have we to learn from 
French methods as there exhibited. and whit benefits result 
to the French service from keeping up such an estensive 
and costly establishment. 

I will try to answer the last question first. Saumur and 
its offspring have created all that esists or that ever did 
exist of genuine love of horses, and practical knowledge of 
horsemanship or horse training, in the French army. 

This is abundantly proved by an esaminatiori of cavalry 
conditions before and after the establishment of the school 
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on its present basis, and it is freely admitted by authoritative 
writers. ~ 

Between I- and 1830 the orders prescribed that during 
the winter season cavalry horses must be exercised ( blanketed 
and led) two or three times a week; in the summer season 
mounted drill for the poorest riders is to be held from three 
to five times a week. but so arranged that no horse is used 
over two or three times a week. The non-commissioned 
officers must be exercised at the gallop IGVCP n tuotrfh, but 
"caution should be observed not to give this work indiscrimi- 
nately to all horses! " 

Thus Murat's cavalry, which is pictured by the uninformed 
as a marvel of efficiency, drilled one-third its men-the 
worst-three times a week during the summer. and the non- 
commissioned 05cers galloped their horses regularly twice a 
month! As a matter of fact, the chief care in  peace time 
was to preserve the horses from injury. 

From 1830 to 1870 some practical progress was made, 
especially due to the Algerian wars, but the imperfections in 

- horsemanship, methods and training were brought out in 
glaring light by the war of 1870. 

To-day the average French cavalry or light artillery officer 
is a good rider, but there exists an Olite of French officers 
who are, probably, taken all in all, the best military horse- 
men in the world.* These men represent the product of 
thirty years of patient, intelligent development at Saumur. 
They grow more numerous every year: the circle of their 
influence, in and out of the army extends continually: they 
have taught the other pfficers t ahether at Ssumur itself or in 
Ipe regiments) not merely by precept and esclmplc. but by 
diligent daily drill in and out of doors, until now t h e  results 
are evident to the most careless observer. 

France still is not and may never be 3 country where 
riding is loved and practiced for itself; the countrymnn, the 

*Compuimns are always difficult. but if other Euriqiean cocntr:c'i Iiave 
any better miliary horsemen than France. they were n4Jt n c n t  tci tliv inter- 
nuionnl tournament at Turin last summer, nor ti, the Ikuanelz-Ostend r:do. 
At both events the superiority of the French, rhc Saumur sc.liiml. was uver- 
wbeIming against PI comers. 

. 
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farm hand, the farmer, never rides, though he may spend his 
life with horses. Last year I made a bicycle trip of six 
weeks through a great horse-raising province of France, and 
I saw not one human being mounted on a horse except 
soldiers. 

Riding among the aristocracy and the fashionable set. 
especially in Paris, is practiced chiefly because it  is the thing 
to do. In the season the Bois is filled with these. but when 
there is no crowd there to look on, the bridle paths are 
deserted except by oficers and gnmms. Many cjf these 
French fashionables ride well and know the horse, but in 
speaking of the nation this class is wholly negligible. 

But recruits must be taught to ride-each year some dO.o(jO 

who never had a leg over a horse-and the cavalry and light 
artiilery offcers must be :tccomplishcd instructors ; Sacmur 
furnishes these in two ways: every cavalry oficcr spends a 
year there just  after or just before rccciving his ctimmissit,n ; 
he is taught by past masters in a!: the arts oi equitation and 
on all kinds of horses: they sct him a mndard  h t h  o r  the 
horseman and the instructor. 

Then apart from this. t h e  s c h ~ c ~ l  sends m t  each f:tll a 
class o f  about forty-five cavalry and tu.enty-!ivc artillery 
oflicers;. who some sis or eight years Lifter tlicir :,rr:idu:ttilm 
from Saumur’ have returned there for :I ten :iit 1nt1i.i’ clJi:rsc. 
Saumur perfects them in horscmms!~ip. brings them u;) tt) 
the  latest ideas in all thxt relates to  the i r  arm,  cn:tl)lc.i them 
to do some theoretical study 1 thtJugh this is sccond:iry,l and 
upon their return to their regirncnts. they :ire rc:tdy in turn 
to instruct others. From these t h c  coitbncl Fc1cct.i hi.. .*cnpi- 
taine instructcur.“ ~ l i ( ~ s c  chief work  is supervising tiic ritiing 
of the lieutenants and nr,n-cr,mtiii.~si(Jtie~l oiticers ~iiiitcd into 
a platoon for this purpose.+:. IIc ;tTso Iecturcs c,n t:trg.et lirac- 
tice. topuyr:iphy. hippJIogy, ctc. 

Thus a mounted otliccr whiie piirsiiinz the reg!I:tr >tuclic.i 
of his arm. goes hiiiilicli t h r ( ~ ~ i g I i  >cvcr;ti ctjurscs I J ~  instruc- 

“1.iic 1r.rirc.r tias i x v c r  Iic:,?d of an Arncril mi C l J : l c C l  cr.:::::;: I::.. 1ieu:cr.- 
ants and non-cmm:i~.:t,r.cd diccr.. i:ito n ~*L:IM,I: fur :i:.:r:x::u:i :II  hor-~.rnan-  
ship uncicr (t ~ j ~ : t i : i  Ji it  u’c‘rc dam., i: :- ; ~ i ( ~ t x i i ~ I c  : l : ~ t  ta~i: ;:et::cr.nzt 
would considcr h i m 4 f  i:;su:tcd i i i  cxac: pri+ortiu:i tu k k  ig:ioruxc ~ , f  i:urse- 
mnnrhip. - 

J 
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tion at the hands of officers who have given proofs of superior 
talent as horsemen. This system unifies the methods through- 
out the mounted service. 

Let me make a r b m C  of this work: 
St. Cyr-First year, one hour a day mounted instruction. 

Second year, two hours a day mounted instruction. 
Saumur-As second lieutenant. one year, s i r  hours a 

day mounted ; riding hall, carrikre, cross-country, 
field work. reconnaissance, topography, hippology, 
etc. 

Regiment-Say seven years doing regimental duty as 
lieutenant. During part of this time his instruction 
,in horsemanship is continued by the '.capitaine in- 
structeur." 

Saumur-$.he year as "officer d'instruction," receiving 
the finishing touches to his knowledge of horses, 
horsemanship and how to teach it. Instruction, also. 
in German, field work, kriegspiel, etc. Six hours a 
day mounted. 

Thus Saumur polishes off the young graduate of St. Cyr, 
and sends him to his regiment with a very considerable bag- 
gage of horse knowledge as well as other professional equip- 
ment; the regiments yearly send back their best horsemen 
to draw new inspiration from the school, and incidentally to 
keep it in closer touch with the service, \i.hich latter liaison 
is further ensured by the periodical replacing of commandant 
and instructors from the line. 

This school then Gars somewhat the same relation to 
horsemanship in the French army that West Point bears to 
discipline in the AmericaE army. 

WHAT HAVE WE TO LEARS FRO)[ S-iCMUR? 

Much. There exists in and out of our army a belief not 
only that West Point is a magnificent school of horsemanship, 
but that the graduate of West Point is a better rider and 
horseman than the graduate of any other institution in the 
world. It makes no difference that the holders of this opinion 
have never been o tside of American temtorv or had a P 
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chance to make the comparison, the opinion is prevalent, and 
it is pernicious, since any opinion which causes us to over- 
rate ourselves is a bar to progress. 

Horsemanship may be considered as ability to ride, ability 
to train a horse for riding, and that general knowledge of 
the animal which fits the rider to get the best work out of his 
mount. 

A n  accomplished officer of cavalry or light artillery should 
be a horseman in all three senses of the word, and an in- 
structor to boot. In our service. he may or he may not be, 
this depending who;ly upon the individual, since we have no 
school where all mounted o5cers must necessarily accomplish 
a complete course in horsemanship. 

West Point is not such a school. and that we have no such 
school outside of West Point, is due to the prevalent belief 
at West Point and in the army at large, that the Military 
Academy sends out its graduates armed with a sufficient 
knowledge of horsemanship. The graduate himself, unfor- 
tunately, believes this more firmly than anybody else, and this 
is bad for him and bad for the service. 

What then is wrong? Our standard both of horses and 
horsemanship. The quality of horsemanship taught at West 
Point is all right, but the cxrcttt of the knowledge imparted is 
insufficient ; as far as the training goes it is excellent : its in- 
sufficiency is entirely due to two causes, lack of time and 
lack -of tools. If this iqufficiency were known and acknowl- 
edged, there would be no danger for the service. Means 
would be provided to continue and perfect the work well and 
correctly begun ; unfortunately the almost universal belief 
that the graduate is fully prepared to exercise the office of 
teacher to the horses and recruits of his regiment, bars the 
way to the rapid and necessary progress he could make from 
being a good rough rider to being a capable horseman. 

This would be but a step were the conditions favorable. 
He is like a young physician who has just taken his degree 
with high honors and immediately begins to treat diseases 
and perform surgical operations; he may develop into a 
splendid doctor in ten years, but think of what is suffered at 
his hands while he is learning! Think how much more 
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rapid and certain would haye been his progress had he stood 
by-ia a hoepital for a year to watch and aid his seniors before 
beginning to practice hhself. 

certainly one-half the members of an average class at 
West Point are not accustomed to riding when they enter, 
and these are the men we must consider, for the cavalry arm 
geb its officers from this half as often as from the other. 
Leaving out the few who are really horsemen from long prac- 
tice on farms at home, what does a cadet know of horseman- 
ship when he graduates? He knows how to stick on, to be 
quite fearless and at his ease in any position on any horst 
w&& tAr sta@&s couzah; he becomes, in general, a first rate 
rough rider ; he can do the things he has been taught, and do 
them so well as to excite unlimited and dangerous admira. 
&ion, . Wh& does he know of a horse's mouth? A feu- things 
&at .he has been told. But what he has felt of a horse's 
mouth? He has felt the callosities or the tender wounds 
nlade in that sensitive organ by many unskillful hands. Has 
he ever seen a young horse getting his first exercise, his first 
handling,' bitting, mounting ? Has he ever seen and tried 
what skill and patience is required with a well bred colt to 
teach him the beautiful art of carrying himself and a rider ? 
H e  has not; the tools are lacking, and West Point is partly 
respansible for that. In these days at least the War Depart- 
ment, sooner or later, procures for the Academy whatever in 
the way of equipments the Academy urgently demands. 

Has a cadet when he graduates ever ridden a perfectly 
trained horse that answers to each movement of hand or leg 
as a &usid instrument to its master? Has he ever known 
the joy of riding such a horse or the instruction one gets in 
w g i n g  these results out of a rough colt? Certainly not. 
Then what is the standard in horse flesh and horse knowledge 
of the .young lieutenant who joins his regiment? The stand- 
ard ;created for him by riding for three years, and riding nothing 
eke, the horses we all know so well as constituting the *'de- 
tachmenc 

What is the result of thio upon the mounted & i c e ?  The 
young 6fEcer joins his regiment ; he knows how to stick on 
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with consummate ease, saddle or no saddle ; he can guide his 
horse with hand and leg ; he can use his weapons fairly well : 
he has jumped the bar in the- riding hall i f  perchance the 
horse he rode was that kind : he has had 'some troop drill ; 
he has splendid pluck and loves to ride. But he does not 
know anything about cross-country riding : he is no judge of 
a horse's powers of endurance or how to eke them out in a 
pinch : he never took a stiff hedge and ditch : he never was 
on a horse that a d d  take such an obstacle : he believes firmly 
that the JlcClellan saddle is the only saddle in the world 
(unless Colonel Treat has lately disturbed that idea I because 
he never rode any other: above all. he has never ridden first 
rate horses or different classes of them-the thoroughbred, 
the hunter, the half-bred: no experience has taught him 
what are the qualities of each: hc has ridden chiefly or 
wholly what is ccmmonly known as the "plug." and in spite 
of any hope for the ,future or envy of better things. that 
"plug" is his standard of horseflesh ; it must be : he knows 
by intimate daily contact nothing else. He is undoubtedly a 
first rate trooper, but is he prepared t9 step at once into the 
office of instructor? Has he those accomplishments which a 
good cavalry officer is expected to have? Certainly not. 
This alone is sufficient to account for the poor class of mount 
which this graduate we are speaking of is generally content 
with for the rest of his life. 

A good horse out of the troop is perfectly satisiactor): to 
most officers for they have never had a chance to regularly 
ride or train anything better.* S o t  one per cent. of the 
officers in our mounted service own what would be called 3 
well-bred excellent mount. This is not due to poverty. bu t  
due to the low standard of excellence in horse desh prevail- 

.The writer believes it is wholly accurate to say that daring eight years of 
his personal experience at West Point only two cavalry officers owned t!ieir 
mounts one of these. a fine young Kentucky horse. was regarded by the cades 
with the admiration and reverence one might btstow upon a Derby winner. 
The idea of riding such a horse, as a matte; uf course. mver entered their 
heads. This animal was about the grade of a horse regularly used for much 
of the instruction at St. Cpr and Saumur. This was in the '30's and 'go's: 
whether things are now diderent at West Point. Leavenworth and Riley is not 
known. 
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ing throughout the army. -While the horses raised in our 
country excite admiration the world over, our o5cers know 
little of such except by sight. Poverty is not the cause, but 
inditrenna to the need of being well mounted. If an o5cer 
loves dress and has a high standard of its requirements, he 
CPLL gratify his taste ; if he loves to gamble or travel or drink, 
he can gratify these passions ; if he loves and understands a 
good horse, he can own one; if he felt that to be badly 
mounted was ignominious he would soon find means to turn 
out better, even if  he  did not take his greatest pleasure in 
riding; but the present standard of taste in horse flesh is 
deplorably low. 

How can it be improved? . First. by having at West Point 
in addition to a sufficient number of the present type of 
horses for cadets to.learn on. twenty perfectly trained thor- 
oughbreds fer riding hall work and twenty perfectly trained 
hunters for outside work; if this is impossible, ten of each. 
These horses should be ridden only by first classinen, and 
those who-have not shown sufficient aptitude should not be 
given them horses till their last b x  months. 

A cadet who has ridden for one year such horses as these 
would have indelibly fixed €or all time his standard of the 
type of horse proper for the service of a mounted ofEcer ; he 
would probably never be content until he owned one equally 
good, and to do so is well within his means. 

Riding such horses under the eye of a watchful master 
would exhibit every fault committed by the rider and show 
the latter, as only experience can, the standard he should 
aspire to in his work of training young horses himself. 

In addition to the horses mentioned, ten colts of about 
two and one-half years old, of good type and breeding, should 
be bought each year for West Point. These should be trained 
before, and as much as possible by the first classmen and 
under competent instntctors, that a clear understanding and 
some little practice may be had of what training a good horse 
means. So, when the time comes to leave the Academy the 
young graduate has a fairly g d  estimate of what he knows 
well (viz : riding-sticking on), what he knows slightly and 
what he has et to teirch himself or be taught. If he deserves 
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half the name of cavalryman, the rest of his instruction will 
be an enthusiastic pleasure. 

But his standards must be high, and only experience with 
good horses can establish them : he must understand the in- 
completeness of his education at this point, that he may go 
forward willingly toward perfecting it. K i t h  such founda- 
tions to build upon, the cavalry graduate should go at once 
to Fort Riley for a year’s course in equitation and the duties 
of the troop officer in garrison and in field topography, re- 
connaissance, reports and the like : from four to six hours a 
day in the saddle, one to two hours a day of indoor study 
(map reading. lectures. hippology, Spanish). 

This school should be equipped with a full complement 
of excellent horses of two types-thoroughbred and half 
bred ; the instructors should be the picked horsemen of the 
army. The work should include riding hall work, regulation 
saddle, bareback and English saddle : the outdoor work. in 
addition to service in campaign, a careful program leading up 
to the stiffest jumping as well as long distance rides. 

A number of unbroken colts, of good type. should be 
bought for the school, and one given to each 1: ‘eutenant to 
train under the eye of an instructor. On leaving the school 
the officer should be allowed to buy the horse he had trained 
for what it cost the government as a colt: while at the school 
he should not be required to own a private horse. 

Can any one doubt that such a method would quickly raise 
the standard of horseflesh and horsemanship in our mounted 
service? And would not the graduate entering the cavalry 
arm, hail the opportunity of spending a year in the daily 
practice of riding and training good horses. the most delight. 
ful pastime that the soldier in peace has ever yet found in all 
the ages since Alexander? And would he ever be satisfied 
with the indifferent class of mount he now rides? 

The good of our mounted service demands some such 
leavening. especially for the future, and Fort Riley could 
easily be made to our cavalry a fountain of inspiration and a 
standard of exce1lence”in all that concerns the horse and his 
uses in war. To have graduated from the cavalry school 
under such a system, would carry with it not merely the 

* 
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stamp of good rider, but of all round capable horseman, 
and the prestige of our cavalry, already so high, would be 
still further increased. No distinction is too proud for that 
arm in the American service to grasp it; its traditions are 
splendid, but is not improvement always desirable? 

After careful examination of the subject it cannot be ad- 
vanced that, considering the four years spent at West Point 
and the time given there to riding. such a post-graduate 
cofuse is unnecessaty. In the third class year at West P.oint 
abog forty honrs are devoted to riding, in the second class 
year about sixty, in the first class year about I I j. total in 
three years, about z 18 hours. 

At St. Cyr. in the first year about 240 hours are devoted 
to riding (both cavalry and infantry cadets!; in the second 
year the infantry cadet has about I 20 hours, the cavalry cadet 
480 hours. Total at  St. Cyr in the two years-infantry cadet, 
360 hours; cavdry cadet, 720  hours. The cavalry graduate 
then goes, after two months’ leave, to Saumur for a ten 
months’ cetuse. For six days in the week he puts in never 
less than six hours a day mounted; once or twice a fortnight, 
eight hours a day mounted field work. In  the year this 
means, counting six hours a day, I jO0 hours of actual work 
with horses. 

Thus the French second lieutenant joins his regiment 
three years after entering St. Cyr, having devoted ( I  jO0 + 720)  
2220 hours to learning riding, training and horsemanship ; 
this on the very best horses of every class, with every acces- 
sory that money can buy, on all sorts of ground, over all 
kinds of obstacles, and directed by the most accomplished 
horsemen on the continent. 

The difference between 2 I 5 hours, devoted in three years 
to the A S a s  instruction, and 2220 hours, devoted during 
an equal period to the Frenchman’s instruction, is rather 
glaring. and one must be inspired by an overwhelming con. 
tempt for the French race, and a prodigious ignorance of the 
French cadry  officer, if these figures and facts related above 
leave himcsnvinced that the American cavalry officer has 
nothing to learn in France. 

W. dans notre m e ,  le cheval n’est pas tout, 
Taut n’at rien sans le cheval.” 

THE XCT031ATIC COLT PISTOL. 

HE action of this pistol is automatic. except that the T trigger must be pulled to fire each shot. The arm can 
be discharged at the rate of five shots per second. the car- 
tridges being automatically supplied from a detachable magn. 
zine inserted in the handir of the pistol. with a capacity of 
seven shots. 

After the pistol is charged with a fiIIed magazine. o m  
opening movement is made by hand. bringing the first car- 
tridge into the chamber. On pu:ling the trigger the cnr- 
tridge is fired. the emptv shell is estracted. and n new cnr- 
tridge loaded into the chamber. a11 these operations taking 
place automatically without any manipulation of the nrxn. 
This automatic operation of the pistol is effccted by thc recoil 
of the moving parts. and as a consequence the recoil is so 
absorbed in being utilized that it has not the usual disturbing 
effect. 

Length of barrel 
Lenxt!i of pistol over all 
Weigh: of pistol 

. 6 inches. 
9 inches. 

j 5  ounces. 

I. Receiver. 
z. Barrel. 
3. Slide. 
e Firingpin. 
5. Firing-pin spring. 
6. Rear sight. 

I j. Hammer scren-. 
I& Hammer roll. 
1 5 .  Hammer roll pin. 
16. Trigger. 
I;. Sear. 
18. Safetv. 

7. Firing-pin Lock-pin. 19. Sear and safety pin. 
8. Shell extractor. 
9. Shell extractor spring. 2 1 .  Mainspring. 

20. Sear. safety and trigger spring. 

IO. Shell extractor pin. 22. Mainspring screw. 
XI. Slide lock. 23. Eiector. - -  

24. Ejector pin. XI. Hammer. 
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33. Magazine catch pin. 

35. Magazine follower. *. Magazinespring. 
37. Scales (a). right and left hen+ 
38. Scale screw (4). 

Magazine. 

and escutcheons. ;2 

3 

.. 

The three main' parts of the pistol are the receiver, the' 
barrel and the slide. 

The receiver has suitable guides for the reciprocating 
slide, an& betow is the handle, which is hollow, and encloses 
the cartridge magazine. This is inserted in the handle from 
below and is there held by thc magazine catch, which slightly 
projects from the bottom of the handle; this projection serves 
to release at will the magazine from the catch, when it may 
be readily drawn from the handle for recharging. 

In front of the handle is the trigger guard, in which the 
trigger is lacated; in the rear and above the handle is ar- 
ranged in the receiver the firing mechanism, consisting of 
the hammer, the sear, a safety device and the mainspring ; 
also the sear, safety and trigger spring. The lower part of 
the latter serves to actuate the magazine catch. 

The top of the receiver extends forward from the handle 
and to it the barrel is attached by two short links. one near 
the front end of the barrel and one at its rear end; these 
links are attached to the receiver by a link-pin and also to 
the barrel by a similar link-pin, and allow the barrel to swing 
rearwad thereon. As both links are of the same length. the 
rearwad movement of the barrel in swinging thereon carries 
the barrel slightly downward, but the longitudinal axis, dur- 

Below the barrel the receiver has a tubular seat for the 
retractor Spring, which in front is closed by a plug fastened 
.in the receiver by the lower link-pin. The top surface of the 
d v e r  and two longitudinal grooves on its sides form the 1 -  seat for the slide, which is guided thereon in rearward and 
forward movements. The rear part of the slide forms a bolt, i 

I 
I the fo- extension of which is a partially tubular cover i enctosing the barrel. 

I . 
I 

1 ing all the movements, remains parallel. 
i 
i 
I 

t 
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In the forward part of the receiver is a transverse mortise 
extending through the retractor spring seat, and transverse 
recesses in the forward part of the slide Serve to admit the 
slide lock, which, passing through the sides of the slide and 
through the mortise, serves to lock the slide to the receiver. 
The retrador spring in its seat in the receiver consists of a 
spiral spring, the rear end of which rests against a short stiff 
recoil spring located between the retractor spring and the 
d v e r ,  and the front end of the retractor spring carries a 
follower. 

The rear face of the slide lock has a slight recess. and 
when this lock is in its place, the front end of the follower 
rests in this recess, thereby confining the slide lock laterally; 
thus the tension of the retractor spring is eserted to force 
the slide to its forward position, while the recoil spring serves 
to receive any excess of recoil of the slide. 

.Upon the barrel are three transverse ribs. and in the inte- 
rior of the slide are three corresponding recesses. These 
serve to lock the barrel and the slide firmly together when in 
their forwaid or closed position. 

Between the locking recesses and front of the bolt the 
slide has an opening on the right side for the ejection of the 
empty shells. The bolt is provided with an extractor, a firing- 
pin and a firing-pin spring. 

- The magazine is a tubular holder, in which the cartridges 
are placed one above the other, resting upon a follower acted 
on by a spring which presses upward. The upper end of the 
magazine is open to permit the escape of the cartridges : the 
side walls at the rear of the opening are turned inward and 
engage the rim of the topmost cartridge to prevent its escape 
from the cine when it is pushed foryard. 

- OPERATION. 

- T h e  magazine can be loaded with any number of car- 
tridges from one to seven, its capacity being seven. The 
charged magazine is inserted in the handle: the slide is 
drawn once to the rear by hand. 

This movement cocks the hammer, and when the slide is 
in this position the magazine follower and follower spring 
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raise the topmost cartridge so as to bring it into the path of 
the bolt : the slide on b'eing released is carried forward by 
the retractor spring. and during this movement the bolt places 
the cartridge in the chamber. -1s the slide approaches its 
forward position the front of the bolt encounters the rear end 
of the barrel and forces the barrei forward. During this 
forward movement the barrel also swings upward on the 
links. and thus the locking-ribs on the barrel are carried into 

the locking recesses in the slide: the barrel and slide are 
thereby positively interlocked and the pistol is rcncly for 
firing. 
-1 pull on the trigger now serves to move the sear so as 

to release the hammer and fire a shot. The force of the 
ponder gases driving the bullet from the barrel is rear\\-ardly 
exerted against the bolt. overcoming the inertia of the slide 
and the tension of the retractor spring, and as a result the 
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slide and the barrel recoil together. After moving rearward 
together for a distance, enough to 'insure the bullet having 
passed from the barrel, the downward swinging movement 
of the barrel releases the latter from the slide, leaving the 
barrel in its rearmost position. The momentum of the slide 
causes the latter to continue its rearward movement, thereby 
cocking the hammer and compressing the retractor spring 
until, as the slide amves at its rearmost position, the empty 
shell is ejected from the side of the pistol and another car- 

forward movement of the slide, caused by the retractor 
spring, the cartridge is placed in the chamber, the slide and 
barrel a 7  interlocked, thus making the pistol ready for an- 
other shot. These operations may be continued as long as 
there are cartridges in the magazine, each discharge requir- 
ing only the slight pull on the trigger. 

It will thus be observed that the method of operation is, 
briefly speaking, as follows : Load the magazine, place it in 
the handle, draw back slide and let it return forward: pull 
the egg&. If you wish to continue firing, all you have to 
do is to continue pulling the trigger. 

A UTOMA TIC COLT PISTOL. 

. tridge is raised in front of the bolt. During the return o r .  

SAFETIES. 

It is impossible for the firing-pin to discharge or even 
touch the primer except under the full blow of the hammer. 

The pistol is alsb provided with a safety device which 
makes it impossible to release the hammer unless the slide 
and barrel are in their forward position and safely inter- 
locked; this safety device also serves to control the firing 
'and to prevent more than one shot from being fired for each 
pull of the trigger. It consists of a small vertical piece 
mounted in front of the sear in the receiver, the end of which 
slightly projects from the top of the receiver; in its raised 

. position, when the bolt and slide are in the forward position, 
interlocked with the barrel, it finds a corresponding recess in 
the bottom of the bolt. In this raised position, the safety- 
piece does not interfere with the operation of the trigger, but 
when the slide is moved rearward the bottom of the bolt de- 
presses the safety-piece which, in that position, prevents the 
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movements of the trigger from operating the sear, and thus 
the hammer cantot be released until the slide is again in its 
forward position, locked to the barrel. 

T O  T A K E  T H E  PISTOL APART.  

In order to take the pistol apart. the hammer is cocked 
and the side is drawn to the rear until the slide lock has 
passed above a sm$l hole in the bottom of the receiver lead- 
ing into the retractor spring seat. By inserting a pin into 
this hole the retractor spring and follower are prevented from 

8 

I 

moving forward the lock. and the lock I I j I thus freed from the 
pressure of follower will readily pass from tho ieft side of its 
seat in the receiver and slide. The lock thus rcmovcd. the 
slide may be drawn rearward entirely from the rcccivcr. 

To remove the barrel from the frame it  is only neccssary 
to drive out the link-pins which hold the barrel links to the 
frame. This also releases the plug. which may thcn bc re- 
moved from its seat: then the retractor spring. thc iollowcr 
and the recoil spring rnsy be readily rcmovcd from thcir w:lt 
in the receiver. 

After removing the scales from thc hnntllc. by turning 
out the screws, all the parts of thc firing mcchanisni may be 
readily removed on taking out the  screw and pins holding 
them in the receiver. 

T o  aksemble the pistol, proceeg in the reverse order. 



AUTOMATIC PISTOL-BORCHARDT-LUGER 
SYSTEM. 

b 

PARTS. 
# 

I.  
2. Breech-block, in connection with 
(3j. Forward and 
(4). Rear link of toggle-joint. with coupling link for recoil 

(5.) Connecting-pin between the breech-block and forward 

(6.) Connecting-pin between fonvard ahd rear link. 
7. Hinge-pin between rear link and bifurcated receiver. 

(8.) Retaining catch on rear link, with 
(9.) Connecting-pin and 

I I. Recoil spring ( double) with rivet I I I ,L 

14 Breech-block end-piece. 

12. Firing-pin. 
13. Firingpin spring. 

I 5. Cartridge-extractor. 
16. Cartridge-ejector. 
17. Stock with catch ( 1 7 ~ ) .  s ing swivel I l;I1) and breech- 

18. Trigger-bar with spring-stud 18' j, spring i 1 8 ~ ~ ) .  and 

9. Trigger-bar spring. 
20. Trigger with spring ( 2 0 ' ) .  

21. Trisget plate. 
(22.) Trigger lever. 
(23.) Trigger lever pin. 
24. Lakingbolt. 

(25.j Locking-bolt spring. 

Barrel with front sight ( I %,I and bifurcated receiver I I",L 

/ spring (41 j and pin +f2!. 

link. 

.. 
(IO.) Spring. 

') 
block catch-link rivet ( I 7 

rivet ( 18 

* 
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26. Breech-block catch-link with spring i 26 I 1. 

27. blagazine catch. 
28. Magazine catch spring. 
23. Automatic safety sear. 
30. Xlitomatic safety sear spring. 
3 I .  Safety catch. 
32. Pin for same. 
33. Butt side-pieces of \r-ood. 
34. Screws for same. 

TIM host iiq;+t7zii~t~ I or cartridge-holder I. consisting of 
the following parts 1 which may be taken to pieces ) :  

r t tz I Metal-plate irnmc. 
I h 1 Cartridge-feeder spring. 
I i I Cartridge-fecdcr or carrier I or mngazinc piatform. 

- I t i  I C:trtriilge-feeder prcsisure-knob. 
I t. I Cartridge-feeder guklc-knob. 
~f I Bottom-piece. 
. I g I Connecting-pin. 

j j. 

I 
A c c l m w z i s .  

I. Screw-drivcr. 
11. Clcaning-rod. 

111. Gun-pick. 
-V. B.-Among the above parts. t h t w  wi th  their cc msecu- 

tivc numbers in pnrcnthcsis. n~ well 2s the pirt4 joiiiccl by 
riwting. ctc . am1 which arc dcsignntcd with rcfcrcncc; I (.. ;.. 
I I ,  I". + r .  41r, etc.1, shouid ncvcr be tlctnchctl u l c s s  a b ~ o -  
lutcly necessary. 

I ~ I \ f E S ~ I t  IS$. 

1.f.5 mm. I > .  joi inch Calibre . 
Depth of the four concentric riding grooves o. r i !  inm. o.w4 in;h 

j.0 nim. o.ti;  inch Wid:hs of smic . . .  
2500 mm. 9.54 inches Length of rifling ( right-hand twist) 
IZ?.O mm. 4.543 inches Length of barrcl . .  

Diitance between sights.. . . . . . . . . . ~ 1 5 . j  mm. 3.46 inches 
2 j j . o  mm. 9.jr inches Length of pistol ( i n  ccnter line , . , 

Height of =me. t j j . 0  mm. 5 . 3 0  inches 

, 
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I.  Charging the loose magmine. 
. -. .- .- 

. . . .  . .  , '. 
. . . . . .  .; -.. 
, .  

.. %-.-. 

. . .  Gxasp.ihe loose magazine (or cartridge-holder) with the 
* -1' . .  . ;"left hand, the aperture turned upwards and its point to the 
. . i t . :* .*. . :*;. right, place the thumb on the chequered guide-knob ( 3 ~ ~ )  
. . .e D .;: . . '. * and pull it down to an extent equal to the thickness of one .. , J L  ' * cartridge; at the same time push with the right hand a car- 

tridge under the overlapping lips of the magazine, in the 
direction'from the front towards the back, and repeat this 
operation until the magazine is filled, but in doing so the 
guide-knob must always be pulled down, step by strp, so as to 
afw$ space, each ti&, for one additional cartriiigr only, in order 
to avoid needless jerking caused by the recoil of the strong 
spring (if pulled down too far), and to ensure that each car- 
tridge is properly lodged. 

(Emptying the magazine is effected by removing the 
cartridges, one by one, each time drawing back the guide- 
knob a little. The cartridge-feeder, or ma@zine platform, 
with the guide-knob, must never be allowed to sprhg up 
freely, as this would cause the lips of the magazine to be 
widened out and the cartridges to be ejected from the maga- 
zine.) 

2. 

.$: .,. . .  

,. . 
0 .  

The introdaction of the loose nragasinc into the pistol 
is alwafs effected with the left hand, while holding the pistol 
firmly with thrright hand, as in firing. The magazine is 
then inserted in the butt of the pistol, with the points of the 
cartridges turned towards the muzzle, and pushed upward 

e 
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he left, firmly grasp with the thumb and 

rated with dutntrry cartridges in accordance 
placed in parentheses.) 

by pressure exerted with the palm of the 
flat against the muzzle, while the right 

tch (8) in the right-hand link cheek of 
s receded behind the catch ( 1 7 ~ ) ;  the 

4e right hand, whilst the left hand seizes, 
the right and the forefinger to the left, 
l h g  them down quickly backward, in a 
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straight line, whereupon thejr ejection will ensue automati- 

The toggle-joint will rise until the recoil spring and the 
firing-pin spring are fully cocked. 

(c) The spent qtridge strikes against the ejector (16). 
which intercepts and ejects it. 

(4) The magazine spring raises a new cartridge into posi- 
tion in front of the breech-block. 

(e) The recoil spring ( I I ), which is cocked but not re- 
tained in this position, propels the breech-block fonvard by 
means of the coupling link (4’), which oscillates on the rear 
link, thus extending the links of the toggle-joint system. at 
the same time catching the firing-pin spring ( 12), which is 
d e d  against the trigger-bar ( I 8 ) . 

(f) The forward motion is communicated to the barrel 
. and the biftucatdrekeiver ( 19, the barrel, with its shoulder 

(see below in the sketch of the bifurcated receiver). advances 
up to the locking-bolt (24). 

(g) The toggle-joint links are now fully extended: the 
firing-pin spring, being held back by the firing-pin, is kept 
d e d .  

(A) The  retaining catch (on the right-hand cheeks of the 
links) springs down over the center catch on the stock-casing, 
so as to catch into it, and the breech mechanism is now fixed 
in paeition. 

(27 The trigger is released (as otherwise the trigger-bar 
springstad cannot move forward, and it would be impossible 
toacton the trigger-bar); the spiral spring presses the trigger- 
bar spring-stud forward, underneath the lever (22 ) which 
&e&s the transmission of the trigger motion, with a pres- 
sure (pull off) point.” 
G) T .  pislor Aar tkrrrby been again loaded, locked and cocked, 

a d  is ready for $ring again. 
(k) After the krrz shot (i. e., when the magazine is empty) 

the guide-hob (35~) acts on the breech-block catch-link (26) 
causing the breech to remain open and the toggle-joint to 
remain erect, so as to obstruct the line of sight. 
(0 After r e m o e g  the empty and inserting a full maga- 

zine, draw back the toggle-joint cheek slightly, with the left 

4 

.. 

,- 
a,; 

c 

. 
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hand, and let it spring forward ; this prepares the pistol for 
firing. 

To close the breech, when it remains open, after the 
magazine has been emptied (or when an empty magazine 
has been inserted), partly or entirely remove the magazine 
and proceed as for loaded magazine. 

6. To remove the magazine. 
Hold the pistol in the right hand and turn slightly to the 

left, and press, with the thumb of this hand on the magazine 
catch ( 2 7 j ;  at the same time seize the magazine with the 
left hand, by the projecting knobs, and draw it out. In case 
of great urgency, let the magazine drop out, so as to be able 
to introduce a full one immediately with the left hand. 

7. To remove tke cartridge from the chamber. 
After removing the magazine, carefully open the breech. 

whereupon the cartridge will drop through the butt into the 
hand held underneath to receive it. 

8 .  Dismounting and assembling. 
(Ordinarily the only parts necessary to be removed for 

cleaning purposes are the recoiling portion from the stock, 
and the hinge-pin and toggle-joint and breech-block from 
the bifurcated receiver.) 

L 
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EFFECT OF SHOTS IN BLOCKS OF PLASTIC CLAY. 

prrr. 1. Fig. f. 

BariLb.w-C&..44. Lager hatomatic. Cal. 54 
uaurl cartridge. 11 yards. uaammge,umnu. . 

Pig. 8. 

Lugor Automrtie. 12.1. d0. 
Redaced ebarge. 11 mrdr 

d 

mg. 5. 

BORCHARD T-L KGER prs TOL. 
(a )  Dismounting (for cleaning!. 

541 
5 

I .  Take out the magazine. 
2 .  

For this purpose, place the thumb of the right hand on 
the automatic safety sear, pressing it inwards. Grasp the 
left cheek of the toggle-joint with the forefinger and the 
right cheek with the middle finger : draw back the recoiling 
portion in a straight line. up to the curved surfaces. and hold 
in this position Cas shown above). Turn the locking-bolt 

Take of the trigger-pZate ( z I ). 
I 

1 ' 1  lever 1:24) outwards with the thumb of the left hand : lift off 
the trigger-plate and let the recoiling portion slide forward. 

3 .  Slide the barrel ;*it/C breech rnechurrtsm forward and 

'. I renime the same. 
4. Withdraw the hinge-pin I 7) from right to left. previ- 

ously releasing the firing-pin spring, if compressed, by press- i 
ing on the forward end of the trigger-bar (I 1 8 ~ ) .  . 

j. 

6. 

Withdraw the breech-block, slightly raising the toggle- 

TuRe out the Jring prrr I 1 2 )  w-ith the forefinger of 
the right hand (or with a suitable screw-driver ) : first press 

8.wL&W-c.L= Lager Aatometfc. Cel. M. \ ',1 joint cheeks. L -- 
I 

Expmnsloa ballet. 

1 i 
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the breech-block end-piece ( 14) firmly inwards, so as to com- 
press the --pin spring, then, by quickly turning it to the 
left, release its shoulder out of the groove, and let the bottom 
pin, yielding to the pressure of the spring, slowly glide out. 
Then remove the firingpin and spring. 

7. Remove the curfrid,ge-c&tor ( 16) ; at first, only lift the 
rear end with the thumb-nailjwt suf i ient ly  to cause i ts  rozrnd 
soorldrr to tjsW from its socket and lodge against the edge, 

then press with the forefinger, from inside toward the out- 
&, against the nose which projecb through the bifurcated 
receiver (I=). The ejector will then jump out ; the operator 

. should therefore place the thumb over it, so as to intercept it. 

(6) Axrrrrrb/ing 
is &ected in the reverse order of dismounting, namely: 

I. 1- :&e hjkctor by placing it over the slots in the 
receiver; h t  enter it in the central slot, then press it gently 

4 .  

I 

v 

b ' I  f I /  
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home. ' (This operation, like that of taking out, should always 
be performed without using any force.:) 

2. Insert the filing-pin. Put the firing-pin and spring into 
the breech-block, then insert the end-piece with its shoulder 
in the slot in the breech-block. Compress the spring. and 
rapidly turn to the right. so that the shoulder or catch will 
recede through the transverse groove into the axial notch 
and the nick stand zvrticnlb. 

3 .  Insert the breech-block into the br)krsated rectirer. De- 
press the trigger-bar ( 18) from the front ( in order that the 
breech-block, with the firing-pin, may be freely pushed for- 
ward ). 

Contiect the breech-block with the barrel by ineans of the. 
hinge-pin (7). (The pin should be inserted from left to 

4. 

I 

I 

i 
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right; the pin fits nicely if the shoulders on the rear link 
are made to beat against the shoulders on the bifurcated 

Inset t h  barrel with the breech mechanism in the stock. 
Thisisdone with the left hand, the barrel with the fore. 
sight downward. Hold the parts horizontally, the coupling- 
€ink to the rear, the firing-pin forward: slide the pistol 
stock with the right hand over the breech mechanism and 
push it forward, sliding along the guide grooves. Then 
tarn the whole, bringing the barrel with the breech mechan- 
ism a little forward and then back again, at the same time 
engaging the coupling-link in the recoil spring; particular 
care should be taken to see that the coupling-link ( 4 I  1 is cor- 
rectly caught in the hooks or clutches of the recoil spring 

6. Pat on the fri&r-plofe,  when the recoil spring is 
properly caught. Draw back the recoiling portion to the 
carved surfaces with the hght hand (as when taking to 
pieces, by pressing the automatic safety sear and holding the 
joint cheek). Hold it fast  in this position, insert the trigger- 
plate (with the backward projecting narrow fillet under the 
slot in the casing), turh the lockingbolt lever ( 24) upward. 
By repeatedly drawing back and releasing the toggle-joint 
(i. e., openingand closing the breech), satisfy yourself that 
the recoil spring is securely caught and is acting properly. 

d V e S . )  

5. 

. 

(11). 

. a .  

i *  

( c )  Fnrthtr disrrrounf ing and assembling. 
I. Tohr mt f/u t r iam-bar  ( 18). Slightly lift the trigger- 

bar spring ( 14 by. catching with the thumb-nail, under the 
upward-bent-+?t, and slide it forward in a straight line i pre- 
viously d e p e  the trigger-bar in front so as to lift the 
spring, and tht& faditate catching underneath it). Turn 
the barrel to the left, whereupon the bar will drop out if 
necessarJT strike with the pistol upon the palm of the hand!. 

To ussedh: Introduce the trigger-bar, with the pin 
turned forward. Insert the spring in its groove and push 
inward, at the same time pressing it a little in the center. 

2. 1pllrrmrrfhe extrortor ( I 5 )  from the breech-block. Holding 
the breech-block in the left hand, with the forefinger over 
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the spring part, catch with the screw driver. held in the right 
hand. under the claw of the estractor and o n 4  just lift it suf- 
ficiently far to make the supporting nipple issue from the 
breech-block. then pull the estractor out in a forward 
direction. 

To reimert it, place it in position. and push backward in 
a straight line until - the supporting nipple snaps into its 
seat. 

* 

T-=--=- Is 

3.  To take out rhe &retch-bolt catch-lin& I 26 I. Press with 
the forefinger of the right or thumb of the left hand against 
the adjacent side of the casing. lift only a little ~'on[v  in propor- 
tion to the estent to which it is ..let in"!. and pull backward 
in a straight line. 

Reinsertittg; Hold the adjusting piece with the thumb 
and forefinger of the right hand. depress the point of the 
spring into the slanting'slot or notch in the casing, push the 
link in. in a forward direction, so as to bring the hook under 
the pin. 

J 

i m 
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+ Tkk owt fh frisgrr (20):  Compress the spiral spring 
by a slight counter-pressure, and remove the trigger hori- 
ZOIltdly. 

&insert it, in a horizontal position, push in the spiral 
spring (with the wire to the rearj. Compress it against the 
slant in the casing. 

Take out the lOcRing-bolt (24). Seize it by the lever, 
moving it a little to and fro with a simultaneous upward 
pressure, and pull it out in a straight line. 

M w t  r t  by simultaneously lifting the lever and pressing 

6. Take out the arrlomatu safety sear. L-nscrew and re- 
move the left-hand side-piece of the butt. Press the auto- 
matic safety sear (29) inward against the spring, hold it in 
this position, remove the lower end with the stud or catch, 
and pull oat the piece in a downward direction. 

. To rriirXrrt it, push it under the safety catch I 3 I from the 
left to the right, then lifting it, below at the stud or catch, 
let the latter drop into its seat; in doing so take care to see 
that the shoulder or projection acting upon the spring does 
not lodget between the spring and the partition in the stock 
or butt, but behind the spring. 
N. B.-If the automatic action of the safety sear is not 

reqnired, remove the spring (30 ; )  which bears against it; 
then the pistol can be “made safe” by means of the safety 

7. lPInrmrirrgtksafetycatck is effected by pushing out the 
pin (32), holding it from the interior of the stock, in doing 
which the lower arm should be turned downward. 

5. 

- it in. 

catch (31 1. 

5 
COMMENTS ON THE LUGER AUTOMATIC PISTOL. 

CAPTAIN T. R RIVERS, FOC-TH U. S. CAVALRY. 
I .  The method of loading the barrel and of throwing 

the pistol into action (see pages 8 and g of descriptive pam. 
phkt sent with pistol) is awkward and rather hard to perform 
on horseback. It is -cult to tell when the toggle-joint is 
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pulled back sufficiently to throw a cartridge into the barrel. 
If it is not pulled back far enough, no cartridge is thrown 
up, and then the pistol works on an empty chamber. This 
occurred to me numerous times at pistol practice when I 
thought I certainly had esercised enough force. Of course. 
in the hurry and heat of action. this would be much more 
likely to occur. and at a critical time one would find himself 
at quite a disadvantage until thc operation of pulling back 
this toggle-joint could again be performed. O f  course. the 
argument can be ad;-anced that all this should be done be- 
forehand. and the safety catch turned on. The carrying of 

(rerf IUS a cartridge in the chamber of any piece. though. is dan, 
in a body of men. When the toggle-joint has been pri lptrly: 
pulled back through and a cartridge pushed into the chambcr. 
and the pistol thug all ready for action. thcrc is no uutxird 
and visible sign to show that this condition esists. Really 
the only \\-ay of finding out i f  you have a cartridge in the 
barrel is to pull back the toggle-joint slightly and look. or to 
take a trial shot. This objection .seems to me very scriijus. 
for there should be some outward indication by which m e  
could tell at a glance whether or not the pistol is ready for 
action. 

In quite a number of cases I found that during the 
process of firing the links of the toggle-joint wo1ild not always 
return to a flat position after the ejection of  a cartridge. but 
would remain -humped tip” to a certain degree. and had to 
be forced down by the hands. 

On three occasions. after firing one or two shots. the 
pistol absolutely refused to fire any more until the togglc- 
joint was again pulled back by hand and another cartridge 
thus pushed into the barrel. At first I could not account for 
this. but afterwards concluded that it was due to the fact that 
the bullet had become loose in the cartridge-case and had 
fallen back into it slightly, thus shortening slightly the whole 
length of the cartridge, and preventing the mechanism from 
working correctly. This would seem to be rather a defect of 
the ammunition, and raises the question. Can it be corrected ? 
The magazines do not seem capable of carrying a crimped 
cartridge, which, I suppose, would remedy this trouble. 

The magazines of this pistol cannot be recharged on 
horseback, and seems too expensive to throw away. If a 
sufficiently cheap magazine could be made, then several could 
be carried and the empty Ones dropped. This .would tend 
to remedy this trouble, but then would come the question of 
the working of a magazine that had been carried in the belt 

2 .  

3.  

4. 

P 
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for some time and had probably gotten bent and distorted in 
some way, so that it would not fit. 

5. While this pistoL has great force, long range and a 
very flat trajectory, it seems to me that a larger caliber, with 
greater shock and conseqnent greater stopping power. is de- 
sirable. This does not af€& the principle of the weapon, 
though. While great range is no objection to a pistol, yet 
there is little need for it, as the pistol is more a weapon for 
personal defense and for use in a melee and at  close range, 
but is inaccttrate at any range over fifty or sixty yards. 

I think the following may be given as some of the prin- 
apal requisites of the 

I. Absolute certain $: to fire when the trigger is pulled. 
2. Ample stopping power. 
3. Accuracy and rapidity of fire. 
4 It should be easily and quickly reloaded on horseback. 
5. It should balance well in the hand. have a good trig- 

ger pull and a mechanism sen-iceable under all conditions. 
T h e  Luger pistol &ems to fill the first condition well 

with the exceptions noted above, which can probably be 
remedied ; increased caliber would give it stopping power ; 
and it certainly possesses accuracy and rapidity of fire far 
above the revolver. T h e  fourth of these conditions it does 
not fulfill. As to the fifth condition, it is finely balanced in 
the wad, has a fine trigger pull, and the mechanism seems 
to be serviceable except as noted in my criticisms. 

irable pistol for cavalry : 

OTHER POISTS COSISIESTED OS. 

I. The advantages and disadvantages of automatic pistols 
as compared with revolvers. 

2. The advantages and disadvantages of thi5 particular 
arm as compared with the revolver. 

3. T h e  &\-antages and disadvantages of this pistol as 
compared with other automatic pistols. 

4 Suitability of automatic pistols for use of enlisted 
men. 

If not deemed suitable for enlisted men. would it be 5. admiable to issue them for use of o5cers and non-commis- 
sioned officers? 

I. Advantages: Utilization of all the gas, giving more 
power; greater rapidity and accuracy of fire: greater cer- 
tainty of fire, for I believe the revolver will fail to fire oftener 
than a g d  automatic pistoi. About the only advantage the 
revolver has is in its ease of manipulation. 
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Same as under S o .  i, and in addition it is a much 
better balanced weapon. and has a much better trigger pull 
than the revolver. 

I am not sufficiently well posted in automatic pistols 
in general to intelligently discuss this. 

An automatic pistol is desirable for the enlisted man. 
provided it fills all proper conditions. is easy of manipula- 
tion, and not so complicated as to be beyond his intelligence. 
thus becoming dangerous to himself and others around him. 

I rather believe that pistols for otficers. non-commis- 
sioned officers and enlisted men should be I J f  uniform pattern. 
and that none should have automatic pistols till one suitable 
for a11 is obtained. Different types of arms in one oryaniza- 
tion are not desirable. 

While I have criticised the Luger automatic pistol. I do 
not want to be understood as wholly condemning it. for it is 
certainly a beautifully built weapon. very accurate and very 
rapid in its fire. It is also estrcmely well balanced in the 
hand and has a good trigger pull. I do think. though. that 
full consideration should be given to the points I have men- 
tioned. 

2. 

3. 

4.. 

j .  

\ 

CAPT.4IS 11. C. BUTLER, SEVESTH CAVALRY.  

The Luger pistol is not suited to the cavalry service nor 
any other service as it is at present constructed. -It pistol 
practice recently I discovered a fatal defect in the cartridge 
estractor- Part So. I 5 .  

The nipple of the estractor is t o t )  short: it should be 
twice the length o f  the claw o f  the estractar. so that when 
the latter slips over the rim of 3 cartridge. the nipple will 
not be lifted out of its seat. The cnd o f  the cstractor that 
enters the breech-block should be madc square. to keep t h e  
estractor from turning and failing to cstract the empty shell. 
The spring of the extractor is weak. ( )n several occasitms 
during pistol practice the estmctor failed t o  cstract the 
empty shell. thus causing the nest cnrtriclgc to  jam in the 
receiver. and on two of the pistols the estractors ptillcd Itut 

and were lost. 
For mounted troops the pistol ought to  be constructed 

so that the breech-block will close as soon as a ncw magazine 
is inserted, thus avoiding the necessity o f  pulling the brccch- 
block back to release it from the catch I So. 26  I. :Is it is. 
both hands are necessary to accomplish this. endangering 
the horse. rider. and those near by. 

. 
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The pistol seems to shoot quite accurately, and the 

I can't say I am an advocate of so small a caliber. 
trigge~ pull is right. 

CAFTAIS T. Q. DONALDSON,_Eiotma U. S. CAVALRY. 

I .  Admnfa8es and Dt3advaniagcs of Automatic Pistols as 
Cornprnrd with fkr Rmlver.-Assuming that the calibers are 
the same, the advantages of the automatic system are as 
follows: 

(a )  For the same charge of powder, the velocity of the 
bullet is greater, as there is no loss of gas until the bullet 

(6) The rapidity of fire is much greater after the first 
shot. 

( c )  It can be more rapidly loaded. 

(e) It is more accurate. 
Disadvantages : 
( 0 )  The first shot can not be fired as quickly as with the 

revolver. 

* leaves the muzzle. 

. (d) The recoil is less. 

.. (6) It kquires'the use of both hands to insert the first 
cartridge. 

(t) - Where a misfire occurs, the weapon is put out of action 
until borA r h d  are used to insert a fresh cartridge. 

(d) The mechanism is generally complicated, and some 
parts of it are liable to be weak. 

2. Advantages a d  D'Jocrvorrfages of the Lugn Automatic 
ascompared d h  frtr Rmtver.-The advantages are the same 
as stated under heading one. 

Disadvantages: 
(0 )  The extractor is too fragile, being easily broken. 
(6) The mechanism in general is liable to get out of 

order. 
(c) The  breech block does not always close tightly after 

firing, requiring the use of the hand to make it do so. 
(ti) There is sometimes di5culty in getting the first car. 

tridge into the chamber from the magazine, and when it 
does go in there is nothing to indicate that fact. 

( I )  The magazine slips in easily and quickly, but it is 
too valuable to throw away, and time would be lost in 
attempting to save it after its contents are exhausted. 

t 
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I have not had the opportunity of comparing this 
pistol with other automatic pistols, but I have carefully read 
the reports of the tests of others, and my opinion, formed 
from those reports, is that the Colt Automatic is a superior 
weapon to the Luger. 

4. I believe a sen-iceable automatic pistol to be suitable 
for the use of enlisted men. 

j.  I believe officers and enlisted men should use the 
same pistol and same ammunition, and that a good automatic 
pistol should be used by both. 

My report is based on the results of esperiments with 
five Luger Xutomatic pistols issued me for trial and tested 
in my presence. -1 total of about ~ O O  shots were fired from 
the five pistols. I selected three enlisted men making the 
best record mounted with the revolver, and they, with myself 
and one other oficer. followed the course for mounted firing 
laid down in the Small Xrm Firing Regulations. I inclose 
a schedule of tbe result of this firing. 

In this practice three of the pistols would fail to work at 
least once during the firing of each five shots. The pistol I 
used v-ould invariably fail to fire when the trigger was pulled 
the third time, and in one other the breech-block invariably 
failed to close completely after each shot and had to be closed 
with the hand. -1 third u-orked erratically. and only two 
worked perfectly while firing the 1 2 0  shots. 

The five pistols were carefully esamined before the prsc- 
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3. 

tice began. and all appeared to be in perfect 
-1 strong wind was blowing at the time 

the air was full of fine dust, which may 
working of the mechanism. The pistols were also tested 
dismounted, and while found to be very accurate. were not 
satisfactory in action. In one the ejector broke before twenty 
shots had been fired from it. 

I recommend that this pistol be not issued to the cavalry 
as a sen-ice weapon. 

CAPTAW WILLIAM T. LITTEBRAST. T W V L L ~ X  C. S. CAVALRY. 
The firing-pin spring (illustrated in pamphlet, Figure 2 ,  

constituent part S o .  I 3 ) should be twice as strong as it is or 
else the pin (illustrated in pamphlet, Figure 2, constituent 
part So. 12) should penetrate the primer more deeply. On 
one occasion I had two cartridges of one magazine charge 
fail to explode (pistol 6282) and since then it has occasion- 
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ally failed. When a cartridge fails to explode, the case is 
worse than with the present revolver, for both hands must be 
d toef fec t the  removal of cartridge and insertion of an- 
other. The impression of pin on cartridge primer in cases 
ated was very faint. This delay in an emergency might be 
fattal. The cartridge extractor (illustrated in pamphlet. Fig- 
flze 2, constituent part No. 15) on one pistol broke in two 
during cleaning, and it is therefore deemed wise to have this 
either so tempered or strengthened that such accidents will 
not happen. 

In accuracy it 
is satisfactory, and in rapidity of fire one can pass a point ten 
yards to the right of the road, mounted. at a gallop. and 
easily and accurately discharge at object the whole magazine 
full of ammunition. This makes this a formidable weapon 
in the hands of a cayalryman in attacking either artillery, 
infantry or cavalry. I t  will undeniably inspire a cavalryman 
with absolute belief in his own safety against the sabcr or 
bayonet, and on account of its speedy action and lack of arm 
motion necessary in the present weapon to discharge it. the 
fears of most nervous and irritable horses are speedily dis- 
pelled. I believe that all cavalry soldiers should have it or a 
similar weapon- 

I .  Because it is the best weapon I have ever seen [I have 
heard the Mauser spoken of very highly, but have had no 
personal experience with it]. and from having observed some 
of my men use the “Luger,” I am satisfied that they could 
use it more safely and with far more intelligence and skill 
than they use the present revolver. 

It is simple, and even the most stupid soldier can easily 
understand and master its mechanism. 

As to caliber, I believe the *.Luger” more desirable 
than the present weapon on account of the increased amount 
of lead that can be.accurately discharged within a given 

When a cavalryman in war needs a pistol he needs it 
badly, and the “ Luger ” satisfies in all respects. provided the 
faults mentioned be corrected. The balance grip and weight 
are all eminently satisfactory. 

The action of the pistol is simply superb. 

2. 

3. 

period. 

Of course, I disapprove of a small caliber pistol. 

ARTHUR THAYER. THIBD U. S. CAVALRY. 

I find the favorable points of the Luger to be its nonder- 
ftd rapidity of fire, its range and its accuracy. I fired the 
pistol at ten, fifty, one hundred and one hundred and fifty 
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paces, and believe. from the results, it to be a more accurate 
revolver than the Colt’s. 

The unfavorable points of the Luger I find to be its small 
caliber, complicated mechanism, and liability to miss fire. It 
seems doubtful whether one of its bullets would stop a man 
immediately. Its mechanism makes it a bad arm to give to 
any but old soldiers or men thoroughly conversant with fire- 
arms. The re-;olver misses fire very frequently. due. proba- 
bly. to the weakness of the firing spring. 

On the whole. it seems that its disadvantages outweigh 
its advantages. and. in my opinion. it should not be adopted 
as a service revolver. 

CAPTAIS KIRBY WALKER. FOCRTEESTH U. S. CAVALRY 
I .  Practical tests. both by officers and enlisted men. have 

demonstrated that the automatic pistol. as compared with the . 
revolver. possesses the advantages of rapidity and ease of 
reloading. accuracy. penetration and rapidity of fire. X s  a 
disadpntage. it is dangerous in the hands of unakilied or 
excifable men. It requires 3 safety lock. which delays tiring 
of the first shot. 

The principal advantages of this pistoi. as compared 
to the revolver. are these: The manner of exploding the 
cartridge by means of a firing-pin moving in the line of fire. 
gives lightness of trigger pull. 3& does not disturb the bal- 
ance of the pistol at the moment of firing. The cartridge 
being inserted in the barrel, obviates the spattering of lead 
and the escape of gases so often noticed in a new revolver, 
when the bullet passes from the cylinder into the barrei. As 
a disadvantage. may be noted the liability ?o jam. 

-1s far as it has been possible to a a k e  comparisons. 
the Luger pistol is the best of its class. It is simpler of con- 
struction : there is no escape of gases : no falling of a ham- 
mer at the moment of firing to disconcert the aim; its gen- 
eral efficiency is perfectly reliable. It has not been practi- 
cable to test the pistol for durability of mechanism under 
field conditions. 

4. The indiscriminate issue’of automatic pistols to en- 
listed men is not deemed advisable. and is not recommended. 

j. It is advisable to issue the Luger pistol to skilled 
officers and non-commissioned oficers. 

The ammunition. on the whole. was satisfactory : no mis- 
fires occurred during the tests. Occasionally the cartridges 

2 .  

3. 
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jammed, owing to the bullets being driven backwards into 
the shell by rough handling before being inserted in the 
loose magazine. This can be prevented by placing a slight 
crimp on the end of the shell. 

C ~ A X N  R C. WILLIAMS, T-TEENTH U. S. CAVALRY. 
The pistols were issued to officers and non-commissioned 

officers, and carried by them upon a march of about 37 j miles, 
from Fort Assinniboine to Fort Yellowstone. 

The weapon islight, handy and well balanced : it is easily 
taken apart and cleaned, and less apt to get out of order when 
in the hands of careful, experienced soldiers than the present 
service revolver ; it withstands the bad effects of dust and 
moisture very well indeed ; it is easily and quickly loaded ; 
its accuracy at all pistol ranges i I  have not tested it at long 
distancek) is excellent; its rapidity of fire after the first shot 
is very great ; after cocking the piece it can be used to much 
more advantage on horseback than a double action revolver. 
for the aim is not deranged by recocking, as invariably 
happens with the latter. 

a .  Its disadvantages appear to me to be: rst. That it 
requires the use of both hands to make ready for firing the 
first shot unless a cartridge be kept always in the barrel. 
2d. The ease with which it can be taken apart. and the 
desirability of doing so to  clean it, thus rendering disable- 
ment liable in the hands of a stupid or careless soldier. who 
loses some one of the small parts, which are entirely detach- 
able. 3d. Though I have seen no instance of it, the safety 
depends upon the stiffness of a rather thin piece of steel, 
which it would seem could easily be bent outward by a blow 
or fall SntSCiently to allow the trigger-bar enough play to 
discharge the piece. 4th. The  prominence of the front 
sight which renders a quick aim by a glance along the barrel 

. diBcult. 5th. The small caliber. In this connection would 
state that I was present when a mule aaicted with glanders 
was shot, the Luger pistol being used. The ball entered the 
forehead apparently a trifle below the brain and passed 
through the animal's head and neck in an upward direction, 
but failed to knock it down, and two or three additional shots 
were necessary from the same weapon to kill, the mule finally 
lying down deliberately and dying. 

On the whble I do not believe this particular automatic 
pistol or the Mauser either is adapted sufficiently to the 
needs of our service to be generally issued. A larger calibered 

\ 
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weapon would be an improvement, and one to be cocked and 
made ready for firing d-ith one hand would. in my opinion. 
be more effective for a mounted man charging with the 
pistol. ,Also a weapon vhich was much more complicated 
and contained many more parts than the comparatively 
simple Luger. would possess a practical advantage over i t  if 
those parts were undetachable and not likely tu be meddled 
with and lost. 

FIRST L I E L T E X A ~ T  L A S S I S G  PARSOSS. FOCRT!i C 3. C.AV.ALRY. 

I found it necessary to use both hands when patting the 
first cartridge into the chamber. and in case one cspcctcd to 
use the n-eapon on short notice. it v-ou!d bc necci:.;ary to h2vc 
a cartridge in the chamber at a11 times. and t t . 1  makc a i c  t j f  

the safety catch to avoid accidcnti. It is my Ilpinion t!iat 
the balance is as good as that of the Co1t.s. ZOU- in c i ~  in the 
service. 

-1s f3r as range and pcnctmtion arc ctmccrr,ctl. i: i i  far 
superior to the C(3it.i. I t  ii very difficult. w!ii:e III~J;:xc~(~. 11) 
take out the magazine. rclmcl it and rc?!ncc i t  : m::ch m l r c  
so than to reload thc Colt's. 

I have fo:lnd that a good many cartridges prinittcd th;. 
bullet to slip pmt way into the shell. ami t!icn. aitcr S ~ i n g  
the first shot. the short cartridge w o ~ ! d  h i :  t l  I x i c ' i ~  t ~ c  
chamber and, would catch and throw the rev( l!vcr 4j:;t I ,i 
action. 

I be!icvc that the majority of the cartriCgcs wt,uld h. 
come thus afiwtctl i f  they were carried ; I I I ~ .  as in s:it!c]:c- 
bags or pockets. The cxtriclges Shoc:d !uvc a slight crimp 
to prevent this. 

I believe it is a dangerms n-capon :I)  ;)!.ice in :he ha?.& 
of any but old and cspericnccd ioldicrs. a i  ;:rder escitcmcnt 
and when the horses are acting badly. many men wm:(i 23. 
doubtedly keep the rc.vcl\-cr in action :tnd c:icic nccidcn:~. 

To sum up. I u-uuld say that thc L:lgi-r is more accurate. 
of longer range. and has greater penetration than the C'I *:t's: 
also. that it is less liable to miss fire than thv ClJ!t'i. 

It is objectionable. because it is dirfcul: ta I reload the niny- 
azine and replace same while mounted. and t t )  throw the firit 
cartridge into the chamber. and is clangerms in thc hands i j f  

an escitable person after it is in action. 
It is a great improvement over the present Cult's, in that 

it seldom catches and fails to fire. The Colt's as issued. as 

i 
J 
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every one knows, is a nuisance, and it seems impossible to 
make two consecutive runs without a miss-fire, owing to the 
carQidg& slipping down at the '' Raise Pistol." and not per. 
mitting the cylinder to revolve. 

FIRST LICUTKNANT J. C. RHEA. SrvasrH C. S. CAVALRY. 

As to its merits as a military arm, it seems to me to have 
none. Its demerits are best shown by a comparison w-ith the 
Colt's double-action revolver now in the service. 

I ,  It requires more time to load, unless loaded clips are 
to be carried for it. 

2. It has to be cocked. or in other words pull back the 
breech-block, before it can be fired, while the Colt's double- 
action does not. 

After being once fired, all the cartridges in the clip 
have to be'fired, or the safety turned : in other words. if you 
wish to fire less than seven shots, you have to *. do something " 
to the pistol, or carry a cocked pistol in your hand, thereby 
endangering the  lives of all the men and animals in the 
vicinity. In the case of the Colt's double.action revolver. one 
or more shots can be fired,and then nothing has to '.be done " 
to the revolver before it has to be returned to the holster. 

When a man wants to use a pistol he usually wants to 
use it quickly ; the double is quicker because it does not have 
to be cocked. If a man's horse shies, or falls, or the rider is 
thrown, or any accident of this kind happens after a man has 
fired a shot. there is no danger of the double-action being 
accidentally discharged, while the automatic is almost sure 
to be discharged, since it has been cocked after a shot has 
been fired. 

In the military service it will not be reqdired to fire a 
pistol faster than can be done with the double.action. With 
it a ipap can see the effect of his shot and steady himself be- 
fore the next one, without having to go through the danger 
of having a cocked pistol in his hand in the meantime. 

I recommend the retention of the present revolver, and 
the condemnatibn of the automatic pistol as a service weapon. 

3. 

.. 
4 

5. 

S-ND L ~ m n n m  C A. STOTT. TexTH U. S. CAVALRY. 

Its advantages are as follows : Balance, good ; shooting, 
very accurate; velocity and penetration, great : trigger pull, 
good ; no escape of powder gas : no possibility of exploding 
shell clogging mechanism. 

' i  
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Its disadvantages I believe to be as follows: Trigger P C  
mechanism complicated and weak : plunger spring weak : clip 
is too expensive to be thrown away : breech-block does not 
always close after recoil : moderate amount of dirt and sand 
will clog and prevent pistol working automatically : caliber 
is too small .jS or .4j \vould be Setter. .4s best : can .be fired 
more rapidly. with less effort. and more accurately than Coit's 
revolver. and I believe is a great improvement on that weapon. 
but weak points should be strengthened and ca!iber e3!arg,red 
before adoption as a cavalry weapon. 

SECOSD LIE:.rEs.*sr WILLIAM C. POPE. S ~ c o s r ,  C. 5.  C*I-.ALRY. 
The Luger of course fires much more rapidly that the 

present revolver. which is a great advantage in many x i y s :  
but wou!d not an escitable m m  be more apt to take a mice 
careful aiin with a slower firi:ig pistol and do more damagc? 

The Luger is beyond doubt more accurate than the 
revolver. For instance. at a distance. of nearly 300 yards the 
writer. together with other officers of his regiment. fired at a 
bouy anchored in the water and esperienced little dificulty 
in hitting i t :  at sixty yards birds wcre killed by taking a 
careful aim. and at thirty-Sve yards it was an easy matter to 
puncture a small visiting card. Could this be done by the 
average person with the revolver? 

While the range of the Luger is much greater than the 
revolver. that is considered by many as rather a disadvan- 
tage : the pistol is essentially a short range weapon. and is 
rarely used at ranges esceeding onc hundred yards. The 
Luger is not as durable as the revoll-er on account of the 
more intricate mechanism of the former : the fring-pin spring 
is very apt to weaken. thereby causing a miss-fire. in which 
case a mounted man would have great dificulty in estracting 
the cartridge (which is necessary before firing again t .  while 
in the revolver this is not necessary. Much care must be 
given 10 assembling the Luger. else the coupling l int  of the 
toggle-joint would not catch in the recoil spring. thereby 
causing the toggle-joint to fail to fulfill its proper ofice. I t  
does not seem that the small bore weapon has the *-stoppjng 
power" of the larger one : I have read of instances dunng 
the Santiago campaign in which men hit by  Mauser bullets 
would walk many yards before falling. and have been told 
by hunters that the mere shock of a large missilewould stop 
a deer sufficiently to enable them to fire at a vital spot while 
the small high power bullet would not accomplish the same 
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I ends; for this reason-that of "stopping powe+"-it seems 

that the large caliber weapon should be preferable to the ' 
d l .  

For the cavalry (the greatest user of the pistol one is 
wanted that will need only one hand to manage, as the other 
must be used to control the horse : that will fire every time 
the trigger is pulled, and the pull must be easy; that can be 
easily and rapihly reloaded on horseback. A man on an 
excitable horse' would have greater difficulty in refilling an 
empt clip than in reloading the chambers of a revolver. de object of all improvements in the matter of arms is 
to insure success in war, and I do not believe that the -Auto. 
matic pistol will replace the revolver until one is found that 
combines the best qualities of both with none of the bad. 

The 1902 m&el Colt's Automatic pistol lately issued for 
trial seems to % and should be, much better than the Luger, 
but as yet it has'not been subjected to a W t e s t .  

I 

1 

1 

Fmm LXECTXXAST H. M MORROW. NINTH L'. S CAVALRY. 
In tests made with about two hundred cartridges it was 

found that about one-third failed to fire when used in four of 
the five pistols.. This was remedied by filing down the 
firing-pins so aq to permit the pin to penetrate about one 
thirty-second of an inch into the cartridge. Since then all the 
pistols have worked in an entirely satisfactory aanner. 

On one occasion a clip was accidentally dropped in the 
sand on the beach, and although immediately picked up. was 
found to be so clogged with sand that it failed to work unless 
taken apart. 

1 
'. . 

. 

I This experience suggests that the mere dust and dirt 
which would often gather in a clip, in actual service. would 
obstruct the platform of the clip to a sufficient extent to 
neutralize the full force of the clip spring, and a cartridge 
would not be forced up into the receiver. In attempting to 

*e pistol as a single-loader it is found to be impossible 
for me person to reload it. 

It is found to be impracticable to refill a clip unless the 
1 is laid down or returned to the holster, so that two 

may be used, ai both hands are required to refill a 
clip, and as the clip spring is quite strong it is ordinarily not 
practicable to refill one while mounted. The result is that the 
pistol is flseless to a mounted man after the clips are empty, 
unless he can dismount and use both hands in refilling a 

i. 
I 
1: 
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clip. If the horse is not a quiet one. the process of refilling 
a clip becomes quite a feat. 

The present .38 calibre revolver will by merely pulling 
the trigger fire six shots. The Luger pistol u-ill at the 
most fire nine shots. The revolver is easily reloaded. 
The Luger pistol is reloaded only with difficulty. unless filled 
clips are conveniently carried. 

A s  the result of the limited tests I have made. I do not 
recommend the Luger pistol for cavalry use. 

. 

I;, 
P 
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BY CAPTAN N. F. JdcCLURE, QUARTERMASTER Fimx CAVALRY. - 
HESE remarks apply generally to both horses and mules, 

Tunless otherwise stated. This terrible disease of surra 
should be called to the attention of o w  officers in order that 
they may know what to do should they at  any time encounter 
it. The malady was first noticed in the Philippines about 
July I, 1901, but it was several months before it was known 
what the disease was. It was variously diagppsed as general 
debility, pneumonia, glanders, farcy, septic fever, stomach 
trouble and tropical fever. Everyone was at  sea because of 
the impossibility of making the symptoms fit any disease ; 
and this is a characteristic of surra, viz:  the great number 
of symptoms accompanying it. These are as follows : 

.. 
1st. Constant fever. 
zd. Surra microbe in the blood. 
jd. Lack of Wrdination in movements of hind legs, 

the back and hind legs being weak. This is especially notice- 
able in a cavalry horse just as the rider mounts or dismounts, 
or when the horse turns. around. Also dragging of hind 
legs, the toes of the hind hoofs being often worn off. 

After the disease pmgresses a few days, rapid 
emaciation and weakness develop. The  horse often lies on 
the ground for several hours, and suffers great agony before 
death. In some cases, however, he dies suddenly. 

5th. Dullness and stupor. 
6th. Horse seldom loses his appetite except at first : after 

that he eats mechanically without appearing to enjoy his 
food, but in most cases eats his full forage if he can get it. 

7th. 
tities unless long without water. 

8th. Dullness of the eyes. 

', 3 4th. 

, ' I  
Horse drinks often, though not in very large quan- 1 ? I  

3Cl 

In some cases swelling of sheath. swelling of one or 
both hind legs: edema of the belly and forming of sac of 
soft matter on breast between fore legs. A h  swelling of 
glands of throat. 

Sometimes there is a thick greenish mucous dis- 
charge from the nostrils. This is called the **glanderoxs 
form." 

11th. Sometimes there are sores on the i e p .  Thcse 
probably result from r;ln down condition. Thcy c-!c'c:lr in 
but few cases. 

In some cases there is constipati('~n. u-hilu in t #:hers 
there is estreme diarrhea. In the latter cast+ thc m z d e s  
about the dock often seem to lose their ctreilgth. ant! t11e 
dock remains flaccid and the rectum opcn. 

The  first three symptoms mentioned above arc thc char- 
acteristic ones, and of these. the peculiar wcdncss oi thc hind 
legs and dragging of the s a n e  is the most charactcistic 
visible symptom. In most caws it is not practica5:c to 
make a microscopic esamination of the b!oocl. \\-her< chis 
can be done. the presence of the disease can quick!?- bc dic-  
covered. 

There is no well authenticated case on r e c d  of v.-ht.re nn 
animal in which the surra parasite hzs Seer; found has ever 
recovered. Of over one. hundred cases under r A y  pursi Inn1 
6bservation. none have recovered. One treatment ha+ bcen 
to give tonic of Fowler's solution and othcr d r ~ g s .  These 
simply strengthen and thus prolong the iifc of the animal 
until death ends his agony. 

It is natural that a great diversity o f  opi:~ion shoa:d 'na\-e 
arisen about surra. and that some errors should have grm-n 
up. Onc of the reasons for this is th:tt observations w r e  
not at Srst carefully made. as no one knew -.\-hat the disease 
was. Another was, that, on account of the great number of 
different symptoms, it was possible to have tn-6 or more 
horses sick with the same disease snd not trio\\- it unless 
very careful observation and analysis of the cases were made. 
One brliei that grew up \\-as that the discci<;t. \\-as more fatal 
among mules than among horses. After careful observation 
I am convinced that this is an error. I know of at !east one 

S C'RR.4. 
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in the Third Cavalry the disease was practically unknou-n. 
Their immunity T believe due to their having been able to 
avoid contact with infected stock. I think that an in\-estiga- 
tion will show that. of all the animals lost from surra on these 
islands. less than twenty-five per cent. have been from cav- 
alry regiments, and that a further investigation \vi11 prore 
that the losses in cavaln- regiments were due to una\-oidable 
esposutes to infected quartermaster or other stock: in other 
words. that the disease has never originated among the horses 
of the cavalry. 

-From the time that I \;-:is able to give shelter to the 
quartermaster horses here. and carry into effect the cavalry 
system of watering. grooming and feeding. and place rcason- 
able restrictions. proper in a tropical country, on their \wJrk. 
surra among them ceased. and it is no\\- some months since 
I have had any. In the lack of a cure for the disease. pre- 
ventive measures. which to bc effective must look to the 
highest degree of physical health of the animal. Scrm the 
only ones that promise results.” 
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case where mules and horses were in the same stable under 
exactly the same conditions. Sixty per cent. of the horses 
died, but only twenty-five per cent. of the mules. In many 
places where the rate of mortality of mules has been greater 
than that of horses, I believe that the mules have either had 
harder work to do, have not been so well stabled or have not . had as good care. brider the same conditions of stabling. 
care and work, I think it will be eventually shown that the 
mule is less susceptible to the disease than the horse. 

Another idea was that the disease was much worse during 
the rainy season. It is believed that this greater mortality 
was not due to  the effect of the rainpseason itself, but to the 
fact that when the last rainy season began July, r g o i  there 
w e r e m y  animals in the islands with poor stabling. or no 
stabling at all. Such animals rapidly ran down. and were in 

‘ a favorable condi t ih  to  contract the disease. When the 
specific surra microbe appeared, it wrought great havoc. The 

cases of this nature: 
“When I came to this station I found that the quarter. 

master horses then here were for the most part without shel. 
ter, that they were tied on’ground Iines, fed from the ground, 
and were unexercised except for being daily led to water. 
They had been received from abandoned infantry and scout 
stations, and had been used in mounted scout organizations. 
Whatever the nature of the service that they had had, hard 
though it doubtless was, it could not be a justification for the 
wretched physical condition that they were in, or the equally 
wretched physical conqition of other large numbers of horses 
subsequently received by me from similar sources. Lack of 
proper care is the only explanation. Before adequate shelter 
could be provided, and in spite of et:ery care, surra broke out 
among them, and eventually killed nearly the entire lot. 

441t seems certain that the disease was contracted as a di- 
rect result of the bad condition of tbese horses : the more so 
from the fact that of t.he horses of Troop *lA,” Fifth Cavalry. 
at the same station, only thirteen died of the sickness. There is no doubt that surra is contagions, or infectious, whatever 
the distinction drawn between these terms by veterina- 
rians and doctors may mean ; and that it was in this manner 
that, though every possible means were taken to prevent it, 
the troop horses contracted the disease. I understand that 

a 

. . ’ following is taken from a report of one of the most flagrant 

* .  

( h e  of the 1nost virulent esamples o f  the ravage5 of surra 
within my knowledge occurred in the middle of the dry sc3- 
son. The disease appeared January 20. rgol. in one troop of 
the Fifth Cavalry I - C ”  I.  and in spite of every prcczutia In. 

sisty per cent. of the horses died in three months. This 
proof enough to me that the wet weather (:if itself has little 
effect in making the malad:- more fatal. pri>vided that the 
animals have good care. In the case cited above the nnimais 
were without shelter for three months just pnor to the out- 
break. and were much run don-n. 

It \\-as the belief for awhile that the feeding o f  native 
grass was the cause of surra. )Inn? still think so. In Jul1;. 
1 9 1 .  when the disease first appeared at Pasig. P. I.. it puz- 
zled all. The conclusion was soon arrivcd at that the native 
grass was the cause of the trouble. A11 possible changes 
were made esperimentally. but no difTerence could be seen 
in the progress of t h i  disease. even when native grass was no 
longer used. I have known of cases during the past year where native grass has been fed for over seven month: - with- 

out a single case of disease of an]; kind appearing. and this. 
too. right in the midst of the epidemic. and with surra at a 
station only twelve miles away. During the past three 

1 f ,  
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months-May, June and. July-though native grass has 
been fed throughout the archipelago, there has been little or 
no stlrra. If the grass is cut from clean ground it is believed 
that there is little danger. Quartermasters should exercise 
careful supervision over the grass supply, and should fre- 
quently inspect the fields from which it is obtained and see 
that it is not cut frbm stagnant water or from ground overrun 
by native animals. The business of furnishing grass is such 
a profitable one that those selling it can afford to raise it on 
clean land. 

Somehve advanced the theory that the malady of surra 
is contracted from contaminated drinking water. I believe 
this to be doubtful, though it can easily be seen that i t  may 
be possible. 'Animals at San Fernando, Pampanga. have had 
the disease, though artesian water only is used there. This 
of course does not prove conclusively that it may not be con- 
tracted from the drinking water, because one infected animal 
mighe cause others to become diseased. irrespective of the 
kind of water used. 

It thusappekxs that there is doubt as to how this disease 
spreads from animal to animal. From all the data that I 
have been able to obtain from some four hundred cases re- 
ported on;I am of the opinion that surra is not caused by the 
animals eating native grass; that it is not communicated in 
the drinking water, and that one infected animal does not 
directly infect a healthy animal by contact. 

It is probable that the cause of the infection is thc big 
horAyfound tboughout these islands. This fly feeds on the 
sick horse, and cames the blood, loaded with the surra para- 
site. to the healthpaaimal, and by biting through the skin, 
inoculates him with the germ. In numerous instances 
microscopic examination of the bodies of these flies has 
shown the surra parasite in the blood with which they are 
filled. It has not yet been determined, however, whether 
the germ is in the organism of the fly as well as in the blood 
in the fly's stomach. Whenever and wherever the disease 
has beea epidemic, great quantities of these large flies have 
always been found. 

The treatment of the disease is to completely isolate all 
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suspected cases and to kill all animals in which the disease 
develops. Give the non-infected animals good stables and 
excellent care. Shelter them from the heavy rains and. when 
practicable. from the midday sun. It should be al\\-ays 
remembered that animals must hare in the tropics good 
stables. escellent care and shelter from the midday sun. 

Should surra appear in the vicinitv of a post or station, 
t q  to meet it b>- promptly isolating suspected cases and by 
strengthening the healthy horses. -1 dose of hyposulphite 
of soda and of Fowler's solution should be gi\-en to each well 
horse twice a week during the time that it is ieared that the 
disease rnay appear. The mistake that has been made in the 
islands is the large amount of time and medicines that have 
been expended in trying to cure animals sick with surr3. 
Had the same energy been espended on the well animals. I 
am sure that better results would have been obtained. I am 
of the opinion that up to the time of this writing no remedy 
of anv value whatever has been found for surra. It is there- 
fore better to kill animals that certainly have the disease and 
to strengthen the well animals by prophylactic treatment. 
31y theor]i is to prevent the disease. not to try to ciire it. 
This is also the theory of Veterinarian Robert I'ans Xgne\r. 
Fifth Cavalry. and the above is part of his preventive treat- 
ment. 
h description of the bacteriology of the surra germ \vi11 

be found in G; 0. S o .  390. Headquarters Division of :he 
Philippines. dated Manila. P. I.. December I I ,  igor : 

HE.~DQC.~KTEKS DIVISIOS OF THE ~ I I I I . I I ' l ~ I S E ~ .  
XNLA. P. I.. December I 1. IC@ I .  

GESERAL ORDERS. 
s o .  3 9 0 .  1 

The careful attention of all officers in this division is 
invited to the following information relative to  3 parasitic 
disease often mistaken for glanders. prel-dent imongst 
horses and mules in these islands. Every practicable effort 
will be made t o  stamp it out. aad great care will be taken to 
keep those affected isolated from healthy animals as much 
as practicable. 
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A PRELIIyI3MRY W T E  ON 4 PARASITIC DISEASE OF HORSES. 
By A u s n  M. S m a .  Captain. Aut. Surg., L'. S. A.. 

and J. J. KSNYOCN. Surg.. U. S. M. H. S. 
On October 15,  1g01, information was given us by J. W. 

Jobling, Assistant Bacteriologist of the Board of Health of 
Manila, that an epidemic sickness of an undetermined nature 
was now prevailing in this city, and also that he had just 
taken a specimen of blood from a sick animal, which on 
examination re\-ealed the presence of a parasite: whether 
this was accidental or was the causative agent of the disease 
in question, he was unable to say: On investigation and 

. inquiry it was learned from the veterinarian in charge of 
the corral of the quartermaster's department. and from the 
city veterinarian, that there was now. and had been. a fatal 
epidemic among the horses in Manila, the quartermaster's 
department having lost over 200 within the past four 

One of the corrals was visited by us on the I jth inst.. 
where we were shown, by the veterinarian in charge. twenty 
horses and mules ill with an undetermined disease. These 
animals presented the several stages of the  malady: some 
were quite recently attacked. while others had bcen ill for 

The symptoms first ioticed are: impairment of appetite. 
constipation. fever, and thirst. These are folic>\ryd within a 
few days by a rapid and progressive emaciation. 

The temperature for the first few days ranges from I O ~ O  

to 107~  F.; the pulse is full and strong. This may be termed 
the acute stage. Then begins an asthenic state, which may 
terminate fatally within a variable period. or by a s l o ~  con- 
valescence. During this stage, usually within ten days after 
the onset, there appears a commencing edema abo\-e the 
belly, involving the soft parts: coincident with this. or soon 
after, the cedema extends to the feet and legs. The pulse 
becomes rapid, weak and dichrotic. the respiration increased. 
shallow and jerky, the gait staggering. Emaciation is rapid 
and extreme. - 

The disease has a tendency to relapse; this may occur at 
any time. even after convalescence appears to have been fully 
established. The relapses are invariably fatal. 

The mortality in this epidemic has been about seventy. 
five per cent. for American horses and mules, and IOO per 
cent.. for native ponies.* 

. months. 

8. '~k-er two mbnths. 

- 
*This hpr siDce proved erroaaous: monnlity xm per cent. 
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Wehave not so f a r  been able to determine its intimate 
st~~cture, further than the limiting membrane, and the pro. 
toplasmic substance of the body. 

Two sizes of the parasite have been seen in all the speci- 
mens examined ; the larger appears to be more numerous, 
and contains considerably more granular material than the 
smaller, and usually. two or more vacuoles. Whether these 
two sizes represent male and female, has not been deter- 
mined. We are inclined to believe from our observations 
that these do represent the male and female. because we 
have observed in more than half the fresh specimens, the 
joining of a large and small parasite in such a u-ay as to 
appear to be something more than accidental. 

The pathological changes caused by this parasite is a 
rapid destruction of the red blood cells, causing an acute 
axmrnia. The changes occur in the blood coincident to the 
invasion of the parasite. In one horse, which had been ill 
seven days, the red blood cells numbered 3. j0O.w. the white, 
14500. In another, ill six weeks, the red blood cells were 
3,200,000, and the white were 13.900. The blood of a healthy 
bo*, takeb. as a comparison, gave red blood cells. 6.goo.000 : 
white, 9,800. There is also a slight diminution in the amount 
of kmoglobin-about eighty-five per cent. 

After convalescence has been fully established, no parasite 
can be found ; the blood gradually assumes its normal con- 
stitution. 

The parasite is not confined to the blood, as it can be 
demonstrated in the serous effusions. 

It is quite easy to detect-all that is necessary is to make 
a microscopical examination of fresh blood films ; a one-sixth 
inch objective will su5ce. Dried films, fixed, and stained with 
any of the nuclear dyes. 

It lives 
but a short time after removal from the body: the longest 
time whicri it has been kept alive, in blood serum, u-as not 
more than ten hours. 

The parasite has many of the properties in common with 
the filaria, and resembles more nearly that of )[aria perstans, 
only it is smaller, and its movements dissimilar. Yet, on the 
other hand, the clinical history of animals infested by it, 
the changes occurring in the blood, the lesions observed in 
post mortem, point v e v  strongly towards its classification 

The mode of trans&ion has not yet been studied. I t  
does not appear to be highly contagious, as it does not appear 

. 

. 

.. 

. 

The organism appears to be a strict parasite. 

withthespirochzete. : 

- 
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to spread from one to another, even under the most favorable 
circumstances. 

It is 
more than probable that its extra corporeal state is different, 
or another supposition equally tenable is that its interme- 
diate host is some insect, such as the fly or mosquito. 

It more nearly resembles malaria in this respect. 

ARMY PATHOLOGICAL LABORATORY, 
MASILA, October I;, IWI. 

h R X Y  PATHOLOGICAL LABORATORY. 
MASIL.+. P. I., Dec. 9. 1901. 

7ke  Alijutant Gmcrul, Division of thc Philt$@tes. -%fani/d, P. I. 
(Through official Channels.) 

SIR:-I have the honor to submit a brief memorandum of the result of my 
investigations of a fatal infectious disease among horses and mules and natives 
ponies. 

This disease is at present epidemic in Manila and hcinity. and is -*v‘.de. s read throughout Luzon, especially in the southern prodnces. In SIaniia 
,?one durin the past four months approsimately 300 government horses and 
mules have%ied from this disease. 

This very fatal and infectious disease we have found to be identical u+th 
a disease well known in India and Burmah. where at  one time in recent wars 
it cauyd the death of fifty per cent. of the English cavalry horses in  ituse 
countnea. 

The disease is called scrra ’’ and arlects horses, mules. camels, dog< n d  
monkeys. and probably other animals 

History or‘ investigation conducted at the h m y  P3th~~logic31 LLibor3:t~?y, 
Manila. P. I.. on surra or equine relapsing fever: 

This epidemic was first brought to mv attention on October I:. r y r .  39d 
on that day Surgeon J. J. Kinyoun, C. 5.3f. H. 5.. and myself began its %cay, 
a few days later publtshing a prehminary note incisding the results r,! our in- 
vestigations up to date. .is stated abm-e, I ha\-e identifie6 this disease as 
surra. This disease is caused by the presence in the Kood of a hgeilated 
animal parasite, in length three or four times the diameter of a red bhod cell, 
and in width onequanrr the diameter of a red cell. It resembles a whip-like 
worm, one end, probably the head. being represented by a slender flagellurn. 
This parasite exists in the blood in immense numbers. and produces so g e a t  
a blood destruction that the animals almost invariably die. 

The mode of infection is as yet not knou-n. but there is a strong ;?rui)a- 
bility that the parasite is introduced through the bit i  CY- J’dmc’ su;twia/ tn$c.‘.t, 
probably either a 

The disease is communicable from one animal to another bv subcutaneocs 
and intravenous inoculations, as has been proven at tne h m i y  P3thoiqxa:ai 
Laboratory and at the corral. 

The svmptoms noted are fever. of a remittant and relapsing characrer. 
proyessive emaciation. swellin about the sheath, abdomen and legs. anemia 
of t e mucous membranes, e&rgernent of the submaxillarl; and sublingual 
glands. and later weakness of the extremities, a staggering gait, and ver)- fre- 
quentlp a broncho-pneumonia. 

diagnosed as glanders, and I have no doubt that hundreds of animals ill uitg 
sums have been killed on the supposition that they were affect$ uith, glan- 
ders. From our experience. g t e r  i n s r t i n g  manv times the animals in the 
hospitals at the corrals in Manila and asay, and akeraumerous physical ex- 
aminations. and microscopic examinations of blood and nasal discharges, we 
are in the position to state that at least four-6fths of the deaths of horses and 

or a mosquito. 

It is worthy of special notice that this disease has been quite general1 ’ 

I 
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mla in Manila (aside fram death due to injury) were due to this disease 
porn as llprp We are not in a poshon to say how much glanders there 
BS been among the government stock in the past. but we can sa%- that a t  the 
resent tima there is cmparat&dy little of it in the corrals at bfanila and at  
sray. 
In nun there is frequently submaxillary enlargement, sometimes with a 

+.Ltng down and a dishprging of these lands, and mn- frequently there 
a more or le6 profuse muco-purulent &charge from *the nose. These 

mptoam to the ca8ual observer have been su5cient on which to base P diAg- 

The earl recognition of surra is of the utmost importance, and this can 
! &xomp& with certainty only by blood examinations of suspected ani- 
ab, as frwloently the parasibe is found before the symptoms described above 
Iparrrmc. 
ThC direpa lasts from thrce to six weeks and. sometimes longer - ten to 

rdve weeks-@ is plmost universally fatal, being more so for mules than 
r b m s  

Trea!ment.--I have been e rimenting in the last sis weeks in the treat- 
m>Ot surra, and have d e l a y 3  this reporr in the hope that I might be able 

enanua@n results along this line: so far I have been only par- r= but d c o n t i n u e  my investigations and report further prog 
a Quinine,with iron and arsenic, in large doses. given early in the disease. 
ems to be of some value. 

* b C l € g l m ~  

PECOYWLYDATIOSS. ' 
I. That all animals sick with surra be isdated frmn healthv animais or 

w sick with other w, in separate corrals at least half H mile from 
althy anbals. 
I Tbpt the blood of all animals suspected of having glanders he emm- 

w l  Mom reoommendadon for the disposition of said animals is made. 
3. That the veterinarians and others in charge of corra:s and hvspitds be 

Folmed of these investigations. 
4 "bat a v e t e r h r h  with some experience in iaborntoT methods be 

tailed in the Army Pathological Laboraton-, to assist in further inrestiga- 
Ins. \-cry respectfd~y-. 

ALLES It. SMITH, 
Captain and .-lssisfunt Surgwn. l-. 5. -4.. 

In chargc Army f'afhologkul Ltz6~ir,ito~y. 
By command of Xajor-General Chabee: 

*)V., P. HXLL. 
.-l ssistunt .-I (9 utunt-Gowrd. 

Since this order appeared there has been a nlimber of 
:w points learned about the disease. But in  the main. the 
der covers the ground well. 

When the great epidemic of epizootic appeared in the 
nited States some thirty years ago, thousands of horses and 
des died. The disease has never reappeared. During the 
st two years of American occupation there was no surra in 
e Philippine archipelago among the government horses. 
mu these two facts I advance a theory that surra is not 
ways prevalent and that we will not have to battle w-ith 
is discoaraging enemy every year, but only now and then, 

'. . . I  
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just as we have to fight cholera. bubonic plague. smallpox, 
etc.. at periods of a greater or less number of years. 

Let us then take up the struggle against surra with re- 
newed hope. and possibly we may find safety in good stables. 
good care and preventive treatment. 

W.\R DEP. \R 'n iEST,  S ~ ~ l ~ ~ i j s - G I ~ s ~ I ~ . \ I . ' s  OFFICE.  

Respectfully retwned to the .\djarnnz-Gc.r,era! of the 
Xrmy. 

In my opinion leather equipinenti car? be suf6cicntly dis- 
infected by ordinary processes to guard prcpt-rl y sgainst 
-surra." In my opinion it is not necessary t i >  dcstriiy cquip- 
vents  of horses that have been t.spo5c.d t t )  .* surm." 

The disease is wnrc.yed by the introductitsn i ~ f  the living 
-stirra * '  parasite into the alimentary tract ~ h r w g h  :he we: 
native grass grown on rice paddies beirg ::.;ctl :is ifirngc or 
through the agency C J ~ '  dies and other bluod swkcrs 5y direct 
inoculation. The parasitc is fmnd ::nost csclusivc-ly in t5e 
blood and serous c5uf;ions. and is m;y cmi-eyccl  by frtsh 
blood. as the parasite quickly dies when the  blood C:lJts. iJr 
has stood for some time. It is therciure safe to say ;h.lt 
horse equipment.: that hsvc been used $)II * *  s;crr?" anima:s. 
even though they have been smeared with b l ~ i d  and other 
discharges from inft.cted.'anima!~. w:: mf cunvey the d h -  -. 
ease, if thew equipments have been csposeri to the air SEX- 
ciently to dry any discharge that may have contaninztcd 
them. In thi.; respect -*stirra" is entirely diflcrent iro:n 
glanders. I Signed.) R. 11. O*REILLS. 

September 2 9 .  1902. 

Surgaii- Gt.icL.rci/ L-. S. .-I riji-:'. 

In view of the opinion espressed 'oy the Surgeon-General. 
the Secretary of War belie-ves there is no secessity for the 
destruction of cavalry equipments believed to be infected. 
and that disinfection 'is iuficient. The Secretary of  War 
directs tha t  this be $one in the most thr,rouyh and complete 
manner. 

Endorsement rpon a commanicarion regarding horce eqniprnentz ?,.IF- 
posed to be infected uith -scrra," by Surgeon-General R. l!. o'Rei1:y. C. >. 
Army. 
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THOUGHTS ABOUT CAVALRY. 

BY M o l  WILLIAM GERLACH, U. S. A.. RET-. 

HE excellent performances of the German ca\-alry dur- T ing the recent Kaiser maneuvers in East Pmssia have 
been witnessed by distinguished American generals. Their 
comments on what they have seen will doubtless provoke dis - 
d o n  in our service and create a desire to draw profit from 
the object lesson so presented. T o  accomplish fully this 
commendable purpose, we shoula examine closely the means 
eanployed to bring about the efficiency we admire in our Ger- 
man comrades-in-artns. We need not be bashful, for any- 
one familiar with German military literature knows that the 
experience gathered by us in Indian wars, and especially both 
North and South, during our tremendous struggle of 156 I -6 j, 
has beem diligently studied and turned to account by able 

If we analyze the cavalryman, we find that his principal 
arm is the “horse;” the power, the speed and weight of the 
latter determine his efficiency. The attack is the best card 
of the mounted man ; by a counter charge he can best defend 
himself against an enemy who suddenly rides down upon 
him. The speed and endurance of the horse enable the 
- t r o o ~  to do good work in the service of security and explo- 
ration. To provide e5cient mounts is therefore of prime 
import. With this in view, German governments have for a 
long time past established large breeding farms, chief among 
them ”rakehen in Bast Prussia (established 1732)  and Ash- 
dschwangin Bavaria. In these, both saddle and draught 
animals are systematically raised ; by the crossing of oriental 
aad occidental races, prominently among them the English 
full b l d  and Arabian, good animals for military use are ob- 
tained. Stallions and mares are then distributed to smaller 

* 
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establishments in various sections of the country. To en- 
courage farmers and other horse owners. stallions from the 
public stables stand at  convenient points from February to  
May each year. for breeding purposes. and in due time their 
offspring is purchased by the State for remount purposes to 
a large extent. In peace this is a source of revenue to the 
farmer ; in war it assures a supply of horses suitable for the 
army. Might we not adopt some of these methods in a 
modified form? With our large military reservations and 
areas of pubiic land yet-available. one of the chief aids to 
such a course is conveniently at our disposal. 

He must be enterpris- 
ing. quick. bold and daring. (Such qualities we find readily 
among our young men. Many of them are familiar with the 
horse and are good riders.> But in addition to sl’i this. his 
faculties of observation and military judgment must be de- 
veloped : he must Iearn to communicate what he sees in con- 
cise. lucid style. with or without esplanatory sketches of ter- 
rain, when he is sent out to esplore or plit on outpost duty. 
Such n-ork dcvol\*es in cu%ms degrees on all ranks in the 
field. and thoroug!i peace training is csscntial to inscrc crfi- 
ciency in war. Six week.;. or even sis months. arc not a 
sufficient time to form nn intelligent man into a g,od c:iwlry 
soldier. Lenders and instructors. in amp!c nurajers. must 
be provided in advance. as long as ‘$1-e cuntinue to pat oar 
trust in the volunteer. 

Historically considering the cava!ry arm. w e  find that the 
invention of fireaFmS first Icd the knights of old to iscrcnse 
the weight of their armor. This made them unwield:-, in- 
ferior to the foot soldier. Then the attempt to re&tablish 
their superiority by adopting firearms themselves. lessened 
their offensive power. In spite of this. we find the cavalry 
playing a prominent role in the Thirty \-ears’ Kar .  Gusta- 
\‘us Adolphus lightened their equipment, thereby increasing 
their mobility and offensive capacity. Later we see good 
cavalry work under Cromwell. the great elector (of Brand.en- 
burg!, and Charles XII. of Sweden. Austria was well served 
by her hussars and other mounted men in the wars against 
Frederick the Great. At the commencement of the latter’s 

Considering the cavalry ‘* wan “: 
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C B m p B s  his cavalry was poor. After his first battle i Moll- 
witz, 1741), he writes to Leopold v. k s s a w  : "Our infantry 
are all b s a m ;  their officers are heroes; brtt our 'cavalry,' 
it is not worth that'the devil would take it-no one cares to 

Minute instructions for the guidance of 
the mounted force 'now follow quickly: their spirit is best 
exemplified by the king's order, that "any cavalry officer 
who hesitates and allows himself to be attacked, shall be 
cashiered." Under this pressure, led by distinguished corn. 
manders, typical among them Seidlitz and Ziethen, the Prus- 
sian cavalry soon exceIled in individual training. maneuver- 
ing capacity and dash. With the loss of their able leaders, 
both Pntssian and Austrian cavalry lost their prestige. and 
their work in the Napoleonic wars cannot be compared with 
the performances of b e  actually inferior French force. which, 
under the direction of the great Sapoleon. performed bril- 
liant tactical and strategical feats. 

Aft= 1815. during the long peace period, the cavalry 
again retrogrades; infantry principles govern its training 
more and more, and both in the Crimea and Italy it  plays 
only a secondary part. Its use, both North and South during 
o m  War of the Rebellion. was a revelation to European 
soldiers. T h e  study of the exploits here performed under 
"cavalrv leaders." and the experiences of the Prussian- 
Austrian campaign 04 1866, led to the measures which made 
possible the creditable work of the German cavalry in 
187~71. That it has hot once more gone to sleep is shown 
by the conditions now presented to the close observer. 

The current of thought which has prevailed in recent years 
in German military circles regarding their mounted force is 
well set forth by Colonel v. Gisycki (artilleiy), in S o .  6, 
(retmspect), of his strategical-tactical problems. His re. 
markscontain somuch of general intrinsic value that will 
beudt the military student. that I believe it worth trans- 
lating them for home use. The Cokmel says : * 

*Thetlm&tum . is ptmart literal, only a few passages wherein the Colonel 
b to probbmr treated ih ptcceding numbers are left out as not pertinent 

- associate with it." 

.. 
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*' In our long peace period, 181 j-64, and even later on, fen. 
divergent views regarding the value of cavalry prevailcd 
among us. Otficers not lacking in military judgment would 
not comprehend why we strove to increase cur cavalry. The 
value of cavalry in exploration service is unquestionable. 
Without good cavalry an independently acting infantry divi- 
sion can seldom perform satisfactorily the task assigned it. 
An infantv dinision, operating as part of a corps or a m v .  
need look forward to the next day only : an independent &vi -  
sion, on the other hand, must look ahead several days, and in 
corresponding manner enlarge its sphere of security and ex- 
ploration. On this account additional cavalry is usually as- 
signed to it. 

"First of all the cavalryman m w t  be educated to care 
conscientiously for his horse, that he may do this, even when 
not immediately under the eye of his superior. It does not 
suffice that if he has to start out early, he feed his horse be- 
times. and saddles properly. He must lighten the animal's 
work in every possible way. disnount whenex-et practicable, 
avoid unnecessary use of rapid gaits, water en route if oppor- 
tunity offers it. Then the horse. too. muit be u-1~11 trained. 
so he may better stand hardship. and will carry the rider 
only where he desires to go. IVithout thew fundamental 
conditions great cavalry performances arc not attainable ; 
explorations frequentl). will fall short because the horses 2re 
unable to do full work. 

**The number of oficers. to% is limited. hence non-com- 
missioned officers. even lance corporals. must ride patrols 
miles in estent. They cannot be given maps in such cases 
alu-ays, as not enough are at-ailaSle : furthermore. in hostile 
country the man. as a rule. is not familiar with the language 
of the inhabitants. Il-hat an amount of ingenuity and cir- 
cumspection must the cavalryman be possessed of to orient 
himself im such a ride. and keep up proper deportment 
towards a hostile population. S e s t ,  his duty is to report 
about the enemy. To do this correctly he must not only be 
able to see. bat comprehend what he sees-he must have 
military discernment. If he has such judgment he may save 
his horse many a longer ride: by reasoning from what he 
observes upon the still unseen he may escape exposing him- 
self to dangers in which he might perish: certain apparently 
meaningless signs often are enough to enable one to draw 
fargoing inferences. Khile such are no part of his report, 
but devolve rather upon the superior to whom the report 
goes, the correctly judging scout knows in case of such 
seem ngly unimportant indications. that the moment to 
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report has come, and he consequently sends back much 
earlies a report, su5cient it may be, to put a whole division in 
motion. The cavalryman must also understand how to com- 
pose a written report; he must be competent to weigh every 
singk word, otherwise questions might arise in the mind of 
the recipient which, in absence of the party reporting, can- 

one can cause mischief, 

the want of clearness regarding the conditions a i t h  the 
enemy. The more exhaustive the advice is about the 
opponent, the more certain a commander becomes in his 
actions and resolves; the more vague news is regarding the 
enemy. the more easily irresolute action and false measures 
are liable to appear. 

“But news of the enemy is not obtained by patrols alone, 
there are many entirely different ways. In our day. when 
the whole fighting force of a nation is in the army. there is 
hardly a place in the land which does not keep up relations 
with it. To seek for information in letters and newspapers 
is therefore proper work for cavalry far in advance. True, 
newspapers, as a rule, are prohibited publishing news of 
troop movements is their own country. Here and there, 
however, we may draw valuable inferences from the simple 
noti- of a death, giving time and place with designation of 
men who have fallen. from advertisement for supplies, and 
like items. Training in this direction is consequently part 
of cavalry education. 

“When exploring at long distances, relay posts are indis- 
pensable. Usually these consist of only a fen- mounted men. 
However, we must not ignore the fact that in a hostile coun- 
try, with unreliable population. these relay posts should be 
made much stronger, so as not to endanger communication. 
Great circumspection is demanded of the commander of such 
a relay post, and is more than ordinarily needed in locating 
a picket. He must be on his guard against malicious attacks 
by the populace, and take position and measures of security 
accordingly. In this direction the taking of hostages may 
be profitably considered. As we school the cavalryman in 
peace, in.posting a picket, so he should be instructed in these 
other duties. 

“When we already require such a high degree of school- 
ing, circumspection, energy and bold daring from the non. 
Commissioned officer and private even in our cavalry, so he 
may ably respond to the demands of war in our day, these 

A badly edited report may become totally 

di5culty in the conduct of war, is ever 

. a .  
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qualities must be developed in a much greater measure in 
the cavalry officer. The  day has passed long ago when the 
education of the cavalry officer comprised the training of a 
<rider and horse alone.’ All the qualities which a com- 
mander of troops must possess in order to perform distin- 
guished service, must lilrels-ise be possessed by the cavalry 
officer of the present day. simply that he be equal to the tasks 
which fall to hislot. These qualities are sharp understanding. 
correct and r p i d  military discernment. prompt resolution. 
boldness and intrepidity. The fact that the demands made 
on the cavalry officers are so high that they can only bc sat- 
isfied by a degree of talent seldom found. esplains why the 
cavalry frequently falls short in its war performance. X Cis- 
tinguished cavalry officer will aln-ays mnkr a c;ipabie lender 
of troops. 

*. Exploration. however. is not the sole sphcre of c.ai*alry 
active in war. Its work in battle can alto bc qui:e prllmi- 
nent. Xgainst such performance the precisiim 11i t5c rntdcrn 
firearms is continuall!* quoted. If w e  demand of 1 tir inimtry 
that it shall hurl itself with I 3 5 paces a minute against ihnkcn 
or even solid ‘nustile foot so!dicrs, i t  i i  hard XI) ::ndcr-txcl 
why horscmen with ioarfold speed shl d d  not rick at :$::\st 
against shaken infantry. Tr:ic. the indivitlaal c a v a l r v ! ~ ~ ~  
presents four t imes t h e  m,Grk of tlie infantry wldicr. k t  
on the other hand. the impression o f  cavalry charging u p I n  
the enemy is far more pow~rful. and thcn the inian:ry:1:an 
shoots 50 much worse. \Ye must not a l l ~ x  tbarselvci t a t  be 
led astray by the hits on  the target range. There we shoot 
with perfect repose of  mind. and make hit.; corres!,onc!ingly : 
few men. ho\\-ever, fight for life and dcath with absolute 
tranquility. Let us suppme that the hostile infantry 1135 
already sut-fered severely from the fire o i  our icinntiy and 
artillcry : the sight ot‘ the dead. the grdians of the \voundcd. 
all impressions never felt in peace. have already ili‘o5t.d the 
opponent of much of his presence of mind. Sou- cavalry 
suddenly appears and charges the infantry. Tile tremen- 
dous impression this cavalq makes. hardy  permits langer a 
well aimed fire of the infantry: furthermore. even ii less 
men are cut down in a successful charge than were shot 
down hy the infantry. the moral impression upon the over- 
ridden enemy is incomparably greater than in case of pre- 
vious losses inflicted by infantry and artillery fire. This  was 
shown us thoroughly by the Brigade Bredow at l iars  la Tour. 

6 *  In war all hinges mainly upon the moral impression. If 
an army of m0.000 has lost 2 j.OO0 men in an unfortunate 
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battle, it is not the mere-absence of these 2j,000 which 
makes it impossible for it to face again at once the enemy, 
but rather the arcurnstance that the remaining 1 7 j . W  have 
lost their moral firmness so completely that they may not be 
trasted. In this lies the full import of battle. If the victor, 
near the close of the action has put in his cavalry, and possi- 
bly ridden down r,ooo of the enemy, losing a like number 
of his hommen, this attack has effected incomparably more 
than if the thousand had been shot down at long range by 
the artillery, which in the latter case the beaten foe might 
make a new stand twenty miles off, the impression he would 
receive in the former case would cause probably such con- 
sternation that a renewed resistance need not be expected 
in twice the distance. 

“The eEect of a well initiated attack upon artillery, too, 
is generally underestimat*Getting the range under con- 
ditions of perfect tranquility against rapidly moving objects 
on the practice grounds is in itself extremely difficult. H o w  
U d t  will it be in the excitement of battle, under the sudden 
impress of a powerful cavalry attack? If gunners and battery 
chiefs do not preserve perfeet sang-froid, so satisfying the 
highest demands, they easily fail to hit anything. In any 
event, it is-easier for cavalry to take the artillery than it is 
for the latter to defend itself against a we11 laid attack of a 
large force of horsemen. 

“If the cavalry shall attain grand results in battle. the 
conviction must permeate governing circles that grand per- 
formances are possible. Cavalry generals must feel confident 
that they can accomplish such success. A n  army wherein 
such a confidence is not felt will not even attempt to achieve 
such stlccess. If we have seen entire campaigns without such 
deeds we shonld, however, not presume, as has been done by 
some, that the day of ‘ bufth cuvuhy ’ has passed. That some- 
thing has not been accomplished is no warrant for the asser- 
tion that it cannot be done.” 

COYNaNT BY MAJOR-GENERAL S. B. M. YOUSC, PRESIDEST W A R  
COLLEGE BOARD. 

“This translation includes much interesting matter, from 
one whose opinions should carry great weight, and Fill fur- 
nish food for thoughtful consideration of cavalry officers. 

“A point. for example, that is clearly brought out by 
Colonel v. Gisycki is that everything hinges upon the moral 
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impression produced upon a defeated enemy; the actual cas- 
ualties may be great, but if the enemy retains his morale he 
is still formidable. With the same casualties the degree of 
demoralization of a defeated enemy is great in proportion 
to the influences under 
with an enemy shaken to the 
to deliver a mounted charge, the 
incomparably greater than if 
plished by infantry or artillery at a distance.” 

I 



MOUNTED RIFLES. 

BY CAPTAIN GEORGE H. MORGAN. T H ~ D  U. S. CAVUY. 

AS a result of reoent wars, there has been much discussion 

Some of the 
more enthusiastic theorists have made themselves believe 
that the new discovery is to determine the results in future 
wars, and that the cavalryman is already relegated to his 
niche as a relic along side of his renowned ancestor, the man. 
at-arms. 

concerning so-called mounted infantry. 
. -  

There may be danger that the cavalryman be legislated 
out of his saber and pistol in this country, as here the soldier 
must face the condition that the L'nited States can never 
probably be. prepared for a great war. The fact that when 
war is declared, no expense will be spared or considered, 
should not cause the survivors to forget that when peace 
once more btoods over us, even necessary,cash for a meager 
attempt to prepare for the next struggle will be rigidly scru- 
tinized by the authorities, not always experts, but who hold 
the purse strings, and by them pared if not pruned, the 
result requiring expedients to do the work of proper ma- 
chinery. Yankee tricks have prevailed, but Yankee wisdom 
and foresight is better and cheaper in men, money and 
honor. 

If we intend to have a proper mounted force to do any- 
thing properly required of it, with due arrangement for ex- 
pansion for war, it must be cavalry. 

If it is decided in our wisdom to abolish cavalry let the 
new mounted force be called mounted rifles. 

Under the name of mounted infantry, we must adopt and 
combat many prejudices incident to both the cavalry and 
Mantry, and inapplicable to the new arm, merely because it 
i s  neither cavaky nor infantry. 

a .  
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Originating, as many of the practical ideas of the service 
have, in the warfare on the Western plains, the tactics of the 
mounted rifles were further developed during the Civil War, 
partly on account of the poverty on one side, and finally 
have been made a practical part of the cavalry regulations. 
The mounted infantry was so inferior to the cavalry during 
the Civil War that many lost sight of its real strength: and 
during the long semi-peace following, a regiment was purely 
cavalry or mounted rifles in its tendencies according to the 
knowledge, ability or perhaps prejudices of its officers. 

Common sense is generally overthrown in a struggle with 
prejudice in military matters, and the new arm should not be 
hampered with the prejudices of either of the schools, be- 
cause it partakes partly of the nature of both. It must work 
out its own role to be worth while. 

The history of the war in the Philippines shows, from an 
almost complete absenc'e of cavalry in the first campaign, that 
the arm was much increased later, and also aided by mounted 
contingents from nearly all of the infantry regiments. the 
later campaigns being practically concluded by these forces. 

Thus we made use of a makeshift to cover an emergency. 
The excessive loss in horses from the use by make-shift 
mounted troops should not be charged to the cavalry or to 
the mounted infantry. I t  is a charge to be placed at the door 
of emergency." 

Everybody knows all aboat a horse, and almost every 
young American can ride; but even in the cavalry the good 
horsemen are not in the rnajori4y. By the term is meant one 
who has the capacity, not only to ride and care for horses 
under great strain and di5cultles, but to impart that knowl- 
edge to others. Time was formerly considered necessary in 
the making of a cavalry soldier; a five years' enlistment was 
about the shortest term for an apt recruit. It was often the 
experience in the active work in the islands to get our horses 
one day and be on the trail with them the next. The horses 
and men untrained, it would have been a miracle if there had 
not been much friction and waste. 

The writer had command of such a mounted detachment 
in the Twenty-eighth Volunteer Infantry. The size of the 

I 
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detachment allowed personal supervision over all details. 
The country-northern. Mindanao-was similar to New 
Mexico, and the horses, when turned over to the Fifteenth 
covolry after the campaign, were generally in good condi- 
ti-. The conditions were exceptional, and the results were 
probably exceptionally good. The men were previously well 
drilled as infantry -subordinate, inured to hardships, and 
selected from a large regiment for their ability to ride and 
shoot. It was possible, under the conditions, to drill them 
daily at mounted formations and target practice at known 
and unknown distances, except when actually on the trail. 
The actual field duty was thus not much harder on the horses 
than the daily work except for the lack of grain. Cavalry- 
men will appreciate how much personal supervision was 
neces5ar)r in the details of shoeing. care of the sick and 
wounded, packing of saddles, care of the equipments, train- 
ing of the horses and riding. 

With more time and additional equipments the troop 
a u l d  have been made American cavalry. 

Nearly aH of the infantry mouated detachments in the 
Philippines used their long rifles, carrying them in a manner 
Similar to the method used by t h e  csvalry. We obtained 
the shorter carbine for the reason that it is handier, lighter 
and shorter, and thus less liable to make the man uncomfort- 
able and the horse sore. and is quite as e5cient as a weapon. 

However, notwithstanding t h e  good results, the detach- 
ment was a makeshift, e5cient as it was against such an 
enemy. 

Perhaps after all, the enforced economy of our peace times 
is not a bad preparation for the study of the ineviuble use of 
makeshifts in war times. A campaign is a study in emer- 
gemaes. A junior officer is expected to do what he can with 
what the harassed general can give him; do it as well and 
as as quickly as possible and not make too much complaint 
about his troubles. 

T h e  troubles of moment encountered with our mounted 
detachment are worthy of note and consideration. They 
were, in order: Ignorance of horse nature on the part of the 
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men who used and commanded their services, di5cult). in 
healing even slight sores, and shoeing. 

There can be no help for the first escept proper instruc- 
tion and experience. If the wound was covered at once, it 
healed as readily in that climate 'as in a more friend!y one. 
As to the shoeing proposition. insiruction and personal super- 
vision on the part of o6cers responsible was the on!). method 
that worked. 

It is conceivable that a man has a iimited amount o f  en- 
ergy. If he must expend three-fourths of i t  in drilling at the 
&'Setting up" exercises. he has but one-fourth of it lei: for 
more advanced work. If we must do ocr work with make. 
shifts, let us prepare for them the best we know how. and be 
Sure that when :he time comes we have t!le practical knci\vl- 
edge and experience sufficient to make them -. p". Bui \\shy 
make use of a second-rate article when n-e know how to m3nu- 
facture the rcal thing? The m mncetl ritl;.i are more mo'>i!e 
than infantry. less eificient than c i n l r y .  and probably more 
costly. as we use it. Still. if nclt a hurricd rn.ikechiir. but 
properly organized under efficicrqt otKceis. who knot\- ho\v to 
cjre for the noant .  be it !iiJrses. bicycit-s. carti  or el~phants,  
it must make itsrif felt in future u-ars. Muuntcd ljn small. 
active. hardy horsei. it is peculiarly adapted to 3 peopie who 
from childhood is accustomed to .fircarins 3r.d horses. 

When we consider the weary \!--a>* travtled to ~ h e  state of 
efficiency we had before the Spanish II-ar. it seems as if 
prejudice had too much to do with the actxal results in O l J i  
military world. The military mind ought to be aiways striv- 
ing for exact know!edge. The lives of his inen and. inci- 
dentaily. his own. may depend upon the lint: officer's 
familiarity with certain details; and although he may at 
times, from a too limited espejence. jump too quickly to 
a conclusion as to some detail. he is. ho\i-ever. respon- 
sible, and must feel the respoasibility as no one else csn. 
Therefore his demmds as to vhat  he wants in the way of 
equipment should be given heed: 

The utility of such a force as \he mounted rifles should no 
more argue the abolition of the cavalry than the infantry. The 
great use of a machine gun with a mounted force does not 

. 
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detract from the work of &he regular light batteries. Any 
countay that refuses to make use of all the arms that should 
form the pmf't of its efficiency is simply handicapping itself, 
and unncmssanl y sacrificing its first line of defenders, not 
easily replaced., 

The name mounted rides is, in our service, an honorable 
one. A s  an incentive to good work the arm might be granted 
a claim to be the direct descendant of the rifleman of the 
Revolutionary War, and of the mounted rifles of the war with 
Mexico. 

It is probable that the mounted rides must be considered 
. as a part of every civilized army of the future. The rifle 
appeals to an American as a natural and escient weapon; if 
we have time it appears only common sense to add to the 
soldier's equipment a saber and pistol. 

It is a costly thing-an "emergency purchase"-to try to 
make a mounted force out of infantry. I t  is not right or wise 
to reduce the efFiciency of the cavalry by taking officers from 
it to handle makeshift organizations. An arm to be worth 
while shodd have its own organization, officers, drill regula- 
tions,and work to its own proper end. If riding and marks- 
manship are, for example, to be the requisites of the mounted 
rifles. the officers should be selected or appointed to it on 
acamnt of their ability in those lines. The resulting organ- 
ization would be fit for any soldier to command, and could do 
good work, in its own line, in less time than cavalry proper 
could be trained. 

To be thoroughly fit, ,however, an arm must be regularly 
organized upon its own lines, as a school for the proper study 
of its capabilities. 

Upop considering the above, it appears that the reason 
for the suggestion from a cavalryman of the organization of 
a rival arm of the service, may be pertinent. 

In cask of a great war, when it would be supposed neces- 
sary to raise in our usual way twenty new regiments of 
mounted troops, and 8 cavalryman is appointed to the com- 
mand of one of them, what must he expect, and in.what 
manner should he cbnduct the instruction of his command 
to meet the pbableiemergency in the shortest time? 

- 
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The instruction must be progressive, and fortunately the 
easiest lessons for Americans are the first ones naturally 
taught, i. e., training of the horses and the instruction in 
marksmanship for the men. 

If an inspector sees this regiment a month after its organ- 
ization and the horses are bridle wise, know some of the 
aids, and the men can dismount and form readily for aork 
on foot, and can shoot, and the horses are in as good condition 
as they should be, the chances are that the regiment gets its 
orders for the front. ' I t  is merely a regimmt of mounted 
rifles. -4s the instruction proceeds. and it is conceivable that 
it, the instruction, may continue, in the field, eventually the 
commanding officer may expect to have a cavalry regiment 
fit to hold its own with any organization on the face of the 
earth. 

It is repeated for the sake of emphasizing the writer's 
views. perhaps prejudices, that d e  cannot afford to mount our 
infantry on horses, and mounted rifles cost just 3s  much as 
cavalrl;. probably more. and is less efficient. 

The commander of such a newly organized regiment is 
called upon to determine, 3s abdt-e. the steps of his progress 
in training his recruits and mounts. 

Xobility is the important &int of szperiority over in- 
fantry. and that is his first care. Coincident with the hand- 
ling of the horses goes the targk practice of the men, for in 
that respect they mlist at least equal the infantry. 

Finally. to be superior to mounted infantry, 3nd the equal 
of cavalry, he must 3dd shock tactics. IVith the rcgiment 
then in hand, the best soldier in the army can hope for noth- 
ing better excepting increased e5ciency through 'drill and 
experiqnce. 

The abolition of true Xmerican cavalry is more likely to 
be accomplished through our own lack of esperience, lazi- 
ness or ignorance. than by legislation. 

I 
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COMMENTS ON MOUSTED RIFLES. 

CQLQXEL J. A. ACGCR, TXSTH C. S. CAVALRY. 
I agree with Captain Morgan in almost everything he 

says. but I wonld go further than I understand him to go, 
and say that all mounted rifles and mounted infantry I whether 
using horses, bicycles, carts or other "mounts"j are make- 
shifts, only warranted as temporary expedients. and not to be 
tolerated in our peace establishment, which is limited. and 
apparentlyalways will be limited, to a small number of men. 
Even to discuss the subject of establishing in our service in 
time of peace a corps of mounted rifles seems to me almost 
useless, unless one could follow the example of Cfptain Mor- 
gan, who has taken advantage of the opportunity to say a 
number of good things, some of them as relevant to a great 
many other subjects as to the one under discussion. 

In my opinion there is sufficient in Captain Morgan's 
article to condemn mounted rifles, and a statement of my 
views will be somewhat a repetition of what he says in a 
different form. 

Our cavalryman is, or we believe him to be. the highest 
development of the mounted fighting men. He not only 
fights mounted and does all the other duties reserved ex 
dusively for cavalry, but he is. dismounted. a match for in- 
fantry. He is much,more useful than the mounted rifleman 
brought to the highest imaginable state of perfection. But 
it takes time to make the cavalryman. and if we want him at 
the beginning, or at any time near the beginning of war. \\-e 
must train him in?time of peace. Our infantryman is our 
ideal of the dismoqnted fighting man. It takes time to make 
him, too, but lesslthan for the training of a cavalryman. 
The mounted rifle an brought to a corresponding state of 
efficiency would c t almost as much in time and money as 
the cavalryman wi out attaining half his usefulness. 

Let us, then, i time of peace, devote our time and all 
the money availab e for the purpose to the training of cav- 
alry. Let us at th  same time train as infantry all that can 

, and give every possible encourage- 
ment and assistan (as seems to be the present policy of 
those in authority) in increasing and training the auxiliary 
force now genera d-, y known as the Sational Guard. The 

be trained as re 

proper trafning- of I mounted troops in this auxiliary force, 
except in isolated cbes  and small numbers, is not to be hoped 

I 

for. Let us never lose an opportunity of having more of the 
best kinds and of making them better. 

We will then not only have taken the most effective steps 
to avoid the necessity for a makeshift. by having provided 
the greatest possible number of the best kind of mounted 
men. but we will have made the best possible preparation 
for supplyiog the makeshift if it becomes necessary. We 
will have the greatest possible numbei of men trained to 
fight on foot with the rifle, and it will only be necessary to 
furnish some of them horses, bicycles. or other means of 
moving rapidly from place to place when not in fighting dis- 
tance. If horses are used for the mount. proper saddling. 
care of the horse. attention to sores. shocing. etc.. will have 
to be a part of the makeshift. 

The. average ,American has had enwgh esperitnce in 
riding to sit on and guide a horse. and the average -1mericm 
horse can be ridden and guided when bought for ser,.-ice. 

Suppose we should. in time o f  peace. organize and thor- 
oughly train a corps of mounted rifles. ( )n the completion 
of the work therc w ~ u l d  be a body of traixed inun un trciinud 
horses ready. as our ca\-a!ry is. to fight on f i ~ ~ t .  and r a d y  to 
use the shock action iiio:mted. but lacking t!ic pr1)per ar:na- 
mcnt for the latter: and ready. too. to (io t!ic other duties ( ~ r '  
cavalry. but lacking, perhaps. both arms :tiid cquipmcnts 
suitable for the work. They \voulcl hnvc cvst about :is riirich 
as cavalry. but would be equal to cavalry in 1 In::.- ti:lc respect 
and superior to cavalry in no respect. Nt rc  h ? > i x  and mm-ic)- 
would be r e q u i d  to makc them as good as the bus.  

W e  passed years ago tQe stagc o f  moiinrcc! rides csccpt 
as a makeshift. \V: had :nc;untcd ride+ cind a'onndoncd t h c n .  
preserving in the cavalry the elements n-ortli preserving. 
We have had ample espericncc with moantcd infantry. csing 
it for emergencies and abancloning it niter the emerguncit-s 
passed. TI) adopt anything o f  the kinC now as a rcsx!t oi 
foreign wars \vcmld be folly, not that these wars do not cm- 
phasize the importance of rnpid maneuvering. but because 
we can have but a .sma!l number o f  mounted troops: and we 
want the best. If we can QVe mere mounted troops on con- 
dition that they shall be rifles. let us have them; call them 
mountecl rifles and give them as ncnrly as we can. within the 
limits of the law authorizing them, the arms and equipmcnts 
we have found to be the best for mounted fighting men. 

We should by all means endeavor to profit by the esperi- 
ence of other nations. but we should not forget that the ma- 
terial with which we start out differs somewhat from theirs, 

I 

i 
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our own experience with our 

It is impossible; to say what may be most needed in our 
next war or the number or kind of makeshifts we may have 

cannot now know the nature of the 
meet, the nature of the country he 
many other things we will have to 
comes, but it would certainly be a 

now for particular conditions. 

to adopt, because 
enemy we may ha 
may occupy, and 
consider when 
mistake to 
while the real article. capable of doing all the makeshift can 
do and a great dealxit cannot do, can be prepared with prac- 
tically the same ti4e and money. 

: .  
* CAPTA~?~ C. B. HOPPIN. Sncosu C A ~ A L R Y  

From the expeqience obtained in the Spanish-American 
war, the war in tpe Philippines, and especially in South 
Africa. it seems =+in that in the wars of the future large 
bodies of mounted troops with machine gun accompaniments 
must be counted ag absolute necessities : the main question 
being how best to grovide in time of peace for their efficient 
organization. From my observation of conditions prevailing 
during the SpanishpAmerican War. it is evident that officers 
from the regular irmy regiments should not be taken in 
large numbers for service with such troops, though a suffi- 
cient number must and will be spared to at least command 
such regiments, and furnish at  least one officer for each who 
is trained in staff work incident thereto. 

Every regukr regiment has a few officers who. by their 
thorough knowledge of the care and use of horses. as well as 
their skill in the use of the rifle and ability to impart instruc- 
tions d o g  these lines, are especially qualified for com- 
manders of mounted rifles, while men fitted for the staff work 
in such regiments are plentiful in all the regular regiments, 
both among the oftircers and older non-commissioned officers. 
Now, as to the remainder of the force. In many portions of 
our country large numbers of horses are bred suitable for 

\ 

$1 
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both cavalr). and mounted rifles, and in each of these locali- 
ties knowledge of the horse and ability to ride is general. 
Why should not these localities maintain in time of peace 
mounted rifle organizations, instead of or in addition to infan- 
try organizations, the general government bearing that por- 
tion of the espense due to the mounting of such troops. and 
in each State providing an officer as instructor in time of 
peace. who would also command the consolidated nrganiza- 
tion in time of war-should war occur within the limits of 
his detail? In this way the officer \\-odd have the spur of 
possible service with the troops he had instructed. and if his 
work were not satisfactory in time of peace. he could be 
replaced before the error in his detail had been paid for 
through disaster in war. 

These mounted riflemen should furnish their own hories 
for drill purposes in peace. and should bc paid for their use. 
In time of war the trained horses being purchased for their 
permanent mounts. 

These organizations cou!d be reasonably trained 3s 
mounted riflemen within a year. while it takes 3 much 
longer time than that to train a cavalryman. 

This suggestion is made with the hope of inaugurating a 
thorough discussion of the subject to thc end that some 
practicable working plan may be devised to meet an c\-ident 
need before we are forced by war*s alarms to cspedicnts to 
meet an impending crisis. 

Any plan to be successful and eficient. will be espen4v-c.. 
but the espedients adopted after the declaration of war are 
bound to be much' more costly in the enc!. 

I 

MAJOR E. A. GODWIS. TESTH C. S. CAYAI.R\.  

Captain Morgan's article appears to be an argument in 
favor of the formation of a separate corps of mvuntcd in- 
fantry. To justify the organization of such 3 corps it should 
appear that there is a field for it distinct from those covered 
by corps already in the service. What lack in our service 
would mounted infantry be espected to supply? For many 
years our cavalry has been trained to fight on foot. and to do 
all the things espected of mounted infantry. Indeed it has 
been asserted by those. especially foreign critics. who are 
wedded to the -cavalry .proper * '  idea. that by dismounting 
to operate on foot. cavalry loses its right to the name. and 
becomes. in fact, mounted infantry. Xccording to their 
view, we have ao cavalry. and so far as I know. never had 

I 

I 

I 
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any. A name signifies but little in this case. For answer, 
we can point to Sheridan's and Wilson's cavalry corps. What 
has been, or can be, done by any cavalry. of the proper 

At 
the Same time, what could mounted infantry be expected to 
do that they did nut do, and do in the most effective fashion? 

The day of mounted troops who can fight mounted only. 
has passed, if, indeed, there eL-er was such time outside the 
realms of sentiment and imagination. The ability to do the 
work required of mounted troops on horseback. or on foot. as 
the occasion demaqds, is the important point. Is there any- 
one, who was familiar with the condition of our cavalry at 
the outbreak of the Spanish war, who does not believe that 
it was the equal In effectiveness of any like number of 
mounted troops, whatever name they may have been 
called? In this vi z of the case, which is sustained by the 
record, have we not now. in our cavalF regiments, both cav- 
alry and mounted infantry? Does not their training fit them 
for the performance of all duties which would devolve upon 
both of these braqches. if we had them separated? IVhy 
should we seek to separate them. and thereby complicate 
the questions of organization, drill, armament and cquip- 
ment? LBt us, rather, labor to bring our ca&lry to the 
same standard of e5ciency that existed in the spring of I YgY. 
or higher, if possible. Opportunity is not lacking. nor is 
there dearth of ability amongst officers and men. It is true. 
that in case of war the number so trained would be i p u f i -  
cient, but that. in tlbe present state of public opinion.% not 
avoidable. "Do the best you can with what means you can 
get," and in the peantime use all legitimate efforts to 
secure adequate paeparation for the war which we hope 
may never come, and which is best averted by being ready 
for it. If, .unfort$mtely. it should come. new regiments 
must be raised an  Start out 
with the idea of making them the equals. on horseback 
and on foot, of those regiments already in service. They 
d d  not be made effective mounted infantry at once. and 
training, either before or during war. should not stop even 
when that is attained. Let it continue under conditions as 
they present themselves. until they satisfy our idea of what 
American cavalry should be. In  the earlier stages of their 
service they would, perhaps, answer more or less well the 
requirements of mounted infantry ; certainly they would do 
as well as they wouM if they were called mounted infantry. 
And let us do these things without caring whether there may 
be somebody, somewhere, who would deny us the name of 

- kind, that was not well done by these splendid corps? 

.. 

prepared to do their part. 

' 
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46cavalry proper," because we can do more. and play a more 
varied role in war. than any mounted troops whose title t u  
that name is gained at the espense of a part of their etlec- 
tivrness. 

C A P T A l S  5. D. ROCEESBACH. TWELFTH C. 5. C A V A L R Y .  

\\-hether the designation -mounted infs2trv" or -mount, .I 
rifles.' sho;ild be given to the makeshifts that necessity sonic- 
times requires. and opportunity a11on-s. depends upon use 
and armament. When General Miles mounted the Fifth 
Infantry upon captured Indian ponies. they were mounted 
infantry." The Boers were riflemen. not infantry. and those 
with mounts were * *  mounted rides ". I'ick frnm infantry the 
men who can shoot and r ide.  mount them. and you have a 
force that the old historical name .*mounted rides'" describes. 
Arm them with the carbine only 4 they ha\-c nut the shock 
action of either ca\-alry ax infantry I :in<! they arc neither 

mounted infantry * '  nor cavalry. and the most descriptive 
historical term would be **arbineers." 

Such a force Captain Morgan emphasizes is a ct tstly make- 
shift. but as the L-nited States. we may assume. will never 
be properly prepared f4Jr a great war. and tptir snidl r ~ g u l a r  
force can never c l ~  all the fighting reqcired by i c r  cwntry 
in war. makeshifts will have to bc employed. The regzlars 
must train these innkcshifts and get thc best out i ~ f  rhcm. 
The regular ofict'r \vho does not reo Igilizc this m d  picp;ire 
himself SIJ that he can get the licit ( t i t  c i  . .  the matcrinl icr- 
nishctl him will be very limitcd in his xser:1,ne:ss i n  times (if  
emergency. 

But ~ I J  not train the regular oficer with a makeshift. 
Give him the best material obtainable. 5 1 )  that our regular 
forcc in time o i  pcnce \vi11 bc;thc bcst I p i  its kind in :!le \VI rld.  
a leaven s:tirficicnt t i )  t:ke c:irc i d  the vI,:antccrs in tisic 1 - i  
war. Training with. and an iinc1crst:inding I J ~ .  acccrate 
instruments is necessary beitire the simpie instrcments I ~f the 
military tcp>grapher can bc used to make a sketch acc;irate 
enough. The professor o f  music has added to his natural 
love of music years of t i i l  with the best instruments and 
studies o f  the great masters. The niouth-iqpn and rag-time 
are not his studies. He yi l j  get applause with them when 
the necessity requires him 6 use them. 

If he is a horse- 
man from natural love of the horse and long training 
with good horses. a sharpshooter with his rifle and the car- 

I 

It is the same with the cavalry officer. 
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bine, a g d  shot with his revolver, a swordsman, and an 
educated man, able to grasp quickly the chances and oppor- 
tunities of emergenaes, he will know how to make the best 
oat of makeshifts. 

Bat the cavalryman, the intelligent horseman and trained 
soldier, on a saddle horse trained for cavalry service. is the 
ideal to work to, not the makeshift. There is no place 
in our army in time of peace for "mounted rifles;" we 
might just as well train the professor of music with a mouth- 
organ and rag-time., With Captain Morgan, it seems he 
would have made cavalrymen out of his "mounted rifles," 
could he have had more time and obtained sabers and pis- 
tols. When he got to '' mounted rifles," necessity alone seems 
to have prevented him changing his brand to **cavalry." 
We believe he got his good results due to his training as a 
cavalryman, and that the results would not have been so good 
had he been trained as a mounted rifleman. 

The American cavalry should be so much better in its 
personnel and mounts than the emergency mounted forces 
of war that_ the latter would require more than time and 
armament to make them pvalry. 

.. The conditions which;xisted prior to '98-and they had 
much to do with making a cavalq-man who knew how to 
handle makeshifts-are gone. More love and energy in cav- 
alry work is required of our cavalry officers in order to make 
them cavalrymen. We are given the best equipment. arms 
and clothing obtainable. Why can we not get the best 
horses for mounts, and the best educated horsemen for cavalry 
oficers? 

'* It behooves 
cavalryoficers to *terest themselves in these subjects, in 
order that they may render such assistance20 the War De- 
partment as is possibb in coming to a just and proper con- 
clusion as to the W t s  of the use of experimental equip- 
ment." It is not believed that the interest of the War De- 
partment is confined to equipment. Can we not interest our- 
selves in the  personnel and mounts, and render the War De- 
partment such assistance that a subaltern who is not a horse- 
man cannot obtain the  commission of a captain of cavalry, 
and that the horsesiwe get for mounts will be saddle horses? 
We have experimented with mongrels long enough. Be- 
cause cavalry oficers have done good work in spite of them 
is not an argument :for their retention. Why can we not get 
a hamar for cavalay officers, and a breeding farm for cavalry 
horses? If we cou/ld, a great gulf would be fixed between 

One of our general officers recently wrote : 

j :  
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"mounted rifles" and the American cavalry that could not be 
spanned even in imagination. 

It will never be decided in our wisdom to abolish cavalry. 
Wisdom says retain the features that make it American cav- 
alry, and improve the personnel and mounts. 

CaPr,&is >I. C. BCTLER. SEYESTH C. S. C~V.A: .RI .  

If it is probable. as Captain Ilorgan says. that the mounted 
rifles must be considered as a part of every civilized ann? of 
the future. I say keep i j  separate and distinct from the 
cavalry. I think. howeve$-. that our ca\-aly is compctcnt to 
perform the role that might be assigned to mounted rifles or 
mounted infantry. if you please. in addition to  its many other 
duties. I: is a well known fact that in past wars the cav:i!ry 
has performed efficiently all duties that w-ca:Ied muanted 
rifles might possibly be called upon to perform. 

S o  commander \vould think o f  mounting a portion 1-d his 
infantry escept in case of emergency. and thc emergency 
would arise from the fact that there is either no cava!ry or 

The  fact that an infantryman is put on horseback with his 
rifle and is successful in an undertaking. is no argnment that 
the cavalry soldier should be done a\\-ay with or a n a h r r  
designation be given him. I have no fear of the cn\-sli>- arm 
being done away with or the clcsignation being changed. I 
think. however. Captain Morgan is right to invite discu::' -im. 
It would be just as sensible to say abtslish the infantry be- 
cause the cavalry can dismount and fight on foot. 

I am in favor of the saber for use in the garrison only- 
the disadvantages from its use in campaigns outweigh its 
advantages: cavalrymen carefully trained can make the pistol 
very effective in time of war. Target practice for both pistol 
and carbine should be had twice a year. 

an insufficiency at hand to accomplish a certain purl>lw.  

EVGESE .I. C.IRR, BRIC.\DIER-GESER.\I. C. 5. .IRW ( Retired ). 

In commenting upon the able article of Captain Morgan 
I must first espress agreement with most of his views. 

Officers of the Third Cavalry have a strong feeling for 
the mounted rifles, of which it is the successor by change of 
designation in I 86 I ,  after fifteen years of most distinguished 
service in Mexico Oregon, Tesas and S e w  Mesico. 
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served mounted. the horses 
Their arm 

was a ‘‘Yager,” led the Mississippi Rifle. from Jefferson 
Davis’s M i s s i s s i 3  regiment which was armed with it. 
Sometimes the re ‘ment was called the ‘*Brass Mounted 
Rifles,” from the m E l  untings. It then had a round bullet. and 
afterwards the mi&e pointed bullet. 

When I joined,, in 185 I .  we had also sabers and the old- 
fashioned horse or dragoon pistol, a smooth bore carrying a 
musket (ounce) ball with a swivel ramrod to load on horse- 
back. 

The rifle just reached up to the point of my shoulder at 
order arms. It was stocked up to the muzzle, and the breech 
was heavy and strong, with a patch box covered with brass. 
of which metal also were the bands. 
. It was heavy, but I killed my first buffalo with it and the 

pistol from horseback. I got as near as I could alongside the 
animal, a young bdll, fired my rifle, then my pistol. lost my 
hat, got down to load, followed the bull and fired the two 
shots again, and brought him to a standstill : then I got down 
again, loaded and $red from the ground and dropped him at 
eighty yards. Buffalo Bill ran buffalo with a Springfield in- 
fantry rifle which he named .‘ Lucrecia.” 

It is a mistake to say that army marksmanship started at 
Creedmore. We ught our riflemen very carefully. I and 
many of my men$uld hit the size of a dollar at a hundred 
yards. This was qluring the latter part of the period when 
the country marksman shot with the hair trigger and the 
“double wabble,” and could hit a deer in the head at forty 
rods (not yards) while he was jumping a fence 

My first Indian fight was with these guns in IS j4. and we 
did not dismount; but we had Colt’s revolvers then. We 
carried the sabers during the whole five years of my service 
with the regiment and never used them once in action. I am 
on record for dropping the saber a number of years ago. when 
General Sherman asked for views. I believe that all swords 
are useless incumbrances. In this, as in many other respects. 
I have been ahead o f  the times ; but the times in this, as in 
others, seem to be coming up to  me. 

T h e  expression “L’Arme Blanche” has. I hope. had its 
day. To talk of “the shock” now is simply absurd. The 
only chance for a aharge is to catch the enemy suddenly in 
the flank or when already demoralized by fire. Then the re- 
volver is far better than the sword, from which a man can 
be ptotected by a fence. rock, tree, or bush, and use his rifle 

been lost in the gulf. on the mounted man with effect, unless the latter has a re- 
volver. For artillerists. swords are a\vfully in the \!-a? : and 
as for thnt of the infantry fficer. * *  toads * ’  3re not only scarce 
and harmless. but really 9 seful members of society. Gen- 
era1 JfcPherson did not car$ a sword in the field. W e  latterly 
left our sabers behind when,we went on Indian campaigns. S o  
rough rider or scout or cowboy or desperado or peaceable 
citizen ever thinks of carrying such a thing as a sli-ord. 
They all carry revolvers for oeensr: or defense. For parade 
purposes the position of *. advance carbine *‘ or .* raise pistol ” 
is very good. either in line or .*marching past * *  : and the 
oficer can salute very handsomely from - *  raise pistol.“ 

-111 of the army are riflemen 
now. and the only question is of i i i o i ~ ~ i t i c i  infantry. The 
artillery guns and even the mortars are rifled. 

A s  Captain Morgan well says. the emergency espeme is 
frightful. And if we attempt in time of peace to create 3 
corps oi  mounted infantry, it will soor. become cavalry. 
Seither officers nor men will be content to remain in a hySrid 
state. and they will. as they get a taste of mounted service. 
not be satisfied till they can feel that they beloilg to **the 
rough service of horse.” It is a rough and hard service. 
much more laborious than infantry. turning out in :he early 
dawn to water. feed. groom and clean stables. and guarcikig 
and watching a11 night. . 

Grazing. care I J ~  saddles and equipmcnts;. three arms. 
hauling forage. etc.. ctc.. besides doing most of the ‘CI luting 
and detached service. for the cavalry is always called for \\->en 
there is urgency. 

But there is glamour and escitcmcnt about it. and m e  is 
hardly ever so t:red. with all the work. as the infantryman. 
after a monotonous march. 

With the carbines now furni.;hed and with their ftlture 
improvement?;. the cavalry will a *  fight on f l J J t  ‘ *  1 1  J mcch bet- 
ter advantage than hastily and espensively iniprov5c.d 
mounted infantry. and they are cavalry also. 

During the C.imden River campaign in -1rkanGas in 1P64, 
I commanded the cavalry of General Stw1c.s army. -it the 
battle of Poison Spring an infantry brigade \\-as l d e r e d  to 
report to me. 

My dismounted cavalry with Sharp’s carbincs was push- 
ing Jo. Shelby, going through woods. pastures and cornfields. 
over stumps. logs. etc.. with their sabers dangling behind 
them, and I thought that was a place for infantry skirmishers. 
and put them in. 

Talk of mounted riflemen ! 
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I rode back to see General Stele, and when I returned I 
fouad the cavalry in again, pushing the enemy at a fast walk. 
Colonel Caldwell, commanding the leading cavalry brigade, 
said the infantry were too slow and he had relieved them. 

As we are improving in the instruction of officers, we 
should teach them all something about horses, not only in 
theory but in practice. 

When I " jined the cavalry" I knew little about horses, 
but long and hard experience gave me knowledge so that I 
marched the whole Sixth Cavalry fifty miles on Christmas 
day of 1 8 g r  and did not drop a horse. 

In this connection I must make a plea for veterinary sur- 
geons. They should be commissioned officers. They are 
highly educated, npt only in their specialty but in general 
medical and surgidl-practice, and are mostly college gradu- 
ates; but their payand position are not such as to command 
the best men. 

I got one in the Sixth soon after I joined, and started him 
to mess with the officers; but his pay was not sufficient, and 
he resigned. 

The b l h i t h s  about Tucson laughed at first at the 
bekrqless yhuth; bat after a few difficult cases, they said, 
'' That young man knows his business." 

A competent veterinary will pay for himself many times 
over. A horse is a very peculiar creature : in some respects 
simple, and in 0th- most complex. A private owner will 
call in a veterinarian, pay him a good fee and treat him like 
a gentleman ; why not the government? 

The veterinarians b d  cavalry officers could teach the 
student officers a good deal in theory and give them some 
practical lessons; bht nothing can take the place of experi- 
ence in mounted geMce; and it is a frightful waste of 
money, m e l t y  to dumb animals, and loss of material advan- 
tage in war to wait for its declaration to raise mounted infan- 
try. There are plqnty of instances in our own army in the 
knowledge of men now living, but the crowning one of all 
is that of the British in South Africa. They were confronted 
by a people raised on the veldt at stock handling, hunting, 
etc., who slept in their clothes and with their horses. 

The English government bought over a hundred thou- 
sand homes in this country, besides those it purchased in 
Australia, Canada and elsewhere. Their men, many of them, 
did not know how r0 handle them, feed them, care for them, 
or use them, and their losses were enormous, besides the 
auelty and their failure to bring the war to a speedy close. 

' 

* .  
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Of course it is impracti ble for any nation to have a 
whole army of cavalry. and in fact, it is undesirable, for in- 
stances like the Boer War n- 11 be exceptional, and great bat- 
tles will be fought mainly b infantry; but there will always 
be use for troops who can ove rapidly from place to place, 
and it would not be too grea a proportion to have one-fourth 
of all armies composed of m unted men, who, if the views of 
Captain Morgan and mysel be correct. should be enlisted, 
furnished with the best ar s. have their horses provided. 
and all drilled and trained i time of peace: then in case of 
war. they could be used b th as cavalry and mounted in- 

Concerning the carbine, i i s range would be sufficient. even 
fantry. 

if not so great as that of the i fantry arm. because the mounted 
men could go closer, take m 1 ,re advantage of cover. get away 
easier. and. above all. carry mpre ammunition. and,with lighter 
guns. fire more rapidly while engaged. 

Before closing. I would siggest the removal of the restric- 
tion in the size of recruits far cavalry. 

We do not want jockeys for cavalry soldiers. and w e  ntxd 
some strong. powerful men to tear up railroads. bridges. tcar 
down buildings and obstructions. carry off puns. etc.. etc. I 
have seen big, strong men who carried their horses through 
a hard campaign better than the lighter ones. 

I 

I 
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I do not see the advantage of substituting the name 
~ I l O l r J I t C d  r<dt-s. which has to bc defined. fur that of I I Z J I O I I ~ ~  

in ftziitr-ip. which defines its 

for cavalry in the 
or sabers the mo I 
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cially kept, it is not wegated to idleness-a mere burden and 
expense-but maybe used for a purpose for which it is not, 
but for which mounted infantry is, especially or solely main- 
tained. 

The days of cavalry pure and simple. or unfit to fight on 
foot, are numbered. Nor is it necessary that all the mounted 
force of an a m y  should be equal to the mounted charge, 

Mounted infantry is an adjunct to infantry rather than to 
cavalry, and should be in numerical proportion to the former 
rather than to the latter. The cavalry proper should be 
kept in reasonable proportion to the infantry mounted and 
dismount9d) or still better to the cavalry of the enemy. 

I shall not venture an opinion as to whether we should 
have mounted infantry in time of peace, or if so. in what 
number. But I w-oqld express my conviction that our cav- 
alry should continue being armed and trained so that it 
could be converted into mounted infantry 3 y  discarding its 
sabers and pistols. and into infantry by further discarding its 
horses. 

i 

CoLOiEL WILLIAbf P. HALL. . b ~ l a T . t Y T  .%I>Jl'r.\\T CE.\ER.\I.. 

We have read qith much interest this article entitled 
"Mounted Rifles," by Captain Morgan, and he has gone into 
the subject in a way which might be espected from the es- 
perience suggested by his long and excellent service in the 
field. 

We agree with him in that an organization of mounted 
rifles can in no way take the place of cavalry. From a long 
experience and practjce in the use of arms, mounted and dis- 
mounted, we believe'that the only arm fit for momted fire is 
the revolver, and thidat comparative short rangc. There are, 
of course, exceptional and rare instances where it may be 
necessary to fire carbines or rifles from horseback, but, as a 
rule, it is always better to use these weapons on foot. 

We think that the mounted rifles should be armed with 
the ride or carbine oply, preferably with the carbine, as it is 
shorter and easier to handle on horseback. and is practically 
as good at long ranges as the rifle, and as before stated. the 
fighting of this orgaqization should be on foot, using their 
horses only as a meads of transportation. The motion of a 
horse incident to breathing alone, when standing quiet, is 
enough to prevent accurate shooting at any considerable dis- 
turce. and the only mounted fire, even for cavalry, should be 

i 
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taught. is certainly 
s for the purpose of 

fighting mounted and d he mocntrd rifles are 
for the purpose of dism alone. Mounted fire 
to be useful and efiective m nd carefully taught. 
the men good riders. an ughly trained 3t the 
same time : it requires to impart this instruction 

smounted fire. and in all 
officers giving instruction 

hey cannot t exh  it 

bc-r and sword a3 an 
brance and Shoald be 
use the saber c&c- 

to others. 
In this connection we 

ce of thirty or f t ~ r t y  Fnrdi. 
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J 
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volunteer regiments would then depend partly on the ability, 
care and efficiency,of the 05cers appointed to them, the 
length of time the ;regiments had been in the service, and 
the care d t h  whichjrecruits and horses had been selected. If 
such regiments could not be raised. infantry regiments might I 
be mounted, but ia every such case efficient cavalry officers 
should be detailed to report to the colonel to act as instruc- 
tors for the oficers in the various details of a mounted 
officer’s duty. 

Infantry should only be mounted when necessity requires 
it, and dismounted as soon as that necessity ceases to exist. 

T h e  most important duty of the cavalry officers of expe- 
rience in ourarmyto-day is to thoroughly interest the younger 
O f i c e r S  in the duties and requirements of their profession, 
and transmit to them the priceless legacy of our past. 

If we do our full duty, and’show to the world that we are 
an efficient body of cavalry, we need not fear adverse legis- 
lation by Congress. 

CAETAIS E. L. PHILLIPS, THIRTEE~TH C. S. CAV.LLR\. 
I have fead with much interest Captain Morgan’s article 

entitled ‘‘ Mounted Infantry.” Heretofore. when I have ap- 
proached this subject, I have always been greatly perplesed 
because unable to discover just what the various writers un- 
derstood by “mountled infantry” and “cavalry”; that is. just 
what distinctive quatities were assigned to each. After read- 
ing this article, howpver. the matter becomes perfectly clear. 
Mounted i n f a n e  is infant cavalry about one month old. If 
the “infant” lives and thrives and learns it may eventually 
mature into a state of full strength and efficiency. and then 
this mature adult wiil be cavalry. 

It seems to me that it requires no further argument to 
establish what the attitude of the cavalry officer should be- 
whether he consultstthe interests of the cavalry alone or the 
interests of the entire anny and the country, for they all. I 
befieve. demand the same thing, viz: that mounted infantry 
find no place in our peace establishment, at least so long as 
thegovernment adheres to its cherished policl; of maintain- 
ing a comparatively insignificant standing a m y .  

Should a great war break out a vast expansion of the 
military force must at once ensue. In this newly organized 
army there would be found quite enough partially trained 
“infant” cavalry to supply every requirement in this line ; 
if not, mounted i n f a n t v  could be quickly provided. 

I 
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But it would be a different matter with full-fledged, full 
grown, mature cavalry, that requires time to create. This is 
the kind of troops that  would tax to the utmost the sources 
of supply: it is the arm to which we should devote all our 
energies, and which should receive all of the limited means 
which the government is willing to provide for the mounted 
branch of the service. 

CAPTAIS JOSEPH 5. HERROS,  SBCOSD C. S. CAVALRY. 
Mounted infantry. though revived by the South African 

War. is not new in warfare. As far back as I j 3 j  it is 
recorded that Francis I. of France. was shown at the camp 
of Jfarolles a troop of mounted arquebusiers trained to 
fight on foot. The  dragoon proper or professional mounted 
infantryman. is said to date from the army of Gustavus Adol- 
phus in the seventeenth century. and was armed with rnwket 
and sword. 

Jlounted infantry; escept on a small scale, has always 
been a war emergency and has no permanent place in army 
organization. -111 modern cavalry is armed with the carbine. 
The  mounted infantry question. as shoan by the organiza- 
tion of the armies of the world. has been solved by the en- 
largement of the scope and duties o f  cavalry. and by nar- 
rowing those o f  mounted infantry. 

.\I.~J~~R G. Ii- (;;\LE. S i \ i i i  Y. S. Ct.. \ L X L  

Call it what you will. it is a foregone conclusion that the 
mounted contingent of our army will. in the emergency of 
sudden war. be called upon to perform either mounted or 
dismounted duty. as circumstances dictate. and i t  is incum- 
bent on its officers to be familiar with both. Our esperience 
in Cuba and also in the Philippines promptly demonstrated 
that if we want good infantry in excess of the organized 
force available. we can instantly get i t  by dismounting the 
cavalry. 

Every one k n o w  that it is much easier and cheaper to 
organize and train foot than mounted troops. and the problem. 
in case of a sudden espansion of the army. seems to be how 
to get the desired force, armed and equipped and instructed, 
with the least possible delay and at the lowest figure. and it 
would seem reasonable that a reversal of the process fol- 
lowed in the Spanish War might be accomplished a i t h  
gratifying results. Given a good infantry regiment. well in- 
structed, with officers who have a full knowledge of their 



duties as leaders d administrators, it seems to go without 
saying that it can "& transformed into a good cavalry force 
in much leas time and with less expense than if we have to 
start with the raq material. As regards the rifle, it is 
merely a matter of an interchange of invoices, and for the 
pistol and saber we may be sure that the men will be equally 
d o t t s ,  with their newly enrolled comrades, in learning their 

A. grea! many ,of our infantry officers just now, are 
tamrlrar mth mouhted duty. It does not seem necessary 
that they should forget it or that they should not acquire 
further expenen&. 

One time, on receiving a troop herd when changing sta- 
tion, I found that the animals had been turned over to the 
care of an infantry officer, who was chosen because he had 
setved as an enlisted man of cavalry some twenty-five or 
thirty years before, and was therefore familiar with the care 
and managaent of horses. 

It would not seem absurd to detail a limited number of 
infantry lieutenants, or even captains, for tours of duty with 
mounted troops, ju$t as artillery lieutenants were formerly 
detailed to the light batteries. There is little doubt but de- 
tails of this charader would not go a-begging. and would. 
with little expense, apsure a reasonable knowledge of mounted 
duty in every regiment of infantry. and thus facilitate its 
transformation into a mounted force if desired. I am a firm 
believer that the principle which recognizes the superior 
value of the "partly manufactured" over the raw material 
in our tariff schedule can be more widely applied. 

There seems little fear that we will lose our pistol. but. 
rather, in view of Balingiga and similar lesser espericnces, 
that its issue will be more generally estended to the infantry. 
This becomes the more probable as the new rifle has a non- 
detachable rod bayonet. 

I believe it 
would have more advocates if our soldiers had a better 
weapon, perhaps, on' the mqdel recently adopted for oficers, 
which is a neat, welt balanced sword, capable of doing ese- 
cution. while the present enlisted man's saber is clumsy and 
ill balanced. A mok general education of both officers and 
men in the use of the saber would probably gain it many con- 
verts. 

To those who aflipm that the saber has outlived its use. 
fulness, I would say that I have it on pretty good authority 
that-a general bolo attack on General Schwan's cavalry dur- 

effiaency. 

' 

Regarding the saiber there are many minds. 
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ing his raid in Cavite and Batangas, in January of 'goo. w-as 
planned and promptly abandoned when it was learned that 
the cavalry were carrying their sabers. This was beyond 
doubt a fortunate decision for the insurrectos. but who will 
affirm that the sabers would have been the weapons used had 
the attack been made? 

Sotwithstanding the old joke. I can see nothing the matter 
with the good old designation of dragoon. 

, 

C.WTAIX E. SI. SC'PPLEE, F ~ J C R T E E ~ T I I  V. 5. C . \ ~ . \ I  R Y .  

It is almost inconceivable that a cavalryman shoald start 
a rumor or a discussion as to the substitution of * *  mounted 
rifles" for our cavalry. but I can conceive. .*as a rcsult of 
recent wars," of .not only cavalrymen. but all military 
thinkers. as being in favor of mounted rifles as a superior 
article to infantry. 

I have heard no rumors of any -enthusiastic theorists" 
of note relegating the ca\-alry to a niche as a relic. but I have 
heard of some -relics in the recent \var+." who. aitcr re- 
peated refusals to rtmeive cava!ry in their cf~mrnands. to 
finally come out of their niche. ask for it.  g:t-t it. and in 
three months thereafter utterly de.;tra )y :ill ( rganizetl form 
o f  the enemy.'s army. 

112 tire* opt to  FFTdcfitCP thcit :i.hi'.h :,.t' tii(ikc. ,rr'j:uiuoit :he: i i s -  

L - Z ~ Z ~ I C .  If  u-e turn the drift t . ~ f  military thtcght  in thc dircc- 
tion of cimvcrting cavalry into mounted rirlc* w e  arc liable 
to produce siuch a calamity. Such cliscwsiims shou!d nl I t  be 
originated by any 1t)yaI. true htnrtcd cal-alryxin.  

Let us set' \:.hat WL! \vould gain by this conversion. 
The prime reason for desiring this chanyc is. no doubt. made 
on tho grounds of economy. Is it possible that the -*abolish- 
ing of thc revolver and saber'' appeals to any  one as a great 
reduction in the espense of our cavalry arm? Does anyone 
for a moment believe that the preponderance of cost of 
maintenance of csvalry over that of infantry. either mounted 
or dismounted. is due to the inct that cavnlry are supplied 
with the saber and pistol ? 

Mounted rifles must have horses and all the equipments 
of the cavalry. escept the revolver and saber. The service 
now is well supplied with revolvers and +abers and have 
some 10.000 of each in escess. enough to supply losses for 
the nest generation to come. We might, therefore. place 
the economy on arms. as. say. SIL. 

Mounted infantry, like volunteer cavalry. are notorious 
for their sore-back, broken-down horses. requiring twenty- 

I 
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t 
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five per cent. more remountsin a year than the regular cav. 
dry. We might, therefore, place the economy on horses as, 
say, minus b5,ooo per annum, based on I j,OOO mounted 
rifles. 

We can produce in three years time, with systematic 
instruction eight hours per day, (relics of the niches to the 
contrary notwithstanding), an expert cavalryman who knows 

= haw to care for a horae, who can fight dismounted as well as 
an infantryman, and who can do all that cavalry has ever 
been called upon to do, in peace or in war, ready at all times 
to fight mounted and reap the fruits of victory after the 
successfd battle. 

The  thought arises. why expend even the same amount 
of money to produce such an  inferior article as -mounted 
des?" If it is desired to try the experiment of mounted 
des, I would like ta suggest mounting five regiments of 
infantry or one battailion of each regiment. arming them 
with the carbine only. calling them "carbineers" and let 
a five year test be made as to their efficiency and economy. 
How long would it be before the "carbineers" would be 
clamoring for a revolver for individual defense ? 

- 

- 

* .  - Had the.Nioth Infantry. in Samar. been armed with 
the revolver, as all troops in the Philippines should. that 
world-shocking massacre could never have happened. In 
contemplating this let us comfort ourselves. if we can. with 
the thought that w e  were economizing on revolvers. 

Cavalrymen need have no fears of abolition as long as 
we avoid discussions on mounted rifles and devote our time 
to making ourselves a most urgent necessity to the general 
in the field by keeping the efficiency of the cavalry arm at 
the highest point and constantly on the improvement in 
times of peace by the energy. zeal and hard work of each 
individual officer. - 

&LOSEL A. L. WAGXER Assrsr~?~~  ADJCTAST G O ~ E P A L .  

I think that mounted infantry is all nonsense: I think 
that cavalry of the old, style is an equal absurdity : I believe 
that the American cadalry of to-day is the best cavalry on 
earth for the ptlrposes iof modern war, and that if we throw 
away the aseless saben, arm our men with a heavy caliber 
short range dl&. and give them the 
best carbine that can be devised, and teach them to 
shqot it with the accuracy, the whole prob- 
lem wi l l  have been solved. 

I 
I 

* 
I 
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LIELT~SAST-G,LOSEL E. D. DIMMICK, SRO Ibn C. S. CAVALRY. 
If it shall be proposed that a new arm "mounted rifles" 

must be added to those already provided. I would most em- 
phatically say no. Mounted infantry may have served its 
purpose in emergency cases in the Philippines. but I venture 
to say that it was at a great loss of horses. the interchange- 
ability of infantry duties and cavalry duties for members of 
those arms, as emergencies ma); arise would naturally have 
to be considered under this subject. though it can hardly be 
taken up for discussion at this time under this review. But 
let us suppose the -mounted rifles'' an accomplished fact. 
what assurance could we have that the new arm would not 
become the foot ball of circumstance. equally with esisting 
arms of the service? The nectssity fur mounted in€antry is 
not pressing when we have sufficient force of cavalry at hand. 
neither is dismounted cavalry required if there is sufficient 
force of infantry that can be put into emergency action: 
these are emergency: cases requiring an interchange I if the 
different arms o f  the service. 

The question then would seem to be. do we need a third 
arm which has not shown its superiority over the two es-  
isting arms of the service and which has no distinctive char- 
acteristic? I think not. . Our cavalry ha.; made a record 
under almost every tondition that is liable to prc.;ent itself. 
a record that w e  can look back upon with pride and .;;itisfac- 
tion : even with the wonderful achievcmcnt that our cavalry 
performed during the Civil War. against Indians am the 
plains. in Cuba, the Philippines. and China. it  ill not do to 
feel that we are safe in our position and can rest o n  m r  
laurels. or we will soon find that we are making progress 
backwards. and nothing but good. hard. systematic honest 
work will suffice to maintain our past and present efficiency. 
and keep up a high standard of discipline. If w e  bear this \w l l  
in mind and work together. I don't think we need have any 
fear of legislation that will have a tendency toward thc aboli- 
tion of our true American cavalry. 

C O L I ~ ~ > P I .  5. T. F. BL.IKE. 
In a letter to the editor of the JOCW.\L. 5. T. F. Blake. 

late commander of the Irish Brigade in South Africa. writes 
enthusiastically of the work performed by the cavalry in the 
war in South Africa. We make the following estract from 
the letter : 

"The old and enthusiastic interest that I took in the cav- 
alry in times long gone by is as great as ever. In  fact. my 
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whole heart is now for the cavalry. This long. bloody 
struggle in South Aqca has convinced me that it is cavalry 
alone that must de de in the great wars to come. I think 
I caa prove that n o 2  I have passed through a war that is 
unparalleled in history, and I feel  that I have not failed to 
grasp the practical lessons it has taught. * * * The cav- 
alry I love, for the cavalry I will stand. and as a cavalryman 
I will die, because he is the man that will decide in all great 
battles. I do not speak thus because I was once in the cav- 
alry service, but because I have passed through a terrible 
war in which all branches of the service has been hotly tried 
and the Boer army, all cavalry, has played with the British 
artillery and destroyed British prestige. and all this too, in 
open beautiful country especially adapted to infantry and 
artillery service." 

~ 

LIELTESA?~~-COLOSL W. S. ED~ERLY. Sm\ E>TH C. S. C \\ A L Y ~  

If I were called 
I would make the 1 
true American 

-The abolition of 

Because the Boerseho were raised on horsebackwith rifles 
in their hands, did 
a reason why we 
that Geronimo's 
all around our horseben and did perfectly brilliant work, 
should make us dismgunt and use Apache tactics. The U. S. 
cavalry is not on the idefensive. It has been tried in every 
kind of fighting; its o$cers have been called upon to perform 
duties almost infinite fn  variety, and the results are such that 
to-day every Americap cavalryman has reason to be: proud of 
his regiment and arm of the sen-ice. 

Cavalry charges with drawn sabers are now out of date, 
excepting in peculiar emergencies, but there are times when 
a mounted command must come in touch with the enemy. 

The number of shots in any pistol is limited, and com- 

with the enemy, is t q  time that the trusty blade, "als-ays 

agnificent work at times. is no more 
adopt their methods than the fact 

of foot and strong of lung. ran 

paratively few men a sufficiently expert to reload during 
the m€l&. When th has been emptied after contact 
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loaded," comes into play and gives the soldier the confidence 
he could never feel with only an empty gun. 

I believe that what we of the cavalry have to do to insure 
our existence as cavalry is to prove by good work, at all 
times. that we are worthy of the reputation the C. S. cavalry 
has already gained. and I have perfect confidence that with 
the officers we now have. the standard of cscellence will not 
be lowered. 

THE RIFLES." 
The Rifles are my sours delight. 
They talk so sweet and smile SCI bright: 
I t  seems like s m n y  noun at night- 

When I am with the Rifles. 

They used to come 'most eve? day. 
S,meiimes t o  talk, sometimes ti> p h y .  
How rapidly Time flew ~ w a y -  

\Vhen I \\-as wi;h :he Rir'.cs. 

I used to ( I ,  my u- ind~~w creep 
When ieveille 'rrtuscd me from my elcep. 
And shyly through the curtain peep 

T,, ST r t t  d;irling RiZti. 

And when the n a m i n g  roil C a l i  c,'tr. 
Each disap.Frred within his &JC>r. 

I h a q p d  in bed to dream once rr.q,re 
That I \v'-tc w-ith rhe Ki5c.. 
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T H E  following &med officers were directed to report to 

Colonel J. A. Augur, Tenth Cavalry. 
Lieutenant Colonel S. C. Mills. Inspector General C. S. 

Major John G. D. Knight, Corps of Engineers. 
Major 8. M. Anwews, Artillery Corps. 
Major 31. M. Iliacomb, Artillery Corps, 
Major W. D. Beah, Tenth Cavalry, 
Captain D. Du B. 'Gaillard. Corps of Engineers 
Captain A. S. Roi-an, Sineteenth Infantry. 

me as assistants : 

Army, 

, 

Captain B. Twentieth Infantry. 
. Twentieth Infantry. 

Second Infantry. A. D. C.. 

Eighth Cavalry. 
Adjutant. Fourteenth Infantry. 

Department. 
Captain W. Chamberlaine, Artillery Corps. 
I desire here to express my obligation to all of these gen- 

tlemen for the able, energetic and valuable assistance which 
they rendered me, and which contributed greatly to the 
success of the maneuivers. t 

+;  . * * ic - 
*It is found impracticable to publish the report in full, on account lack 

of rpcc Thestmctspre lmited almost entirely to the portions of the repjrt 
dating to the movements of the cavalry, and do not embrace the whole ~ ~ p e  
OC the ppbltms OT of the canments@ereon, or the mort interesting pans. I t  
b u a f m  tht there is not enough space available in the JOC'PSAL to print 
the Catire repart, for it is concise, complete. interesting and instructive through- 

igtb a description of the assignment of umpires 

# 

4l.W 
3 

A meeting of the umpires was held on thpeevening pre- 
ceding each exercise. when the plan of the problem was dis- 
cussed. arrangements were made for proper supervision. and 
final instructions were given for the following day. T h e  
rules governing the exercises and prescribing the duties of 
the umpires were furnished each umpire. 3s well as the orders 
subsequently issued supplementing or emphasizing the gen. 
era1 rules already prepared. The original rule< were com- 
piled from those formerly used at the U. 5. Infantry and 
Cavalry School at Fort Leavenworth. and at the Cavalry and 

FORT RlLE Y SfA-VEt-1 "'ERS. 
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Light Artillery School at Fort Riley. In the main they a c r e  
found to be very satisfactory Snmc slight amendment will. 
however. be neces-ary. as is noted in another portion of this 
report. Immediately after the conclusion o f  each esercise 
the chief umpire and the two senior umpires met on the field 
for consultation. being joined by such other umpires 3s were 
available. The extent of the ground covered by the maneu- 
vers did not render it practicable in ever>- case to assemble 
on the field all the umpires, but each submitted a written 
report to the senior 'umpire of the forces with which he was 
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Operating, who in tpm rendered a similar report to the chief 
umpire, who subm tted a report, accompanied by those of 
the senior umpi to the adjutant general of the division. 
As soon as it was racticahk for the division commander to 
assemble the ofice for discussion. they were assembled in 
the large tent used or the general mess and assembly pur- 
poses, where the i r ports of the. commanding officers of the 
opposing forces (which were submitted to the adjutant gen- 
eral of the division) and that of the chief umpire were read. 
An opportunity waa then given to each o5cer present who 
had participated in the exercise to make such explanatory 
statements as he might desire to offer, and a discussion of pro- 
fessional matters brought into prominence in the course of 
the maneuvers was invited. The decision of any umpire at 
any of the maneuvers was not allowed to be questioned on 
the  field, but any officer dissatisfied with such a decision was 
authorized to submit a dissenting statement. with full assur- 
ance that it would neceive careful and respectful considera- 
tion. It is gratifying to be able to say that the espressions 
of dissent were very few, and in no case relative to any im- 
portant point. It may be pertinent here to remark that the 
cordial good will, earnestness, sense of soldierly duty and 
spirit of hearty cotperation shown by all the officers con- 
nected with the fiekd exercises constituted one of the most 
striking and gratif- 'ng features of the entire encampment." 

The  exercises were conducted in detail as follows. the 
description of the cbnduct of the maneuvers and the com- 
ments thereon bei&~ essentially the same as in the report 
submitted by me afder each exercise: 

t 

* P * * * 

PKOHI.EM So. I.--SPPTEMHEK 24. 1902. 

CESEKAI. SITCATIOS. 

An army corps i Blue! consisting of two divisions moving 
north, via Emporia and Junction City has arrived at Fort 
Riley. 

*Hm follows a description of the call for assembly cd urnpire% and tkC 
signal onaouncing the ternination of an exercise.-[ EIPITI 'n.1 

I. - .  i '  

i 
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An opposing force  brown, consisting of two corps is 
moving south on '*parallel" roads through Clay Center and 
Gamson. 

The  opposing forces are as follows : 
Blue, real. three regiments i including one battalion en- 

gineers) infantry, one squadron and three batteries.. The 
rest of the corps is imaginary. 

Brown. real. one battalion, two squadrons, two batteries. 
The rest of the Brown force is imaginary. 

The Brown is assumed to have a preponderating force of 
cavalry, so that the cavalry force of the Blue is restricted to 
patrolling, and is not able to mike any aggressive rcconnais- 
sances to the front. 

SPECI.\L SXTU.\TIOS. 

B b t .  
The corps commander learns, through reconnaissance, 

of the near approach of the Brown force. consisting of two 
army corps, one of which is reported approaching via Riley 
Center and the Governor Harvey Road, toward l'inton : the 
other via Keats upon Ogden or the Milk Ranch. or both. 

The commander of the Blue gives the following order : 

FORT RIIXS. K.\s+.\s. Sept. 24. 1902. 
HEADQC.\RTEK+ BLCE X R M S .  

FIELD OKI~EII- .  I 

s o .  I .  $ 

I. The enemy is advancing from the nor:h. His force 
consists of two army corps. and is apparently converging upon 
Fort Riley for attack. Their scouts have been seen oil the 
Governor Harvey Road and upon the Keats-Ogden Road. I t  
is probable that one corps is advancing toward 1-inton and 
the other upon Ogden or the Milk Ranch, or both. 

11. This command will assume a defensi\-e position with 
a view to protecting Fort Riley and awaiting further devel- 
opments. 

111. The defensive position will. unless orders be given 
to the contrary. be on the line of defense of the outpost. 

IV. The outpost will be strengthened and will be estab- 
lished with its line of defense extending through Uorrit Hill 
to such points on the right and left as will enable it to guard 
the Governor Harvey, Yilk Ranch and Ogden Roads. 
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V. The outpast will be under the command of Colonel 
Miaer, and will consist of: 

Sixth Infantqq 
Eighteenth Infantry, 
First and Second Battalions, Twenty second Infantry, 
First Battalion, Engineers, 
Second Squadrbnt Fourth Cavalry, 
Nineteenth. Twentieth and Twenty-eighth Batteries, Field 

By command of Major General Blue : 
Artillery. 

JAMES GREESE. 
Assistant Adjutant- General. 

Meworadam fer tkr ,Commander of rht Blue: 

by 12 SI. 
The outpost will be expected to be completely established 

SPECK-IL SITUATION 

B7VWl. 
The Brown commander learns of the presence of the Blue 

at Fort Riley. The strength of the Blue has been variously 
reported; the Iowest estimate being one. and the highest 
three divisions. The  position of the Blue has not been defi- 
nitely ascertained, further than that it is at Fort Riley. 
Instructions are given by the commander of the Brown for 
the First Corps to move by the Governor Harvey Road upon 
Vinton, and the Second Corps via Keats upon Ogden and the 
Milk Ranch. As a preliminary. the following order is given 
for a reconnaissance in force : 

HEADQUARTERS. BR&S ARMY, 
STOCKDALE. KANSAS, September 24, 1902. 

FIELD ORDERS, 

I. The  enemy is reliably reported to be at Fort Riley, 
in strength not less than one nor more than three divisions. 

11. A reconnaissance in force will be made on the Gov- 
ernor Haroey Road from Riley Center and on the Ogden and 
Milk Ranch Roads from Kea& to develop the enemy's posi- 
tion. 

111. The force from Riley Center will consist of the 
T'hird Battalion Twenty-second Infantry, First Squadron 

NO. I .  1 

a 
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Fourth Cavalry, and the Seventh Battery Field Artillery. 
and will be under the command of Lieutenant-Colonel Sted- 
man, Fourth CavalF. 

The force from Keats will consist of the First Squadron 
Eighth Cavalry, and the Sixth Battery Field Artillery, and 
will be under the command of Major Stanton. Eighth Cavalry. 

The two reconnoitering forces will unite near Fort Riley 
for their demonstration against the enemy's position. 

By command of Major-General Brown. 
B. E. KHITE. 

.4 ssistaut A~gtttant- Gmrml. 

,Ilernorandurn for the Comrnandtr of  the Brosw : 
The forces designated for the reconnaissance will move 

out beyond the rwervation line as soon as practicable after 
daylight. The force supposed to come from Riley Center 
will be on the Governor Harvey Road, and the one supposed 
to come from Keats will be distributed on the Milk Ranch 
and Ogden Roads. The attack upon the outpost will begin 
at I P. M.* 

iL - 'L 'L 'L 

c0.v ZIES'f5. 

The cavalry organizations wcre. in general. well handled 
by the troop commanders. The mistake of not being pushed 
vel1 in to develop the Blue position is one for which the com- 
manders of the dificrent troops were not responsible. 

PRt iULES1 31 J. 2.-sSEPrE>fI:l<K 2 j .  1902. 

I .-ldvanrt Giinrd t imi Rcxr Gudird 

For the Blue: 
The Sixth Infantry will march from the point where the 

One Mile Creek is crossed by the Ogden Road. along the said 
road to Three Mile Creek, and thence to Wilson's Ranch. 

The  Eighteenth Infantry will march from the Pumping 
Station, along the Republican River bottom. to the Go\-ernor 
Harve? Road, and thence north to Estes' Gate. 

*Here follows 3 full report of the movements I J ~  all the irganization?i in 
minute detail and comments thereon, from which only a ?;hen extract is given. 

- 
-[ EDITOR.] 
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The penty-&nd Infantry will march from Fort Riley 
(at the Hay Sheds3 through Pump House Caiion to Morris 
Hill. 

The march will! be assumed to be in a hostile country, and 
all precautions will be taken accordingly. The march of 
each column from its designated station will begin at g A. Y. 

Upon reaching its objective, each column will halt one 
hour for luncheon and will then take up its march to Fort 
Riley. The return march will be assumed to be a retreat-in 
a hostile country and the formation will be made accordingly. 

The operations of each regiment will be totally distinct. 

For tke Brow#: 
Troop A. Fourt l  Cavalry, will proceed to Wilson's Ranch, 

and will move therbfrom to harass and delay the march of a 
Blue column reported,to be moving from Fort Riley via the 
Ogden Road to Wilson's Ranch. 

Troop B, Fourth Cavalry, will proceed to Estes' Gate. and 
will move thence along the Governor Harvey Road to harass 
the advan'ce of the Blue column reported to be marching to 
Estes' Gate from Fort Riley. 

Troop C, Fourth Cavalry, will proceed to the vicinity of 
Morris Hill and will move therefrom to harass the advance 
of a column reported to be marching from Fort Riley via 
Pnmp House Cairon in the direction of JIorris Hill. 

T h e  Brown troops will not begin their movement against 
the Blue forces earlier than g:30 nor later than g:.+j -\. 11. 

After the halt of, the Blue columns for luncheon and the 
resumption of their march in retreat to Fort Riley. the'troops 
of cavalry will, in edch case, endeavor to harass and cut off 
the  rear guard. This operation on the part of the Brown 
will not begin until after the Blue column, in each case, in- 
cluding the rear guard, has fully begun its march. During 
the halt of the Blue columns, the Brown detachments will 
withdraw out of sight for a similar halt. 

The operations of these troops will be distinct, each one 
being concerned only with the problem specifically assigned 
it above. 

\ 

I 

L\ . i 
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Memornmfunt : 
The Brown troops are not to hurry along the route to 

seize a position, but are to take from the beginning all the 
precautions that would be taken in a march in a hostile 
country against a force whose whereabouts is unknown fur- 
ther than that it is marching on a certain road. 

This field exercise consisted of the simultaneous march 
of three columns each consisting of one regiment of infantry. 

the march being assumcd to be in n ho3tiic uiantry. :ind the 
advance being opposed in each c . 1 ~ ~  by  onc troop of cavdty. 

The Sisth Infantry left One Nile Creek at 9 A. . \ I .  with 
an advance guard of two companies and 3 rear g:tard oi one 
company. and reached the junction o f  thc ( &den and IVi l -  
son's Rancli Roads at Three Mile Creek at 9 : 4 ~  A. . \I .  At about 
400 yards beyond this junction. the point. which had reached 
the crest of a hill, was fired on from the frmt.  The com- 
mander of the advance guard went to the point and deployed 
his advance guard I <b yards below the crest. But two shots 
were fired at the point. The deployed linc then-advanced 
and was fired on about five minutes later by 3 Brown troop 

1 
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at a range of about 800 yards. It replied by squad and com- 
pany volleys, and continued the advance. Twenty-two men 
of the Brown, mounted, then appeared in plain view on a 
slope within a range of 800 yards; they were withdrawing 
rapidly, bat were finpi upon by both companies for one minute. 
At the same time a squad of Brown, on the Brown right, fired 
at the Blue left at the same range or less. The Brown now 
disappeared from the front and the march was resumed and 
&ntinued until 1 0 : ~ s  A. 1.. when the signal for the suspen- 
sion of the exercises was sounded, the ammunition of the 
advanm guard having been exhausted, and it being evident 
that under conditions of actual warfare the Brown troop 
would have suffered so severely as to  be unable to continue 
further operations ;Cgainst the advancing column. 

T h e  following wmments on this portion of the esercise 
are made : The coinmander of the advance guard withdrew 
the point and deployed his entire advance guard some dis. 
tance below the crest. It would have been better. under the 
circumstances, to have reinforced the point where it was and 
deployed just below the crest. S o  other comment is made 
on the handling of the  advance guard, except that it should 
have made more rapid progress. The column marched only 
a mile and a quartqr in an hour’s time. The Blue column 

. was adjudged to have lost twelve men and the Brown to have 

The  manner in which the commander of the Brown cav- 
alry troop handled men is deserving of the highest praise. 
It was to be expected that so small a force opposed to so 
large a column would in the course of its operations be prac- 
tically used up. but the manner in which he disposed of his 
small troop, consisting of only thirty-two men, was admirable, 
and gave a fine illusration of the ubiquity of well mounted. 
well trained cavalry This troop appeared in squads at differ- 
ent points at differeht rimes in such a manner as to  give the 
impression that it was very much larger than it really was.* 

0 .  

lost twenty-two. I 

i .  
1 
I 

t 

f 

Y) * * 
I -  

*Here follows a description of the second part of the exrrciw and the 
general comment on the day% problem.--[ E~rrow.] 

L.. 

m 
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PROBLEM S O .  3 . - s E P T E Y B E R  26, 1902 

Advpce Guard and Rear Guard.” 
* - *  * * * 

The patrol woik of the cavalry on both sides was, in this 
exercise, most effigent. 

% * .  * * * * 
The moving of a Brown troop of cavalry by the flank and 

in column under a heavy fire of artillery and infantry was 
altogether wrong. 

The massing of two troops of Brown cavalry in a draw 
under fire at about 600 yards from a Blue battalion of infantry 
was an error. The cavalry force and the light battery, with 
above esceptions. were. however. admirably handled. 

Y b b b - 
The small size of the cavalry troops was on this occasion, 

as on the day before, a matter of much disappointment. A 
cavalry troop numbering less than forty is too small 3 force 
to accomplish much by itself. and it is to be regretted that 
on the occasion of such exercises as these the troops cannot 
be raised to their full war strength, even though it  might 
cause the temporary detachment o f  trooper5 from organiza- 
tions at other posts. 

Y .- - - 

PKOBLE!d SO. 4 . - ~ I < l ’ T E ~ l I ~ E K  2 ; .  lgO2. 

.I&nnrr C m r d  qt’ 17 Zliz,isim c i ~ d  DqVo-i-nie)it 1 ~ f  t i  Di; ision 
.filr Rttttk.+ 

Y IC + * 
Defects were noted in the transmission of orders. and the 

lack of a staff of suitable size and a sufficient number of 
orderlies undoubtedly hampered both commanders severely 
in their operations. It is recommended that in future com- 
manding officers of the different forces be provided with an 

*Here folhvs the prghlem. which id 4~ a large and more extended scale 
than the preceding problem. The di-c.tl4on is also omitted. and of the com- 
ments only the following ones relxing exclusively to tax-alry are taken.- 
[ EDITOR.] 

Of the 
comments only those relating to mounted orderlies are given here.-[E~tro~.] 

- 

+Here follows a very interesting problem discussed at length. 
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ample staE and suBcient orderlies to enable them to trans- 
mit their orders without difficulty. * * * 

PROBLEM NO. 5.-sEPTEMBER 29. 1902. 

Cmtact of opposing Fiwces.* 
* * 

I t  was repeatedly noticed in this exercise that there was 
inefficient service on the part of orderlies in delivering mes- 

The  orderlies did not seem to understand in every 
case to whom the message was to be delivered, or where the 
officer for whom it was intended was to be found. h marked 
instance occurred when a message for the commander of the 
Blue was delivered to the chief umpire. When informed by 
him that it should be delivered to the Blue commander. who 
was mentioned by rank and name, the orderly started back to 
the point whence he came, and there is good reason to be- 
lieve that the message was never delivered. * * * * t 

PROBLEM KO. 6.-oCTOBER I ,  1 9 2 .  

* AtfacR a d  Defense of a Cotwoy. 

CESERAL SITCATIOS. 

An army (Blue) operating southwest from Salina. Kansas. 
with headquarters at that point. receives its supplies from 
Topeka as a base. The railroads are assumed to be broken 
up and supply by wagon train is supposed to be necessary. 
.One of the trains conducting supplies from Topeka to the 
army has encamped! at Ogden. 

A raiding force (Btown) has circled around the front of 
the Blue army and has appeared in the vicinity of Westgate 
Postoffice, where it9 commander learns that the train, with 
its escort, has camped at Ogden. He makes his prepara- 
tions to attack this train at some point on the Fort Riley 
reservation, with a view to inflicting upon it as much damage 
as possible. 

*Here follows a problem given in full with thorough discussion and com- 
meats, of which only the following can be inserted. 

, 

I 
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SPECIAL SITCATIOS. 

Bhe. 
An army (Blue) operating southwest from Salina, Kansas. 

with headquarters at that point. receives its sttpplies from 
Topeka as a base. The railroads are assumed to be broken 
up and supply by wagon train is rendered necessary. One 
of the trains conducting supplies from Topeka to the army 
is encamped at Ogden, ahere  the commanding officer of the 
escort learns that there is a large hostile raiding force at 
some point south of the Kansas River. not m3ny miles away. 
the exact location unknown. He makes the ordinary prepa- 
rations for guarding his train in its progress. He finds that 
the direct road to Fort Riley. after crossing Three Nile Creek. 
is in an impassable condition : he accordingly proceeds aluny 
the Ridge Road. 

The Blue force is as follo~~-s: 
Sixth Infantry. 
Tn-enty-second Infantry. 
Seventh Battery. Field -4rtillery. 
Troops -1 and B. Fourth Cavalry. 

The Blue force is at the point whew the Ogdrn r t a l  
crosses Threc Mile Creek; the time of starting. 9 A. \ I .  

The ti-agon train is supposed to consist oi rdo wag112s. 
moving in single column. the line of wagons being tw(J nii:cs 
long. In reality. it consists of all thc \vagon.i availa?);c at 
Fort Riley. as w d l  3s the caissons of  the batteries not  el::- 

pioyed in the escrcises. 
The commanding officer of the escort has order.: t t ' j  :':rive 

at his destination with the !cast possible delay. as the .:tl,rcs 
are much needed by the troops at the front. 

5 PES I .i I. 5 IT AT 1 0  S , 

Broa*tz. 
Xn army f Blue! operating southwest from Salina. KansAs, 

with headquarters at that point. receives its supplies from 
Topeka as a base. The railroads are assumed to be broken 
up and supply by wagon train is rendered necessary. One 
of the trains conducting supplies from Topeka t o  the army 
is encamped at Ogden. 
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A raiding force (Brown') has circled around the front of 
the Blue army and has appeared in the vicinity of Westgate 
Postoffice, where its commander receives information of the 
preseace of a Blue convoy at Ogden. He accordingly makes 
preparation for attacking it at some point on the Fort Riley 
reservation. He has ascertained from his scouts that the 
direct road from Ogden to Fort Riley is impassable between 
the Thm Mile Creek and the immediate vicinity of Fort 
Riley, and that the train cannot take that road. 

T h e  Brown f o r e  consists of: . Troops C, D, E, F. G and H, Fourth Cavalry. 
First Squadron. Eighth Cavalry. 
One platoon Sixth Battery. Field Artillery. 

T h e  actual starting point of the Brown force is the Pump 
House, Republican' River flat. The time of beginning the 
movement, g A. M. 

The Blue convoy left its designated station at the cross- 
ing of Three Mile Creek and the Ogden Road promptly at g 
A. M. The train was divided into two divisions of four sec- 
tions each, thirty-eight wagons in the first division and forty- 
nine in the second division. Each division was divided as 
nearly as practicable into sections of ten wagons each, the 
last sections alone containing less than this number. A 
pack train consisting of eight men, mounted, and twenty- 
one pack mules, was also in the second division. The dispo- 
sition of the convoy was as follows : 

Advance Cavalry : 

Advance Guard : 

Flank Guard: ' 

Troops A amd B. Fourth Cavalry. 

First Battalion Sixth Infantry. 

One battalion Sixth Infantry, two companies being 
on each flank of the first division of the train. 

First Division af Train : 
R e m e  : 4 

One battalion Sixth Infantry. 
Seventh Battery Field Artillery. 
First BattalCon Twenty-second Infantry. 

FORT RILEY .M.-l.VEL'l'ERS. 4.1 1 

Second Division of Train : 
Flank Guard : 

One battalion Twenty-second Infantry. two com- 
panies on each flank. 

Rear Guard : 
One battalion Twenty-second Infantry. 

In the advance cavalry, one troop. throwing out advanced 
guard. flankers and supports. moved up Forsyth Caiion. fol- 
lowed by a platoon of infantry, while the second troop moved 
up the Ridge Road well preceded and coverd by its advance 

guard and flankers. The advance of this cavalry continued 
rapidly. the first troop working to the high ground of Forsyth 
Caiion. while the second covered the ridge to the front and 
left, the orders of the advance guard being to pal; no partic- 
ular attention to the right and right front. 

The Brown commander had assembled his forces at the 
designated rendezvous. and moved from the Pump House 
Station at g A. 51. Of his ten troops of cavalry. two i C  and 
D, Eighth Cavalry ), were assigned to the right flank at the 
beginning of the movement. Two troops c~C and D. Fourth 
Cavalry ). after getting out of the caiion. were to move to the 
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left front, and a platoon of 'artillery, preceded by one troop, 
was to continue up the draw followed by the rest of the com- 
mand. At g:40. g:4r and 9:45 the Brown commander re- 
ceived reports from three patrols on the right flank to the 
effect 'that the wagon train had taken the Ridge Road. The 
command moved for+ard and first drew the fire of the Blue 
artillery at 9:43. At this time the Blue advance guard had 
opened fire on cavalry at Moms Hill. The Brown com- 
mander had given general directions for the artillery position, 
and hadordered four troops to gain the ridge in front of the 
Ridge Road, concealing themselves and endeavoring to get 
on the h k o f  the convoy. 

The Blue artilleky, as already mentioned, went into action 
at 9:43. Its position was about jO0 yards east of Saddle 
Back. The fire is reported at different objectives : at I ,  io0 
yards across F o r s N  Drive at skirmishers, and then at two 
guns at 2.000 yards range to southwest on ridges north of 
Morris Hill; at 1,300 yards range upon Brown cavalry, 
mounted, and moving by flank to the left and rear of the 
head of the .train, and again upon cavalry in column taken 
in flanlt at 2,000 yards. 

The  Brown artillery came into action at 9:s j. it having 
taken up a position on the reverse slope of Morris Hill, from 
which point it ope ed fire upon the head of the train with 
percussion shrapne . The train here presented a fine target 
at 2,100 yards, this e. nge being determined by range finder. 
Fire was continued for twelve minutes, when the target \\-as 
changed to the BAue battery, which had opened fire as 
already mentioned. The  Blue train at this point presented 
a distinct target, apld under conditions of actual warfare 
would have suffered very severely. Instead of pushing on 
rapidly or turning to the right to gain the shelter of the hill, 
it remained halted, as if inviting the enemy's fire. The peo- 
ple about the train seemed at a loss to know what to do : and 
urgent and anxioug inquifies were made for the quarter. 
master, as though 
would be sought to 
As a result of this 1 
first division of the 

nder actual fire any particular person 2 

xtricate the train from such a dilemma. 
.e, three out of the four sections of the 
rain were ruled out. 

I 
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The Blue battery on this occasion took up a position where 
its fire was masked by the wagon train standing in the road. 
It was thus prevented from firing, and in the meantime it 
was in a position where it must have caught all the projec- 
tiles that passed through the train. - in  opportunity was 
presented here, the moment the Brown artillery was sighted. 
for the Blue batter). to take a position on the Saddle Back to 
the left and front of the train, from which a fire could have 
been opened with six guns upon the two guns of the Brown, 
which must then have been speedily put out of action. As 
it was. they were allowed for some time to work their un- 
molested will upon the train. The train was finally directed 
to move to the right and take shelter of the hills, and after 
this unfortunate incident there was no more unnecessary e s -  
posure. 

The Blue battery fired for four minutes on the Brown 
artiller). ( I O : [  1-10:!  j) .  At 10:lg it opened at a range of.800 
yards on the right flank of the Brown cavalry. At lo:,.; it 
fired on mounted cavalry coming down the road from the 
north at about 600 yards, and at  IO:;^ against dismounted 
cavalry advancing in line of skirmishers about 200 yards 
to the west. -it 1o:j I it fired four shots at S o 0  yards. against 
a cavalry column { J f  thirty men. At  IO:;^ the battery mo\*ed 
n, rthwest about SOO yards. and took position facing nearly 
west. - i t  I I :04 it fired eighteen rounds of shrapnel IJn d 

cavalry. mounted. moving on a ridge to the west 3t 2.950 
yards. At I I :og it fired ten rounds on dismounted cavalry. 
coming over the hill to the west at 2.000 io 2.200 yards. h t  
I I : 12 it took position by moving west So0 yards. and opened 
on Brown-two guns-which got in three shots on the B:ue 
battery. While taking this position at a range of 1.100 ~ 3 r d ~  
( at I I : I  j i the Blue artillery ceased firing. but almoit im- 
mcdiatel? resumed it at a cavalry skirmish line. At I I : j o  
the battery moved west along the ridge, but fired no more. 
The total loss to the Blue artillery was decided to be one gun. 
and one caisson unfit to move from casualties to men and 
animals. 

In  the meantime the action of the Blue cavalry was as fol- 
lows: At IO A. >r. the Blue troop on the right. neglecting an 

f 
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excellent opportunity to use dismounted fire against a mounted 
Brown squadron, near Hay Camp Spring, at 500 yards range, 
withdrew to its horpes at a run, mounted and moved down and 
across Forsyth Cahon. Having crossed the cafion, it dis- 
mountedand (at Io; 12) fired six volleys at a Brown squadron at 
600 yards, while the latter was moving north at a trot. The 
one flanking patrol of the Brown at this point was not over I 50 
yards from the column, yet seemed unaware that it was under 
fire. This squadron, eight minutes later, crossed the Blue 
front, turned east, and detaching one troop ( G, Fourth Cav- 
dry), charged it, mount+, against the two troops of the Blue 
which Ead united bnd were now dismounted and deployed. 
The latter, dismouinted and in position. opened a rapid and 
effective fire upon the mounted cavalry. and the Brown troop 
was ruled out. At 1022 a second Brown troop (F,  Fourth 

r 

I .  . .  
! 

I 

' 1  
I 

I 
I 
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Cavalry), was detached from the squadron, and while mounted 
was caught by the fire of dismounted cavalry at 300 yards, 
and lost ten men. Eight minutes later the rest of the troop 
was caught on the bluff west of White's Ranch Road under 
fire of two companies of Blue infantry and the advance guard 
at qoo yards range, and all of the troop was then ruled out. 
At 10:35 two companies of infantry of the advance guard 
having moved directly west on the road were charged home 
in front by a third troop of the Brown squadron with sabers. 
The Brown cavalry was received with a heavy fire, and the 
Blue infantry k e d  bayonets. In this case the troops came . into actual contact, Ft without any accident resulting there. 
from. The Brown 'troop was ruled out. This charge was 
immediately follow+ by that of another troop, echeloned on 
the fitst, against a mpany of Blue infantry deployed on the 
left of the ones ab0 4 mentioned. This troop was also ruled 
out. The forward qovement of the Blue now continued. 

The disp i t ion  qf the Brown forces at the beginning of 
the engagement has already been noted. The action of the 
difieremt portions 01. the command is reported in detail as 

d e  two troops composing the left flanking party moved 
up the west branch of the Pump House Cai5on. At g:3z a 
troop of Blue cavalry was sighted moving east at 2,000 yards 

.. 

I 
l 

folloas: 

I 

7- 
42.5 

range. One troop of the Brown was pushed up to about TOO 

yards north of Morris Hill, where it was dismounted to fight 
on foot. The other troop was thro\vn out  to the west to en- 
gage the Blue Scouts reported in that vicinity. The troop 
north of Morris Hill remained in this position until Io  A. A I . .  

when it moved up t u  a more advanced position. where it  was 
Zombined with a troop o f  t he  Second Squadron. Fourth Cnv- 
a h - .  which \\-as now on its right. .It Abmt rcs:;o thc t r ~ ) o p  
i D I \\-as withurawn under cover :md u n i t d  w::h T r l ~  8;' C. 
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which had been am tne cstrcmt. left.  T h C  : w ~ ~  L Y I J I ~  'n'crc 
moved up to the most advanced positiijn hc:d by t h e  Brolvn. 
reaching there just 3s the signal was given : t i  suqknc? t he  
esercise. 

At g:jo .\. 11. Qe Second Squadron. F(lurth i'avayry. 
diverged to the left from the main body. The squadron 
commander expected to have his left flank protected by the 
two troops that he had already sent out. and in case they 
should come together he was authorized to include those 
troops in his command. He moved iorward rapidly. taking 
advantage of the cover sffordcd. using patrols on his left and 
front. At I O  A. SI. the column was in a draw about 2 j O  yards 

') 
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from the  crest of the slopes on the left, when his patrols 
were fired upon and driven in by Blue forces. At 1o:o3 he 
demoanted and deployed three troops and opened fire upon 
Blue patrols, causing them to retire. At ro:og he withdrew 
the three troops and mounted, proceeding rapidly in a north- 
erly direction. At i0:iq his scouts reported Blue forces 
aboGt 800 yards to the right. At IO:I  j two troops of Blue 
cavalry were seen about the same place, but immediately 
retired. Taking advantage of this, the commander of the 
Brown squadron moved forward rapidly, got into a draw and 
turned to the east, and shortly after was fired upon by an 
unseen enemy at short range. He mounted one troop to the 
right and  formed rapidly. His subsequent action in charg- 
ing dismounted Blue forces has already been noted in con- 
nection with the owration of the Blue. At I O :  j O  the com- 
mander of the  Brown squadron placed a platoon of one of 
the left troops iq position. dismounted. and delivered a 
reverse fire upon a mounted deployed force of Blues going 
north at about goo yards range. The Blue force should have 
been ruled out, bat it continued moving slowly toward the 
north. T h e  remaining cavalry continued to operate on the 
left flank, and soon came in contact with an opposing force 
of Blues. An engagement PPontinued for some time, but be- 
fore a decision wak reached the signal for the cessation of 
the exercise was sdunded. 

The  movements of the right flanking cnlumn, consisting 
of the two troops, *ere as follows: 

T h e  advance w a r d  was deployed at once. At g : i i  a 
messenger came rip to the detachment commander with 
verbal orders, but did not know the name of the officer who 
sent him. At g:z i ' two patrols were sent out, one to the left 
along Sheridan Heights and the other to the front. The 
enemy was first sigbted at 9:34. At g:30 the two troops of 
the right flanking party separated. At g:11 the right troop 
(D, Eighth Cavalry) dismounted and fired volleys at the 
head of the convoy aod Iater at the BIue battery. Its fire 

commanding position and was within about a thousand yards 
of the  Blue battery and the advanced wagons. The com- 

undoubtedly wouldi t have had considerable effect, as it had a 

. j  

4? 7 

mander of this troop. reports that he was not fired upon for 
about three.quarters of an hour, during which time he moved 
about 3 0 0  yards' closer and could, undoubtedly. have caused 
the convoy much loss. A company of infantrl; was finally 
sent against him. but he remained in this position until the 
signal for the cessation of the esercises was sounded. During 
most of the time there was no umpire with this troop. The  
left troop !C. Eighth Cavalry I dismounted at 9:46 and fired 
on the Blue infantry and artillery, which had come into 
action, their limbers and caissons being in plain view. This 
troop continued to move to the left. dismounting and firing 
from ridges from time to time. -It 10:2o volleys were fired 
at dismounted infantry. At 1 0 2 6  a Blue patrol. consisting 
of a corporal and three men. was captured by the Brown. 
From 10:3o to 10:4j the troop still remained dismounted. At 
i 0 : j O  it was undgr fire from infantry at So0 yards. and lost 

At I I : 0 3  the troop \\-as under lire from artillery. 
and lost three men. At 11:06 the troop dismounted and 

& fired volleys into a Blue troop, mounted. at about 600 yards. 
and would h3ve inflicted considerable loss. The troop had 
now moved to the left until it came under the immediate 
command of the Brown commander. who t with Troops A and 
B, Eighth Cavalry) was with the artil!ery platoon. The 
signal for the cessation of the esercise was now sounded. 

The senior umpire with the Brown comments as foliows: 

The disposition of the Brown forces was considered 
proper, but the case was forcibly presented oi the operations 
of separated commands resolving themselves into a series of 
combats by the subordinate commanders. according to the 
varying phases of the action. The Hank movement of the 
detached Brown \vas rapid. but without the ordinary precau- 
tions to discover what was on its flank and to the front : and. 
violating this principle. it unespectedly ran into a superior 
force of infantry and dismounted cavalry and \\-as put out of 
action. thereby nullifying its intended operations. It is be- 
lieved that with proper precautions this force could have 
withdrawn without serious loss and resumed its harassing 
movement on the left flank. Entire touch with the left 
flanking column \\-as lost. It is believed that the left flank- 
ing column should have given proper support and extended 
its movements to correspond with that column." 

' 

. two men. 

. 

I 
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good, the only se ous mistake being the movement of the 
On the wholelthe dispositions of the Blue forces were 

train over a high 'dge within effective range of the enemy's 
artillery. This co 1 Id and should have been avoided. Know- 
ing that the enem wag reported in the vicinity of the train, 
and that he was &tmally to be expected in the direction 
from which he actqally came, the train should have been kept 
as well concealed + possible behind the hills. If necessary 
to 'move out along the  ridge it would have been practicable 
to send forward to ascertain whether there was any force of 
the enemy within sight and within range. If, as seems 
probable, this could have been ascertained by mere view, the 
artillery should have becn ready to go into action at this 
point to protect the train.* 

I 
I 

l 

* * * b 'c 

The error of the Brown squadron moving past the Blue 
front without having flankers well out, has already been 
noted. The  action) of the cavalry on four occasions in charg- 
ing, mounted, upon unshaken infantry or dismounted cavalry, 
deployed to receive it with heavy'fire. cannot be too severely 
condemned. There are only three cases ahere cavalry is jus- 

I. When the infantry is out of ammunition; 2 .  When it is 
necessary at all hazards to check the advance of infantry, and 
the cavalry is thrown in as a deliberate sacrifice for the pro- 
tection of the rest ,of the troops; 3. When the infantry is 
known to be compo d of raw troops, and it can reasonably 
be expected that th  r moral effect of the charge will be so 
nerveshaking and &concerting to them as to render their 
fire ineffective and'to cause them to break before they can 
do much damage to the charging force. In all other cases 
the cavalry should etndeavor by its superior mobility to get 
into aposition wherk it can surprise the infantry and charge 
it in flaalr, or w h e w  taking advantage of cover and having 
its horses well concealed and protected, it can open fire upon 
the infantry and withdraw rapidly, if unable to cope with the 

.. 
I Med in making a frontal charge upon intact infantry: 

opposing force. 

h.ie--[mm~. J 

. -  
*W follow some comments on the management of the vehicles in the 

42Y 

The instructions given to the Blue commander were to 
push on as rapidly as possible, as the stores were much needed 
by the army in front. The train -ems to have been unneces- 
sarily delayed. and in about t h d e  hours it advanced only 
about two-and-a-half miles. d e  decision of the chief um- 
pire is that the Blue force lost thirty-five wagons or about 
forty per cent. of the entire train. In addition to this, the 
horses of a gun and caisson were put out of the fight. This 
would have necessitated the detaching of a team from at 

FOR T RILE 1- X44 ,\'E I/ 1"ERS. 

I.ItiHT BATTERY IS Ac'TIOS. 

least one wagon for the purpose of  hauling off the gun azd 
caisson. L-nder the conditions of the problem, all the w\-ngor?s 
were loaded, and the stores in wagons lost through damage 
to themselves or their teams would have had to be destroyed 
as the only alternative to their falling into the hands oi the 
enemy. The army supplied by  the con\-oy would thus ha\-e 
lost the contents of thirty-six wagons in addition to the loss 
of the teams and wagons. In case the contents of some of 
the damaged wagons were more of value or more urtently 
needed than the contents of others which remained intact, ;I 
delay would have been necessary for the transfer of the loads. 

On the part of the raiding force its losses were so heavy 
and it had been so badly punished that it would have been 
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_oompe"ea to withdraw, and the Blue column could have con- 
tinued its march *th the remaining wagons without further 
molestation. I 

There! is occasion again to comment upon the careless 
manner in which taessages have been delivered at different 
times by orderlie& It is very rarely that a case is so ex- 
tremely urgent tqt an oflicer cannot spare the time to ask 
the question, "Do you know the o5cer to whom you are to 
deliver this messagle?" "Do you know where you will prob- 
ably find him?" If the messenger cannot answer these ques- 
tions, he should bdinformed of the name, rank, location and 
appearance of the officer as nearly as the o5cer sending the 
message can inform him. He should then be required to re- 
peat the message. The  few moments of time required by 
this would in general be very well spent : for an incorrect 
message delivered to the person for whom it is intended. and 
a correct message delivered to a person for whom it is not 
intended, are both likely to be misleading and may produce 
CaIamitous results4 

* * Q .  i! 'L 

PROBLEW ?u'O. 7.-OCTOBEK 2 .  1902. 

Ont'st Exemses, Regidars and -\.;rftolia/ G I ~ ~ I Y ~ .  
This will consist of three separate exercises. each em- 

bracing the employment of a regiment as an outpost for an 
imaginary larger command. A regiment of regulars will, in 
each case, establish the outpost, the officers of the Sational 
Guard accompanying the commander as spectators. Each 
o b t p t  will, as soon as it is completely established, be re- 
lieved by a National Guard regiment. When the Sational 
Guard outposts have been established, an outlined enemy. 
mi s t ing  of a small fprce of regular troops, will simulate an 
attack. and the outposts will make the necessary preparations 
for defense.+ 

I *  * * * 
*Here follow some ctmments on the use of Bags with batteries and the 

uae of whistks far giving signals. .Us0 some &marks on the giving out of 

+Hem fdlor the description of the exercise. the discussion and the com- 
'dhgmdS w"-.[EDITUR.] 

M t  011 the cnme.--[E~m~.] 

a 
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PROBLEM 30. &-OCTOBER 6. 1902. 

AtincR ana' Defense of a Position. 

? 
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CESEKAL SITCATIOS. 

X Western force I' Blue I is operating against an Eastern 
force (Brown j to the northeast of St. May's.  Kansas. 'The 
\Vestern force relies upon the Union Pacific Railroad for 
supplies. The  main Blur force beyond 8t. Mary's has met 
with a serious reverse and has been temporarily thrust off 
its line of direct communication with Fort Riley. 

3 PEC I A I. 31 'f c .\'I' IO s . 

' 

. 

i 

lS/ZM. 

Jlajor Leach is guarding the important depot of sapp!ies 
at Fort Riley. Owing to the serious check of the main Blue 
force beyond St. Mary's. assistance from other detachments 
cannot be counted on. -1 strong forcc of Bntwns composed 
of all arms is reported to be advancing via S t ( d d a l e  upon 
Fort Riley. The force at Fort Riley i n  as f o l l o ~ v + :  

Sisth Infantry. 
First Battalion of  Engineers I acting as infantry'. 
Troop A. Eighth Cavalry. 

The commanding officer strcngthcnn hi.< ptssi:ion with 
hasty intrenchments. (')ne 31ilc Creek i n  s~ippt ,;ed t i - )  ?)e 2.n 
impassable river. and the ground cast i j f  the creek. nc far 
dorth a+ the reservation line. to be ruggctl and irnpracticabit 
for the operation or' troops. The Hlce xi11 be in position at 
7 A.  31. 

4 Sixth and Twenty-eighth Batterics. Fit-!d -Artillery. 

' 

-PES I .I I .  -1'I.L. . \ T I (  8 s. 
B Y ' W l I ,  

-4 force of Blues which relies upon the L-nion Pacific Rai!- 
road for supplies has met with a serious rrversc near St. 
Jlary's. and has been temporarily thrust otr" its direct iixc' e b f  
communication with Fort Riley. Ax-ailing himself o f  this 
situation the commanding officer of the Brolvn determine5 tl s 

send a force to seize the important dcpot at Fort Riley. ( )ne 
Mile Creek is supposed to be an impassable river. and thc 

-?=% 
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ground east of the creek, as far north as the reservation line, 
to be mgged and impracticable for the operation of troops. 

/ L 

i 
FIELD Ob, 

xo. r. I 
I xstl3butiao of troop: 

Setmod Kansas F. (2.. 
Colorado BnnrrllOn. 
First PndscCOnd Sqjadrons. Founh 

T&Ts and D. Eighth Ca t -ah .  
Seventh. hneteenth and Tw-entieih 

Batteries, Field Mi-. 

I. The imporrant depot a t  Fort Ri- 
lev. Kansas. and the communications 
of the. enernr between Republican 
River bridge -near Junction City and 
Ogden appear to be weakly guarded. 

11. General KobbC u-111 seize Fort 
Rile\-. destror the stores at that point 
and ‘disable ihe fn ion  Pacific Rail- 
road sufficiently to prex-ent train+ 
passing for several days. 

By command of JI&jor-Generirl Brown 
B. E. WHITE. 

.qlo I f  tUJlt-Gc.Jlt‘Yd1 

N..worandum : 
T h e  Brawn f o p  executing the above order is assumed to 

have arrived at the Milk Ranch on the evening of October 5 th. 
The march in carrying out the problem will actually begin 
from that point at g A. u.. Octobcr 6th. 

If. as is probable, the Kansas regiments be not available 
on Yonday, the 68h instant, for this exercise. the attacking 
force will be assumed to be stronger by two full regiments 
than it really is. This assumption is made in order to obvi- 
ate a possible misaonception as to the practicability of attack- 
ing a force in a selected and prepared position without a 
great superiority of troops. Even with this assumption the 
attacking force is far from beisg too large. 

T h e  Blue forcwoccupied a defensive position on the reser- 
voir ridge and in the gorge of the Republican River bottom, 
the right resting oh One Mile Creek, about a mile above its 
mouth (the creek being a supposedly impassable river). the 
left resting on the Republican River near the trolley bridge. 
T h e  command was divided into a center and two wings. The 
right wing extended from One Mile Creek to and across 
the Milk Ranch Road, and consisted, in order from right to 
left, of a company of Engineers, two guns of the mountain 
battery, and the Third Battalion, Sixth Infantry. Two guns 
of the sixth Battery, Field Artillery, were stationed in a com- 

- 
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mandin position about half a mile in rear of the left of the 
right wing. The center occupied the heights to the left. and 
overlooking the eastern branch of Pump House Caiion. and 
was composed. in order from right to left, of one company of 
Engineers, and two companies Sisth Infantry, with four guns 
of the mountain battery so posted as to give a fire to the 
front and to the left, and to sweep the Republican River bot- 
tom. The left wing was stationed in the gorge of the Repub- 
lican River bottom, and consisted. in order from right to left, 
of one company of Engineers and two companies of the Sisth 
Infantry. Its line was well posted on the outer edge of the 
woods. All the troops of the Blue force were in kneeling 
trenches, the fresh earth thrown to the front being well cov- 
ered with cut grass, and grass being placed in the bottom of 
the trenches so as to enable the men to lie down under shel- 
ter when not actively engaged. The trenches were echeloned 
back from right to left and were each about fifty yards long, 
except one of twice that length to the west of Morris Hill 
Road, and were in the form of an arc. of large radius. convex 
to the enemy’s view. The intrenchments were well con- 
structed so as to permit a fire either to the right, front or 
left, the conformation of the trench being such that if the 
enemy should gain a position so as to enfilade one flank of it 
he could be opposed directly in front by troops occupying 
the other half. With this object in vie\;-, each trench was 
twice the length necessary to shelter the troops occupying it. 
Additional gun pits were constructed on the right side so 3s 
to admit of shelter for guns that might be sent up to rein- 
force the guns already stationed there. The reserve. consist- 
ing of the Third Battalion. Sisth Infantry, one company of 
Engineers and four guns of the Sisth Battery, Field Artil- 
lery, was stationed in a sheltered position to the rear and 
right of the gun pits occupied by the two field guns as already 
mentioned. The reserve was well located in a position from 
which it could be readily moved to any point of the line as 
circumstances might demand. All salient points o f  the lines 
and one far in advance were well connected by telegraph 
lines. 

On the part of the Brown, the disposition was as follows. 

FORT RZL E Y .VfA.\’E U I’ERS. 
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from righr tto left :I Rightwing, Troops B, C and D, Eighth 
Cavalry, Troop B'being deployed in patrols covering the 
front of the right wing; Third Battalion, Eighteenth In- 
fantry, deployed with firing line and company supports, with 
Second Battalion, Eighteenth Infantry, deployed as supports 
in line of squads. Center, Colorado Battalion deployed. with 
Third Battalion, Eighteenth Infantry, in line of squads as 
support and reserve ; the Nineteenth, Twentieth and Seventh 
Batteries in line. Left  wing: Third Battalion, Twenty- 
seamd Infantry, deployed, with firing line and company 
supports, the other two battalions of the same regiment being 
in reserve in line of companies in columns of fours. The 
First and Second Squadrons, Fourth Cavalry, were on the 
left m, the extreme left bein2 covered by Troops C and 
D, one deployed in line of squads and covering about a mile 
of front from the line of flags marking forbidden territory ; 
the other troop being held in reserve at  a distance of about 
800 yards. The right of this force was kept in touch with 
the cavalry on its right ; all the cavalry being pushed well to 
the front and the advance being well covered with patrols. 
The patrols of tbe Blue and Brown, in reconnoitering, came 
into contact shortly 'after IO o'clock. There was desultory 
skirmishing b y  these patrols, but nothing of a nature worthy 
of report. T h e  action practically began with I Brown artillery 
at row at a range of 2,450 yards from the center of the Blue 
right. T h e  Brown batteries had left the vicinity of Estes 
Gate about g A. M., maneuvered for position and halted under 
shelter from time1 to time until a definite target could be 
decided upon. At  I0-:3s the batteries came into action, going 
up the slope and tialring position with the Seventh Battery 
east of Morris Hill, the Twentieth Battery at the summit 
and the Nineteenth.to the right. This was a fine. strong 
pasition, and was taken up without showing the movement. 
The umpires at this point gave the range at from 2.6jo to 
2.375 yards, whit$ differs somewhat from the observation 
made from the Blue position. It was the opinion of the 
d o r  umpire with the Blue and myself that this fire on the 

opidg the position, and that the location of the Blue batteries 

. 

. 

. part of the Brown had been opened for the purpose of devel- 

I 

was unknown until they opened fire. I learned subsequently 
that this was not the case. the commander of the Brown 
artillery having discovered an intrenched position to the 
northeast of the re&rvoir. which he correctly believed to 
contain a battery, and the position of the two field guns 
being also located. These guns xi-ould have been speedily 
crushed by the superior fire of the Brown artillery. They 
continued in action for a very considerable time afterwards, 
in fact until I could learn the condition of aifairs from the 
Brown side. I have regarded them as being out cd t he  right 

1 
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within a very short time after the Brown batteries opened. 
The position of the two field guns was observed by the corn. 
mander of the Seventh Battery I Brown j seventeen minutes 
after fire had been opened on the guns of the mountain bat- 
tery. and fire was at once directed upon them. Under cover 
of its artillery fire the Brown infantry advanced. Shortly 
after the forward movement of the left wing. the company 
supports reinforced the firing line, and one company from 
each of the reserves was brought forward and deployed as a 
support to the right and left of the line. -It  IO:^; the in- 
fantry. under cover of the artillery fire. began making rushes- 

1 
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by companies. At 1 1  A. L. four companies occupied the 
crest northeast of ' the reservoir hill. and delivered several 
volleys, at 1300 yards, at the trenches on the extreme right 
of the Blue line. In order to move to the front with as little 
exposure as possiI$le,:he command moved by the flank at  
I I :IO, and while thus moving and not firing, it was caught 
completely exposed, under a heavy infantry fire from the 
intrenched Blue infantry. It was subjected to this fire for 
fully five minutes at 800 yards, and under the conditions of 
actual battle would have suffered so severely as to be unfit 
for fnrther action, This came under my personal obsen-a- 
tion, and I rode over and directed the senior umpire with the 
Browns to rule out the battalion. Two companies relieved 
the ruled out battsrlion at I I :30  A. 11. and moved forward to 
a crest about goo yards from the Blue line. At I I :4j the 
reserves were brought up and the Brown line here came 
under fire of the Blue trenches. 

At I I :IO the Brown batteries were withdrawn from the 
strong position they held at Morris Hill, and coming to the 
front over the military crest of the hill, were in plain sight 
and under the fire of the Blue infantry. The batteries then 
took position on the M o m s  Hill Reservoir ridge, the Seventh 
Battery thrown forward, the Twentieth in the center and the 
Nineteenth on the'right. At I I :25 the Xineteenth and Twen- 
tieth Batteries moved up on the right of the Seventh, and all 
three batteries o ned upon the Blue artillery 2,100 yards to 

artillery in'this pgsition would probably have been in a com- 
pletelydisabled cbndition before this, and the Brown bat- 
teries would have been firing upon infantry. At I I :26 the 
Seventh Battery turned its fire upon a line of Blue infantry, 
at not over 1,000 pards range, lying in front of the Blue bat- 

. teries. The infantry was, however, intrenched and firing, 
and it is very questionable whether the Brown artillery could 
have come into action at this point. At  I I :3 j the commander 
of the Seventh Bbttery was ordered to the front, to a new- 
position, in spiteof his knowledge that he should then be 
exposed to infantry fire. As he expected, this movement 
drew upon him afire from unshaken infantry in trenches 

-d 

a the southeast. U ? der the conditions of actual battle the Blue 

u i 
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hitherto undiscovered by the Brown. and about TOO yards 
distant. For six minutes. n-hile the battery was moving, 
unlimbering and going into action. it was in plain view and 
subjected to a furious fire from the infantry. and it was ac- 
cordinglyruled out. The Sineteenth and Twentieth Batteries 
had been under unanswered infantry fire for about fifteen 
minutes within 1,000 yards range. This also was under my 
personal observation. anc! I sent word to the Brown umpire 
at that point to award damage accordingly. One platoon 
was ruled out of action in each battery. This was certain:? 
not too large an estimate of losses. These two battcries had, 
hon-ever. unlimbered down the slope and run into action -*by 
hand to the front." I do not believe that. under the condi- 
tions of actual battle. these batteries u-ould have been fit i u r  
further action. The captain of one tji these batteries had 
personally advanced fifty feet beyond the designated line of 
guns before he could positively make vut  the line of infantry 
intrenchments. This the umpires verified. and it was, there- 
fore. naturally assumed that the guns could not have been 
seen from the trenches, which is the reason for hi5 not hav- 
ing fired on the infantry at this time. His guns when ruled 
out were moved up under the crest and then unlimbered out 
of view. This precaution was not taken by the commaxding 
officer of the Twentieth Battery. The changes of position 
referred to were skillfully made by the captains, and their 
batteries were well handled: but the abandonment of the 
position on Morris Hill was ill-advised. and the pushing of 
these batteries in close prosimity to intrenched infantry was 
the cause of great unnecessary loss to them without corres- 
ponding damage being inflicted upon the enemy. these bat- 
teries not being assisted by infantry firc in front of them. 
and in fact taking a position which properly belonged to the 
infantry. The Brown artillery had begun its work well in 
firing shrapnel upon the Blue batteries. smothering their fire 
and preparing the way for the infantry advance: and it should 
have continued these tactics until the Bluc position was more 
fully developed by the advance of the Brown line. IVhile at 
Morris Hill it was within effective range. and in 3 position 
from which it could easily have continued to fire over its 
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advancing infantry. While artillery must always support its 
advancing infantry.'and while a certain degree of moral sup- 
port is undoubtedly given to the infantry by the advancing 
batteries. the battery should not subject itself to loss and 
deprive the infantry of its effective support u-hile limbering. 
moving forward and unlimbering, when it can continue to do 
as great (if not greater) damage from the position which it 
occupies. 

The  action of the Blue has been generally indicated in 
the foregoing dewniption of the action of the Brown. In 
detail the action of the Blue forces during this time is de- 
scribed as follows by the senior umpire with the Blue : 

*'At 10:56 two Blue guns about 300 yards north of the 
reservoir opened fire and were reinforced by two more in 
eight minutes, all firing at infantry. While six guns w*ere 
there, but four were in action, the other two being held in 
reserve. At I I :OI a Blue infantry company fired two volleys 
at Brown infantry oa crest about I, jO0 yards distant. Very 
soon after eight volleys were fired at same target at 800 
yards. At I 1:o7 the four guns near reservoir changed their 
target from infantry and fired at the Brown battery. chang- 
ing its position 2. jO0 yards distant. One minute later two 
Brown guns opened fire to left, range and target unknown. 
At I I : 14 fired at Brown artillery coming into position. range 
1.800 yards; and two minutes later the two reserve guns 
were brought up. At I I :I 7 the battery fired at Brown ar- 
tillery 1,000 yards dtistant, which artillery at  I I : I 2 was ex 
posed to volleys from Blue infantry to the right. At I I :38 
two g i n s  ceased firing, and some small losses were adjudged ; 
1 1 4 5  the limbers of the battery were exposed to and with- 
drawn under fire at goo yards range, and the two left guns 
o p e d  on advancing infantry at 800 yards range. At 
I I:IO Brown. i n f a n e  in front of the Blue right fired at 
least two volleys at about 600 yards. -It I I : 1 3  the two 
mountain guns were ruled out on account of long exposure 
to infantry fire. They had but six or eight shells left, and 
before being mled otft their commander stated that it was 
not his intention to send back for more." 

In regard to the above, I would merely remark that as 
already stated, all the Blue artillery at  this point must, prac- 
tically, be regarded as placed hws dt combat. At I I :33 there 
weze gwen companies in the trenches firing volleys at badly 

I 
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esposed artillery. At this period the senior umpire with the 
Blue ruled out one-third of one company in the trench and 
one-fourth of another company, the men being directed to 
la? their guns in the rear of the trenches. but to remain 
where they were. -It I I $3. as reported by the chief umpire 
with the Blues, the Blue infantry fired on the Brown artillery 
ni th  destructive effect. as already mentioned. -1s a result 
of  the infantry and artillery fire. to which the Blue infantry 
had been esposed, the senior umpire with the Blue now 
awarded losses aggregating half a company. making about 
one company in all. 

On the side of the Brown. the First Battalion. Eighteenth 
Infantry. had begun moving forward 3s already described. 
supported by the Second Battalion of the same regiment. 
After the forward movement and a general flank movement 
to the right. the battalion took up a position in estension of 
the line of the batteries and the Colorado battalion at IO:~O. 
At this time the supports of the battalion were about 100 

yards in rear and deployed in line. At IO: j j the lint moved 
south about 1.000 yards. keeping well under cover. The 
battery on the left opened at I I :03. At I I :  1 2  the advance 
was moved 300 yards further south. still under escellent 
cover. -It I I : j o  the battalions of the Eighteenth Infantry 
forming the right wing. moved still further south under the 
cover of a hill or slope forming the east side o f  Pump Hmse 
Caiion. and at I I :40 opened fire from the crest of this eleva- 
tion on the trenches in their front. After firing a few vol- 
leys. the Brown infantry advanced down the hill towards the 
trenches. completely esposed and in full view, while the op- 
posing infantry. intrenched, poured into it  a fierce fire for 
several minutes. A s  the Brown artillery had practically 
been put out of the fight, and there was nothing to keep down 
the fire of the Blue infantry upon the Brown in this rsposed 
condition, the lattm would undoubtedly have been repulsed at 
this point with great loss. A s  the lines were now closely 
approaching each other. the signal for the suspension of the 
exercise was givi3n. The following comments are made by 
the Brown umpire with the Colorado battalion : 

t 
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"When the advance w e  first begun, the intervals were 
not well kept, there being some tendency to bunch in spite 
of the earn- cautions of the Colonel commanding. There 
was decided improvement in this respect as the advance con- 
tinued. When the command halt was given the men were 
not always prompt in lying down. until cautioned by their 
officers. This would have resulted in undue loss on the left, 
which was generally not more than forty yards from the 
right of the Brown artillery, against which the Blue artillery 
was firing. When the Seventh Field Batter)- i at I I :40 I took 
position in rear of the left of the battalion, the men in front 
of the position fell back to the immediate rear of the battery 
and remained there standing for over a minute before moving 
to the right. They would thus have caught much of the 
enemy's artillery fire intended for the Seventh Battery. With 
these exceptions the movements by this battalion were well 
ex-ted. " 

T h e  action of the Colorado battalion was. in the main. 
highly creditable. 

In the meantime the cavalry, consisting of two troops. C 
and D, Fourth Cavalry, which had been sent fonvard to co\-er 
the extreme left 9ank of the Brown, had advanced in the for- 
mation already noted, namely, one troop deployed in a line of 
squads and covering about a mile of front from the line of 
flags marking the supposedly impracticable ground. the other 
troop being held about 800 yards in reserve, and the right 
being kept in touch with a similar cavalry force on its right 
which was covering about an equal arc of front. Patrols of 
Blue cavalry were soon seen falling back before the Brown 
center and (a t  g:40) a Blue troop was seen aithdrawing from 
the front. At 10:03 the two troops on the left occupied 
Morris Hill, dismounted, moved forward and occupied the 
military crest until tho artillery came up and went into bat- 
tery. These troops then withdrew, joined the other troops 
of the Fourth Cavalry, and the command. now consisting o f  
eight troops, moved by the way of the draw leading into t h e  
One Mile C m k .  At I 1:16 the extended line of flags mark- 
ing the' limits of forbidden ground was crossed. The  umpire 
called attention to this fact, but as the main body of the 
c a d q  force was still within proper territory no further 
actin was taken. The cavalry continued to follow down One 
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Mile Creek, hidden by the thick growth of small trees and 
underbrush. At 11:28  the head of the column debouched 
from One Mile Creek. well to the rear of the right flank of 
the Blue intrenched position, and in a few moments three 
dismounted troops \\-ere well in position under the cover of 
the esposed rock. and at I I :zg opened tire on the rear of the 
artillery, artillery caissons. and the right dank of the Blue 
line generally. The Bro\vn cavalry imagined that i t  had 
gained this position unseen: but while marching by the 
flank. it had really been in plain view of the Blue inisritry 
in the trenches. whose fire upon it at short range w o ~ l d  have 

becn very apparent had bullets instead of blank cartridges 
been used. This was observed by both the chief umpire 
and the senior umpire with the Blue, and the former ordered 
the withdrawal of the cavalry with a loss of one-third of its 
jxrength. The cavalry withdrew to a sheltered position. 

-formed. and soon after opened fire on the Blue in severa! T positions. Four minutes after the Brown cavalry renewed 
action at this part of the field, a small force of Blue infantry 
from the reserve rushed forward. occupied nn abandoned stone 
quarry. and opened fire against the Brown cava1ry'. which 
was behind a natural wall of rock. Both iorces were in 
good position. but the Blue \v-ould doubtless have suffered 
considerable loss in its movement forward to the quarry. The 
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suspension signal having sounded, further operations at this 
part of the line were now stopped. One Xile Creek being, 
by the conditions of the problem, supposed to be an impas- 
sable stream, there has been some inclination to challenge 
the authority of the Brown cavalry to use the ravine in this 
movement. Such movement was, however, perfectly proper 
so long as the stream was not crossed-as. in fact, it was not 
-but it should be observed that, under the assumed condi- 
tions, the cavalry was making a march along the hostile 
front, with one flank toward the enemy and an impassable 
stream on the other. Such a march would depend for success 
upon its absolute concealment; and as the column was dis- 
covered and fired upon effectively at close range. the move- 
ment failed. 

T h e  action of the Brown cavalry on the right. in the 
course of the engagement, was as follows : 

At IO:OZ the right troop (D) moved to the right and 
somewh$ to the rear, proceeded to the west of the Governor 
Harvey Road and then advanced, screened by scouts, the 
troop keeping well under cover. At 10:jo a patrol of the 
enemy having been reported. the troop dismounted, advanced. 
and soon after fired on a Blue p$trol of sixteen men, mounted, 
as it was retiring, range jOO yards. The  troop descended 
from the hills to the Republican River flat and advanced in 
the direction of the enemy, being fired upon at I I :oz. just 
before it reached the Pump House, by dismounted men under 
cover. Troop C, which had been working to the right, 
joined Troop D at this point and both dismounted. Troop 
B, which had been covering the front, now operated on the 
right of the infantry and connected the latter with the cav- 
alry troops operating in the valley. After dismounting. 
Troops C and D advanced under a heavy fire against the 
enemy, who was well intrenched near the race track. Disre- 
gar@ng the fact that they were under a fierce and sustained 
fire from three companies of infantry under cover, the two 
dismounted troops continued to advance until within 1j0  
yards of the enemy, when the attack was stopped by the 
umpires with an adjudged loss of all the assailants, except 
the horse holders-a heavy Ioss, but none too large when 
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the circumstanccs of the case are considered. The remnant 
of the Brown cavalry essayed to push forward and around 
the flank. but further movements were ended by the signal for 
the suspension of the esercise. 

The attempt of the commander of the Brown cavalry at 
this point to advance with the dismounted part of two troops 
of cavalry in an open assault against three companies of infan- 
try under cover. would have been impossible under the con- 
ditions of actual war. From the volleys coming in from dif- 
ferent directions and the intensity o f  these volleys. he should 
have been able to see that he could neither drive the enemy 
back nor force 3 way through the hostile line. In brief. his 
attack would have been suicidal. I have no sympathy with 
those who would undertake to **umpire CaI-alr?- out of esis- 
tence ; ’ *  on the contrary. I claim that our ,American cavalry is. 
for the purposes of modern war. the best in the world. It 
cannot only render escellent service on horseback. but on 
foot it can practically do all that the same number of inian- 
try can do. But it is absurd to suppose that dismounted 
cavalry can perform what would be impossible for the same 
number of foot troops, and a frontal attack by infantry 
upon a superior force of the same arm. intrenched. unshaken 
by losses and in excellent morale, would simply be to at- 
tempt the impossible, and fly into the face of all esperience 
of recent wars. 

*. I wish here to speak; of the Hashes of sunlight that came 
from the swords and scabbards of officers with infantry regi- 
ments. The sunlight coming from the direction of the 
enemy. these flashes must have been visible to them.” In 
point of fact. they were visible from the Blue position. and 
the first member of the Brown force whom I personall)- saw 
was a man. the flash of whose saber attracted m>* attention. 

It is also noted by the senior umpire with the Brown that 
one line of trenches was discovered by the men therein 
exposing their heads above cover. Similar occurrences were 
noted in the campaign in Cuba, where rifle-pits were. in 
more than one instance, discovered by the hats of the Spanish 
soldiers appearing above the trenches. It would seem to be 
a wise precaution, while awaiting attack. to have the men lie 
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down in the tre*ches. if possible, and not expose themselves 
until the time for-firing. 

T h e  advance of the Brown was over a difficult ground, 
which furnished an  excellent study of the influence of the 
terrain on tactit$ operations. T o  the force moving to the 
front it appeared frequently as though it were under cover, 
when in fact it was in plain sight and under an effective fire. 
T h e  attack in some places was over a succession of swales, 
such that complete exposure was incurred in moving from 
one shelter to another. 

The  work of the Signal Corps was, on this occasion, 
marked bythe energy and efficiency which every one who 
has served in Cuiba or the Philippines recognizes as charac- 
teristic of that cdrps. With the Brown forces one officer and 
three parties, of two men each, maintained visual communi- 
cation as desire a by the commanders of the forces to which 
they were attachkd. With the Blue, a detachment consisting 

I of two oficers add sixteen men, provided with two wagons, 
established and maintained buzzer lines and eight stations. 
Two of these sqtions were at the reserve. five were distrib- 
uted along the f ' nt of the defense, and one was established 
by a sergeant an 7 Q private two miles to the front, the wire 

These two men hid themselves 
close to M o m s  Hill, the headquarters of the Brown forces, 
and from there reported the movements of the enemy. The 
enemy's lines, in moving to the front, passed over them with- 
out discovering them. This piece of work is regarded as 
remarkable and yorthy of commendation. The field buzzers, 
as u d ,  gave gboa satisfaction. The seaior umpire with 
the Blue notes tkt the telephone communication to the 
extremity of the Blue lines was of marked benefit. Just be- 
fore the suspension signal sounded, information of a strong 
force of Brown infantry approaching the valley was received 
and communicated to each organization, and preparations 
were made to meek the advance. Although the use of the 
telephone was in 'general most satisfactory, I regret to say 
that its employment was in one case not attended with such 
happy results as lin the instance cited. When the Blue'w-as 
taking up its position, I notified the Blue commander that 

0 .  

. being completelp concealed. 

the Colorado battalion, which formed a part of the Brown 
force, was attired in Blue, not having Khaki uniform with it. 
and that this should be known by his subordinates in order 
that the battalion in question might not be mistaken for a 
part of the Blue force. This information \\-as transmitted 
by him to the different commanders. being sent by telephone 
to the commander of the left wing. The form in which it 
reached the latter was that the Colorado battalion \vould 
soon report to him! 

The work of the Medical Corps on this occasion was also 
very satisfactory. Two officers of the Corps were detailed 
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as chief surgeons with the Blue and the Brown. respectively. 
With the Blue force there were two regimental hospitals for 
the Sixth Infantry and the Engineers: a medical officer. with 
a pack mule and detachment and reserve dressing chests. 
with the cavalry and reserve. One section of Ambulance 
Company S o .  j was also with the Blue. K i t h  the Brown 
force there were seven regimental hospitals and the second 
and third sections of -1inbulnnce Company S o .  3. Hospitals 
and dressing stations were promptly and conveniently located. 
Whenever practicable, diagnosis tags were given to men 
ruled out ; but it was again found that the attcntion of Ern- 
pires was too completely taken up with watching the tactical 
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features of the emerase to.admit of any extended use of these 
tags. Where such tags were given, the presumably disabled 
men were promptly cared for by the Hospital Corps. 

T h e  Blue commander, in the instructions which he gave 
to Bis subordinates, instead of informing them that the main 
army had been dkfeated and thrust off its line of communi- 
cation, stated. “The Commanding General has esposed his 
base temporarily to draw the enemy further in. The enemy 
had detached a farce, said to consist of all arms and in con- 
siderable strength, to march p Fort Riley via Stockdale.” 
This action in concealing from his command the fact that a 
defeat had been incurred by the main body was well calcu- 
lated to prevent a certain degree of demoralization. which a 
knowledge of the t i e  situation would have caused. 

In conclusion, the Brown force lost one battalion and 
eight guns, besides. having the rest of its artillery so crippled 
that it is doubtful whether it would have been of any further 
service. The movement of the cavalry on each flank was 
checked by infantry firre, which it could not overcome. On 
the other hand, the Blue force had lost six guns and an 
aggregate of two companies of infantry. Though the assault 
had been checked, it is to  be observed that the conditions of 
the problem gave the commander of the Brown an additional 
force of two regiments. Whether he might still have suc- 
ceeded in pushing home a successful at&k is open to ques- 
tion. The action had assumed a phase where nothing but 
the use of bullets could have given an unchallenged decision. 

One of the most striking lessons of the entire exercise 
was found in the invisibility of intrenched infantry. In sev- 
eral cases the Brown forces were under a heavy fire before 
they wereaware of it. It may be said that in actual battle 
they would speedily be aware of this fact ; but, on the other 
hand, it should be boted that in actual battle the first infor- 
mation received of the dangerous proximity of the intrenched 
enemy might be in the form of ntinously destructive losses. 
The great advantages accruing to the defensive by the intro- 
duction of smokeless powder were strongly exemplified in the 
ex- of this day. I am more firmly convinced than ever 
that an attack upon a force of good troops in a deliberately 
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occupied and intrenched position will require enormous odds 
on the part of the attacking party. Indeed. this conclusion is 
well borne out by our own esperience in the Santiago cam- 
paign and by that of the British in South Xfrica. It is to be 
observed. however. that this applies to an attack upon a posi- 
tion deliberately taken up. well intrenched and held by dis- 
ciplined troops of unshaken morale. But should armies meet 
when the morale and confidence of each are such that it ha.; 
no intention of assuming the defensive. the role of attacker 
and defender will depend upon the course of the action: and 
the advantage of the accidental and unprepared defensive 
will be vastly less than in the case of the one under consid- 
eration. As to an attack upon an intrenched position? if the 
forces are at all equal in number and quality. it  seems very 
probable that the action will necessarily partake somewhat 
of the nature of a siege; the attacking force intrenching itself. 
and pushing forward at night to 3 new position in which it  
can construct intrenchments. thus making the action a very 
prolonged one. Indeed. we had an illustration of this when 
armies were much inferior in their arms and destructivr 
power to those of the present day. The final operations of 
Grant-and Lee partook of the nature of a battle between 

range. and enduring for months. intrenched armies 
The same is true. in a les er degree. of the Russian opera- 
tions at Plevna in 1877. TO be sure. a night attack may 
reduce greatly tM advantages of the defenders. but such 
attacks. as is well known, are generally attended with such 
doubt and confusion on the part of the  assailants as to be 
very uncertain in their results. It seems probable that the 
results of the present conditions will be to make the seizure 
of a well-defended intrenched position by a roup tit nmin przic- 
tically an impossibility, unless the assailants have an enor- 
mous preponderance of force ; and the proportion of ten to 
one in favor of the attacking force is not one whit too much 
if the position is to be cirried by sudden assault.’ 
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CENERAi COMMENTS ON THE MIASEUVERS. 

4 the field maneuvers a t  Fort Riley this year were the 
first of any magnitude ever held in the United States, it is 
well that we should examine their results for the purpose of 
seeing how far the original idea was camed out, and with a 
view to ascertainiqg how f a r  precedents were established that 
could be well follmed in the future, and what features have 
been tried and foumd wanting. 

As the board appointed for the purpose of drawing up the 
scheme for the maneuvers remarked in its report, the most 
desirable form of field-exercises is to be found in such as are . 
carried out in the autumn maneuvers in Continental Europe. 
Such maneuvers partake of the nature of a strategical prob- 
lem in which two hrge forces, each operating from a definite 
base, move against each other in the furtherance of some pre- 
pared plan. In such a case the maneuvers are of the greatest 
practical value to dll the participants, from the commanding 
general down to the newest recruit ; for in a large strategical 
problem, continuing for a number of days, and covering 
many miles in its execution, all the features of a campaign 
are introduced, and all the elements of tactics are brought in 
as incidents to the general operation. Unfortunately, how- 
ever, circumstances of available military force and necessary 
ground prevent the adoption of such a system of maneuvers 
in the United Statds. T h e  plan adopted, therefore, was one 
in which the troops leaving camp each morning should oper- 
ate! against each other, as parts of an imaginary larger force, 
in field exercises practicable under the conditions of troops 
and territory available. It was the intention of the Major- 
Genema1 commanding to have at  least two of these exercises 
begin with a march from camp to a rendezvous in the even- 
ing, the troops to bivouac during the night, and move out 
from the bivouac tbe following morning against an opposing 
force. . As this feature was especially for the benefit of the 
National Guard, these exercises were reserved for the latter 
part of the National Guard encampment; but the weather 
was such-cold, maddy, wet and windy-as to render it un- 
advisable to subject men new to  campaigning to conditions 
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that would imperil their health. especially as these men were 
t u  return immediately to their civil vocations. where sickness 
would mean not only suffering and danger. but probably 
serious financial loss. 

The exercises, as really carried out. more than surpassed 
my expectations. It is estremely difficult in the conduct of 
maneuvers to maintain the conditions of actual warfare and 
Frevent the contact of opposing forces from assuming * *  im- 
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possible " conditions and degenerating into n * *  sham battle." 
It is gratifying to note that the conditions oi actual warfare 
were maintained to a striking degree. This I sttributc 
mainly to the fact that most of the officers engaged in the 
maneuvers had participated in actual warfare. They apprc- 
ciated the value of the eserciscs as training ior rea! cam- 
paign duties. and their zeal. csperience and ibi l i ty  contributed 
to an immeasurable degree to the SUCCC'S.~ 1.d the mnnetux-crs. 

The unanimous opinion on the part ui the umpires en- 
gaged in these exercises is. that in problems in which por- 
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tiom of the force ace imagiky or  outlined. simulated action 
-action not apparent to the senses of sight and sound- 
must n d l y  be unsatisfactory.* * * * * 

In future I think it would be well to limit all assumptions 
and imaginary conditions to the "general situation" of the 
problem. 

The question naturally arises in reviewing the maneuvers, 
**Are such nxinpvers sufficiently profitable as a means of 
military instruction to justify the trouble and expense 
n- to carry them out?" Without referring to Euro- - _  
pean nations and European experience on such subjects, our 
best test is to consider what has been actually accomplished 
by ourselves. The opinion generally- I think universally- 
expressed by the of6cers participating in these exercises was 
that a great deal had been learned that could not otherwise 
have been acquired; and the remark was frequently heard 
that even if the exercises had been limited to the two prob- 
lems involving the attack and defense of a convoy. and the 
attack and defense of a position. the instruction obtained 
thereby would have been well worth all the trouble and ex- 
pense of the encampment. In my opinion. everybody who 
@ & p t d  in the encampment learned something, and many 
of os learned a great deal. 

Another question to be considered is the size of the force 
that should be concentrated for the purpose of carrying out 
soccessful maneuvers. The reservation at Fort Riley is 
large enough to admit of ,actical operations by two brigades. 
each with at least half of the artillery and cavalry suitable 
for a division. A larger force u-odd be seriously hampered 
by the limits of the reservation.+ * d * * * 

As a result of my experience and observation in the re- 
cent encampment, I am of the opinion that it would be well - 

*Hm follows a'full discussion of this question. ending with the azthor's 
Opinian.-[ EDlT0U.J 

)He follows a discussion as to strength of force and its organizatiiin nnd 
~ f l t i o u .  The Satiod Guard work is described. and its relation to the 
~ v e r s e x p l a i n e d  a d  made cleat.-[ EIBITI~W.] 
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to detail a full corps of umpires before the beginning of each 
encampment, and direct them to convene. at the reservation 
appointed for the exercises. at least two weeks before rhe 
time set for the commencement of the maneuvers." 

b d a 8 a. 

It is very difficult to conduct field esrrci.Ges on comecu- 
tive days and find time for a full report and discussion. It 
is suggested above that a course of two w ~ r k s '  instruction be 
given the regular troops before the arrival of the Sational 
Guard. In  my opinion. six carefully prepared exercises 
would bc an ample number for this period. The escrcise 
could be held one day. the reports in ful l  to be in by noon o f  
the following day.. and t h e  discussion then t u  follow in the 
afternoon or evening. This would gi\-c more time for the 
o6cers concerned to consider and discuss among themselves 
the operations in which they participate during chc- c-serci-e, 
and to digest. so to speak. what they had seen and 1t-arncd.C 

b . ii_ 

The rule?; for the conduct of t h e  field escrcise..; and f##r  

satisfactory : but wme additional rilles found necessary in 
t h e  course of the maneuvers were published. :tad SOIIIC icr- 
ther amendments and additions are desirabie. It n-oc:c!. ncr- 
haps. be well to h a w  t h c  rules revisd by ;L suitable bltnrcl 
and published as a uniform guide for r i ~ l d  esrrciscs ti?r(.pa:,.?- 
out the army.; 

the guidance of b the umpires therein were i n  the main \-cry 

._ ... 

While the question of wcathcr is such ;i doubtiu; lJ!iC ;is 
to make it  impossible to tis any time for t h e  mancuvcr; w::!I 
a certainty o f  having good weather. it is suggesteti ti~;i: it 
would probably 'bc better. if exercises be heid in fLitl:rv 3t 
Fgrt Riley. to have them begin about the :th ( ~ ~ : , , ~ t r .  

. 
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There is a reasonable pros& of getting clear weather after 
that date, and although the nights are cold, they are not so 
to such a degree as to cause any material discomfort in camp, 
while the days are of the proper temperature to make open- 
air life enjoyable. 

- -  
MARCH OF SECOND SQUADROS, FOURTH CAY. 

ALRY, FROM -FORT LEAVENWORTH TO FORT 
RILEY, KANSAS. A S D  RETCRS.  

BY LEWIS Jl. KOEHLER. C. S. CAVALRY. 

N compliance with G. 0. No. g6, Headquarters of the $rmy, 1 A. G. 0.; G. 0. No. 34, Headquarters Department of the 
Missouri, and G. 0. No. 38, c. s.. post, the squadron left Fort 
Leavenworth at g A. 31.. September 8, 1 8 9 .  en route to Fort 
Riley, Kansas, to participate in the first maneuvers of our 
-Y- 

The strength of the squadron was nine officers and 234 
enlisted men, and 256 horses. The  excess horses were taken 
to be ridden by staff. and visiting officers of the maneuver 
division. Fourteea horses with equipments were turned 
over to the Sixth Infantry to mount the field and staff and 
medical officers accompanying the different organizations 
ordered from this post. 

An oficer was sent jar ly  in September by the post coni- 
mander to gobver the route, engage the camping places, and 
contract for wood and forage. The  officer proceeded as far 
as Topeka by ambulance, and from Topeka to Fort Riley by 
rail. T h e  camp sites were satisfactory, and the forage, with 
few exceptions, good. 

In anticipation of the march every horse of the squadron 
was shod all around. Two troops carried an extra set of 
shoes wired underneath the stirrup treads, another carried 
them in the saddle-pockets, and the fourth in the wagon. 
The first method, for short marches over good roads, where 

.. 
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the increased weight is of little importance and the transpor- 
tation inadequate. commends itself. The second is objection- 
able, for no mafter how careful a troop may be. some of the 
saddle-bags will be ruined by the shoes. The shoes may be 
carefully fastene’d together. and the ends nicely rounded with 
the rasps. and yet some of the saddle-bags will be ruined, 
and all of them damaged. Of the two methods. the former 
is to be recommended, as the horse carries the weight in 
either c:rse, and in the former i t  is better placed and the 
equipment not injured. The third method is to be preferred 
if the transportation can be crowded to that extent: in this 
case each set of shoes is tagged with the number of the 
rider. 
, When the trip x t s  first talked of. and before the final 

orders were issued. ii. was proposed to allow one iucr-line 
escort wagon to two troops. two for the four troops. and one 
for the headquarters. X11 tentage and the extra clothing of 
the squadron was to be shipped by rail. as well 3s the abso- 
lutely necessary permanent camp equipage. The quadron 
was to take three days’ field ration to  carry it t u  Topekn. 
where the field ration for five days was to be sen:. From 
Topeka we were to have fresh meat each d:iy. which \vould 
lighten the weight to be carried to t h e  extent of the bacon 
allowance. Whcn oue stops to cclnsidd thc proposition o f  
carrying the cooking outfit for tn-4 J 1 )rg:tnizations whose 
strength is I I;. together with the picket lines and thc rations 
for five days. and that in an escort w a g ~ n .  he is impressed 
with the fact that to issue an order is one thing. and quite 
another to carry it out. In time of u-ar thcre ma>- be times 
when a squadron can have nu transportation and be called 
upon to do gre?t things and do them ud!. but \\-hen the 
marches are at home. fur instruction. and the command to 
make a creditable appearance from day to day 11x1 the march 
and in its camps. as it comes into contact with its fellow citi- 
zens. then adequate transportation ought to be furnished. and 
one escort wagon for two troops. or one for each troop. is not 
sufficient. Tn-o army wagons with their sis-line teams 
would be no more than adequate under the conditions. 
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We recognize the impobibility of furnishing transporta. 
tion when it is not at the post, but if a large garrison, as 
Fort Leavenworth, is to have its units kept on a war footing, 
then the transportation constantly on hand should be suffi- 
cient to send the garrison anywhere with its full allowance. 
It is false economy to have the post transportation a make- 
shift. and. when the troops are to move, have nothing to move 
them with. In 1898 we all saw the array of improvised 
wagons, rotten harness. unbroken mules, and more than 
worthless drivers, all thrown together ta try and supply an 
increased army. After days of telegraphing to department 
headquarters, and transportation allowance changed each day, 
it was finally decided to allow one entire escort wagon to each 
.troop. This called for the troops to live in shelter tents, to 
carry their bed blankets under the saddle. and nothing that 
was not absolutely necesiii'ry, and then the wagons were full 
to overfiowing, necessitating a genius to superintend the 
loading, to insure the contents not being scattered along the 
entire route. 

T h e  squadron could easily go to Fort Riley without pack 
or wagon transportation. resorting to individual cooking, arfd 
carrying the rations in the saddle-pockets; but this would 
vitiate the object of 'the march. With ample transportation 
to carry some of tde camp comforts, and to have had the 
bread and fresh megt shipped daily to each camp. as they 
were all pitched near the railway stations, would have added 
to the happiness of the command, and would have made a 
more favorable impression upon the citizens, and would aid 
us materhlly in the class of recruits obtained. The bakers 
could have been left'behind to bake the bread to reach us at 
every camp. 

The following is h list of the marches, and camps en route, 
with the distances nyrched: 

The h t  camp was made one mile east of Easton, in a 
blue grass pasture. Distance marched, thirteen miles; wood, 
hay and grain delivered by the contractor ; grounds, good ; 
water for cooking anfl drinking, from wells-good ; for ani- 
mals, from a muddy.lstagnant stream-not good. The road 
is quite hilly, and h some stone, but was in good condition Y 
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for both horses and wheeled transportation. Four and a half 
hours were consumed in making the march, which was prac- 
tically done at the walk. 

The roads for the entire distance to Riley are fenced on 
both sides. so the order to march the squadron as if in an 
enemy's country. resolved itself into one troop taking the 
lead. as the advance guard, with the point and flankers march- 
ing 3t intervals in the road in advance. followed by the re- 
mainder of the troop. TKO of the troops marched as the 
support for the leading one. and the fourth formed the rear 

'guard. The connecting files were constantly in their proper 
places. and the troops rotated from front to rear. so that each 
formed advance guard. rear guard, and part of the support, 
in regular order. The squadron in every case was camped 
as it marched, the advance guard in  front, the leading troop 
of the support second in the column of troops, and so on. 
The officers' tents were in line on the right flank of the 
squadron ; the troop shelter tents in accurate line, with the 
saddles lined in the front. and the picket line in front of the 
saddles. The troop kitchens were on the left flank. All 
camps. both going and returning. were pitched in the same 
way. and great care was taken to have all tents and saddles 
in perfect alignment. and to give the camp the best possible 
appearance. ,411 camps were policed before leaving them, 
and after the command was saddled up. S o  attempt was 
made to clean the picket lines. as the limited transportation 

alryman does not think an unc:eaned picket line makes a 
necessarily unsanitary camp for following troops. 

Broke camp a t  7 A. l r . ,  and marched two miles southeast 
of Winchester. Distance. twelve miles. arriving at 10:jo A. l f .  
Roads less hilly. and command marched half hour at the trot. 
This was our most uncomfortable camp-in a small grove, 
too confined for a squadron, so that the men and horses were 
in too close proximity. Water obtained from tanks filled by 
a pipe line to a spring. Water was good, but ran too slowly 
to permit the troops to water without a considerable delay 
bet ween troops . 

would not permit of such an indulgence. and, besides. a cav- '3, 
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Left camp September 10th. 7 A. SI., and marched to Osaw- 
kie. Road had 
a few hills, and some rock near Osawkie. Camp here right 
in town, and in an open, blue grass pasture-an ideal camp 
site for even a larger force than a squadron. The camp looked 
well, arith its clean cut, regular lines. Water was good. and 
horses taken to creek with rock bottom. about half a mile 
away. 

Next day we thought tq save time by watering at the 
creek near the mill, but found it a most difficult task. 3s 
horses had to pull through a blue clay deposit on the bank 
about twenty feet in width, two feet deep, and most sticky, 
so it proved a tedious proceeding. There had been heavy 
rains for some weeks before we left the post, and nearly all 
the streams were out ?f their banks, and in receding left the 
sediment which had not dried su5ciently to bear the weight 
of the horse, and where the streams were used for watering 
the animals it was quite an uadettaking. This village proved 
to be a nice Dunkand town. and most of the command pur- 
chased pies, milk and apples. Here we experienced our first 
frost, and officers and men were awake long before reveille, 
and most anxious to answer that call. finding that a bed 
blanket and one saddle blanket did not take the place of all 
the comforts of home. 

Left camp September I I th. at 7:OO A. 11.. and marched to 
the State Refortn School, three miles north of Topeka, a dis- 
tance of twenty miles, ariving at 243 P. SC. The camp was 
in a walnut grove. but owing to a slight rain and a misty 
atmosphere, was wet and not comfortable. Had we had 
Sibley tents with the stoves, the men would have kept warm 
and dry, and would have shown their cheerfulness in 
laughter and song, but, as it was. intense quiet reigned and 
all who could crowdied around the cook fires. The officials 
of the school were kindness itself, assisting in every way 
possible. and gi&g the troops all the green onions they 
wished, always a treat to a soldier living in the open air. 
A horse of Troop "G," threw a spavin coming into this camp, 
and was left here =til our 'return trip, when he was so far 
ncovered as to march back to the Fort. 

Distance, seventeen miles, arriving at I 3 11. 

I 
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Left camp 7:oo A. 11.. September 12th. and marched to 
Silver Lake, a distance of eleven miles. arriving at IO:OO A. 
M. It was so cold this morning that the command had to 
indulge in a trot for half ;in hour before the circulation 
seemed just  right. This carny \\-as a150 in a grove. and flJr 

the cold. raw afternoon, provided too much shade. It was 
ample as regards room, and the water was good and most 
accessible. One of the troopers lost his belt nnd revij!\-er 
while watering his horse in the lake. and although only the 
middle of September. the cold was so intense that t h e  men 
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were loathe to strip nnd recover the property. but a promised 
drink to the successful one met with many volunteers. 

Left camp at ;:m .\. \ I . .  September 12th :ind knrched to 
Wamego. n distance of thirty miles. arriving at j : j O  1'. \ I .  

The roads for the greater part of the day were level. bct with 
some stretches of sand. and as it  was our first ca\-nlry march. 
our recruit horses and recruit troops wcrc nonc too gay upon 
arrival, and the last five miles seemed unending. judging 
from the absolute quiet throughout the troop-a sure sign 
of fatigue. Our camp was at the edge of town, in an open 
blue grass pasture. and well fitted in every way The water 
for the animals \\*as given by the city. and wah provided by a 
hose attached to a fire plug and emptying into troughs in the 
street. 

. .  
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Left campat 7 A. Y.. anareached Manhattan at noon. Dis- 
tance, fifteen miles. 'Road was level, with quite a little sand, 
making it hard going for the wagons. Camped in a grove 
beside the river at the edge of town. Water was obtained 
from the river, and was good, and camp suitable in all respects. 

Left camp at 7 A. $[.. and reached Fort Riley at I I :30 A. x; 
distance marched, seventeen miles. The squadron was met, 
near Three Mile Creek by the band and the first squadron of 
the regiment, and escorted to the maneuver camp. One camp 
occupied the most I eastern point of the grounds devoted to 
camping purposes. and was on a gently sloping terrain be- 
tween the railroad tracks a d the hills. We found the water 
mains in place, and the uadron was camped in column of 
troops, with the officers' ne on the right flank, nearest the 
hills. The  troop kitchens were on the flank with the officers' 
tents, and the sinks on the left flank and lower ground, 
nearest the railroad. The grass had been mowed and stakes 
were placed designating the limits, and the hydrants at the 
head of the troop streets marked the place of the kitchens, 
The arrangement of the kitchens on the flank opposite from 
the sinks is certainly a wise sanitary precaution, particularly 
in the season of the year when the flies are active, as it is 
known what disease-carrying instruments they are. The  
drainage all being from the kitchen toward the sinks was an- 
other wise provision. 

While on this subject, I call attention to the strict policing 
enforced daring our stay. Each morning after reveille the 
entire camp turned out for police, and later, after the men 
had used the sinks, the excrement was covered with hay and 
grass, sprinkled with kerosene and burned. They were then 
covered with a layer of fresh earth. During the morning 
hour the picket lines were cleaned. and before retreat the 
camp had another thorough going-over. The refuse from 
the kitchens was kept in barrels that were scrubbed each day 
with boiling water, and no trace was permitted to remain on 
the ground in their vicinity. Scavengers called regularly 
and emptied the vessels and camed the contents tu-o miles 
away, with instructions to burn the refuse. Lime, tosome 
extent, was used aroubd the barrels and in the sinks, but not 
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with the object of germ destroying. The kitchens and the 
camp were always ready for inspection, which were made by 
troop commander. a medical officer. and a member of the In- 
spector General's Department at different hours during the 
day, and the camp was pronounced by every one as a model, 
from a sanitary point of view. The tentage was new and 
ample, a Sibley tent for ten men, one for a ration storehouse. 
and a wall tent for an orderly room. Captains had a wall 
tent and the tu-o subalterns occupied one between them. 
Sibley stoves were not shipped. and for the first week not 
needed : when the rains of the equinoctial period began. they 
were provided by the quartermaster at Fort Riley. 

-At the head of two of the troop streets we placed a large 
iron trough. and could easily water the animals in twenty 
minutes. Saddle.racks were provided, and equipments were 
protected from the rain by the men's slickers. The picket 
lines in front of the saddle-racks were used at first for groom- 
ing and feeding hay at night until the rain and mud proved 
too bad. when they were moved into the grass beyond the 
camp, The blue-joint, owing to the frequent rains of the 
summer. was five feet high, and the picket line stretched 
through it  afforded all the grazing the horses cared to do in 
twenty-four hours. The grass also proved a great benefit in 
feeding the hay at night and keeping it from waste by dis- 
appearing into the mud. X mistake was made by not shipping 
canvas covers for the mounts, or taking them along. They 
could have been carried by rolling them in front of the sad- 
dles, fastening with a coat strap and securing the buckle 
above the breast. The cold, rainy nights the animals stood 
motionless on the lines, with humped backs, shivering with 
the cold and wet. Had we been provided with our canvas 
covers to have protected the loins and backs, they would have 
eaten most of the hay and kept in far better condition. One 
of the troop commanders fed about three pounds of oats dur- 
ing the noon hour and nearly divided the remainder for the 
night and morning, five at night and four at morning, and 
we all thought his mount returned to the post in the best 
condition, and this noon feeding is the only reason we can 
give for its better appearance. I have never seen it done be- 

, 
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fore, but as our mounts are nearly all from the farm, where 
feeding three times each day is the practice, and with this 
experience for an eiample, I believe it would do well to fur. 
ther investigate this matter. In a camp of this kind, when 
the men and ho s are so near each other, and in short 
marches as we made. being in camp at noon or before, I see 
no mason why noon feeding should not be tried for further 
report. 

While at Riley the bread w-& baked in the post. and fresh 
meat issued from a near by car daily. Wood and forage 
were usually deli ered. and, if not, then hauled from the 
side-tracks not far f away. 

Oar transportation hauled the refuse from the picket line, 
and dumped it at a designated point a mile distant. Searlp 
every man in the command had a slicker, so that he could go 
about the camp and keep the upper part of the body warm 
and dry, but the mud was so deep during the rains as to keep 
the command with wet feet for hours at a time. 

For maneuvers of this kind it does not seem essential to 
imitate war conditions so closely as to forbid all burdensome 
articles, looking t a  the health and comfort of the men. and I 
shall have my troap supplied with rubber boots next year. 
It would be a good idea if the service \vould furnish them, 
and apropos of this a staff officer, high in rank, sent an 
orderly to the post quartermaster the first rainy day with a 
note to send him a pair of rubber boots from the quarter- 
master's supplies. 

The squadron had its adjutant, quartermaster, summary 
court, mounted its own guard, and was, in fact. a complete 
administrative unit, and I have never enjoyed more immunity 
from petty annoyances before, owing to the completeness 
of our administration. We were all anxious for a great deal 
of maneuvering, if one can judge from the fact that we an- 
ticipated the openi g of the camp by eight days. 

September I 7th 1 the squadron spent three hours in squad- 
Ton drill. 

September 18th, troop drill in close and open order. 
September rgth, squadron drill. extended order. 

IF.. 
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The squadron made the most of the fine grounds for ma- 
neuvering mounted troops, and derived much benefit from the 
week's work. 

September 20th was de\-oted to cleaning the equipments 
and a kit inspection. 

September zzd. regimental drill, close order. forenoon ; 
afternoon, squadron drill. open order. 

September z jd. afternoon, division drill. close order. and 
taking a typical battle formation-three arms present. 

I 

, . . . z 
i 
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September 24th. formation oi an outpost for an army corps 
with exercise in attack and defense of same. In this prqblem 
the squadron formed the advance of the Blue forces. and 
made the contact with the Brown with its reconnoitering 
patrols, and then retired tu n flank. and in such position to 
protect the batteries. 

September 25th was a rainy day. so nothing was attempted. 
September 26th. exerclse of each regiment as an ctdvance 

guard of an imaginary division. involl-ing the employment 
of artillery. The squadron in the solution of this probkm 
was divided into two commands. accompanying two Brown 
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Had he fallen out two men and borne in mind throughout 
the day what the troop represented. the day would not have 
been lost. These are some of the funny. as well as serious, 
results. to be charged to imaginary forces. 

September 27th. 39th. October 1st. 2d. 6th. and 7th. the 
squadron took part in the maneuvers of those days, consisting 
of contact of opposing armies, attack and defense of a con- 
voy. three troops of cavalry and a light battery opposed to 
an infantry regiment as an advance guard to a division. and, 
in fact, the troops took part in every maneuver in some 
capacity. and oficers and men acquitted themselves most 
creditably, and returned home thinking they had contributed 
their share to the success of the first army maneuvers. 

October Yth we began packing the camp equipage for 
shipment by rail, and on October 9th' broke camp and were 
escorted on our way by  the band and first squadron oi the regi- 

1 1  
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forces, and covered the advance and made the contact with 
theopposing regiment, banging on their advance until the 
Blues had deploykd and advanced sufficiently to& under 
infantry fire of Our command. The problems outlining 
imaginary forces yere the unsatisfactory ones of the maneu. 
vers. There! are inany reasons for this, but I ai11 content 
myself by quoting two instances. 

I was with the, Browns in advance, and by dismounted 
fire action of a part of the squadron, caused four companies 
to deploy and advance immediately on my front. I retired 
600 yards to a position held by the main body, but out to my 
right and front were two imaginary infantry battalions, desig- 
nated by hgs and represented by squads hidden in small 
depressions and the tall grass. The four companies came to 
within 400 yards of my position. when the squads with their 

now showin& opened fire, and as they enfiladed the 
advanang enemy @d took part of the battalion in reverse. 
the umpire ruled th m out of action. Sow the two imaginary 
forces could not h f ve been concealed in the terrain. as were 
the few men, and &sides. the ground occupied would have 
been many times sipater. so the advancing enemy under war 
conditions would certainly b a d  discovered his error in time 
to avoid serious lobs; but as it was, they were completely 
annihilated-by t&e umpires. 

On another occasion, a regiment of infantry holding a 
positioa with three lines of resistance was opposed by one 
troop of cavalry, btlt both forces understood that the troop 
represented a vastlb superior force. so that when a demon- 
stration was made on the line of outposts, they would fall 
back to the and the reserves advance. Well, be. 

the troop was in a ravine waiting 
of the enemy occupied the crest 

with the troop immediately 
notified the troop commander that his troop was out of 
action. and the problem never took place. The cavalry force 
being imaginary, the umpire nevertheless could see nothing 
but the troop, and could not differentiate what part of tho 
vastly superior force one little troop of cavalry actually 
represented, and so ruined the day's work for these forces. 

I 
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lost weight and sh. but .while they had actually lost flesh 
they took on wei 9 ht. as the horses of one troop were care- 
fully weighed u n both dates, and upon October I jth. 
averaged 15.1  po x ds more than on September Sth, speaking 
volumes for theid care while undergoing their first test of 
real cavalry work.( 

Our troops wehe somewhat depleted by the detailing of 
some ten to twen mounted men daily as orderlies for the 
staff and visitors All know the curse of dissipating a 
mounted force in his manner, and ruining its effectiveness 
when real work is required. One troop of the Eighth Cav- 
alry did orderly d ty and nothing else. and in future it is to 
be hoped that tw , or even a squadron. be detailed for this 
necessary duty, u i th  a view- that those taking part in the 
maneuvers will n 

I have heard it 7 hlmored that a change in the time of the 
year is conternplat for the maneuvers. Should it be earlier. 
much inconvenien and suffering to men and horses will 
result from the he& of Kansas and the deadly mosquito. and. 
if later, to avoid the equinoctial storms, then it will be a 
question of cold days and nights and heavier clothing. If a 
change must be made, it should be later in the year. October 
and not August. 1 

be called upon for a single mount. * 

P 

7 SOME COMMqlESTS OS THE MASEL-VEKS. r 

BY CAPTAISIT. R. RIVERS, FOVRTII U. 5. C.4\ ALRY. 

I 

URSUANT to the maxim, that the best way tfJ preserve P peace is to have a thoroughly efficient army. it has for a 
nmber of years w e n  the policy of the leading nations of 
the earth to gatherltogether at some time each year as large 
a part of their milikary forces as money and circurnstanccs 
d l  permit, for .*annual maneuvers." a mimic warfare, in 
which as nearly as possible the conditions of actual warfare 
'are simulated. 

In the past it ha6 for many reasons been impracticable to 
dosanything of this kind with our regular army. From its 
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small size and the consequent necessity of scattering it over 
the thousands of milks of our western country to keep in 
subjection the various Indian tribes. thus gradually opening 
up our western empire to settlement. concentration for ma- 
neuvers was of necessity precluded. The nature of our army'< 
sen-ice on the frontier also largely superceded the necessity 
for such maneuvers. 

For the past few years though. '*Poor Lo" has no longer 
given us the necessary instruction in '*security and informa- 
tion." although we have had a fair substitute from '.The 
Don ' *  and * '  Our Little Brown Brothers." However. recog- 
nizing the fact that to stand still is to retrograde. the War 
Department this year. for the first time. instituted maneuvers 
on a comparatively large scale in our service. by assembling 
at Fort Riley. Kansas. a fairly good sized body of regular 

I t  is not my intention to discuss these maneuvers at 
length or in detail. but some points have occurred to me in 
connection with them' that seem worthy of mention. 

In actual warfare. other things being approximately equal. 
the bullet is the final arbiter, but in this mimic warfare it is 
necessary to arrive at conclusions without the leaden mes- 
senger, hence umpires have to be resorted to. 

The word *' umpire ' *  is defined to be * *  one agreed upon as 
a judge, arbiter or referee in case of conflict of opinion. 
especially a person selected to see that the rules of a game 
are enforced. and to decide disputed or debatable points." 
The very definition of the word presupposcs on the part of 
any umpire, technical cspert knowledge oi a high order oi 
the conflict in question or of the game being played. Cer- 
tainly for decision of disputable or debatable points in the 
game of war the umpire should have that espcrt knowledge 
to a marked degree : otherwise. his tlccisims and  rulings \vi:: 
not only carry with them  io weight. but will do positivc 
harm by creating disdatisfaction and  tliscontcnt. S o t  only 
should an umpire possess this tcchnic:t! kmnvledyc. to a 
marked degree. but it should be 51) well known thrit h e  pos- 
sesses it that the majority oi those t ( )  1)c umpirec! :ire re:idy 
to concede thc fact. 

t 

. and State troops. 
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The mefe fact Of detaillng an o5cer as an umpire in this 
game of war, or $utting a white band around his arm, can 
not make him an acceptable umpire in fact. Vnless the 
tunpire has the confidence ahd rcspect of all as to his tech- 
nical professional knowledge, his opinions and decisions are 
valueless as inst*c&ns to others. Man ( a n d  officers are 
but men) is soknstituted that he dislikes criticism anyway. 
and to be criticise4 by some whom he is morally sure knows 
no more than he does, and possibly not so much. about the 
rules of the game being played, is especially irksome and 
obnoxious. 

In maneuvers of any magnitude it is of course essential 
that t h e  should be an ample number of umpires with each 
force, so that absolutely every move of any importance will 
come under the observation of a t  least one umpire 

In the  maneuvers at Riley it did not seem to me that the 
ideal conditions for umpires were always fulfilled, and this 
without the fault of those detailed on that duty or o f  the 
authorities detailing them. but rather through force of cir- 
cumstances, lack of time for preparation and the necessity of 
utilizing every one. 

In future maneuvers a sufficient number of well equipped 
officers should be ordered to the place of assembly several 
weeks beforehand ,and %should be given the proposed 
problems. They should then thoroughly familiarize them- 
selves with every pafi of the terrain if possible. studying 
that in conjunction with the proposed problems. so that 
when they go on the field with troops they can anticipate all 
conditions as far as human foresight can. and be prepatcd to 
render instant and correct decisions, that is. correct within 
the smallest limit of human error. Of course. in addition to 
this they should have access to all known resources for be- 
coming familiar with the supposed effect of all kinds of fire, 
and should so familiarize them-selves with these things that 
they may speak by authority-. so far as it is possible to deter- 
mine such things when there are no bullets in the guns. 

During the  Riley maneuvers all officers were invited to 
be present at the reading of the umpire's reports and dcci- 
sions on the movements in connection with the solution of 

the different problems. and this invitation was taken advan- 
tage of by large numbers. Sow it seems to me that this 
public reading. or discussion. is wrong. The great Sapoleon 
has said. -Show me a general who has made no mistakes and 
I will show you one'who has never made 1var." 50 naturally 
the umpire's report was largely made up i j f  the mistakes that 
had been made. giving commendation o f  cl)ursc when de- 
served. S o w  the average man is w constituted that i t  is 
difficult for him to disassociate the honest pt~inting out ~d his 
mistakes from criticism. 
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511 there \vas great dailgcr that thc inipre+i~ln kf: on 
many mind<. tinct msciously prhaps .  n-as that 4 )f h a v i q  been 
unduly criticisec! beftm the multitude. thmgh nf course rhwv  
was no such intcntion. If one in command of trot-sps. cithcr 
in this mimic war or in real war. makes a serit~us mistnkc I-jn 
thc field of b3tt:c. he is very apt to be kccnly an-arc o f  it .  and 
I do not believe that it does any good to pub!ish thc fact. It 
seems to ine that it would bc better in future TO confine the 
reading of the umpire's reports. and the discussion thereon. to 
the parties intimately concerned. Of course the theory of 
these public discussions was. that all should proiit by them. 
but I believe that the harm was greater than the goo&. 

L 
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One of the first requisites of any maneuver ground of 
course is that it be large enough for the number of troops 
engaged, so that the opposing forces will not come into im- 
mediate contact-big enough to permit the strategxal move- 
ments that suggest themselves as proper to the opposing 
commanders. With even the forces at Riley this year I about 
3,500 regular troops) this condition was not fulfilled. 

The  reservation, as big as those of us who have been sta- 
tioned there have been accustomed to consider it. is so small 
that all 'soon became familiar with its commanding points 
and salient features. A s  the troops were absolutely limited 
to the confines of the  reservation, the result was that the 
tendency on one side or the other was to hurry and rush to 
gain the known points of command, because each com- 
mander, though technically ignorant of his opponent's orders, 
could, from his knowledge of the reservation. fairly well 
figure out his instructions and probable movements. The 
consequence was that often there was a great rush for such 
points as Morris Hill or Forsyth Mound, or some other strong 
point of command, the opponent being temporarily ignored, 
for more than half the battle was in getting to one of these 
points first. With &eater distances and the consequent 
greater uncertaintythis would have been avoided. Of course, 
this precipitancy would also have been effectually avoided 
had there been bullets in the guns, but it is practically im- 
possible to make people in maneuver act as though there 
were bullets in the guns. 

If these maneuvers are to be a regular yearly feature, and 
it is to be hoped that they are, it certainly is desirable to ob- 
tain a large enough territory to allow the opposing forces to 
start a sufficient distance from each other to admit of some 
strategical movements, to introduce a little more uncertainty 
as to the time and place of contact. 

Riley is an ideal place for maneuvers if in some way it 
could be arranged to use the surrounding country and have 
the government pay for the damage to crops and fences. 

In future maneuvers the government should provide be- 
forehand a safFicient number of good horses to mount orderlies 
and distinguished visitors- I mean provide horses other than 

d 

those taken from cavalry troops, so that the latter can be left 
intact. -1 certain number of these horses should be fur- 
nished to each division and brigade headquarters, and also to 
each infantry regiment, for the mounting of the necessary 
orderlies. Certaioly an extended infantry regiment cannot 
be controlled by sending messages by men on foot. 

Spectators at all maneuvers should be absolutely con- 
trolled and made to keep hidden-certainly when on or any- 
where near the theater of operations. Frequently it hap- 

k:I.ECTHh' I.IiiHT PLAST- k:SiilS EE 1:s 

pent-d at Riley that a band oi 5pect:itim \VAS niistskcn f i b :  

the enemy's force. thus tlecciving the CI immnndcr t h c  
troops. -4s to concealment. umpires. t l l i ) .  sh( 1;:Id IIC .in cv i -  
dence as littlc as pos?iib;c. consistent \vith the pcrii irms~cc 
of their duties. for fear 41i re\-eali:i:,. thc positior. l l f  the  ft,rccs 
they are with. 

Taken all in :ill. though. the maneuver': at Riley this year 
were eminently successful. phenomcn:illy so ior thc hist 
attempt at anything of this kind on 50 large 5cak. m d  I 
believe there \\-as no one engaged in them who did not profit 
largely. If any one did not profit by thcni. and knew no 
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more on coming away than before going, then it must have 
been his own fault. 

It seems to me that as to time, distance and terrain- 
about these three things in their correllation to each other in 
the handling of troops-the instruction gained at these ma- 
neuve& was invaluable. 

It was also clearly shown how apt any large body of 
troops, once deployed, is to get absolutely out of the control 
of the commander, and how the real control must ultimately 
depend upon those'actually on the firing line. 

This brings forcibly before us the necessity for intelligent 
and thorough instruction of individuals, particularly company 
officers and group ,leaders. It also emphasizes the necessity 
for thorough instmtction in the transmission of intelligent 
and reliable information- the carrying of messages properly 
-on the field. so as to keep the commander. as far as possi- 
ble, in touch with his troops and informed of what is observed 
of the movements of the enemy. 

OENEBAL VIEW OF CAMP. 

From the Royai United Service INsliruriotr, London. 
These maneuvers for the land forces took place at Fort 

Riley, in Kansas, from the 20th of September to the 8th of 
October. Although the number of troops assembled at this 
poet amounted to n k l y  the strength of a division, the 
exercises could in no way be compared to the ordinary divi- 
sional maneavers ob European powers. As a matter of fact, 

- 1  
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there was no general idea, but merely a series of different 
schemes for each day, or even half day. It would. therefore, 
be both useless and idle to enter into the details oi these 
somewhat unimportant operations : we will thus confine our- 
selves to generalities. which may possibly prove more instruc- 
tive. The corps assembled at Fort Riley consisted of the 
Sixth. Eighteenth. and Twenty-second Infantry and the 
Fourth and Eighth Cavalry Regiments. one Engineer bat- 
talion, the Sixth. Seventh. Sineteenth and Twentieth Field 
Artillery Batteries. the Twenty-eighth Mountain Battery. 
SU. j Ambulance. the Third Field Hospital, and a signaller's 
detachment, the yhole under the command of Major-General 
Bates. The contingent of the Sational Guard was formed 
of two infantry regiments and two field batteries from Kansas, 
a Colorado and an Arkansas batta!ion. .idvantage was taken 
of this concentration to make certain units carry out experi- 
mental marches ; the Second Infantry Regiment, for instance, 
had to do eleven marches through a most difficult country in 
order to reach their destination. The following appear to 
be the chief observations to be made on the maneuvers: 

Gretzt a*i',ht gixn to tit-ttzils o f  j t . l t i  s t x i ce .  -1 great 
deal of time was devoted to the formation and to the duties 
of outposts, guards, and advanced and rear guards. 

2. The r th tk t fy  kzrge oi~ioziiit of- t ime  tht tiirzztor the 
mnutxi-ers found  lit-ct-ssary to &:*oft* t o  close formztions. This 
aas  found to be essential, owing to the want of cohesion of 
units unaccustomed to combined movements. -1s everyone 
knows. units have hitherto been very widely split up and 
suttcred in the United States army. 

Tht scrioiis in'.oiii,~.iii~.~ic~. iirisiiig ~ > o r ) i  thr iitxrtli c j  h d r j t  
ar t i l lery  batft.rizs to nttnch to c(ai*nlry tit*tns4inznts. When it was 
attempted on the 30th of September to form a uvalr?  brigade 
to attack a convoy. it \\-as found necessary to attach a moun- 
tain battery to it. as the lightest and most mobile unit 13f the 
Cnited States artillery. 

4. Coiiiiition o f  tht. troops. Xotwithstanding the high 
temperatute during the nineteen days of the maneuvers, the 
proportion of sick was only three per cent. 

The artillery showed a dash which makes it the most 
brilliant arm of the Cnion : its movements were carried out 
with extreme rapidity and with a profound contempt f s r  
obstacles. T h e  daring of the Twentieth Battery, on the 26th 
of September, in dragging their guns by hand up an appar- 
ently inaccessible hill was the subject of much remark. It 
may be added that the Fort Riley maneuvers furnished a 

I .  
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fiuther proof that the National Guard is not a force that can 
be blindly depended upon for either its endurance or zeal. 
The War Ministerland his colleagues will evidently have to 
make long and pepevering efforts to introduce grand ma- 
n e u m  as a remlar thing into the National Guard. On the 
other hand, an ex rience such as this is not calculated to 

States to vote funds for the move- 
sort of operations.-La Frcrnce 
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THE NEW LXSCE-BO-AT OF THE G E R J I A S  -ARMY. 

THE FIRBT S T E P  I S  T H E  C O S S T R C C T ~ ~ I S .  
4 
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THE .VE I I '  Z..i-\-CE-EO.i T. 4 i 5  

FISISHED FRAME OF LASCES BEFORE ('LOTH I 9  PI'T OS. 

lieproducd. by pvriiii**ion froiir * *  11arpt.r.- \V,.Lkl> ." 
Copyright, 19W2, by Harper 6 Bror. 

loaded the lances and cloths. and in n feu- seconds the build- 
ing of the boats was under way. 

Each horse can be loaded with the paraphernalia for a 

F I S I S H E T ,  Ba!Af I ~ F  I..\SI-ES .\SD S.\II.-CLOTH. 
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placed that the animal can take 
ry obstacle. The men unload, 

have it afloat. with themselves and 
minutes. and they can take it apart 

The  boats are 
that they cannot be overturned. 

ater-tight compartments, and 
rced by shot. the remaining four- 

late maneuvers had a successful 
nd critics. who watched them 
eir praises of this new means 

construct the 

f two minutes. 

Each boat has 
should ten of th 

rivers for large bodies of men. 

S M m m R x n '  9 ON THE BOAT TO CBOBB d RIVER 

i 
, '  
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enter upon the rital relation, and that they would not in 
future receive t h e  nefit of her services. 

The  officer wedt at once to the commanding officer of the 
post, a m'an who. I have already said, was disposed to be 
arbitrary and tyra nical, and obtalhed an order from him pro- 

order wps sent to Capthin Lyon with instructions to see that 
it was obeyed. 

I was present in Lyon's quarters when he received the 
order, and I have rrrrely seen a more striking instance of in- 
tense rage than he bxhibited. He fairly foamed at the mouth, 
as he walked up add down the floor. gesticulating violently, 
and stammering oqer his words in a way that rendered them 
almost incoherent. I t  was very dear  that he intended to dis. 
obey the order, and that. too. in a n a y  that should leave no 
doubt relative to the motives by which he was actuated. 
After he became a little calmer, I understood that he regarded 
f h e  order as illegal, and a.. an attempt to interfere most un- 
warrantably with the rights of a soldier of his company. 
There is no law or regulation prohibiting officers or men from 
marrying. but there was a regulation to t h e  effect that sol- 
diers' wives should not be allowed with the troops without the 
consent of the cotlbpany commander and the commanding 
officer of the post. The only object that the corporal had in 
getting his captain's consent to his marriage ans  that his wife 
might be made a @undress. receive a ration, and be the re- 
cipient of quite a snug little sum monthly for washing the 
clothes of such of the men as chose to employ her. There 
was no power in the United States to prevent the man and 
woman marrying. but there was power to keep her out of the 
garrison. T h e  co manding officer's order %-as therefore 
manifestly illegal. 4 This was the ground that Lyon took, and 
I thought he was ri ht, and still think so. 

no illegal order like that shall prevent him," he exclaimed, 
a.. he paced the floo 1 . "Orderly," he continued, opening the 
doorand calling the soldier who stood in the passageway, 
"tell Corporal Alledder to come here." 

In a few minutes the corporal made his appearance, and 

hibiting Corporal 9 AIIknder marrying Sarah Ahren. This 

"Corporal Allen g er shall marry the girl if he wants to, and , 

I :  
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making the proper salute. stood at attention. * *  Do you want 
to marry Sarah Ahren?" inquired Lyon. his. small eyes 
sparkling with excitement. * *  I'es. Captain." azswered the 
man, saluting. **And she wants to marry you?" **l'es. 
Captain," with another salute. Then come here to-night at 
8 o'clock. both of you. and I'll perform the marriage cere- 
mony." "Yes, Captain." and again saluting. the man turned 
on his heel and marched off. *. I want you to be present as a 
witness." continued Lyon. addressing me. * *  I'll show old 
- that he can't issue illegal orders to me with impunity. 
*.I'es. I'll come," I assented. laughing. **But \\-e shall both 
be arrested and tried. and Corporal -\llender will be reduced 
to the ranks. * *  I'd like nothing better than to be tried on the 
charge of disobeying such an order as that." he exclaimed 
escitedly. **All right." I replied. **I'll aid and abet you to 
the estent of my power. The order is i1leg:il certainly : but 
p v t  don't propose to marry thuse pet)p:c ? "  .. Ses sir ; mar- 
riage is a civil contract. I chdl read thcm 3 chapter from 
Blackstone. make them a short address. ask them some proper 
questions. and pronounce them t?irin nntl wife. Then we'll 
see what old - will do.'' 

.it eight o'clock I wns in Lyon's quarters again. and 
shortly afterwar4 Corporal ,Ulender and 11% pretty stwet- 
heart. accompanied by two soldiers a+ witnt-ssc+. entered the 
room. The happy cc~uple stocxl up in front t)i Ciptain Lyon 
while he read an estract from BI:ickst,mc. in rcgnrti t o  the 
nature o f  marriage. Then h e  made: some cscellent remarks 
on the duties o f  liuslxind m d  wife one to the other. and 
finally askcd them whethcr they took ench other for husband 
and wife. and intended to live together in the bonds of wedlock 
so long as they both sho:ild live. The answers being satis- 
factory, he pronounced them inan and n-iic. and forthwith 
made out a certificate to that cfiect. which I and others wit- 
nessed. Jlany years :iqro, P Mrs. .-\llendcr. in order to rccall 
herself to my rccollection ior a purpoac that she had in view. 
sent me this ccrtific:ite. and it  rrtnained in my possession 
unt i l  I gave it. a few yetirs since. to my friend. Charles 
Aldrich, for the historical iiiuscun1 of Io\va. of which he :s 
the founder and curator. 

LEC-4L i 's .  ZLLEC.4 L ORDER5. 

I t  reads as iullo\vs: 
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"Robert Allender and Sarah Ahren wishing to enter upon 
the marriage relation, I have pronounced to them the solemn 
obligations thereof, which they have assumed, in the pres- 

''Fort Riley, a n .  April 23. 1 8  j j. 
'*Witnesses: Wihiam -4. Hamrnond, Charles E. Ham- 

mond, John TrueTaa Robert Long." 

That night the  commanding officer heard of Lyon's con- 
tempt of his orded and my countenance. and before we went 
to bed we were visited by the adjutant and placed in arrest. 
I was released the next morning in order that I might attend 
to my duties, but Lyon was kept confined to his quarters for 
several days. In  the meantime the commanding officer 
awoke to the conception of the fact that he had made an ass 
of himself, and Lyon also was released. S o  charges were 

It is not to be supposed, from this account, that Lyon was 
an insubordinate officer. S o  one could have been more scru- 
pulous than he in obeying to the letter ever). legitimate order 
that he received. Na one in the army is required to obey an 
illegal order. He may, it is true, be compelled, by physical 
force, to do what he is told to do. whether the order is or is 
not in accordance with law, but he has a clear right to refuse 
obedience to any command that is manifestly contrary to law, 
and the officer giving such an order would probably be pun- 
ished for his assumption of authority were the case brought 
to the ndtice of his rpilitary superiors. Any one, however, 
who, on the ground of its being contrary to law, refuses obe- 
dience to the order of his commanding oficer, does so at his 

An incident that occurred soon after the one I have men- 
tioned gave Lyon an opportunity of showing the distinction 
that existed in his mind between an unjust and an illegal 
order. Two settlers named Dixon, and their families. [there 
were four brothers, James, John, Thomas and Patrick 
W o n ;  they remained in the neighborhood, prominent far- 
mers and business men, and many descendants also]. had 
settled upon land outside of the military reservation, as they 
had a clear right to do. For purposes of his own. of a highly 

ence of the accompanying witnesses. s. LYOS. 

preferred. 

peril. 
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dishonorable character, the commanding o5cer wanted them 
to move off, but they declined to do so. Determined to com- 
pel them to go, he estended the military reservation so as to 
include their settlement. and then ordered Lyon with his 
company to go and pull down the Dixons' houses, and put 

5 them and their families off the reservation. Lyon was, 
doubtless, selected for this work because he had stated as his 
belief that the action of the commanding oficer was wrong, 
and that the men had a right to the land upon which they 
had settled. and further, with the espcctation that he would 
disobey this order, as he had a previous one. -As I was con- 
sidered to be Lyon's aider and abetter. I \\-as ordered to 
accompany as medical officer, this expedition of a company 
of infantry against two men and some women and children. 

But Lyon knew the difference between an outrage and a 
violation of law. He had been informed by his military 
superiors that the land upon which the Disons had settled 
was a part of the military reservation. IVhether it \\-as or 
not was none of his business. That was a matter that spc- 
cially concerned the Disons. and that might safely be left for 
them to bring to the notice of the highest authority. So he 
and his command proceeded to obey the order. The Disons 
were at first a Eittle disposed to resist. but Lyon told them 
that if they fired on his men he would return the tire, and 
that as to the ultimate result there would be no doubt. SO 
they submitted. They went off, and Lyon with yokes of 
oxen tore down the houses and effectually demolished them. 
Then after his bloodless victory he marched back. and set 

himself to work preparing charges against the commanding 
officer, of corruption and other crimes, upon which he \\-as not 
long afterwards tried and dismissed from the service. 
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COMMENT ON OCR REG‘L‘LATIOS STIRRVP. 

BT C m m  E. M. SCPPLEE. FO~RTEXSTH L-. S. CAI L R Y .  

HE fourth reason for the use of the present stirrup given T by Major Parker, U. S. Cavalry, Assistant Adjutant Gen- 
era1,in the October number of the CAVALRY JOCRSAI., seems 
to answm his own objections most overwhelmingly and some 
to s v .  

Any one who has campaigned in winter realizes the pro- 
tection from cold, snow and wind the present hooded stirrups 
give and how readily this can be materially increased by the 
use of gunny sacks, old or worn out clothing, or even good 
dothing, as the intense cold sometimes calls for this sacrifice 
on the part of the soldier. The  present hooded stirrup cer- 
m y  Mlls all .the requirements he mentioned as *. prin- 
apal functions of the stirrup.” 

That a tendency to ride with a long stirrup is found 
among many cavalrymen using the hooded stirrup. I admit. 
but the Major also admits that there is just as strong a ten- 
dency to ride with a s k t  metal stirrup, thus leaving us but 
the one natural resourse in either case, and that is to teach 
the recruits to ride with stirrups of the proper length from 
the first day he mounts with the saddle. 

I agree that there is nothing more unsightly than the 
long stirrup-*e tongs-across-the-wall seat affected by 
many officers and men in our service. To see one of these 
riders coming down the pike with feet sticking out over both 
wheel tracks, makes one want to reach for his gun:  and to 
try to take a sociable afternoon’s amble beside such a rider. 
with his stirraps constantly striking you. makes you want to 
reach for the ax. 

i 
1 
1 

**The irresistible conclusion is that our stirrup does not 
teach riding.” True, nor does any other stirrup. It requires 
a horseman, who knows how to ride and how to correct faults 
in the pupil, to teach riding. 

I am of the opinion that the present stirrup is more com- 
fortable and safer, and, therefore, better suited to our system 
of cavalry service than the metal stirrup of foreign or native 
make. 

T H E  CAY-iLRY POST OF FORT R I L E Y .  KASSAS;. 

B\ Hn>. P. G .  LOLVE 

EFERRISG to the article published in your October R number under the head of * *  The Cavalry Post of Fort 
Riley, Kansas.” I am sure that the desire of the ,Issocia- 
tion is that all historic statements be as near correcr as pos- 
sible. The JOCRXAI. will be referred to as authority upon 
all matters therein published. and for this reasnn I venture 
some criticisms. 

I find no authority for saying that the junction or‘ Kan- 
sas River and the Republican was in Sebraska. L-ntil the 
organization of the Territories of Kansas and Sebraska in 
IS j+ this was 3 part of the Indian Territory. previously I up 
to what time I do not know I called Missouri Territory. 

There was no military or emigrant road to or diverging 
from Fort Riley at the time of its location. Seither military 
nor emigrants traveled that way. 

Fort Riley was not intended to take the place of Fort 
Leavenworth as a depot of supplies. It hac1 no climatic 
advantages over Fort Leavenworth. Troops could not take 
the field earlier nor remain out later. and there was but I jg 
miles difference in distance. qut  Riley stood at the gate- 
way of what was then a hostile Indian countr?.. the finest 
natural grazing grounds in America. t h m  covered with 
countless herds. upon which the nomadic tribes ranged to 
the mountains. and from the British possessions to Jfcsico. 
from Platte to Arkansas being the best watered and most 

__ _ _ _ _  
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productive for subsistence. At Riley the muddy roads, the 
deep streams without bridges, many not fordable and almost 
impassable in spring, were left behind. and the country 
beyond presented few obstructions to rapid movements in 
any direction, hence its importance. 

The military road from Fort Leavenworth to S e w  Mexico 
ran west to  what is now known as eight mile house. thence 
south of west to  Kansas River about sixty miles from Fort 
Leavenffjorth, crossing the Kaw by Papan’s ferry, where 
Topeka now is, thence southwest to Council Grove. 110 

miles from Fort Leavenworth. In going to Riley the road 
to New Mexico was followed to the crossing of Soldier Creek, 
four miles north of Topeka, thence as it now runs. The 
military road from Fort Leavenworth to the Oregon Trail 
diverges at the above mentioned eight mile house in a north- 
westerly direction, intersecting the emigrant road from St. 

* Joseph, Mo., east of where 3Iarysville. in Marshal County, 
now is, and thence to and up the Platte. This continued 
€he military and emigrant road from Fort Leavenworth to 
the California and Oregon Trail until railroads took its place, 
So that the roads from Fort Leavenworth to the,Santa Fe 
and w o n  Trails diverged eight miles west of Fort Leaven- 
worth, neither of them going near Riley. 

The figures under the Ogden monument should read 
1855 instead of 18j2.  

RANGE HORSES FOR CAVALRY 

BY V m r ~ a ~ x x u  OLAF SCHW.IRZEOPF, THIRD CAY.ILRI. 

LTHOUGH unacquainted with the policy of this jour- A nal as regards discussion of its contributions, I feel 
that I should not withhold from publication some impartial 
observations and hard, practical experience with range horses 
for cavalry service!. Major Woodward certainly presents the 
favorable side of the subject quite persuasively in the October 
issue, and, no doubt, he did personally succeed in selecting 

- COXJfE.\-T -4 .VD CRZ 7ZCZS.V. 

from the ianges of Montana, Wyoming, Sorth 

4 G . j  

and South 
Dakota, horses of *‘good size and form. hardy. free from dis- 
ease. tractable and very amenable to discipline and training.’’ 
But I am forced to believe that his success stands as escep- 
tional. and will remain esceptional for years to come. or until. 
by government control or prslctical help and advice to the 
Western breeder. we can at any time and at certain places find 
such suitable stock to select from for our mounted service. 

We are just now under- 
going an esperience at Fort Assiniboine. Jlont.. in remount- 
ing the Third Caval?. which brings out this fact veq- clearly. 
We had to take some range horses with us from San Fran- 
cisco : were given other range horscs frum the Thirteenth 
Cavalry at Fort Assiniboine. and are still receiving additional 
range horses 3s furnished by a contractor in South Dakota. 
But what a collection of hnrseflesh they are: To be sure 
they are healthy and sound as far as ordinary defects go. but 
no man can conceive such a variety of faulty conformation. 
ugly shades of color, lack of brains. and enmity towards man- 
kind. until he has seen and handled thcsc unfortunate brutes. 
Of course. we account fur  much o f  this on the drained horst. 
market. for good and serviceable cavalry horses ?re icnrce 
and dear. and it seems that w e  ha\-e to take what is Icft to 
offer or remain dismounted. 

But as our present esperiencr with range horses may niso 
be looked upon as esceptional by other.;. Ict us rcmemb-er 
what we have learned during the Philippine campaign about 
the fitness of the range horse €or cavalry sen-ice. In .iugust. 
1900, I accompanied the horses of the last squadron. Third 
Cavalry, on a horse transport to the Islands. These horses 
were all 1-irginia farm-bred animals;. as even ;L lut of horses 
in size. color and intelligence as could w ~ . l l  be scl~ctccl under 
our system of purchasing remounts. IVith them w e  had a 
pack-train of mules of’Mssouri breed. and finally seventy- 
five Ctah range horses which we received at San Francisco. 
In loading these animals on the transport. w e  were able to 
get the 2 j0 Virginia horses over the bridge-plank into their 
stalls in single file like soldiers within about two hours. 
The mules followed suit in much the dame order. But, lo ! 

This is not the case at present. 

, 
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what time and temper Bad to be wasted with the Utah 
range horses; most of them had to be dragged with ropes 
andpulleys up the bridge-plank, again down the stairways 
and again into their stalls. When the steamer put out into 
sea and began to roll and pitch perfect pandemonium reigned 
among them; they would f l a h  their eyes in red and green, 
and roll the white of their eyes heavenward ; they refused 
to eat, would kick at  their stalls, and try to plunge out of 
them ; some screamed from fear like an insane man confined 
in a straight-jacket, and others became afflicted with * *  ship. 
staggers" from frantic excitement. All the while the Vir- 
ginia farm-bred horses and Missouri mules behaved reason- 
able, and accepted their often unpleasant situation as a 
matter of course, and they remained healthy throughout the 
voyage. But the Utah range horses were more or less seri- 
ously bruised ; they caught colds, distemper. pneumonia and 
everything wrong that came in their way until their arrival 
in the Philippine Islands. 

. Some utilitarian might now say : Sever mind these little 
things; you got them there. Yes, but in what condition for 
service? While our farm-bred horses had remained in good 
spirits, hpd eaten all that was coming3to them, and looked 
well and clean after a plunge into the Ocean in swimming 

%ashore. and were immediately saddled and ready for work 
against the insurgents who were watching us from the nearby 
hill. the Utah range horses presented a sorry spectacle. 
They had become lean and haggard from aorry and fear 
and failure to eat, and dropped their heads in a downcast 
mood. Xevenhelessthep could not be saddled without roping 
them, and they could not be shod without throwing and 
hobbling them. Seither would they lead in column, and 
one troop which was at  once ordered to advance had to leave 
them behind as a burden and perhaps a menace. 

tooking backwards over two years of service in the Phil- 
ippine Islands, I have this to state as a veterinarian : Taken 
69 a whole, the farm-brkd horses, of which the Third Cav- 
alry had a goodly number, were a healthy lot of animals, free 
from vices, tireless in work, able to subsist on a strange food, 
withstanding a new and trying climate well, and calm and 
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sensible in danger. If sickness or injury befell them they 
appreciated proper attention, treatment and nursing, evinced 
a healthy recuperative power, and thus were soon returned 
for duty. Taken also as a whole. quite the opposite must be 
said of the range horses. With few esceptions they remained 
dull and intractable. of little or no sen-ice. and a large pro- 
portion of them were condemned without ever having done 
a day's work. While from consentional belief we all con- 
sidered them hardy horses at home, perhaps so from a life 
and climate to which they are particularly adapted, they cer- 
tainly lose all stamina if taken. out of their accustomed sur- 
roundings, food and climate. and easily succumb to sickness 
more or less protracted. On account of their suspicious na- 
ture and inherited shyness they are untrustworthy anywhere. 
always get hurt or injured from pure evasiveness, and if  so 
injured they refuse to be handled or treated. thus remaining 
more or less on the sick list. Froin their unruly temper they 
cannot refrain. even under punishment. from biting. kicking, 
or in other ways injuring the other peaceful and valuable 
horses. Xorcover. in attempts to break them many a good 
soldier has been severely injured. and w e  all know the JO- 

called *-man killer.' in the troop stable who sends mcn with 
broken ribs. or arms. or legs. into the hospital. One of our 
best riders \\-as drowned in a river in an attcmpt KC) brt-sk 
such a range horse. 

S o  other statements are needed to slio~\- that the range 
horw. not ns he might be if properly bred for the army. but 
as hc is. c1oe.i not fulfill the requirements csscntial to the 
effectual pcrformnncc o f  the work (d (nir cavalry horses. 
Aside from his general p J 0 r  and dissimilar coniormation. 
which springs from mating the broncho with the totally 
different typc of the heavy draft horse. his physical in- 
firmity. as shown above. renders him a costly object for the 
government. Rut above all. thc narrow limits o f  his mental 
powers. which show themselves so prominently in his lack of 
understanding. g o d  will, docility and courage. should strike 
him off the list of remounts for n cavalry service like ours, in 
which so much depends. not only upon the individuality of 
the soldier. but likewise upon the individuality of his horse. 
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EDITOR'S TABLE. 

In the heading for the excellent description of the Saumur 
School in this number of the JOL'RSAI., an unfortunate mis- 
take is made in the name of the author. It should be "Cap. 
tain T. Bentley Mott" instead of "Captain Bentley Jfott." The 
originals of the splendid illustrations for this article were 
sent by Captain Mott, and t o  him and to the photobyapher 
who furnished them,'the thanks of the Cavalry Association 
are hereby tendered. 

Pursuant to the wishes expressed in several letters from 
members of the Association, the Council has decided to ex- 
tend the time for the contributions for the 1 9 0 3  prize essay. 
from April I ,  1903. as originally announced, to October I ,  

1903. This change is made in order to give all competitors. 
including those in our foreign possessions, ample time to 
compIete their essays. 

* .  4 

The illustrationsfor the *' Biography of Emilio Aguinaldo," 
published in the  commencement of this number of the 
JOURNAL, are furnished by Mr. H. H. Stratton, gOj Market 
Street, San Francisco, Cal., and Loverman Building, Chatta- 
nooga, Tenn. They are selections made from his "Scenes 
in the F'hilippines, Cuba, Port0 Rico, and the Hawaiian Is- 
lands," which is a collection t f  160 photogravure reproduc- 
tions, printed in two colots, of scenes representing the condi- 
tions, Customs and life of the people of the Islands. The 
book is nicely bound in cloth, and makes a valuable keepsake 
for the soldier. 

1 
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Customs of the 
Service.* 

The Hudson-Kimberly Publishing C (  em- 
pan? has latelv added to its already large 

list of milita* books an admirable little volume on .*Cus- 
toms of the Service." by Colonel James IV. Pim-ell. L-. 5. A. 
This volume is a revised edition in which ;ire inclirporated 
many essential and valuable emendations. gained ir6m legis- 
lative enactments. genera1 orders and recent esperiences. 
which are lacking in the first edition. hurriedly prepared 
during the season of active operations. * *  The importance 
and influence in our military life o f  linolving the fundamental 
principles and how thing< should be done from the start in 
military life is imperative." the writer remarks in the pre- 
face: and the book is designed to supply the want of this 
knowledge by describing the various duties. etc.. in 3 gencrd 
way. referemu being made to such b ~ k s  and rcguInri4 In.: 
which contain the necessary information in detail. 

Soldiers of the 
King.+ 

In A very nicely -printed and \\-e!: got:cn- 
u p  book, with the titlc (>f * -  Soldiers g>f the 

King." Colonel G. J. Harcourt. late ( )ne  Hundred and Sccl lnd 
Foot, has collected thc concise accounts o f  all battles. the 
names of which are borne on the colw-s o f  thc British :ind 
Indian armies. with names of regiments cngngcd. and aIs1-1 a 
selection of important and decisive actions not 3s yet on the 
colors : the whole forming a historical record oi 200 engage- 
ments. from the year 1689 to the Boer IVnr i i i  1&j9 to 1902. 
This means that it is a collection o f  200 viett&s won by 
British arms. and it is interesting to nlitc that e\-ery nat iw 
on the globe is represented as the defeated. Considering 
that the Vnited States has had two important wars with 

?7 

*"cL'Sl 'c , \ l i  UP I I I E  $+Fh\ l*  E. TIIK . \ K > l \ .  ~ \ l l ~ ~ S \ L  (;C.SRI,: AXL,  vn.*L- 
CSTLKRS." By Co;oncl Jam+ \V. P n w i i .  Y. S. A.  Kcvi-eci eciitia~. Hcdstm- 
Kimberly Publiihing C t m ; u ~ y .  KLin-aG Ci:y. 11% I .  

Hy C4onc.l t;. 1. llarcourt. ;ate 1 )nc Hcndred 
and Second Foot. Gale 6. PciIclen. I:.mited. 1,nntlcm. ICY,?. 

I # # ) z .  

+**S~~LIIIEKS OF I'HE Kist;," 
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Great Britain, it is instructive and gratifying to note that 
only four victories are scored against us, namely: Detroit, 
August 16 to 21, 1812; Queenstown, October 12,  1812;  

Bladensburg, August 24, 1814; and Niagara, December 18, 
1814. We can score quite a few more. 

m The book is a collection of unique and 
. WLite World.* picturesque phases of life in the Arctic 

regions. It contains hundreds of striking 
examples of American bravery, endurance and heroism, told 

. in simple, interesting narratives, by twenty-two members of 
the Arctic Club of America. The accounts, based as they 
are on personal experiences, bring one into close and familiar 
touch with the hardships, the perils, and the fascination of 
life in the White World. T h e  book tells better than anything 
previously written on this subject why so many men are will- 
ing to brave discomforts, privations and death itself to reach 
the long sought goal of the Sorth Pole, and why this quest 
has such a fascination and ever lively interest to men of an 
adventurous inclination. Many of the stories are of peculiar 
interest to army men, and the subject itself, arctic explora. 
tion, is one that has been closely connected with the army. 

PraOtkal Hiatr A second revised edition of **Practical 
Hints for Mounted Infantrymen," by 
Captain B. L. Aubty, Second Essex Reg- 

iment, has just been issued, giving many valuable hints to 
the "mounted infantrymen." They are compiled from notes 
made on service. Gale & Polden's Military Series. 

' 

.. 

for Mounted 
ImMrylen. 

* Patnlling in Captain C. T. Vandee, of the Sixteenth 
(Cumen's) Lancers, has presented a use- 
ful booklet on "Patrolling in South 

Africa," with hints on training scouts at home. It will be 
found very useful to the soldier, and furnish him many valua- 
ble points in his efforts to qualify for these duties. Gale & 
Polden's Military Series. 

Swtb A*. 

L -- 
*"Tar W m  WOUD." Life and adventures within the Arctic Circle. 

By R KerSting, Sew York. Lewis Sciibner 8r Co. rpoz. 

,IJIOSG T H E  ESCHASGES. 

THE [-SITEl)  ST.\TEs. 

The Journal The jo t t r im/  for Sovember reproduces 
Military Service from French and Belgium service jour- 

InStitUtiOn. nals an account of the recent international 
~oVEn*on'S IsuwD* y. long-distance Brussels-Ostend ride. won 

by the French Lieutenant Madamet. Thirteenth Dragoons. 
It also gives space to accounts of long-distance rides by 
American cavalry officers. and criticisms of several army 
officers on international contests. 

S o t  only do the fast rides of our ovk  officers compare 
most favorably with these foreign contests. but in several 
notable instances places them far in the lead when condi- 
tions under \rhich made are taken into consideration. 

Major D. L. Brainard. Subsistence Department. and former 
officer of cavalry. sums up the results in this last contest in 
the statement that -it is not clearlv seen where the lessons 
learned in this ride may be applied to advantage in the mili- 
tary service. and in view of the brutal methods. which seem 
to have been employed b y  the riders. it is believed that such 
competition should be discouraged." 

Only 
recently. by intimation from the President. a contest pro- 
posed in Ll-yoming. by *bco\vboys." in which the *-COW pony.' 
was to be used. \vas abandoned. The **brutality" to which 
Major Brainard refer?; \\-as undoubtedly the motive for the 
President's suggestion. That the prom(1ters of the contest 
followed the' suggestion is a decided indication that such 
rides, for the sake o f  encouraging the **betting" spirit. find 
no encouragemtnt among lovers of the cavalryman's best 
friend in this countrl-. 

,American cavalry officers and troopers have ever met the 
highest espectations of those charged with carrying mes- 
sages of importance over long distances. The account given 
by General Roe, formerly a lieutenant of cavalry. of a ride 
corering one hundred and fifty miles in tw-enty-four hours. 

In this country such contests are discouraged. 
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the horses in good conkitionat the end of the ride, proves 
what can be accomplished in the United States when the 
occasion calls for such work. “The  same horses were with 
the troop for several years afterwards.” writes General Roe. 
“performing their duties.” 

It is not amiss, in this connection, to refer to a long dis- 
tance ride performed.‘*on board” of a quartermaster’s mule, 
to which reference was made in the * *  Recollections of Fort 
Riley” by Mf. Lowe, in the last number of the JOCRSAL. 
He tells of the outbreak of cholera a t  the post and the urgent 

‘needof medical assistance. The nearest base for supplies 
venworth, distance one hundred and thirty zesF2* n messenger, Wagon Master Orton, without 

previous no was ordered to mount his mule with the 
least possible dispatch, and start for Leavenworth. He left ’ 
at IO o’clock in the evening, and at I o’clock in the afternoon 
of the second day out reported with his message to the com- 
manding o5cer at Fort Leavenworth. He fed himself and 
male several times. but did not sleep. 

November: A Moral Preparation of the Soldier for Sen-ice 
and Battle. The  Use of Sative Troops in Our S e a  Posses- 
sions. Training the Nstional Guard Officer for Sational 

, Defense. The  Mexican Uilitary Academy ( i l / t rdmfd ,~  The 
Campaign of Eckmiihl I11 (maps j. The Coast Joint Jfaneu- 
vers- 1902 (il/uJiratrd) : I .  Xarragansett District. 2 .  -A 
Study in Preparation. 

3 

T b  United October, 1 9 2  : The Training of A r m y  
&mice. O5cers. A Forgotten American Humor- 
rrr?= ist. A Tangled Web i c o n t i n m i ) .  Or- 

ganization of Coast Defense. Lessons of the South African 
War. The Combined Navy and Army Maneuvers. The 
Loss of the U. S. Steamship Jfz3siss+pi. 

December: Evolution of the Organization of the Field 
Artillery. A Tangled Web: A Story of the Civil War. 
Culebra. Our Contemporaries. The Boers and the Empire. 

i &L. 
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Journal of the September and October: Report on the 
Mounts and Means of Ammunition Supply 
at the R. F. Gun Batteries at Fort Pickens 

FT. and Fort McRee. Fla. &A Set-back Chart 
for Mortars. A Predicting and Set-back Ruler. Fighting 
Books. Defense for Secondary Forts -Against ProSable 
Enemies, Based Upon an Appreciation o f  peculiarities of the 
Personnel and 31atGriel in Such Enemies. Thought. on 
Coast Defenses Suggested by the Boer W:ir. 

Estracts froin Jlinutcs oi the 
Artillery Board. Dated July I 5 and June 30. 1903. The Tac- 
tics of fire Direction. -1 Graphic Chart for Showing Sight 
Deviations for Sea Coast Guns in Xction. Report on Fire 
Control and Fire Direction. and the System Csed at Bmcry 
Branston. California. Remarks I.-pon the Report of Captain 
Ham. Artillery Corps. on Fire Co3trol and Fire Direction. 
Professional Sotc;. 

United States 
Artillery. 

Sovember.and December : 

- 

Proceedings September. I 903 : Thc- Employment o f  
O f  the U. S. Petty Oficers in the Savy.  The Train- 

Naval Institute. ing of Landsmen for the S a y .  Some 
Thoughts (In Our Ordnance Material. 

Military Opmt- 
Some Esperi- 

Graphic Solution in 
Methods for Finding the Intersection of 

ANNAPOLIS. 

On Saval Operations of the Crimean War. 
tions and Defenses of the Siege of Peking. 
enct‘s on Board the L-. S. S. -1Io)tih. 
Coast Sarigation: 
T\vij Sumner Lines. 

.- 

ESGLASIJ. 
The United October: Imperial Defense and Colonial 

Responsibilities. Imperial Garrisons. Can - 
Magazine. teens in H. 11. Ships. Strategy and Tac- 

tics in Mountain Ranges t rmtitttcc.d I. Rifle 
Practice. Military Education. Sational Apathy and S a -  
tional Secessities. The Training and Equipment of Cavalry 
and Mounted Infantry in India, and Their Respective Roles 
in IYar. Thc Passing of a 

Service 

LONDON. 

Jlachivelli on the Art of War. 
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Commando. A Russian Trip.Through Persia and Persian 
Beluchistan. A Forgotten English Victory. 

November: Imperial Defense and Colonial Responsibili- 
ties. Letter from Captain Mahan, U. S. N. The French Sub. 
marines. Naval and Military Combined Maneuvers of the 
United States. Gibraltar and the Bay of Algeciras-a Span- 
ish View. Our Only Chance. Offensive Tactics in Modern 
War. Strategy and Tactics in Mountain Ranges. French 
and German Musketry Regulations. Horse Breeding for the 
Empire in N. W. Canada. 

December : A Naval Policy for Australia. The Colonies 
and the Navy at the Conference. Imperial Defense and Im- 
perial Responsibilities. T h e  Training of Landsmen for the 
Navy. Recruiting. The  Reform of the British Army. 
Strategy and Tactics in Mountain Ranges. The  Capture of 
Fort 'M Pishani-an Episode of the Guerilla War. Side- 
lights on the Boer War-the Subaltern. Dispersed Artil- 
lery. The Medical Organization of Brigades and of General 
Hospitals in War. The  Disabilities of a British Regiment 
in India. 

P r a c d i a p  
R O p l  M l k w  

I#tituti@n= 

The August and September i 1902) num- 
ber has an article on the troop horse. 
by the late Veterinary Surgeon Thacker 

WNU. that is well worth comment. The paper 
was written in 1873, but there is nothing that is not thor- 
oughly applicable at the present time. The subject is dis- 
cussed under three heads, viz : Description of the Horse 
Be& Suited for Cavalry;" "Purchase of Troop Horses;" 
"Breeding for the  Army." Among the points mentioned is 
that ngsrding the height of horses. The author says that 
in his opinion, the present minimum standard of height pre- 
scribed by regulation for the Bengal cavalry is too high, and 
these regiments would be more efficiently mounted if the 
standard was to be lowered by an inch." In our service we 
have many ofEcers who advocate smaller mounts, provided, 
however, they are carefully selected for strength, endurance 
and agility. In view of the contemplated experiments in the 
wimal-breeding industry in Manila, the idea of this officer 

\ 

\ 

I 

on the use of native ponies for breeding cavalry mounts and 
artillery horses are of interest. 

Has the Experience of the War in South 
Africa Shown that any Change is Secessary in the Sys- 
tem of Field .\rtillery Fire Tactics I in the attack as well 
as in the defense) in European Warfare? The Western 
Glacis of India. Rapidity of Fire and Our Present Fire Dis- 
cipline. Recent Development of Field Artillery Material on 
the Continent. Field Howitzers. Garrison Companies Abroad. 

s 

June and July : 

Journal Suggested Improvements in Military 
Royal United Riding and Breaking" is the title of a 

Service paper by Captain 11. Horace Hays. F. R. 
Institution. C. V. 5.. read before the Royal L-nited 

LONDON. Service Institute. The reading was fol- 
lowed by an animated discussion in which Major General 
Cecil Russell. Colonel Twelfth Lancers. Equerry to the King, 
participated. The Journal of the Institute for October gives 
a stenographic report of the discussion. Space. however. for- 
bids more than a brief reproduction from the views expressed 
by General Russell. who said : 

-. Captain Hayes has criticised very justly the conditions 
of the breaking in of the remounts which were provided for 
the war in South Africa. and he pointed out how they ought 
to have been very much better trained before they took the 
field. There is no doubt whatever that w e  have something 
still to learn about the breaking in of horses;. but in South 
Africa. unfortunately, there was no time allowed even for the 
most elementary breaking. The horses \\-ere landed from 
the ships. they were put into trains. and sent up to t h e  froat : 
the men were chucked onto them. and they had to do what 
training they could actually in the field. There was really 
no time whatever for any training-pod. bad or indifferent. 
Finally, there is one point I should like to notice. namely. 
that Captain Hayes says that ' In  olden times our military 
horse supply consisted of home-bred animals which were 
easy to break in : hut in future it will be more or less made 
up of wild horses. and consequently the ditticulty in breaking 
will be greatly increased.' There is no doubt that in the 
d3ys of the Peninsula and in our campaigns in Europe in the 
early part of the last century we had a very admirable source 

. 
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of horse supply in this country. In those days people made 
their joumeys on horseback, or in post-chaises, and for that 
purpose a very excellent breed of horses was reared in the 
country. T h e  horses were bred for a particular purpose; 
they were bred to have strong constitutions. to have good 
staying powers, and to have sound, hard legs. and we suc- 
ceeded in producing that type of horse which I am sorry to 
saydoes not, I believe. exist in any number in the country 
at the present moment. But in the days of the Peninsula 
there is no doubt that our cavalry and our artillery were es- 
tremely well mounted on that type of horse. and escellent 
results were obtained from it. It would be very much to 
the advantage of the country if we could by some means, bv 
the efforts of horse-breeding societies, or by government 
intervention, try to reproduce in some sense the class of 
horse which furnished so many horses for our wars in 
the early part of last century. Captain Hayes has said that 
our supply in future will be more or less made up of wild 
horses. Thatiis all vFry well. We have had the command 
of the seas during the South African War. and we have been 
able to put horses into South Africa from every quarter of the 
world. If we had beer4 at war with even a second or third 
rate sea power, the &hole of the supply of those horses 
would have been checked at once ; and until our navy had 
absolutely cleared the seas we should not have been able to 
move cargoes of horses as we hitherto have done: and if we 
were at war in Europe we should have to be entirely depcnd- 
ent on our own horses until we had actually got command 
of the seas. I think it is a very foolish thing indeed. if I 
may be permitted to say so. if we are going to consider that 
we shall always be able to import horses, even from our own 
Colonies, to any seat of war where we may be engaged in 
military operations. By all means let us be prepared to 
break wild horses from whatever part of the world they 
may be able to come. but we ought if possible to have a suf- 
ficient supply of horses at home to at any rate supply our 
wants until we can have command of the seas.” 

From the Von Loebell Annual Keports published in the 
fournul, the following excerpt relating to the United States is 
reproduced : 

*‘The new law of the 2d February, 1301, replaced that 
of 1899, and laid the foundation on which the work of mili- 
tary reform will be reconstnxted. President T. Roosevclt 
rho succeeded the murdered President McKinley on the 14th 
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September, 1901, and who has strong military proclivities, 
and had some military experience in the late war with Spain 
in Cuba, and the Minister for War, Senator Elihu Root, who 
was appointed to that office after the war, seem to be per- 
sonalities well fitted to carry out the necessary reorganiza- 
tion. The  War Minister has rapidly mastered the essentials 
of war administration. The  President in his first message 
to Congress in December, i g o i ,  insisted on the immediate 
necessity for improvement in the militia and volunteers, the 
National Guard system being antiquated and useless, and on 
the militia being armed with the same weapon as the stand. 
ing army, etc.” 

The  Sovember number contains an interesting account 
of the experience in South Africa m-ith a new infantry range 
finder. The  inventor, Prof. G. Forbes, to thoroughly test 
his instrument in actual service conditions, journeyed to South 
Africa, arriving there Janwry  2 8 ,  1902, and joined Colonel 
Crabbe’s column as range taker. The  column trekked 3 0 0  
miles and was engaged several times in eleven days, the 
range finder being carried by Prof. Forbes on his saddle 
much like a carbine or rifle. The results accomplished are 
remarkable. I t  takes less than a minute to dismount, set up 
the instrument and give the first range, subsequent ranges 
being given in a few seconds, and all done by one man. A 
day or two suffices to make an accomplished range taker of 
almost any man in the army. The error of the instrument 
a t  3 ,000  yards is only two per cent. S o  adjustment of the 
range finder was necessary, and no amount of jolting in long 
gallops puts it out of order. 

It seems from this account that this is the instrument that 
armies have been looking for. Estimation of distances by 
eye is difficult and not accurate or reliable enough for the 
advanced precision in firearms and other appliances. The 
description and drawings of the instrument and the instruc. 
tions for its manipulation give an cxcellcnt idea of it, and 
fully explain the principles of its construction. 

Snapshots Taken by an Officer at Kusten. 
burg During the Ihcr  Surrenders. What Shuuld bc the Dis- 
position of the Materiel and Personnel o f  the British Savy in 
Time of Peace, and How Can the Peace Strength be Most 

September: 
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Rapidly Expanded to War Strength? Education and its 
Ancillary. The Military Problem. Personal Reminiscences 
of a Free State Burgher During the Investment of Ladysmith. 
Reconnaissance as a Fine Art Under the Present Conditions 
of war. 

October : Complexity in Army Accounts. Suggested 
Improvements in Military Riding and Breaking. The Von 
Ubell Annual Reports on the Changes and Progress in Mili- 
tary Matters in I ~ I .  T h e  Duke of Wellington and the Pun- 
jaub Campaign. 

November: Experiences in South Africa with a New 
Infan- Range Finder. Anchors: Old Forms and Recent 
Development. T h e  Present and Future of Arabia. The  
"rue Novel Maneuvers of 1892. T h e  Voyage of the Charm- 

N a q  1776. I 

FRASCE. 
f h w  

Militdn. 
T h e  France Milituire, Paris, recently pub- 
lished what the United Service Magazitie 
is pleased to term an interesting interview 

with an American officer in attendance upon the French ma- 
neuvers, from which the following extract is reproduced: 

Y -  

"The officers of the United States army are recruited 
from among the middle and the rich classes; promotion to 
the higher rank is, however, open to all. Every year each 
Deputy and Senator has the  right to nominate a pupil to the 
Military School at West Point. Candidates for the school 
must undergo a very severe entrance examination, and those 
who pass enter the school for four years. There they must 
submit to the very strictest discipline. They may not smoke, 
nor may they drink wine, beer or spirits. Smoking a cigar- 
ette is punishable by ten days close arrest. Drunkenness 
entails instant dismissal without the possibility of re-admis. 
siou. There is no leave, not even a short exeat, for two 
years. At the end of two years, t h e  pupils are entitled to 
two and a half months' leave. They then return to the school 
for another two years without leave of any kind. Every six 
moiiths they andergo an  examinatioq; should they fail in 
any subject, they are at once sent down and put back without 
mercy. Thus during four long years these young men must 
devote themselves to work and study; their only distractions 
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are athletics, such as polo, football, golf, tennis, etc. On 
leaving West Point, the pupils are sent, as probationary 
officers, to special schools of that branch of the service in 
which they have selected to serve. Those for the artillery 
finish their studies a t  Fort Monroe; those for the cavalry at  
Fort Riley; engineer officers go to Washington; infantry 
officers to Fort Leavenworth; whilst artificers are sent to 
Willet Point. After two fresh years of practical study, the 
probationary officer leaves the special school and becomes a 
lieutenant." 

-1 new apparatus for the use of cavalry in crossing rivers 
has been recently tested in France. says the Fmucr Jlilitaire. 
France. It consists of light bridges seventy-two feet long, 
supported by two boats, the whole weighing I 4 3  I pounds. 
The bridge is in sections. none of them weighing more than 
forty-eight and one-half pounds, the boats being divided into 
two sections, each of seventy-seven and one-eighth pounds 
f r igh t .  - 

,&cording to the J I a t i ~ .  this new pontoon system was 
used by the Frgnch artillery in the military maneuvers this 
year in the departments of the Loiret and I'ilaine. X bridge, 
about twenty-eight inches wide, was thrown over the river 
Loire, the horses being made to swim. while the drivers car- 
ried the harness over the bridge. The bridge \\-as then con- 
verted into a sort of a raft eight feet in width, and the ar- 
tilleri was ferried across the river. The pontoons are very 
light and practically unbreakable. The bridge can be put 
together in twenty. and taken apart in ten. minutes. In 
the second case. the bridge was thron-n across the River 
Vilaine. at a spot where the river was igo fcet wide. in forty- 
five minutes. and battalions of infantry. 1,4m strong. n-ith 
arms and baggage. crossed the river in forty minutes. The 
new apparatus is the invention of 11. Veory. of the Xrmy 
Engineers. 

Revue de ,August. 1902 : The Decisive Attack. Can 
CaValerie. the Sapoleonic Cavalry Still Serve as a 

PARIS. Model I~ couclndcd!. Nethod of Horse 
Training in the Italian -Army. -1 Page from the History of 
the Royal PiCmont Cavalry I Twenty-third Dragoons,cIts 
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Stay in the -ne Camp in 1730 ( c o d n r e d ) .  The Latest Ten- 
dencies of the German Army, Revealed by the Rruue des Dearx 
M h s ,  and e@ained by the Cosaqre du Korban (concluded). 
A SteeplecaaSe (with sketches). Composition and Station of 
the German Cavalry in the Summer of 192. 

On the Development of the Instruc- 
tion and of &e Character of the.Offi-r. A Page rom the 

pns) - I t s  Stay in the Sahe Camp in 1730 (concluded). 
Method .of Horse Training in the Italian Army (concluded). 
An Episode in the Battle of Beaumont. The Ostend-Brussels 
Ride. 

October : Rollandand the Cavalry. On the Development 
Gassion 

at the Battle of R~csoe (1643). Reconnaissance by Cavalry 
Patrol. The Brussels-Ostend Ride. 

November : Evolution of Modern Cavalry. Reconnais- 
sance by Caval* Patrol. Should the Napoleonic Tactics be 
Abandoned? Gassion at the Battle of Rocsoe (1643). De. 
toiled Description of Light Material for Use of Cavalry in 
Crossing Rivers. 

BOOR RE VIEWS AND EXCHANGES. 

I 
i 

September, 1902: 

History of the Royal Pi6mont Calvary (Twenty4 $ ird Dra- 

1 
. of the Instruction and of the Character of the Officer. 

I 

* .  

aevw dr August, 1902: - A  Visit to a Battlefield. 
cmcb Tactical Scheme. Evolution of Artillery 

Uiutdm. During the Nineteenth Century. An Im- 
m. aginary Russo-Swedish War. Magenta 

-A Visit to the Battlefield. An Attempt at Military Con- 
scription in Pe-chi-li. Evolution of Artillery During the 
Nineteenth Century. A Russian Heroine. Evolution of Ar- 
tillery Dclring the Nineteenth Ceuturp. At St. Cyr. Yili- 
tary Expenditure of the States of the Triple Alliance. 
Bise$a. The Swiss Army. A Russian Heroine. Marching 
to the Sound of the Guns. Biserta. The Andre Expedition. 

September, 1902: Three Years' Campaigning in the 
The Actual Period of Mili- 

' tory Senrice of the principal European Powers. Marching 
to the Sound of the Guns. The English Army and its Re- 
cruiting. Three Years' Campaigning in the Basin of the 

- 

3 Basin of the Chad, 189cp1goo. 

I BOOK RE I 'IE It's A .VD E.YCH.4 .\'G.ES. 5Vl 

Chad, 1899-1900. Reflections of a Swiss Field Officer on the 
Haute-Sa6ne Maneuvers. Some Sotes on the Reorganiza- 
tion of the Swedish ,Itmy. Three Sears' Campaigning in 
the Basin of the Chad, ~Sgg-rgor. Italian Military Litera- 
ture. Tactical Lecture. Scheme for Light Bridges for the 
Passage of Rivers. Three Sears' Campaigning in the Basin 
of the Chad. 1Sgg-1901. 

October, 1902: Scheme for the Transport of Light 
Bridging Material. Sotes on Japan. Three Sears' Cam- 
paigning in the Basin of the Chad, 1899-1901. Sotes on 
Japan. Examinations on Military Legislation. Three Years' 
Campaigning in the Basin of the Chad. 16gg-1901. A n  -In- 
niversary--luerstPdt. Sotes on Japan. Medical Statistics 
of the ,Iustro-Hungarian -\rmy for I GOO. Tactical Lectures. 
An Xnniversar).-AuerstSdt. -A ??e\\- Words on the German 
Maneuvers of I PO-. . 

/ 

__- __ - __ 
Revue Militaire. -August. igo-.: Thc War Bcdgct of the 

PARIS. German Empirc- for i c y - . .  The German 
Mobilization and C'cntmlization i n  I S;o 1 c')jitinilL.d,o. Studies 
of the South Xfricnn War, I $9)- I 500 l.c~t:tiuitL-d I). 

September. 1902 : Studied 4 lf tlic S,)uth ,African IVar, 
I Sr,g- I 500 I cmt iu idd  1. Thc  Gc-rim:i Impcrinl 1i-x Bzdget 
for 1503 I co i i~ - /~ t fL .d  1. Gcrnian 111 ibi1iza:ioii and Concentration 
in I 870 I. w d n i f C x ' ! .  

The  Possibility 1 1 r '  a Ku+;ian Campaign 
Against India. JInchinc Gun Dctaclimcnts in t!ie German 

/ Army. Sew Law on the Satus  of Sox-commissionrd 0%- 
cers in Italy. Studics of the South .\irkan War. r Y c j ~ r g o o  

\ / 

October. r p o , . .  

( C o n t Z ~ ~ t f L ~ ~ f ~ l .  
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THE UNITED STATES CAVALRY. 

FIRST CAVALRY-COWXU. AWIOSD WELLS. 
A d j o ~ ~ C a p L 8 U O s l  B. ABJOU): Qoutlrmurar. CapL WtLLIAY I '. Baows : 

C0mmL.R. Cap& Ynmr F. DAWS. 
E ~ D ~ U A ~ - M A S U A .  P. I: 

All rmop of m8iment aerrlru lo Phlllpplne bland.. 
Uo&r orden to retnm to Cnlted d u t a  

SECOAD CAVALRY-Comra ELI L. ECGGISB. 
AdjnMt. CapL Tmomm J. Lcra: 'Qoutermucar.  CapL WILLIAY F CLARK: 

C o r n r o w .  Cap& RALPU EAMISUS. 
E~KIQUA--FOBT Yrra VA. 

--A, a C. D. I. 9. Pon EIhn ~11%. VL: E, P. 0. E. Fort Yser. VI.: L. M. Fort Bherl- 

THIRD CAVALRY-COIAWL ALBERT E. WOODSOS. 

d.0. xu. 

Adjumnh wpr Erwsr L RICUY: Quncrmaner. Josr 8. MCDUSALD: 
Cammlmrf. Cap& GmwE H. MORGAX. 

EXADQCA-- FOET ASiZJI .OtXE.  YOST. 
Ybp#- A, 0. L IL. L, Y. Po6 Moolbolne. YonL : 8. C. Fon  Yellontone. Wyo. ; E. EAo 

Bunh Idaho: 1. Fort Y a m  X. D.: G. H. Fort Apache. Ark.  

POCRTH CAYALRY-COWSEL CAYILLO C. C. CARR 
Adjounr CapL J A W =  B. h w r r  : Qnutcrmartcr. Groa4;e 0. C n m .  

EEADQCABTWS-FORT RILEY. EAX. 
--A, B, C. D. Port Biler, Km.: E, F, G. 8. Fort Leavanworth. Kan.: I. IC. L, U. Jcffrr.on - ma 

FIFTH CAVALRY-COWXU A. G. HESSIBEE. 
Adj-b c*pr Larwccr J. FLEXIIG: Quutermwer, CapL SATEAXIEL F. YcCrcnr. 

Commlrrf. CapL - -. 
E#ADQCAETSES-YASILA. P. I. 

A11 rroop aervlng lo Pblllpplnc blanda 
Coder orden to mtnm (0 Cnlted Sum. 

SUTA CAVALRY-COLoXm ALLES IYITE. 

~UKIQCA---YA?clLA. P. I. 
Adjotus - Joola W. FCUOXC: Qnarte-tea CapL Ggoffir L. BYRAY. 

All  rroop of regiment Icrrlng In Phlllpplne Idands. 
-~ Under o r d c ~  to mtnrn to Gnlted UUUJ. 

SEVEXTII CAVALRY--c'OWSU TEEODORE A. B.\LDWIS. ' 
tap& 'IlXUXsd A. Yucm: Qoutarmuter. I'apL SoLonor P. V ~ A L .  

Commlrur. CapL W'IILIut H. PAIS?. 
HUDQUA~TCU-CEIIXAXACGA PARK. GA. 

All tmop Wooed at Cblcknman#a Park, G a  

EIOHTa CAVALRY-COWS= LOCIS E. RCCKER. 
-& - A- 0. HAHYOSD: QllSe-?, I%pL WILLtrY F. F L Y X X .  

mDm. Crpr (.*EA- 0. 8 A W T a L u .  Jr. 

~ - A . a C , D . F a t S I U . O k h . :  P F . O . E . J ~ ~ O O ~ ~ ~ C ~ I , M O . :  I.R,L.Y,FortRiley 
H..WU--JIWCESJOS BAUACKS, Yo. 

kr 

5ISTH CAYALRS-II'~LOS~?L EDW.\RD S. GODFREY. 
.idjotant. Capt. A. Y. Y~LLEB, Jr.: Quarcermuter. l'apt. FRISK 5. . \RybzRO)rO:  

c'ommisnry. HESRY 8. Dtxvs. 
EEAWCAMERS-FORT \VALLA !VALLA. ffASX. 

Y+oop#- .$, B. C, D. Yonterey. ~ 'a l . :  E, P. G. H. Fort Wallo \vMh.; I. K. L. Y. Presidio 
C A I .  

b 

TEST11 ('Ar\'.\LRT--.oL~JSEI. J. A. . \CGCR 
.\dJuunt. tkpt.  ROBERT G. PASTUS: Quarcermutcr. 1 apr. 4 I IARLZS A. GRIEWS. 

~'omrnimry, ETGESE P. JERYEY. Jr. 
EEADVCARTERS- F ~ R T  RORISW~S.  SER. 

IVMhdkie. WJ'O.: G. 11, Fort UdCKentle. W S O .  
TWW.M - .$. B. I . D. I. K. L. Y. Port Robinson. Seb.: E. Fort D. .\. Rupell. !vro.: P. Fort 

\ I 

I 

1 f 
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LIST OF MEMBERS OF THE CSITED STATES CAVALRY 
ASSOCI ITIOS.  

LIFE MEMBERS. 
The I'onrtitution no longer permiu the creation 01 life membenhips. Thu doea not 

&r t h w  who have been w elected. 
Bixby, Wm. H.. Major. Engineer C O r p .  
Dodge. Charler C.. General, S. G. 
Grierwn. H. H.. Brig:Gen.. retired. 
h'orman. \Vm. W.. Colonel. Pnojab Cav. 

Parker. Dexter W. 
Remington. Frederick. 
Windwr. Henv.  j r .  
Wetmore. Wm. Borurn. . * 

THE UNITED STATES CAVALRY ASSOCIATIOX. 

. FORT LEAVENWORTH, KASSAS, U. S. A. 

REGULAR MEMBERS. 
,,The following are eligible to reaular membershlp: .a' Commissioned o t c e n  of the 

cavalry of the regular ump. (b)  Former commirioned ollicen of the cara:ry of the regii:ar 
and volunteer aeerricea. provided their records are hononb1e:'general omcen of the regu:ar 
ump and former genenl  ot8Cen.) 

The J o o l u l ~  of tbe Amociation is published quarterly, in the months of 
Janaary, April, July and October. 

SUBSCRIPTIOSS. 

Any pereon or &ty may become a s u k r i b e r  for the JocaSAL; mem- 
b e d i p  io the Ampciation ie confined to the c h  named in the Constitu- 
tion. 

T b  muMption prlee Is @%OO per annum, payable in 
dvance; single copter, 60 cents. 

L 

GENERAL OFFICERS. 
Yajor-citncralr. 

Young. SdmUri 8. u. 
ChaRke. ~ d n a  K. 
YncArthur. Arthur.+ 

Brig.dicr.licncrals. 
Wade. JdmH F. 5 
Eumiier. :amur1 5 
Wood. Leonard.+ 
Gnnt.  F. 1, $ 
Bel l .  J. Frnuklio. 
Yunstoii. Fmdrrick. t 
Ler. J. )I i, 
c'arter. Widiarn !f. 
Bliss. Tasker H.t 

QUARTERMASTER'S 
DEPARTMENT. 5 

! 

\ I 

/ .  
Cantainr 

REMIlTASCES. 
ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S 

DEPARTMENT. Bemitbncea ohoald he made payable to "The Treasurer C. d. Cavalry 
Auuintion, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.'' Culanels. 

Babcork. Hall. Wliliarn J#>hu 1'.+ H. 

I.ieotraaat.c'olo~lr. LIST OF MEJIBEM. 
. To enable membem of the -hociation to ascertain the names of officers 

of cavalry r h o  have not yet joined, a complete roster of the commisaioned 
peraonnel of tbe avslry arm L printed. It is the earnest desire of the .%sso- 
ciation to pLee on ita membership roll the name of every cavalry officer of 
the army and all other pemns eligible to membership in any one of the three 
chaes muned in the Canatitution. 

O&em of cavalry wmmmding regimen& and posts, and their adjutants, 
.re m s p e d d l y  mquested to aid in this effort. 

Johnrton. Jcliu A. 
Kerr. J. B.f 

Parker. James. S 
Majors. 

t ' O U I l U ~ ~ .  .-dmllQl XV. 
3IcC:erUUd. L*lWdrd J.S  

INSPECTOR-GENERAL'S 
DEPARTMENT. 

c'Q!OOelS. 
\'room. Peter D . i  
Sanger. Josepn P. 

Licmtrmant-Colonel. 
Knox. Thomu T.S 

YaJor. 
Weat. Frank. S 

\ ~ i - i t i .  ttrorqr P. 
4 rabbs. Jue i th  T.  

PAY DEPARTMENT. 
I.ieotenaat.Tolonel. 

Dodge. F. S. $ 

SUBSISTENCE DEPART- 
MENT. 
Major. 

Bninard, D. L. 
Bean, \V. H. 

ORDNANCE DEPART- 
MENT. 

Cblcf d Ordmrmee. 
Crozier, \Villlam.S 

RETIRED LIST. 
Bacon. John M.. wl. 
Mrd. William. cap!. 
B.uon. Matther A., mpf. 

THE U. S. CAVALRY ASSOCIATIOS. 
JUDGE-ADVOCATE- 
GENERAL'S DEP'T. 

' 1  
Brlgsdler-General. 

Llemtemaat-Cdnel. 
dsvi.. G r o w  B. 

Crowder. Enoch E 

\\ heeltr. J o a .  brig.  wn. 
Wood. T. J., b w   en. t 

. I  

Li 



ca)ulmr. 
ackert. James. t 
kwln. Jam- B. 
emon. .ire-. ~ r w a  Harry n C. f 

Sereel LieatenuU. 
\ V a t  Emory 5 
fch&ter. Anton H. 
Ctrrker. tiw L. t 

First Lleateautr. 
Valentine. h i t .  c'halmen Wllllam (i. 9.t 

Ycc'iure. A l b e r t  S. 
POIQ . Hamilton:. 

ntock. John.+ 
Sturge& Edrard  A.f  
Yyen. Hu B. .i 
R.yun. Marion 4. .  
brio. John H. 
Rodnep,Gen B.S 
Yartln. 1 harles F. 
Dlxon. h e w e r .  Varlen Lewis.? V. . f  

Young. Jahn  8. E. 
Hasson. John P. 

Jacob$. Douglas H. f 
Swift. Kenniehdus*n. Ehrn.jr .+,  Wm. B. 
Dlsqire. Brice P. 7 
Oliver. Priiira A. f 

Bdrndrd. JSwvh H. 
Henner..e.r. I'etrr J.  
St~merrill;. ~ics)me, R. 
H a-ntlzr. Win. t: - 
Andrew;. E 1 \b i ! i  1; i 
Eiiel1.h. E'.rrt t i  f 
h t h w d l .  Thomru A + 
Duckcry. Aiburt B. 

Yttrrinariro. 
V m s  .!gnew. Kou1.8. 

SIXTH CAVALRY. 
i'olonel. 

Lieutenant-i'oloarl. 

Majors. 

Yn .H 

*road Lleatraaatd. 

9mi;h. Alieii 

Andenon. iieorge l.f 

Beck. U'I!I 11. 
Grczham..I.thii I 

Pitcher. .1ohL. 7 

l'aptain-. 

9awlr .  sienr:e 11. - 
AI:e!i. LIrnry T. 
Forsyrh. \Vll:inin \V 
Steeie. ?fatthew F . t  
Coie. Jnme-: .I.+ 
H utrhe-tn. brote. 
B r n m .  litofee 1.. 
Bowre. RO>ht-rt L. t 
HrdU. Juhn 1'. 
kho.ies. c'hnrler D.,t 
Furlonu. John W. 
Anderwli. Alvs8rd van 1'. 
Hriberg. E!rin n. + 

Willvnx. H.XI F 

h t t .  AWdhdN 12. t 
P i n t  Ll*atrmnt.. 

BOSTEB OF CAVALRY OFFICERS, L-. S. ARMY I Lahm. Miller. Frank RdlDh P. + + 
Butler. Rodmdn. * 
Joyce. Kenroo A. * 
Place I J ~ I l r r .  * 
Sldman. f r i u k ,  E.+ 
\ \ 'her .  John b..:r.+ 

Keres. >IC: aw. Edward E K. Wdrner. A. 7 * 
Foler. t m r .  
Gritfith. Frederick D.. jr.  

Tbr whae OUBI we folbrd by en uterbk or dagger ue members 01 the .\Moclat!on 
.. 
:oehler. Lewtl Y.+ 

Majors. 
Pfngahory. Henry P. 
Hein. Otto L. 
Andr? Edwin P. 

Capta1.s. F l n t  Llcairmutr. . 
Rlplep. Henry L f 
Morgan. cicorge H.f 
Boughton. DdUlel H + 
Johnmu. F n n k l l n  O.+ 
UcDouald. John B f 
Heard. Johu W.,S 
Tete. banlel L. t 
Hi-. M g w l c k .  
Tbryer. Arcbur. 
Hedekin. C h d t h  A. 
Barwn. F n u k  A.S 
Courdd JuhIu'I' A Williams. Andre; E. 
Y U t t l w O .  Ham). H I 
Conrad, Cabper ti., jr. 

First Lieatemmtr. Y.t 
Chlttp. William I,. 
Slrmyar. Ealynr .I.+ 
&hcwk.~:onrad d . f  
wUiidCh Robert n.- 
YCbdlt?; Hrulriald k + 
B u c h u .  Frwl E. 
Cullru b>rbeV 
Vau V h u .  Sjanlel. 
Wourl. K o k r t  E S 
Gnrrr. Wrlterr.t 
Beujamlu.Juliau A . t  
J*eu.uu. Hubert F:f 
Comip. Cirorge n T 
Taylor. William K.+ 

Hemphill. Johu E.+ 

COWIO, WIllldm B. 

Seread Llca t rauu .  

Lymcb. Frank E.+ 
Sayk'John T. 
Pa.. Emory J. 
COIUIU. wbcn L. t pop Wlllum P t 
Y c d h l l l .  Frank.+ 

GMtY (ico t 

CuUembn, Jam- P. 

Leiliar. k&r< W.+ . 
Yalxe?. s ldury  I, - 
Beruurd. Thoiuw' P.f 
VUlIidUt HigbV b 
Yiccheli: Heuiy t 
G d p d .  Seison A. 
Johnwu. Harold B. 
Jones. Arthur K 
Tdleg. band 8. 

Vewriurlus. 
h h R a n k o p f .  U1df. f 
(ielrton. 5a.ruuel L. 

FOURTH CAVALRY. 
Celamcl. 

Cur, Carnillo C. C. S 
Lleatemut.Celomel. 

Stedman. C.arence A . i  

Rarmon-I. John c'.t 
C n l g .  Gulner ZIa1lo.t l'dtllck W. 

Heii1ci;lmdn. 5:udrt. t 
Read. brer lg  A.  t 
liarnes. Wm. L.+ 
Baer. J y p h  .4,t 
Morris. \\ illir 1 t 
Biddle. Ddvia! H . t  
Miller. Arrhle. 
tilorer. Reed. \Villldm Franc13 0. \V. 

Turner. Fredertrk ci. t 
Wcude. A l b e r t  J 
McSarnep. Frank T. 
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V c t e r l i u i u .  
HIU, Wl l lhm P. 

THIRTEENTH CAV'Y. 
C*IOwl. 

RAyea. Edward Y. 
Llcmtriaat-Cobrel. 

Thouma, Earl D.* 

capui.r. 
Carter. Jeme YcI:: 
Gm AloU.0 t 
SnpLe. YcNamee. ~ d w ~ i n  Ylchael 4I.t Y. 
Yeyer. Oren B. t 
Howard. Haruld P. t 
Reerg Jama H. t 
Walker. Kirby. t 
Adam. Sterllng P. t 
Smith. Cornelius C. t 
Smedhem. Wlllinm R, 
Cmhy, Yam, Wllllam. Herbert t B.,t 

Jmith. Yathew 1:. 
Drake. Charlea H. t 

Cddwell. b l p h  C. 
Wrtmdreland. Wad0 H. 
Smlth. Walter D. 
h I k l M  A l T h  t 

t 

I jr. t 
. . __ _. . . , 
Qrnnen. George. t 
Parker R.1 h Y 
Mecrde.*WLl~m G. 
Harrk Emmet R. 
Suveron .  W l l l l a m  L. 

McDonald. Alex. 
V c u r l u r i u .  hWN. ppp P. D. 

Pramn Guy H. 
Fenton 'Charlea W. t 
Corm&. Thomas Y. t 
G5 Pbll pa Ervin L t 
Wi111am;. RO&C. 
Short. Walter C. 
Sweesey Claude B t 
Whltma6 Walter k t  
hbcock. kalwr C. 
Hyer. Benfamln E. t 
m t t  Edward E. 
B.wkih* Eunllton 5. t 

Clnt Lleitenamu. 
Romeyn. Charla A. 
Longstreet. Jameo. r t 
Winten. William 4.; 
Ball. h u l a  R. t 
Gturga. Dexter. t 
Heaton. Wllron G. t 
Goethe. Berrtnphaw. James. Wm. F. 
Wllen. John W. 
Davldmn. Alexander A. 
Lowe. Wl1II.m L. t 
Steunenheg. George. t 
YoUec. Wm. P. t 
Cloptou Wm H. jr  t 
Deicrici. ~eobarh i. t 
Ellil, Smnd Roland Llertenuls. B. t 

Reynold& Robr. W. t 
Trumbo. Gee. A. F. 
Smlth, Walter H. t 
Yeyer Hen 
h n . i r e d  Ft*'r* 
Donne11 Mrelane. Paul John B. T. t 
Brlrtol. &art C.t 
Dou hen . Clarencn ~ . t  s e d  W a L r  n. 
Bull. Henry T.t 
Jennlom. Charlea E. 
Pttwhard. filliam D. 

Vetcrinarlu. 

e u n d e r  L. 

ow. W1111am J.t 

Cathro. Thomas E. 

Yoldorn. Wm. J. 

Fim Lieiunutr .  
Yunro. Jamea S. 
Dnr Y6Klnley. Clarence James R t P. t 
HeidC Graymn V. t 
Hayne. Paul T.. jr. t 
Sebulu. Tneodore. t 
Llpplnwtt. Aubrey.+ 
Holwmb. Freeborn P. t 
Whltlock. Frank 0. t 
T h o m r  Rlehard Y. 
Corhuder. Phillp W. 
Wells, Willlam a .  jr. 
Polllon. Arthur. t 
YcKenney. Henrr 1. 
Winnla. Charla C. 

Scmd Llcitenuu. 

S e a U  Llertemamb. 

t TWELFTH CAVALRY8 
Colnel. 

L l e r u r u t ~ o l u e l .  

Halon. 

Forbruh, W. C. t 

Donh J a c p h  H. t 

Stiict~i.lai6bG .\.t 
OCnnnor Yarr. 
Bordlrh hyron B t 
~ n v i r .  dnjnmiu 0: t 
Tompklna Darrlel D. 
Rice. tieo.. E. t 
1:oc k. h t h  W. 
Edwards. Wllliam \V. t 
Devall James I V  
Dllrokh. Herman 8. 

Veterlmarlus. 

Hare. Luther E 
Gullfo le. John F. t 
Kendgl. Henry F.- 

MCJIUtdO.  4 '. 1). t 
Ltoler. 5. tv. t I .. ELEVENTH CAVALRY. 

C O I O i d .  
Yoore. Fnucir. 

Lieitcmair-Colooel, 
Stanton. Wirlfam. 

Yaiorr. 

ia i -  t. 
Cddwell. Fmnk Y. 
Hornbmok. Jam- J.t Key-. A l l e n  C. 

Jerell. Juna Y. t 
R e d .  John 8.. jr. t 
Flrher. Ranald E. 2 
Flsher. Arthur CI. 
Humc. Weynuch. John Paul E. t 8. t 
a n e .  Edmnnd L. 

Vetorlaulu. 
Peter. Henry W. 

FIFTEENTH CAVALRY. 
Colonel. 

Wallace. Wm. Y. a 
Wcotciant.Colomel. 

Pratt, Richard H. t 
IJ0B.f 

Honter. Geor#e>K. 
Craig. Duy. JI.tthiU Lout8 A. w. 

CaDUirS. 

Srmmonds. Charlea J. 
Andenon. Edward D.Q 
Rackenbach %muel D. 
Cum&. J a c i 6  E t 
Yomn. John Y. t 
Parker. Fmncb Le J. t 
Cml# John W.A 
Berkeiey. Hugh'D. , 

Pint Liemunub.. 

Elckey. J*m& €3 
Floley. Walter L. 
Slhhy, k'rrderick W V*h&NS. 

G luon  S.. jr. 
Tempuiy. John. Cnpulns. 

Weat. Parker \V 
Halnea. John T 
Bmolu. U r a r d  i 
EardemFu. Ixtchrr 
Klllott. ztephen li 
Perry. .\lexauder I V  
Lannhorns. brorpe T t 
Howell Melvin R 
Jooes'hmurl i I  t 
tfarbdrd Jnmri I, t 
TOmDkIns. Frnnk 

TENTH CAVALRY. 
h l u e l .  

A w r ,  J r o h  A. t 
Urntaut Coluel. 

H l U h q  Martin R 

Firm Llratcnrmcr. 
MH'ormrk Willard 11. I 
Scales. W&ce B. 
Immer. Leon U. 
Curhman Guy. 
Luhn. WIIiam L. t 
Rsan. Thorn- P. t 
Taylor. Theodore U. 
Gan OL Julien E DA. Edward. 
Amon F n n k  P. 
Rock~ell .  Verne W. 
Well A l k K  J. t 
Shell; Jam- E. 
Tompiiaa Edmond R. 
Blttenho&. Hutl s. 

Perrhlng. John J 
Koester. Francls !. 
Overcon. I lnugh I 

Yeriluf Alfred 8 . 
Yamhall. F n n c u  a ' . +  
Ryan. Jam- A. 
Johnston. Willlam T. 
Fkrohardt. Geornec. 

~ 

Joffey E&S. 
Burle; Jam- 9. 
JeUek Solomon L. 
Plckel. Archor S. 
Abbotr Jamea E t 
L a .  Oaur 9. 
hamu Ta lor Y 
G n n A  W ~ l l l &  k, Jr. 
Taw Robert F 
Trnxel OrLndbC 
Beck h e r t  YcC', jr. 
@'. Chulw R. t 

es. EJwnrd Y. 
Sulnon, 3ia.x. 

FOURTEENTH CAV'Y. MN'TH CAVALRY. 
Co!onel. 

Labo. Thomru C. t 
Lleafemut.CoIomel 

Cooper. C h r  L. t 
Y.I.R. 
~ -.. . 

Dodd. Grorge A. t 
Hudle. Fnncln H. ,' 
O'Connor. Cbu.  Y . t  

Parker. Frank. 
Elrluge. Le Roy. t 
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CIVIL LIFE. 
Capmi.. 

mIkbar(r 

Quay. A. G. t'. 
mTa%-c. 
MBwm=. WuoJ P.. jr. van DemtBn.f&o. w.i 

e o b u m m , w  W. 

ARTIUERY. 

ASSOCIATE YEMBERS. 
T h  bllody M I oembenblp : ( 0 )  P-M who are. or who ever 

L m  baa, eommUOOd o6e?m of bononhle mmrd In the Regular Army (ccrvlce other 
&.-I or In the Rbw. 0) R3now rho am. or rho have ever been. eommlvloned 

d bowmble d of- R M  Glurd ol m y  S U U  or Territory. ( e )  Former ~ . b a u d l o r r a ~ ~ ~ o ~ o f  amlq of honorable record In the Con- 

U m b .  X. Y. Xajor. .\rtillery corps 

Y.oq Y. P.. Ueu&~'ol.. Fa Infantry. 
~ccu(by .  D. E. ~apmiu. Q. m. &pi 
NlcboL. W. .\.. Major. 31rc Iofantry. 
N o m  C. R. Captaln. 9th Infantry. 
R(* C., ColoneL Medial Department 
P U t m O O .  Wm. Lay. Lleutenant. P. R R 
Pearson. P P., Colonel, retlred. 
PCrrlne. W. A.. Ujor. M u .  S G. t 

Randolph. Wallace F.. col.. .\rt. ( ' o w  
Robe. C h  F.. c'olonel. 9th Infantry. 
Boblmon. Elbe- Y.. Lleutenant. P. R mt. 

Rnmell. E K.. Major. retlred. 
Beharmerhorn. F. E. P. S. G. t 
Sbarpe, EL G.. Colonel. Pub@l.tenee Dept 
smedbem. w. R. raotain. mired. t 
Stephenson, Fnmk. Lieutenant, P. R R 
S a u b .  0. I.. i'aptaln. .\nlllery C o w .  
S t u m  S. D.. Captaln. ~ n i l l e r y  (.'orpa 
Taulber. Y. K.. Lieutenant. P. R Reg't 
Torlubend. 0. P.. captaln, P. R R 
Tucker. W. F.. Major. Prr Department 

Vqmer, A. L. colonel. .\rt AdjL-Geu. 
Wlnbam. F. W., Ut Lleut. S. G. Cal. t 
Wlw. Hugh D..Capuin. 9th Infantry. t 
W l m .  John P..CapWn. .I= Corpa 

C. W.. Xajor. 4 t h  Infantry. 

RaEerty. 0.. major. Yed1al Dept. 

Rowsn. A.rn1lton. c a p a n .  .\rt. c o w  t 

V I O m  P. Y.;M Lleut. l.'d. S. 0. t 
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JER'S SOTICE. 

We have made a departure in this number of the JOCESAL 
by inserting an advertisement in front of the reading matter. 
but considering the well-known reliability of the wares ad- 
vertised. it is hoped that no objections will be made by our 
readers. 

The firm of  Sitschke Bros.. of Brooklyn. S. I-.. manufac- 
turers of boots and shoes. needs no introduction to army men. 
It has an established reputation for high class work. and in 
reliability. The firm comes highly recommended by uficrrs 
of the army. Their advertisement is found among the J (  )YR- 
S . \ I . * ~  advertising patrons. 

Koken's Barber Supply Company is so well known that it 
is hardly necessary to call the attention of our readers to 
their advertisement appearing in this number o f  the 11 fck- 
E.\[.. It will. however. serve as a reminder to troops necding 
anything in the barber's line. that Koken's is still doing busi- 
ness and always ready to receive and pay careful attention 
to orders from army posts. 

- 
,Attention iscalled to thead\-ertisemcnt of thc \Vni. 1. Lcmp 

Brewing Co. .  which occupies space in this issuc. The goods 
of this renowned pioneer brewcry of St. Loiii:: arc mo;t favor- 
ably known throughout both hemispliercs. rind it:: foremost 
brews. * -  Falstafi ' *  and * *  Lemp's E s t n  Pale" jcstiy merit 
their epithet : * *  The Choicest Product:: I l i  the Erewcri' Art." 
Some of the recent successes o f  thc e::tnblishment are the 
facts that * *  Lemp's Estra Pale" \vas the 'wh, Xmcricnn beer 
served at thc United States Pavilion during the Paris Espu- 
sition in 1900.  and the oidy St. LlJuis beer h a n d l d  5y the 
official caterers or' the Pan-Amcrican Espositiun at B~iffalo. 
S. I-.. in 1901. 

Jlr. H. If-. Littlefield. whose new advertisement appears 
in this number, is an officer of four years' service during the 
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Civil War, and knows what kind of insurance army officers 
should carry. He tepresents about the only old line com- 
pany that grants to regular officers insurance policies at reg- 
61nt rates without extra charge for free permit, good to travel, 
reside or change seMce or station without notice. I t  is well 
hown what a hardship was imposed on oficers by making 
them pay extra war premiums at a time when they needed 
the money badly- It woad be well for those desiring insur- 
aacc to make in4uiries of Mr. Littlefield. He comes well 
recommended bFhii patrons, as a glance at his advertisement 
will show. 

Government stahtics show that the Miami Valley in Ohio 
produces better grain and has purer water than any other 
section of this country. It is Nature's garden. Right in 
the heart of this favored spot is the Hayner Distillery. I t  has 
at its very doors the two essentials for producing the finest 
whiskyin the world-the best grain and the purest water. 
Add to these one iof the most completely equipped distilleries 
ewer operated an& an experience of thirty-six years in distill- 
ing w4isky, andlyou have a combination that is unequaled 
anywhere. T Y s  why Hayner Whisky is regarded as the 
best for medicid1 and other uses. That's why it has over a 
quarter of a million satisfied customers. Read its adver- 
tisement in this issue of the JOURNAL. 

; 

4 

~ 

The Armoar Packing Company has new matter on its 
of advertising. All who wish to secure a handsome 

calendar for the year 1903 should take advantage of the offer 
made. Attention is also called to the Helmet Emergency 
Ration d e  by the Armours. The experience in the Phil- 
ippines showed that the former emergency ration was not 
quite satisf+ctory. The objections made against it were 
mainly as to m q o d  of packing and the size and shape of 
the tin envelope.I Thishasbeen remedied in the new ration. 
The next numw of the CAVALRY JOURNAL will have a very 
intareSting article on the '' Emergency Ration in the Philip. 
pines," by Captain Wm. R Grove, Subsistence Department, 
formerly colonel of the Thirty-sixth United States Volun- 
teer Infantry, Gemeral Bell's famous regiment. 
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P R Q V I S C E S  : C.\\.I.rE, L.\l;cs.4. R.\T.\Sa;.\n.  T , ~ s , \ B . \ ~ .  . ' ' 
' __ r- 5 '? 

BY C ~ ~ L ~ @ ~ E I .  J. -1. XCGCR. TEST){ V\IIEIB S I . \ T E i  C A \ . . ~ I . ~ Y .  

S a prelude to the operations of Brigadier-General T. W. A Schwan's expedition from January to March, 1900, it 
will be just as well to give a general outline of the condi. 
tions existing in the Philippine Islands at that time, espe. 
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ciaUy relating to the I s b d  of Luzon. While it may be 
faudia~ to the majority of the readers of the JOCRSAI., yet 
to a great mauy it is unknown, and a detailed account may 
not prove uninteresting even to those who have been active 
PIvtiCipants in the stirring events that took place in that far 
distant land, o m  new possessions in the Orient. 

This narrative will pertain more particularly to the wort 
of the cavalry part of the expedition. in which it was legiti- 
mately used, with results worthy of this arm. 

The overrunning of the four provinces named, and the 
establishment of posts of infantry at different strategic 
points, the infantry following closely upon our horses' heels 
and the cavalry pushing on ahead again until the circuit of 
the provinces was mrrde. 

Let me preface my remarks that they are made not wi th  
a view to glorify or exalt the actions of the cavalry above 
the infantry, nor to belittle the work of any. but to bring 
f a w a r d  prominently that our arm properly used and worked 
in its own particular sphere, is just as important as ever it 
--that we have lost nothing in prestige, and our useful- 
ness has not in the slightest degree been lowered-only this 
condition must be recognized by those who control the arm 
--I mean the chief in authority-that this arm has its 
proper role, and in that role alone must it be employed, not 
frittered away, doing any and all kinds of work, which de- 
stroys its usefulness, impairs its efficiency and renders it at .- the crucial time worthless, because it has been ruined. Thio 
amdition is likely to occur again as it has in the past, in spite 
of all precedents, and it is proper to emphasize it once more, 
so the warning may be ever present. The sign board should 
always be marked: "N. B.-Do not ruin your cavalry in 
the beginning. Save it until you have to ruin it if necessary, 
andthen there will be no regrets whatever expressed by any 
true cavalry soldier, for we will have done what we could. and 
more no one could expect." . By December I, 1899, the whole of central and a portion 
of northan Luzon had been invaded ; the insurgents driven 
bicL into the mountains ; their organized forces scattered ; 

of their principal men captured; military departments 

CA VALR Y IN SOUTHERN L UZCLV. 
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-; the principal towns garrisoned, and preparations 
made to stamp out the guerrilla warfare instituted, whether 
by the mcognized head of the so-called insurgent army, or 
by the voltlntprp act of the head of each force in a province, 
ishard to determine, but the fact was evident that in the 
future such was to be the warfare waged. The conditions in 
the island, the nature and extent of the' country to be trav- 
ersed, the condition of the so-called roads, mountain trails on 
which it was impossible to march on foot or horseback, ex- 
cept by file or trooper. with no chance to guard the column 
by hnkers or other necessary military precautions, brought 
us face to face with a very difficult problem, the solution de- 
pending upon v;uiotls quantities, time, number of troops 
available. and the strength and endurance of the personnel 
of the army subjected to the trying tropical climate. Mili- 
tary headq& had been established at Vigan and at 
Bayombang, while Major-General Lawton had returned to 
Manila with the Fourth Cavalry, to make preparations for 
the expedition into southern Ltuon. Before being carried 
oat he was sent to clear that section of the country in the 
vicinity of San bfateo and Montalbon, the gateway of com- 
munication between the central and southern portions of the 
island. San Mate0 had the distinction of being captured 
aud abandoned as many times as Porac. This time it was to 
be taken for good. garrisoned, and in a mxnner, guard that 
pathway, making it useless, practically. as a means of con- 
venience to the organized and disorganized bands that were 
employed in that stage of the military problem. The place 
was taken, but with the loss of General Lawton, than whom 

' no more bra- and gallant officer ever lived or fought for us. 
: His death seemed u n n m r y ,  for he at all times exposed 
. himself more than was necessary for one who held his rank. 
To speak in the vernacular, "took too many chances," but he 
felt his presena was needed, and with that thought upper- 
moat, he counted nothing too dangerous and hazardous, and 
in the thick of the fight he was always present to direct and 
give his orders. His was a great loss to pay at this stage of 
the aolution of oar diffucalt task-in the real beginning, as it 
were, of this hunting-down process we were to embark upon. 

8 
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He w a n  ideal soldier and offier, and a true cavalryman. It 
is meet and right in this, our journal, to give voice to his worth 
a d  splendid example. as an incentive to our young officers 
to emulate his energy, activity and untiring devotion of self 
to the task imposed upon him-to the mastering of all de- 
tails to enable him to carry out his plans. In a word. pre- 
prredness-a motto for every officer. in whatever position, 
however unimportant it may seem to him. 

His plan, so I am informed. was to move a column along 
the east side of the L a g a ~  de Bay, another to push from 
Uaaila Bay south, and with the aid of transports to take a 
force by water to Batangas. with the idea of converging to a 
commonpoint,driving the forces in front of each columr., 
thus enabling the other columns to capture or destroy what- 
ever each column may have driven back, then to garrison the 
important .places. and by continued scouting from them as 
bases, to clean up the whole of the forces opposed to us. 
Not having the ear of those highest in authority. I do not 

pretend to say that this was really his plan, but from words 
and conversations gathered from time to time during the fall 
of 18gg, the above is as close a guess as one can give. know- 
ing it is not cx-cuthdru. It was talked about as his idea. that 
d d  be submitted for approval. Beyond this I cannot say 
more. His d, untimely death ended his share in any future 
operations, and the plan as carried out followed closely on 
the above outline, and in every way was most successful so 
€kr as scattering all the forces and capturing and holding the 
prominent places, but unsuccessful in destroying the enemy's 
forces, yet compelling them to take to the mountains, from 
which advantageously select& places they worried and har- 
assed certain districts of country in these four provinces 
until the last man of prominence- Yalvar<- surrendered to 
General J. F. Bell, after his most vigorous, arduous, splendid 
campaign of this past year. The section of country embraced 
in these f m  provinces consists of lowlands. rising from the 
bay until the chain of mountains is met, which covers the 
interior of the Section. The low lands on the Manila side, 
thqmgh the Ca&te province, are rice fields, intersected by 
numerous mountain streams, which rise in the interior and 
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ilow north to the bay, forming deep gorges, difficult to cross 
except on the one road that runs from Silang to Indang, 
which had beea bridged very substantially by the Spanish; 
and had the retreating insurgents taken the time to destroy 
two or three of the eight or nine bridges on this road, the 
cavalry command would have been materially delayed and 
OQT rapid advance checked, as we would have had to make a 
trail down and across, and up the steep sides. Fortunately 
they were on the nm, and the idea of delaying the cavalry 
never was a factor, except to make a faint show at the crest 
of the hilts nearest them and then fall back. In the other 
three provinces the mountains came closer to the water, with 
smaller extent of lowlands, making it difficult of access to us. 
and &ording protection to small armed parties, which could 
be &bled for attack upon a small garrison, or an ambush 
against the wagon trains carrying supplies which was of fre- 
quent -0cCtlrrence. Another feature was our inability to 
secure any reliable information about anything as to the 
roads and hostile forces. For the time being all were ‘.ami- 
gos,” “no quiere combate;” yet if an opportunity offered, the 
next moment would be fighting us, then &urn to peaceful 
ptvsaits, to repeat the operation. Information from such 
soatces was unreliable, of no value. so we had to depend upon 
what maps we had and on our own judgment. 

Cavite Province was the hot-bed of the insurrection, the 
home of Aguinaldo, with the best troops. with numbers any- 
where from a battalion to several thousand. W e  were told 
that these forces were brave, well organized, well officered. 
and would make a good fight, and we must be prepared for a 
stoat resistancx?; that our task would be more difficult than 

9 any our troops had encountered before; that there would 
be more severe fighting. With this information we were‘ 
prepared for a severe resistance, in that the insurgents would 
stand up and give us a good fight, but it proved a delusion 
and snare, with one or two exceptions. They would fire a 
few volleys from their trenches and scatter like a bevy of 
quail, to meet at some other point, and repeat. In this con- 
nection it is well to state for those who have not been in the 

I Philippines, that in every trench, or series of trenches, there 

. 
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was always an exit so that all could get out in time. There 
never an idea in their minds to make a determined stand, 
and the possibility of an easy-getaway-hole was always pro- 
vided. Open fighting was not their forte, and in trenches, 
only so long as to give them cover for a few misdirected, harm- 
less volleys, at distances which it seemed impossible to miss. 
It was only necessafjr to put the gun on the parapet, point it in 
the proper direction and pull the trigger, even with their eyes 
shut, and somebody would be hurt, but fortunately for us 
their makksmanship was of the poorest, and very little dam- 
age was done. I have been told that in the trenches in front 
of Santiago, the trenches were dug, the men put in, and 
thm they had to stay. Would that the Filipinos had adopted 
that style, for we could have bagged all. or nearly all, the 
truops at ea& encounter. 

By the time this expedition had finished its task there 
would have been very few fighting insurgents left. Again, 
the prestige born Qf being the head and front of all insurrec- 
tions against the Spaniards : that our troops had never pene- 
trated very far into the interior ; that our attempts, although 
snccesdul SQ far as they were carried out. but only to 
return and ~eoccupy our old position near Manila Bay, had 
also imbued the insurgents' minds that they were able to 
hold their own. and Cavite Province was able to take care of 
itself, backed up by the other threeprovinces. It was nat- 
ural because the expedition in that province in the fall of 
18gg resalted in our losing several ofticers and quite a num- 
ber of m a ,  pushing forward several miles and quietly return- 
ing to our former positions. I believe it was unnecessary, 
for we gained nothing and lost many lives. The time was 
not ripe then-there were not enough troops at that time to 
combine a southern expedition, in connection with Generals 
MacArthur and Lawton's advance in central and northern 
Luzon, so things remained in statu q w  there until the orga- 
nized movement was made, beginning in January, 1900, 
which brings us to the task assumed-the description of the 
work the cavalry performed. 

Qissouthern campaign was for the subjugation of the 
hmmgent forces in southern Luzon, and was composed of 

t.i .I 
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tu0 expeditionary brigades under G e n e r a l s - W h s  and 
hiwan, under command of Major-General Bates of the 

Army Corps. The plan was for Schwan's brigade, 
StMing from San Pedro Macate, to push through Mun- 
tinltrpa to Biffan on the Lake. thence west through Silang 
and lndnng to Naic on Manila Bay, while General Wheaton's 
brigade was to push south from Imus. attack and drive the in- 
surgents back, to permit Schwan's forces to cut off their re- 
treat and finish the work. The plan was not carried out 
exactly as planned, for the attack by Wheaton's forces was 
made January fih, a couple of days too soon to enable the 
enveloping column of our forces on the south to be near 
them when the fight was going on. Instead of retreating as 
a body, they broke up and scattcred, many returning to their 
homes as 'lamigos,'' having previously concealed their g u n s  
and ammunition. This fight demonstrated thnt the enemy's 
forces in this section were no better than elsewhere. and the 
stand-up fighting was a m-yth, so we could expect at certain 
.places a few volleys, then a scattering. Thc result would 
have been more disastrous and far reaching if this attack 
had been delayed, and had the insurgents retreated in an 
organized way. It illustrates how often troops. operating 
on ditferent lines. with a combined movement in view, fail 
to make the necessary steps to bring about the most success. 
ful resnlts, by not being at the right s e a t  the right time. 
or commencing an action ahead of the stiplilntecl time. Gen- 
eral Schwan's brigade was composed of the Thirtieth and 
Forty-sixth regiments of infantry. a battalion of Macabebe 
Scouts, a mountain battery, Headquarters Fourth Cavalry. 
with Troops A, B, C, and D, first squadron of the Fourth 
Cavalry, under Major J. A. Augur. one squadron Eleventh 
Cavalry (Troops C, F, I, and 11 ) under command of h j o r  
D. E. Nolan, Eleventh Cavalry, Troop * *  I" Fourth Cavalry. 
as escort to the cavalry command, the cavalry under the com- 
mand of Lieutenant-Colonel E. M. Hayes, Fourth Cavalry. 

The Fourth Cavalry was in barracks at Pasay cavalry 
barmcks, Manila, the squadron of the Eleventh Cavalry was 
in camp there, each with its own pack-train. The command 
left their station in the early afternoon of January id, and 

. a  
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marched to San Ped& Maaati. a distance of six miles, at 
which place the brigade was being concentrated. Due to 
the frrt that the Fourth Cavalry pack-train had been received 
only a short time before our departure, the mules had a very 
hazy idea of what a pack was, and as fast as one was packed 
and turned loose he proceeded to lie down, as the most con- 
venient position to Wait for the other mules, with the result 
that it took all the morning to properly pack them. Finally 
the train was started, but after reaching the Exposition 
Grounds in the city it had to be driven into the enclosure 
and repacked. The sad part of the affair was, that we waited 
in camp until after g P. Y., and nearly all of the squadron 
went to bed supperless, saving what little lunch a few fortu- 
nate ones had stowed away in their saddle pockets. good 
rule to follow is, however short the distance. never fail to 

kets. 
to make ready for the 

march the next day. To form an a d v a n t r & f o _ r  t h m  
ected-men were chosen to act as scouts 

from each troop, and placed under c G g e  ot an officer, Lieu- 
tenant J. . urn, Fourth Cavalry. This gave a force of 
bfty-fotu men, which was deemed sU5cTent to c m r  m ewav . 

f 

1 h * s a t o h  old on until reinforced by the advance squadon 
first, and latecby the rear squadron. This scheme worked 

the men gaining experience every day in their 
hard, trying work, and finished by being as perfect a body 
of men for such work as one could desire. The men at the 

the mint, were changed each day, so all had the ad- 
of being at the front, the exposed position. This 

was such a success that it should be adopted bv all 
p e  commads. for we would always ---- have a trained body 

ties of the of keen. active. . t men for the arduous du 
They were ex& from all guard and other 

It has also the 

longto sa& an organhtion. In peace this body could be 
formed and ,extra work given them, to learn their duties be- 
fore taking the field, then the field work, in actual operations, 
d d  complete their education. In this campaign, first 
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work required of them. .- 
I effea of sthmhiq the men and making them proud to be- 
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under Lieutenant M u m ,  a d  later under Lieutenant 0. P. 
Y. Hazzad, Eleventh Cavalry, the scouts deserved and re- 
ceived credit for their fine work throughout the campaign. 
w y . e x c e ~ t  on two or three occasions. their work w 
wfficieat to clear and open the way. Their work was quick 

uecisive, for they knew they were well backed up, and 
would always be supported in good time, and there was 
nemr any hesitation in going into anything. Through the 
dense jungle on either side of the road or trail, never know- 
ing when a "blizzard" would be received, the extreme 
point of the scouts could not be called a very enriable or de. 
sirable poeitfon. that is. one would not. through choice, select 
it as a daily pastime. This much notice our scouts deserve. 
and I very gmpfully record here the unanimous verdict of 
all oScers of the'cavalry command, the appreciation of the 
valuable services"2hey rendered, recognizing their worth and 
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value in their arduous duties. It should be an incentive to 
i m m  en a comp?s of.~h$se- 
most valuable men as an adjunct for field service. 

The accompanying map will show clearly the course fol- 
lowed. 

January ;th.-Left camp and marched to Yuntinlupa 
without meeting any opposition, and camped. Distance 
marched,eighteen miles. A small reconnoitering party under 
Captain Hazzard, Eleventh Cavalry, encountered an out- 
post of the enemy, so we felt that we were in the zone of 
fighting and knew that the morrow would bring some oppo- 
sition. 

Colonel Hayes 
with the Fourth Cavalry and the Macabel& took the direct 
trail, followed by one battalion Forty-sixth Infantry ; Major 
N o h  with the Eleventh Cavalry took the right flank skirt- 
ing the hills, the rest of the infantry and wagon train the 
d along the lake shore. The only bridge across the 
stream was of stone, prtially destroyed, so only one trooper 
could pass at a time, and with five troops in single file it can 
he aeen how long it took to get across, and before the last 
man bad crowed, the scouts had opened up the fight, with 
I Troop, Fourth Cavalry, and the Macabebes. The rest 
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January 6th.-Our objective was B i W .  
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of the squadmn soon c h d  up, dismounting, C and D 
Troope were deployed on the right Bank as support, but by 
the time they reached the scene the insurgents had retreated. 
During the night this outpost had been reinforced by two 
hundred men .from BiiSan. The squadron resumed the 
march,+assing through Tunasan. where we were delayed by 
two bad crossings over the stream, belly deep in mud and 
water. As we approached Biiian. a distance of three miles 
at a fast trot, a battalion of the Thirtieth Infantry. which 
had passed us by bridges over the two streams, were de- 
ployed, and had a slight skirmish, with a few casualties. - The cavalry trotted in and through the streets to the far end 
of the town, and later were assigned houses for the night. 
Lieutenant Davis with D Troop of the Fourth Cavalry. 
made a reconnaissance on the road to Carmona and de- 
veloped a small outpost. A march for the day of seven 
milts. bfajor Nolan, with his squadron, in the meantime 
encountered some of the enemy retreating from the morn- 
ing engagement and pursued, but as usual, they scattered 
through the high grass and bushes, reaching Bifian at 2 P. 51. 
The country was such as to hamper the action of the mounted 
tmops-rice fields, gulleys and impassable streams-so they 
were dismounted to do the fighting. 

January fih.-Nolan’s squadron, with one battalion Forty- 
sixth Inhtry,  moved on Carmona; Hayes with the rest of 
the Fourth Cavalry and Scorhts, took the southerly road to 
join the other column at Carmona. The distance by both 
roads is practicaliy the same, the map showing the roads join- 
ing at Carmona, but the map road and our direction was 
wrong. Upon inquiry we learned there was no road to Car- 
m w ,  and securing a guide, the command was taken by a 
trail, over rice and cane fields, across two streams. when we 
6nally arrived at the designated meeting place, to find that 
the command had passed on ahead of us. We finally over- 
booL the command, to find that Nolan’s squadron had taken 
&e lead and was on its way to Slang, meeting and encoun- 
tering the kurgents, capturing a small muzzle-loading can- 
non, and at Rio Muntin 11%. overtook and had a spirited 
engagement, pursuing the insurgents, but owing to the deep 
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gage, bad and narrow trail, considerable difficulty and delay 
was encountered, enabling the enemy to make a resistance at 
the d g  of the Tibyan at Silang. but the squadron soon 
dislodged them and entered the town. Colonel Hayes, with 
I Troop, overtook this squadron at Silang about I P. x. and 
the squadron Fourth Cavalry followed at about 2 P. )I. The 
three crossings were very bad, the one over the Rio Grande 
especiatly, a deep gorge, with a narrow, dangerous trail. lead- 
ing down at a steep angle to the bottom, where the stream 
was Qosged on slippery rocks. boulders and narrow ledges. 
The horses had to be led, and why everybody got through 
without accident to horse or man is quite marvelous. It can 
be surmised the delay and time it took the cavalry, each man 
leading his horse, for 600 men and horses to pass across, not 
&,but three, gorges. Such an exit, more especially that 
of the Rio Grande, could have been held by a small deter- 
mined force and prevented our crossing and compelled us to 
make a detour. On the trail leading into Silang, one horse 
of C Troop Fourth Cavalry got into a cleft and blocked the 
trailuntil the animal was extricated. This operation con- 
sumed valuable time. We passed the Fourth Cavalry pack- 
tain in one of these gorges. and bade it good-bye for a time, 
as the rations were used for some one else. Colonel Hayes 
had started for Indang with the Eleventh Cavalry leading, 
and the Fourth Cavalry, with the pack-train of the Eleventh 
Cavalry, followed immediately. From Silang to Indang. 
about eleven miles, there is a good wagon road lined with 
dense forests and underbrush, a veritable jungle intersected 
by narrow trails, with sixteen streams to cross, some of them 
bridged very substantially over the deep gorges. Two had 
been partially destroyed, which delayed the advance, so the 
entrance into Indang was not made until about 6 P. x, after 
a spirited engagement between the insurgents (who were 
strongly posted on the heights of the town behind stone 
walls and in the convent grounds) and the scouts and Troops 
C and M, Eleventh Cavalry, under command of Major Solan. 
The delay at the head of the column caused a much longer 
Way at the endof the column, so it was about 7:30 e. H. 
when Major Augur arrived with part of his squadron. Later 
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the iest of the command arrived and the troops were quar- 
tered in the town, glad of the chance to rest after their hard 
day’s march 6f twenty-eight miles. from 7 A. 11. to g P. >I. 
It *as a vexy tedious day’s march considering the distance 
made, over as mean and nasty a bit of country as could be 
pictured-rice and cane fields, gorgcs and gullies, riding, 
walking and‘leading horses over almost impassable places, 
with only a chance for a bite to. eat; so. when our day’s 
work was ended, everyone felt relieved. We had finally 
d e d  a place where all could “turn in” and enjoy a good 
night’s rest. Each one cooked his own supper with his indi. 
vidual mess-kit, not a sumptuous repast, yet to us a most 
delightful meal. Nothing is so conducive to restore one’s 
spirits, and instill new life into a drooping, tired anatomy 
of flesh and bones, than’a good hot cup of coffee, bacon and 
hard-tack. W e  found palay, unhulled rice. which also gave 
the homes a good feed. 

January 8th.-With Troops A, B. C. and I. Fourth Cav- 
alry, and the scouts, Major Augur made a reconnaissance to 
Alfonso, through Mendez Suflez. returning the same day; 
distance marched, eighteen miles. The town was deserted 
save the padre and half a dozen wounded men in charge of 
a native surgeon and two hospital corps men. The men 
wem wounded in the fights around Imus and in that vicinity. 
in November, 1899. The character of the country was simi- 
lar to the rest passed over, save the streams and gorges were 
1- numerous. The country seemed bereft of all able bodied 
‘*hombres,” who had scattered and gone. where. we could 
not 6nd out. The women and children were conspicuous by  
their absence, always a sure sign that you must be on the 
lookout for squalls. the zip of the Mauser or the rattle of a 
volley of Remingtons. 

January 9th.-Left Indang at 743 a battalion of infan- 
try daving arrived) f& Naic on Manila Bay, a distance of 
thirteen miles by road. We had a fairly good road with but 
two stretches of mud and water to cross, reached a point 
about four miles from Naic when the scouts eccountered 
quite a foice of the enemy. Dismounting my four troops 
we formed line to the right front. through rice fields knee 
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- deep in mud and water, and.after a short engagement cleared 
the front tloak. During this oeration Colonel Hayes took a 
portion of the Eleventh Cavalrykid the scouts and marched 
to Naic. entering the town after a short resistance, the 
Foarth Cavalry coming in an hour later, and the command 
was quartered in houses and made themselves comfortable, 
for we were to have a rest, renew our supplies and shoe the 
horses. Just at dusk I took two hundred men dismounted 
from both squadrons and made a reconnaissance to the Tim- 
a h  River, three miles, as artillery firing was heard in the 
north, but we encountered no one. and returned. Taking 
into lUrcmat oar dismounted work, the entire command had 
marched twenty-oxie miles. We remained here until j P. sf.. 
January i t th,  receiving grain, supplies and making ready 
for our next move. The enjoyable part of our stay was, 
meeting the officers of the navy on t h e  gun boat Whecf- 
z q ,  which had been ordered to this place to coijperate with 
the land forces. To Captain Burwell and his officers. for 
their hospitality and kindness. I wish to extend our thanks. 
The dinner given us on board the day we left, still has many 
memories of g d  cheer and fellowship, and they may not 
know that the good effects of that substantial meal lasted us 
for many a day, and made us feel that scouting aboard ship 
was far more pleasant. enjoyable and less harassing a task 
than on foot or horseback; for with them there is always a 
comfortable room to sleep in. and the cook is always on time 
at each "mess call." 

As I have mentioned previously. the attack by General 
Wheaton's command was made%n January 7th. If it had 
b e d  delayed two days later our command would have been 
in their rear with more of a chan.ce to cut off the retreating 
forceS. We believed at the time that the column we encoun- 
tered was a portion of General Trias's command from the 
north, but I am satisfied now..from knowledge gained later, 
when I was stationed at Naic, that it was the battalion of 
four companies that belonged to the forre stationed in this 
town. 

Our delightful rest of three days (which the horses en- 
joyed as much as we did, for they had grain for two days! 
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was broken into, the afternoon.of the 12th. as the command 
moved out at 4q5 P. U. A party of oficers, who had just 
hished dinner and were enjoying a qniet smoke with our 
n a d  friendsaboard the IVhehtg, were signaled that the com- 
mand was nnder orders, and bidding them a good-bye, we 
were rowed ashore, to find everything in readiness. our horses 

' saddled, so we had only to mount, and off we started, reaching 
Indamgat 8:15 P. M., occapying our houses of the 7th and 8th. 
One troop (C) was pushed on to Silang to report to thc 
brigade commander. Nothing unus?tal occurred except that 
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-were making camp at night. which makes it very disa- 
greeable for every one, especially when there is no provision 
or food for the animals, and it required hustling to collect 
enough palay' for them. Our rations were carried in our 
saddle-bags, for the two pack-trains had gone on a side trip 

*. to carry rations for an infantry column on our right flank. 
It was to be a hard trip, so we inferred, and every one, officers 
and soldiers. made the best of their conditions. and during 
the whole trip there was a hearty, cheerful disposition shown, 
and everyone did their duty in the spirit of doing it as well 
as it a d d  be done. 

The command marched the morning of  the I 3th over the 
road, to Silang, we marched on our advance. and as some 
of the bad places we had crossed a few days before had been 
repaid by the engineers, our march was more rapid. 
Reached Silang before noon and learned that the brigade 
commander had pushed on to Santo Tomas via Talisay. The 
division commander was here, and it is presum'ed that the 
orders for our future operations had been given and some- 
thing cut out for us. but we who had not sufficient rank to be 
-consulted, did not learn very definitely the plan to be fol- 
lowed, except a hazy idea we were to go somewhere which 
in due time we would discover where. A short halt. a chance 
for a'bite for everybody, and off we started for Talisay, 
d i n g  there about 5 P. 11.. and found some engineer sol- 
diers' in the town. 

As we were marching along we espied an infantry battal- 
ion windingits way along the crest of a ridge. the same that 
had marched through Magallanes and Xlfonso with our pack- 
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trains, and shortly afterwards as we raised the crest an unex 
pected sight met our eyes. Lake Bon-Bon, (Taal) with its 
beautiful waters, nestling two volcanoes in its placid bosom, 
awayldown below, a thousand feet or more, surrounded by 
maturtains with tropical verdure. The sun, low down in the 
horizon, with its red rays touching the Scene that opened so 
suddenly before our eyes, was a most beautiful picture, and, 
oh! for an artist on the spot to do justice, which this pen 
picture fails to convey to one who was not there. The after- 
math was not so pleasing, for after a long tedious descent, 
over a narrow, nasty trail, we reached the bottom of the valley 
and antered the town, we found orders to push on to Talaga 
in the vicinity of eight miles or more, which place we 
d about 7:30 P. Y.; found some palay for the horses 
and bivouacked, each officer and man cooking his own sup- 
per nith his cup and meat can -a scant meal - for the water 
was paor and little of it, and hunting in the dark for sotne- 
thing to cook with, and not certain where to get it, is not 
very enoaaraging to a long fast. The other rontretenip was 
the loss of four pack mules and their packs on the trail down 
to the lake, and the writer's entire outfit on one of the miss- 
ing males. saon, no doubt, was adorning an **amigo." On 
this trail Lieutenant Shockley met his death the day before, 
as he, alone. ventured to make a reconnaissance : so it can be 
seen that everything was not the codcur-de-rosr of the en- 
chanting pic%ure spoken of. Our day's march was thirty- 
three hiles, and although the ground was a trifle harder 
than ohd,  we managed to get a fairly good night's rest. 

Jaufuary r4th.-Left for Santo Tomas, reaching there 
about 8 A. Y., where Troop A Fourth Cavalry was detached 
as escort to General Schwan, and Troop C Fourth Cavalry, 
rejoined the squadron. Here we learned we were to go as far 
as Tiaon, twenty miles or more, and about g:30 A. 11. resumed 
our ma;rch. soon overtook a battalion of the Thirty-seventh 
Reginynt. U. S, Volunteers, who were having a scrimmage, 
andwe took up the trot for three miles, thinking to over- 
take tHe insurgents. but what few were left were quickly dis- 
pen#d by the scouts, and in a short time we entered 
Alaminos, met the padre and one or two "hombres." the - 
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only Mng things we saw. A half hour’s rest, with no in- 
f o r d i o n  obtained as to the enemy, but expecting to meet 
him, we again resumed our march on San Pablo. Two ‘ m h  from there is a miry stream, clear running water, 
which by the time the leading squadron, the Eleventh Cav- 
alry, bad gotten across was in such a condition that a horse 
in d g  sank to his withers, and several had to be pulled 
out with lariats. The rear squadron Fourth Cavalry were 
delayed an hour in cutting down bamboo and banana trees 
before we could get over. While we were working like 
beavem, the scouts and Eleventh Cavalry were having quite 
a little “scrap” at San Pablo, and finished up the job hand- 
somely, driving the insurgents out of the town. killing four. 
wounding and capturing thirteen, taking twelve guns. a 
lieutenant-colonel and captain. while we were trying to cross 
8 Filipino mud stream-very exasperating, but not to be 
avoided. Finally we got there and had a pow-pow- with our 
prisoners and an s e n t  of a foreign government, who had 

laved over nearly every storehouse of 
copra in the-&-. ,-_- He was not -- there for hifieaTfh. and 

F he was tried by a military - -  commission, - with 
That m x m  have nevgrkard.. This was only a temporary 
U t ,  for about 4:30 P. H. we were in the saddle again headed 

)t for -reaching the small town about 7:r j P. >I., after 
the scotlts had received a .volley at the bridge on entering 
the town. D Troop, Fourth Cavalry, was left at San Pablo 
until relieved by a company of infantry, joining with the 
pack-train about midnight. The town was deserted and we 
chose our quarters for the night, finding a small feed of palay 
for thq stock, for their meals were of the scanty order, yet 
there was no help for it. Distance for the day, twenty-five 
miles-a wearisome, annoying, tiresome march, making camp 
@after dark. The command remained until 3 P. M., Jan- 

X uary q th ,  and moved out to reach Rosario. After marching 
two mile0 the scotlts, in turning a sharp bend of the road to 
a w s a w i d e  stnam, heard the music begin with the crack of 
quite a number of Remingtons, and the baile ’* was opened 
with a great vim. My s&dron supporting the scouts, soon 
drove them from their position, killing several, wounding one 
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we knew of, and cap-ng three guns. So far, so well, but 
the bridge had been destroyed, and it was 6:zo P. ar. before a 
new one was made and the command across. With the horses 
lined almg the road and the scouts and two troops dismounted, 
fishting OIL foot, we had no men or horses w-ounded-this at 
a range of.about sixty yards. We were grateful they had not 
graduated as sharpshooters. They were simply ‘* third class,” 
and we did not have to render an excuse for their classifica- 
tion. We finally reached Rosario at g:30, another deserted 
hamlet. save for a detachment of “A” Troop, Fourth Cavalry, 
which had been sent from Lipa to meet us. We found ample 
qouters, but this thing of reaching our destination in the 
night hours, and having to hustle and rustle for ‘‘grub” for 
man and beast, was getting to be very monotonous, yet there 
seemed to be no help for it, as we were on the warpath, and 
had to accept the conditions as we met them-cheerfully, of 
c0urse-a~ it lightened our task and made things much easier 
to do. 

January 16th.-~efi Rosario: marched to Ibaan, and Y reached Batangas to find it occupied by the Macabebe scouts 
and one battalion Thirty-eighth U. S. Volunteers, under com- 
mand of hfajor Muir, Thirty-eighth Infantry. The command 
remained there January 17th and 18th, getting supplies, re- 
fitting and ending  back sick men and horses. The animals 
enjoyed the rest, for they received grain and hay. 

January 19th.-The cavalry command retraced its steps, 
as other workbad been cut out for it, and marched to a stream 
near Tiaon, where we bivouacked in a rice field, with rice 
straw and palay for the horses. An incident occurred here 
which- is well worth relating, for every one had a good hearty 
laugh, although it might have been a serious matter to the 
o6cer concerned. This ofIicer, with his Filipino boy, went 
down to the stream to bathe. Undressing and carefully put- 
ting his clothing on the pebbly bank, he was having a fine 
bath. Upon looking up he espied two hombres ” with guns, 
caning to the ford. They hailed him in Spanish, to which 
the boy replied, Buenos Filipinos,” but they kept coming 
on, sad 8oon spying, in the dusk of the evening, the white 
skin of this o m ,  they began shooting. and he and the boy 
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Good humor is a potent factor for doing good work. 
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made a break for camp, in.no holiday attire, leaving his cloth- 
ing behind, appearing in our midst clad in a blanket picked 
up 011 their way back. The firing brought the outpost to the 
ford, but the 66hombres" had disappeared. with'clothing. a 
gold watch, and $60.00 in gold. Don't go bathing at such 
times. We had to outfit him, each one donating an article 
of dress, to give him a military appearance again. Our camp 
was not disturbed during the night. The ground for your 

,)(night's berth as a rule is not very-ejL but a &e- paddy " 
for hatdn ess and irregularities holds the palm. Many of my 
fellow-officers will vouch for the truth of this ytatement. 

3 

January 20th.-Left camp, the Eleventh Cavalry squadron 
leading, each squadron alternating daily. marched to Tiaon, 

')< thence to Candelaria, where my squadron was fired upon. 
The other sqt ladonmounted not four hundred yards away. 
but no one was hurt. It was a pot shot from one o f  the 
houses. After a shoo halt the march was resumed. and 

X about four miles from &riava the scouts in crossing a rocky 
bed of a dry stream, exountered the enemysEtrcnched on 

e far  side. The scohts became engaged and Major Solan ?hir squadron deployed one troop on the right and left 
of the scouts, and moving forward. soon routed the enemy 
and they dispersed, and the squadron proceeded to Sariaya. 
followed shortly-by Major Augur's squadron. and the town 
was en- without any further resistance. The town was 
quite a nice one, but not a being in the place save one 
wotnan. We found an abundance of palay and some rice 
straw. The palay was ample for the animals then, what 
we could carry away. and still we found some on our re- 
tarn, the 23d. Our loss was one private killed and two pri- 
vates mortally wounded, one sergeant and two privates 
wounded. The wounded and dead were brought in by an 
infantry company of the Thirty-eighth Infantry. which was 
following. The next day the dead men were buried in the 
church enclosure. 

January 2rst.-The command left at g A. )I., and with an 
insurgent as guide. Colonel Hayes with the entire com- 
mand, marched about three miles on, turned to the right, 
and directed Captain Hazzard, Eleventh Cavalry, with his 
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troop and pack-trains to keep the main road to Tayabas. me idea was to find a trail leading to the Luccna-Tapbas 
XROaa and take them in the rear. We found no cross trail, and 

soop found ourselves near Lucena. where the leading squad- 
$,, of cavalry had a slighv-p,” killing a few of the 
enemy, capturing a few guns, and crossing the river entered 
the town, finding only a few men. After a short halt we‘ 
proceeded to Tayabas, niae miles distant, meeting no oppo- 
sition, to find that Captain Hazard and his command had 
arrived after two small skirmishes, with no casualties. The. 
eotrenchments and pitfalls we met were quite elaborae and 
-E- ap;%u€ our flank march had rendered them 
Gf no -ant. m-t p- of our bejng sent here was to re- 
lease some of our own _.-- andSpanish pesoners knoyn to be 
KTayabas. As usual, this place was d&se&d. save two 
m.en. That evening some of the Spaaish prisoners got away 
a d  came back, and the next day a few others with some 
women came in, but all of the others were taken off. Sub- 
sequently nearly all were taken by our troops. 

January 2zd .Ane  hundred and sixty dismounted men 
and officers, under command of Major Nolan, were sent to 
reconnoiter to Lucban and the practicability of the trail for 
horses to LuiSiana, Cavinti and Santa CNZ, A slight resis- 

% tance was encountered, and the command reached its objec- 
tive at 4 P. M., stayed all night and returned to Tayabas at 
10:30 A. M. the next day. At this time General Schwan’s 
for& wee in front of Maja jay, a strong position, well for- * ti6@ south of Lucban. w + IC was carried without any serious 
nsistaoce, due in my opinion to the appearance of the dis- 
mounted cavalry force at Lucban, and this fact was noted as 
dtle the cavalry command. As our command was not fit to 
go thromgh the dif6icult trails on account of the condition of 
the horses, a great many barefooted, and the physical condi- 
tion of the men, twenty per cent. unfit for hard marching, 
the commanding officer wisely determined to retrace his 
march to Tiaon, thence to San Pablo, reaching Santa Cruz on 
the Laguna, January 25th. Takitg into account the trip to 
Lacban, the command inarched 324 miles in seventeen march- 
ingdays. Considering the character of the country passed 
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over, the trails, streams. dismounting to fight on foot, lack of 
d c i e n t  food for man and beast, and at times none for the 
horses, makes the distance passed over in the time given a 
most creditable showing, and for the service rendered does 
compare most favorably with other work performed t y  the 
cavalry. This fact must also be taken into account. The 
five troops of the Fourth Cavalry. with only two weeks’ 
rest at Manila. started on this expedition after more than 
two months’ campaign with General Laaton in central and 
northern Luzon. in which officers and men were on half 
rations most of the time. and the horses getting every now- 
and then only a feed of palay, living on the green rice 
cut by the men of the command after each day’s march. It 
can be seen we were rather handicapped. and while our actual 
loss from hostile bullets was very small. we suffered some- 
what from sickness among the mea and a few of the horses 
giving out. T h e  success was d u e t o  the celerity of our move- 

for a moment letting up 
%fer the enemy %-&re on the mu: in spite of good defensive 
positions which, if they had been held by a small and deter- 

- mined force, would have seriously delayed the command. 
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ments. causing surprise, and nevcr 
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They learned to have a deadlv fear of the quick moving ea:- 
dry, always Qn their heels&&ing them no time to rest. 
this campaign, as no flankers -- could be used, a n d t h e  >om- 
mandmarched io column of twos, Colonel Haves directed, i &hen an attack was made on one flank. all. mea on €Tiat I _- flank 
should pass their-- to the man on the inner side. then dis. 
mount and form line toward the enemy either on the flank, 
‘1 form line to the front, if the attack wasfrom the front. 
It-required but a f e a o n i  G T a v F a  kell establi<’&d Tine 
for attack. &f it was necessan- to reinforce it. half-;>fthe 

- 
other troopers would link horses, and s m & e  a good sup- 
porrrng torce. uur drill regulations were simply modified- to 
suit the peculiar conditions. The scheme worked admirably. 
The cavalry command was well handled. and Colonel Hayes 
pexformed his task and carried out his orders in a most satis- 
factory manner. There was no hitch: the cavalry was always 
rtady. on time, and always reached its objective designated 
in the orders for the day. In thus recording in a manner 
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which hardly does justice to the splendid work performed by 
this cavalry command,-it has been a great pleasure to me to 
write what was accomplished, in my feeble way, and place 
before the readers of the JOURNAL some recognition of the 
cavalry's work. and to show that cavalry, when properly 
handled, is still in the ring and always ready when the occa- 
sion presents itself. Everyone felt that pride which is stirred 
up when doing good work, and considered themselves fortu- 
nate to have participated in this campaign. x\+. 

. 







THE GENERAL SERVICE ASD STAFF COLLEGE. 

w HISTORICAL SKETCH. 

HE steps taken at various times by the War Depart- T ment for the establishment of an a m y  school o f  practice 
for young officers of the army. which have evolved the 
present "General Service and Staff College." are the subject 
of the following sketch. 

The  first school of practice in the army was established 
for the artillery arm. under orders issued by the War De- 
b e n t  April s. 1824, directing ten companies of artillery 
to be stationed at Fortress Monroe. Va.. to be organized as a 
regiment; and this was called the **Artillery Corps for In- 
struction." 

In advocating the estabiishment of  this school Quarter- 
master General Th. $. Jesup. wrote to the Secretary of li-ar, 
the Hon. J. C. Calhoun, under date of November j. I 8 2  j. as 
follows : 

"The importance of an army school of practice is too 
obvious t o  require demonstration. Without such an estab- 
lishment. uniformity of discipline cannot be espected. nor 
can the government be sufficiently acquainted with the char- 
acter, capacity, and attainments of its officers to be able to 
employ them with advantage in the event of war. In dc- 
veloping character. and talent. a school properly organized 
would have the sa e advantage in peace which active ser- 
viC.e would have-&ar. It should be organized on a liberal 
scale, and, so soon as the circumstances of the service shall 
permit, should embrace the theory and practical application 
of every branch of miIitary science. In the present state of 
our army it would be difficult to form a school on a scale 51)  
extensive; but as regards -a knowledge of the separate arms 
much might even now be done. 

"The regiments of infantry. if the officers were properly 
instructed in the elements of military science. would. for 

*.  

. .  
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that arm. present the best possible school. b u t  unfurtunately. 
very few of them have received even the rudiment: of mili- 
tary education; of consequence. no advance is made b!. that 
arm beyond the mere parade and drill o f  a gatrison." 

In hi5 annual report for 1826. Jlajor-General Jac Brown. 
commanding the army. referring to :he school of practice 
ior the artillery. said : 

-*The  benefits which arc believed natnra;ly t o  spi)f':g 
froin the system in question are important and manir0.d. 
Among them may be noted. in general terms. habits o i  m i -  
formity and accurac!. in the practical routine o f  service. fresh 
incitement to the cultivation of miiitnry Lnwviedge. emula- 
tion and t*sprit dt. ccirpz ainong thc trO'JP:'. and mutcaI con. 
formity and general elevatiim o f  individua! character 3mvn;: 
the officers. But by the rnervating indcence oi a passive 
garrison life. influence which. without the adoptitm o f  this 1 tr 
a similar system. it  is impossible to resist. these high q'1a:i- 
ties. so invaluable tu an army. must in a measure be forfcitrd. 

.*With this view o f  the subject. i t  has been thought dc- 
sirable to estend the principie as far :is pmsibie for :he ir- 
fantry also. 1)utit.s of an active naturc are. ptrhsps. mlirc 
frequently enjoined on this arm of service than tin the arti:- 
k r y .  but it stands in no less need ( i f  tilt :idvantagci t ( J  Sz 
derived from n school o f  practice. The numericni strentrth -. 
of our infantry regiments is indeed <ma::. consideri2g t A c  
wide estent of frontier which they arc- ci-immissiiinvti t i )  &- 
fend. and detachments could not. perhnpG. b r  permanent:!. 
drawn from them x-ithout prejudice to thc -:.!reria T a>Sjci.t 1 ai 
their maintenance: but \\.hi!c this Jjbjcctia 111 !vi d c i  SC uf.-c- 
tually obviated b y  the increased cficivncy which Gwh ctn 
institution is calculated to producc. thc- L:Li:1tzry t ~;xrzi i i  .. ):I - 4 . , f  
it in other respects. it is hoped. \vi:! i:i tin1u Y ) c  :,ru.nern..y 1c.t 
and fairly appreciated." 

The iucces+ of the icliot $1 oi  practice i t  tr tbc arti:;cry :m-n 
led the War Department KO citnblish a simiiar sc!i( 11 I: :kc. 
infantry in i S 3 6 .  at n point "on thc right Sank tSe 
Mississippi Rivcr." and \\-hat ii nmv kna ~ \ v n  a+ TcEcr~~-n Har- 
racks. 110. 

This \+ea- ( i f  thu need o f  n school ii>r infantry \vas f o l -  
lowed up bl; Secretary of War. the Hon. James Bsr')dlur. in 
his annual report for I P36. in the fo!lowing : 
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"The dispersed situation of the infantry of the army in 
various ganisons, and frequently so reduced as rarely to ex- 
eed a captain's cammaad at any one place, was attended 
wifb great inconvenience and injury to  the service, and their 
utility had in many instances been superceded by our rapidly 
-ding settlement. It was desirable to alter this state of 
things to effect it; a concentration of the army, as far as 
pridcable, was ordered on the right bank of the Mississippi, 
a few miles below St. Louis, at the Cantonment Jefferson. 
me advantagesof this position was obvious. The troops 
cpn be easily transported to the Eastern or Western frontier 
wherever the public exigencies may require their presence. 
In a salnbtioos and fertile region the+ health will be pre- 
served, and their supplies may be cheaply obtained and de. 
livefkd with facility; but the leading consideration remains 
to be noticed-the effect of the movement on the discipline 
and good character of the army. It is admitted by the most 
inteltigent that both these desirable qualities are more gcn- 
erally found in large masses of troops than in small detached 
commands. Profiting by the experience of oficers of a supe- 
rior grade and greater professional skill-emulation excited 
by the presence and rivalry of so many aspirants for reputa- 
tion. and subjected to the v7holesome control of the opinion 
of an increased number of brother officers, to whose eye the 
conduct of each is exposed. the discipline and morality must 
.be great& improved." 

The site was selected by General Atkinson, then com- 
manding the Western Department, under orders of the War 
Department, dated March 4, 1826. Colonel Henry Leaven- 
worth, Third U. S. Infantry, was detailed as the first com- 
mandant of the school. He marched with a part of his regi- 
ment from Green Bay, Wis.. to Cantonment Jefferson. and 
ad- himself to the task of building a post and setting 
up the fikt American school for infantry. The school was 
not long lived, and when it died, partly from inanition and 
pertIy from want of o5ciaI encouragement and support. did 
not have a successor for more than fifty years. and at a post 
selected by Colonel Leavenworth. after whom it was named. 

. Nothing was done by the Department looking towards 
the reWablishment of a school for infantry until I 88 1 ,  when 
the School of Application for Cavalry and Infantry was es- 
t a w e d  at Fort Leavenworth. It was recognized soon 
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after the closefpf the Civil War that a school of practice for 
these two a d  was needed, but the work of the army on the 
frontier was such that troops could not be spared to permit it. 

In his a n n d l  report for 137;. General John' Pope, then 
commanding t* department. in support of the establishment 
of such a schod, said : 

"As time ;Des on there is less and less danger of Indian 
troubles on this frontier, and it becomes more and more ap- 
parent that every interest of the government and the army 
would be promoted by abandoning the small temporary 
posts west of this place,%which no longtr serye any military 
purpose escept the mere sheltering of troops.. -1 policy of 
concentration. it should seem, ought now to be begun. both 
for the discipline and instruction of the troops. and for the 
sake of economy. I have so often recommended this con- 
solidation of troops and posts that I dislike to urge it further: 
but it will be proper again to invite attention to the great 
advantage for such a purpose possessed by the military 
reservation at Fort Leavenworth. We have here a reserva- 
tion large enough for convenient accommodation of at least 
four regiments. situated at the intersection of many rail- 
roads, and easy of access and cominunication in every direc- 
tion : in the midst of as fine an agricultural and stock raising 
country as there is in the L-nited States: where troops can 
be supplied at a minimum cost, and be instructed under the 
most favorable circumstances, and where they would be con- 
veniently placed at a moment's notice to be transferred to 
any point where they might be needed. and sent there in the  
best condition for duty. -1s a depot for troops. central 
enough to fulfill any demands for senice at any point west 
of the Jlississippi River. and. indeed. far east of it. I know 
of no place so suitable, and as the reservation belongs to  the 
United States no espense would be involved. such as tvould 
be necessary to build barracks. which. with the labor of con- 
siderable number of military prisoners in confinement here, 
would be trifling as compared with the cost of building else- 
where. I need not point out the benefit to the service of 
having two or three regiments concentrated here for military 
instruction and exercises." 

The  persistency with which General Pope continued to 
urge the establishment of a school for practice and the selec- 
tion of Fort Leavenworth as the place, bore fruit in General 
Orders So. 42. War Department. Yay j .  1881, which pro- 
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vided that the commanding general of the Department of 
the Missouri should, as sobn as the requisite number of 
tiaops md.d be assembled at Fort Leavenworth. take 
meastves to establish a school for infantry and cavalry 
simclilar to that in operation at Fort Monroe for the artillery 
arrb of the service. It fixed the minimum of the garrison at 
f& companies of infantry, four of cavalry, and a light bat- 
tery. It directed the detail of one lieutenant for instruction 
fnw each of the infantry and cavalry regiments, fixed the 
n u m k  of field oflicers at three, and general instruction 
teglarding organization and management. 

Colonel Elwell S. Otis, Twentieth Infantry, was assigned 
to its command. In its establishment considerable difficulty 
was experienced in so regulating the duties of the different 
oqpizations represented as to avoid conflicr of action. and 
at the same time to have opportunity for necessary recita- 
tions and for the full performance of the necessary other 
duties devolving upon officers serving at a large garrison 
post- 

General W. T. Sherman, commanding the army. can 
riglitfully be termed the -father of the school." To him is 
due its establishment, and none took a greater pride in its 
prosess. In a letter to Lieutenant-General Philip H. Sher- 
idan, dated November 22. 1881. General Sherman writes : 

*MY DEAR SHEKIDAS:-~ a m  just in receipt of your letter 
of the ~ g t h ,  with the tabular list of the officers comprising 
the new School of Application at Leavenworth. 

"I need hardly say that I regard it as admirable. and I 
feel sure that this school will become the best practical mili- 
tary school of all in the United States. * * * . 

c 
"1 want this new school to start out with the doctrine 

tlpt service wi the field in time of 5Fai5e-C 
mo& honorable=d the be st mssibl_qprepar_ation for. 
ainh command when war does come. as it alaavs does,--?ud- 

I don't want to meddle with this-iiGC%hool or to 
t the subject of legislation. because if this is done it 

will, like West Point. be made political and taken out of our 
w-1. 

"The school should form a model post like Gibraltar, with 
duty done as though in actual war, and i m c t i o n  by books 
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be made secondarv to drill, guard duty. and the usu- 
of a well regulated earnson. 

-1 want you and General Pope to feel that I am ivell 
pleased with all that has been done. and that I have abnn- 
dant faith in the future. 

' a *  -\.: ever. your friend. 
W. T. Sj l fEK>I . \S \ ' . "  

The troops assigned to duty at Fnrt Leavcnworth. it r:~- 
ing the first garrison under the command oi Co;oncl ( )tic. 
consisted nf headquarters. band. and Cwnpanies F and H. 
Twentieth Infantry : Company H. Fir.:[ Infantry: C~rnprtn;: 
-4. Fourth Infantry: Company G. Eleventh Ininntry: Light 
Battery F. Second .irtillt.ry: Troop B. Third Cava:ry: T r m ?  
L, Fourth Cavalry: Troop G. Seventh C a v d r y :  :ind Troo? 
11, Eighth C a v d r y .  numbering all told. genera: G t i E  inc.:adc.6. 
thirty.nine oificers and four hundred and fifty men. -1;: of 
the lieutenants oi the infantr? and ea\-a:ry r ~ g i m ~ n : c .  ;?v- 
cially detailed for instruction. repixted befor:: JLinxary i 5:. 

with the esception of four. and the kist 03e 1 1 i  ::?e nxmh: 
arrivcd January 25th. 

In General Order?; So. S. Headquarterc oi rhe - \x iy .  Jxi- 
nary 36. IS?, the General of the -irmy anntmncctl :hat * . t : ? ~  
garrison and detailed oEicer5 prescribed in General Ortfcr; 
No. 42. of I 88 I .  having reached Fort Lea\-enwnrth. the School 
of ,\pplication for Cavalry and Infantry is no\\- d.-.c;art.d 
established." 

In thus inaugurating and prescribing ;L :n~j~icra:c c93rst- 
of instruction General Sherman state.: that .. Tt) C1~:oneI Otis 
the government look?; to make thi5 a school which will p-r- 
pare future officers and genersl.:. The .:tal? art. hi.: a+istants. 
and the more faithfully they assist him the higher tha honor. 
Out of the esperience of a few years will arise a =et of regu- 
lations better adapted to the future than the \vi.:c.:t minds 
can now prescribe." 
_attempt little and succeed than -- too ----- much - - and _ _  fail. - 

ConcludingGen&Fal Sherman says : 

The General believed i t  is Setter - .- .. to -_ 

The rank of the oficers concerned is determined by lax-. 
and cannot be modified or impaired by anything at this 
school. Se t  it is well known that the superior officers of the 
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army are always most willing to advance young officers of 
special zeal, intelligence 'and acquirement; therefore the 
instructors will keep daily notes of application and progress, 
and about the first of January of each year there will be a 
publk~xamination by the commanding officer. the staff of 
the school, and such detailed officers as have had charge of 
classes, at which examination the class will be arranged 
according to general merit. and special mention made of each 
&cer who deserves it, a report in u-hich also will be made 
and forwarded to the Adjutant General of the Army for publi- 
cation and such use as may hereafter be determined." 

In a report submitted to the Adjutant General of the .Army 
upon the close of the first school course Colonel Otis said : 

"The course here is not difficult for one who has received 
a fair English education, and who is disposed to make good 
use of his time, but the school presents no attractions for 

gentlemen. Besides. the time es -  

very little away with them, and will be very apt, as soon as 
, (away. They will carry 

restmint is removed. to fall into their old habits." 

In his report for 1884 Colonel Otis said : 
"Among so large an assemblage of o5cers as is gathered 

at this post, arctlmstanced as these officers are in the midst 
of many Muences  which are calculated to distract their at- 
tention from their legitimate occupations, it might not be 
copsidered strange if some fail to reach professional require- 
ments. There are such here, and there are also a very few, 
who, in my opinion, are totally devoid of a wish to acquit 
themselves well or to rende? any assistance to government. 
Sent here for instruction, their aim is apparently to escape 
it. Artful dodgers betwixt the moralities which stay civi- 
lized Society, they mingle with the outside world and bring 

. into ill-repute the profession which they represent. Impor- 
' tant and worthy of regard only because of the uniform they 

wear, they bring discredit on the school in the estimation of 
those who are unacquainted with its workings." 

To Colonel Otis, more than to any other officer of the 
sfmy, belongs the credit for making this school the success 
claimed for it by the authorities. No assignment, in time of 
peace, ever befell an oficer who was beset with so many 
trying Sittrntiona He knew how to combat these better than 

Y 
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any other man in the service. Endowed with a high order 
of administrative ability. sound in judgment. cautious and 
prudent in the highest degree m-hen called on to decide im- 
portant questions. an untiring worker, he faced every duty 
imposed upon him as commandant o f  the school. which he 
created and nursed to success. with that soldierly courage 
and determination to succeed so thoroughly characteristic of 
this officer. The high plane upon which he placed the school 
will remain an enduring monument t u  his untiring efforts to 
meet every requirement o f  duty imposed. and which higher 
authorities knew he was well fitted to perform. 

June "9. I 885, Colonel Otis was relieved by Colonel Thus. 
H. Ruger. Eighteenth Infantry. The latter's stay was a brief 
one. S o t  quite a year as commandant he was appointed a 
brigadier-general. but even this brief period caused the school 
to advance in importance and usefulness. L-p to this time no 
system of general regulations for the conduct of  the school 
had been adopted. It was not until ISST that a board o f  OIK- 
cers was assembled for the purpose of formulating such regu- 
lations, and of  this board General Kuger \\-as made presi- 
dent. Its report recommended. among other important 
changes. a change in name froin **School of  Application for 
Cavalry and Infantry" to the **C'nited States Infantry and 
Cavalry School." 

Colonel A. Jlcb.  JIcCook. Sixth Infantry. succeeded to 
the command of the school. and on May I .?. I 8Y6, assumed the 
duties. In this officer the school found an enthusiastic sup. 
porter. During the four years of his administration it made 
rapid strides. and to his persistency in placing before the 
department the school's needs, great credit is due. In his 
first annual report Colonel JlcCook made many important 
recommendations. particularly in connection with creating a 
department of engineering, under the control of regular engi- 
neer officers. and the assignment df a company of engineers 
to duty at the school. He also recommended that * *  if during 
any period of the course a student officer becomes neglectful 
of his studies. failing to pass the stated examinations. he 
should. upon the recommendation of the staff and comman- 
dant of the school. be returned to his regiment with a proper 
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reprimand from thk Lieutenant-General. to be published to 
the army in General Orders. 

In closing his last annual report Colonel McCook made 
this recommendation:- 

.* For the welfare and still further progress of this institu- 
tion it is recommended that the control of the school and the 
post of Fort Leavenworth be segregated from the Department 
of the Missonti placing it under the immediate direction of the 
General commanding the army. The school and the post are 
so mutually dependent upon each other, that what affects one 
iafiaences the other. They should enjoy like advantages 
with West Point, the Engineer School at Willett's Point. and 
Artillery School at. Fort Y onroe." 

In 18go Colonel SlcCook. l i t e  his predecessor, was ad- 
L c e d  to the grade of brigadier-general, and relieved from 
duty by Colonel E. F. Townsend. Vwelfth Infantry. 

Colonel Townseod assumed command of the school in 
July, 1900, and remained on duty as commandant for four 
pears. Colonel Townsend applied himself studiously to the 
work of increasing the importance of the school. That he 
gave it an able administration, those who were serving at the 
school as instructors and students fully recognized. In his 
report for the first two years of his administration, Colonel 
Townsend says: 

.*It is with great satisfaction that I can certify to the ex- 
ceptionally high standard of e5ciency attained by the last 
class. the first four members of which reached an average of 
over ninety-eight per cent. for the two years' course of study, 
and the next of over ninety-seven per cent.'' 

Colonel Townsend continued on duty as commandant 
until October, 1894, being relieved by Colonel Hamilton S. 
Hawkins, Twentieth Infantry. 

Colonel Hawkins' reputation as an administrator was well 
d n e d  as commandant of the school, and those who served 
under him will never fail to credit him with a full share of 
the good done for the institution by the men who have been 
its commandants. Colonel Hawkins, as an ideal soldier, in- 
spired the two classes under his control with a spirit at once 
worthy of the true qualities of all that goes to make up the 
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-. sum and substance of the real soldier, officer and gentleman. 
Colonel Hawkins remained in command of the school 

until April. 1898, war having been declared by the L-nited 
States against Spain. The entire command of the post. in- 
cluding the Twentieth Infantry and four troops of cavalry. 
were transferred to the South and participated in the en- 
gagements of the American forces on the island of Cuba. 
Major Jacob A. Augur. Fourth Cavalry. was assigned to the 
command of the post, but the school was closed and so re- 
mained until September I .  I 902.  

The Spanish-American War made a complete revolution 
in the army. Many of the younger officers were promoted. 
and an increase of the army resulted in a large intlus in the 
number of officers not well grounded in professiunal require- 
ments. 

In his annual report for igo I ,  the Secretary of War. the 
Hon. Elihu Root, referring tothe subject of militaryeducation, 
said : 

* *  Esisting conditions make this subject one of primary 
importance at the present time. The imperative demand 
for the service of all our officers since the spring of 1898 
has caused a practical cessation of all systematic education 
of commissioned officers for nearly four years. In the mean- 
time. the ordinary additions to the number of second lieu- 
tenants have been. roughly speaking. about one-third from 
West Point and about two-thirds from the ranks and civil 
life. In the reorganization of the enlarged army about I .ooo 
new officers have been added from the volunteer force. so 
that more than one-third of all the officers of the army have 
been without any opportunity n-hatever for systematic study 
of the science of n-ar. On the other hand. the rapid advance 
of military science; changes of tactics required by the 
changes in weapons ; our own esperience in the discuity of 
working out problems of transportation. supply. and hyb were:  ' 

the wide range of responsibilities which we have seen de- 
volving upon officers charged with the civil government o i  
occupied territory : the delicate relations which constantly 
arise between military and civil authority : the manifest 
necessity that the soldier, above all others. should be familiar 
with the history and imbued with the spirit of our institu- 
tions-all indicate the great importance of thorough and 
broad education for military officers. 
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6b It is a common observation. and a true one. that Dractical 

e the excuse 
ice and inMerence. which, except in rare and 

siftqa individuals, destroys practical efficiency. It is also 
true .that, other things being equal, the officer who keeps his 
mind alert by intellectual exercise, and who systematically 
studies the -s of action and the materials and conditions 
and di&dties with which he may have to deal. will be the 
s t r o w  practical man and the better soldier. 

"I can not speak too highly of the work done in our ser- 
vice schoolsfor a number of years before the war with Spain. 
It was intelligent, devoted, and effective, and produced a 
high standard of individual excellence, which has been dem- 
onstrated by many 05cers in the active service of the past 
four years. There was. however, no general system of edu- 

. *  cation. The ntunber of officers who codd avail themselves 
of- the very limited accommodations afforded was compara- 
tivelv small. T h e  meat bodv of officers were confined to 
the avantages offer& by the .post schools. called * a m & '  
wliich were, in general, unga~sfactory and futile. There 
VIU no enecuve method by which the individual excellence 
demonstrated could be effectively recognized. or the results 
attainedbe utilized. 

"After careful consideration and study of the subject, a 
general scheme of instruction has been matured and em- 
bodied in an order, the general provisions of which are as  
folkrs: 

IXSTBCWON OF OFFICERS. 
With a Vier to maiotainiog the high staodard of instruction and general 

trahing of the OSCUS of the army, pod for the establishment of a coherent 
plan by rbich the work may be d e  pmgresive. the Secretary of War directs 
th.t the fdloning geed scbeare be aooouoced for the information and guid- 
aDarofancoocancd: 

There shall- be, be+des the M i l i t a r ~  Academy at West Point, the following 
scbads for the mstmctum of ~Bcera  IO the army: 

x. At each milit.ry post ao Otticers' school for elementap- instruction in 
-4- 

THE SYSTBN OF I X S T U C ~ I O S .  

.. specLlserpicc*: 
(e) The Art ikry School at Fort Yonroe. Va. 
( b )  The Engineer school of AppUcatioo, Washington Barracks, D. C. 
( c )  The School of Submdoe Defense, Pon Totten, S. Y. 
(4 The school of Application €or Cavalry and Field Anillery. at Fort 

(e) The Anny Medical School, W a s h i o p ,  D. C. 
Th special service scboolr wi l l  be to officers of the Sational Guard 

and fama of volunteers who furnish evidence to the War De- 
pmtmeot of such preliminary education as to enable them to benefit by the 
camme8 of IOamIctum. 

-w.- 
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The college staff a t  the General Senice and Staff College. Fon Leaven- 
w - o ~ .  will make report to the Secretar). of War of qualifiwtions of officers of 
the Sational Guard, ex-volunteers, and graduates o f  militay rhou l s  and col- 
leges, who shall have attended the college or shall apply for examination. and 
shall further cenifr  whether or not they are qualified for service as officers of 
volunteers, specifyhg character of the sen-ice. whether line or atad.  for which 
they are specially qualified. 

A special re 'a,er of the name?; o f  ptrwnr repunec! a?; qualiried wiil be 
kept in the \Var%&artrnent. 

A re 'ater *hall also be kept in the War IJepartmen: in which shaL be 
entered tre name% o f  officer.; t ~ f  the regular army b e l i n r  rte grade t i  coicmel. 
as follows : 

Officers who have heretofaJre exhibired +npe!-i~,r w p c i r v .  applica- 
tion and devotion to duty, the name?; ti, he selected by a hard of odicers con- 
v e n d  for that pu 'poe.  

>2iontL Officers who shall be reported a i  doing eipcia;iy me*torious 
work in the above mentioned schlml?;. other than the adicers' .;chools at posts. 

Third. Oficers who at ,any rime specially di?;rinm-ci.;h :hemset.;ve?; by ex- 
ceptionally meritoriou?; senice. 

I t  r i l l  be the aim of the Department tu makc :hi+ regmer thebaris of 
selection for details as staff officers. military attache-. and ~ I I :  ipecia: +.erv:ce 
requiring a high degree of proierisional capacity. 

FirJf. 

3. A General Service and Staff College. a t  Ftr t  Lesvenwrth.  Kac. 
4. A lV+r College. fur the most advanced in-trx:im, I: \Vssh:nflfm Bar- 

racks. D. C .  
The War C'lJllege .hail be cnder the immediate ciireLtitm ,d LI b ~ r d  5ve 

uflicers detailed frum the armv at  large and the iolll,\viny ex-dcio xemhcr. 
The Chief c ~ f  Engineer.. the' Chief T B ~  -Irtilien-, the Superintendent of the 
Militay Audemy. the commanding ilficer id  the (;enera: Service and Smff 

The IVar College %,ad 3haL cxcrcise genera: -cptrvi-um snd :Eyc t i# ,n  
of all the different schlwls ahcn-e enumerated. and shall be charged with :he 
dutv of maintaining through them a complete system i d  milita? edccation. in 
nhi'ch each separate rrchcml >ha11 y * o r m  its p r t p x  par,. Snch ,>ficex as 
shall be requisite t i l  assist the hwr  in periorming its duties wiii b+. detailed 
from time :IJ time>tr that purp)=. I t  3huuld be ktpt ctm-untlv in mind that 
@object and ult ' ' \=FA> 3,  <:-ai3 .dicvr.; :o 

men in%r. n e t j r y  muit iu?%%k.  .w :.!;owc.d : q 8  zi-pTaLc commana 

The t,tlicers' xhiu,l- at miiitan- pB+ts and the 1;tntr;r; Sc,r;.ice and Svyf 
Coileye uill be open for i n s t r u c t h  t l b  orlicers of :he Satitma1 Guard tne  
*\*era1 States, to fmmr oficer?; of Volunteers, and to gaciuntes of mi:ilary 
ScbwBls and college?; which h a w  had ~ J ~ ~ C Y I - S  of the a r x y  :t- in.;trcc:q,r-. 

College. 

' te aim t l r  all thir D 
8, .- -. - pyact1ca1 app1lcatl"n. 

' *  This order. if loyally and persistently followed. will result 
in the building up of what is practically a uni\-ersity system 
of military education. The principal advantages which it  
is designed to secure are : 

I ,I The bringing of all the different branches oi military 
education into one system, under direct supervision and in- 
spection by a body of officers, whose special business it will 
be to make every part of the system effective. 

(2 I) The establishment of definite required courses of in. 
struction in the officers' schools, which will be the foundation 
of the whole system, in the place of the very loosely regu- 
lated lyceums. which in most cases were not schools at all. 
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(3) The establishment of the General Service and Staff 
College, upon the foundation of the Infantry and Cavalry 
School at Fort Leavenworth, so that every officer who dis- 
plays superior qualities in the lower sch-ools may be instructed 
them in every branch of military service. 

(4) The completion of the series of instruction by the 
Wu College, which will ultimately be in effect a post- 
graduate course for the study of the greater problems of mil- 
itary science and national defense. 

(5 )  The establishment of a record in the War Department, 
on vhich shall appear the names of officers who have exhib- 
ited special capacity. in order that they may be known by the 
Comnhder-in-Chief. and by the country whenever special 
service is required. and so that, although under the law mer- 
itoriooS service cannot be rewarded by increase of rank or 
pay below the grade of general. it may receive the reward of 
recagnition and honor and opportunity, to which it is entitled. 
This record will be made by a board of officwrs instructed and 
bound to select the names of those who are worthy. without 
reference to any consideration but their military records. 

(6)  The throwing open of the schools to the officers of 
the National Guard. of the former volunteers and the gradu- 
ates of military colleges and schools for instruction by and 
with the officers of the regular army. 

"The courses, both of the 06cers' schools at the posts and 
theGeneral Service and Staff College. will be arranged so 
that the young men wishing to fit themselves for volunteer 
commissions may spend their vacations in military study. 
It is particularly desirable that a large number of young 
men should be made competent to perform the duties of vel- 
unteer officers in the staff and supply departments. Without 
such a class at the outbreak of a war. with a large volunteer 
forcc called into being, there will always be confusion. waste. 
delay and suffering, because untrained quartemasters and 
complissaries of subsistence cannot properly perform their 
duties. If the war lasts long enough they will learn in time. 
but at a frightful cost. There are thousands of young men 
in the country engaged in various kinds of civil business 
which make them thoroughly familiar with the subject- 
matter of quartermasters' and commissaries' duties. and who. 
with a little timely iustruction and practice. could learn to 
apply their business knowledge in military affairs so as to be 
useful quartermasters and commissaries whenever called into 
the volunteer service. 

"It is hoped that if the gentlemen to whom instruction is 
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thp offered avail themselves of the opportunity in consider- 
able numbers. laws may be enacted under which their proved 
fitness for volunteer commissions will carry a right to receive 
annmissions whenever a volunteer force is called out. and 
that a selection upon the ground of ascertained competency 
may thus take the place of the necessarily indiscriminate 
appointment of volunteer officers concerning whose fitness 
the appointing power can not possibly be informed." 

The system of military education prepared by Secretary 
Root,was camed out in Genera! Orders S o .  I j j. Headquarters 
of the Army. series of 1901. under which the General Service 
and Staff College is established, taking the place of the V. S .  
Infatry and Cavalry School. The provisions of this order 
relating to the establishment of the college are as follows: 

The Infantry and Cavalry School at Fort Leavenworth. 
Kan.. shall be enlarged and developed into a General Service 
and Staff College, and shall be a school of instruction for ail 
arms of the service. to which shall be sent officers, preferably 
of the grade of lieutenant. u*ho have been recommended for 
proficiency attained in the officers' schools conducted in the  
various posts 

"The college will be opened September I .  1902. and for 
the present the instruction will be limited to a period of one 
year. and such additional time as may be necessary to com- 
plete the annual maneuvers, which it is contemplated shall be 
carried out each autumn conjointly with such gamsons as 
may be assembled for the purpose. The permanent garrison 
for the General Service and Staff College will consist of four 
compauies of engineers. four troops of cavalry. three batteries 
of field artillery, twelve companies of infantry. a band, Signal 
Corps detachment. Hospital Corps detachment. post non- 
commissioned staff, and such field oficets, instructors. and 
student officers. in addition to those belonging to the organi- 
zations sening at the post. as may be ordered from time to 
time. 

**Upon the conclusion of the annual examinations the 
college staff will recommend such student officers as have 
especially distinguished themselves. for further instruction 
in the War College. Such recommendations will make men- 
tion of any special qualifications or attainments of individual 
officers." 

* * * * A.. 
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The last named order was followed with another, General 
Order S o .  89. Xugtlst I .  1 9 2 .  in which the regulations and 
program of instruction for the government of the College 
are published. 

The strength of the command at Fort Leavenworth under 
the plan adopted will consist of 3,006 men. not including 
o5cers. Brigadier.Genera1 J. Franklin Bell. I-. S. Army. has 
been assigned to the command of the post, and as the com- 
mandant of the General Service and Staff College. 

From September 1st to September 1 1 .  igo?. Colonel J. A. 
Augur was temporarily commandant of the college, and in- 
augurated the course for the first class of students. Since 
September I Ith. Colonel C. If-. Miner. Sixth Infantry. has 
been in command of the post and commandant of the col- 
lege. In the present class, the first to take the course are 
twenty-nine cavalry and sixty-five infantry officers, chosen 
from the head o f  the lists of first and second lieutcnants. 

.> 

IIEADQChR'TEKS IJF 'I'IIE -1kMY. 
A1)jr-r.is.r GES'ERAL': O k F i i t . .  

(;ES'EK.\I, L ) K I j E K > ,  ~ ~ - . X S H I S I ; T I ~ ) S .  ,IUgUst 1 .  1902. 
s o .  Yg. I 

The accompanying Regulations and Program of Instruc- 

-College. at Fort Leavenworth, Kan.. are published for the 
I tion for the government of the General Service and Staff 

information and guidance of all concerned : 

K Et; V L AT IO S 5 

- 8 F F l ~ : l . \ l .  l , K - : * ; \ \ r I o ~ % .  - , K ; \ > l L \ r l * * X .  \ \ I ,  \ l ~ V : \ l - l  h \II...\ 

I .  'The College ic nfici;lily designated the I;encr;i: Service a:? 5ta% 

2. The cummanding oficer of thc post of FOJK Le.i\-cn\VlJrt:?. Kan., -5a:l 

3. The senior officer on dutv with the College, ursunt to order? irnm 

4. The Staff of the College shall consist of the .-Ssistant Conmandam 
-4 majority thereof <ha:! con- 

College. 

be the Commandant of the College. 

the War Department. shall be thi .-Sssi?itant CornmanLnt of the Co::cye. 

and the Instructors in charge of departments. 
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athatea uomm fa bruinesa AU deliberatioas. discussions, and individual 
ror+s of & st.tFuc to be resprded as confidential. 

5. Thac shall be a &Wry of the College, appointed by the Com- 
IMmdulL 

6. The btmctom shrill be pesisted bv such number of Assistant Instruc- 
taq 

7. When the Instructom and Assistant Instructors shall be 
senior in ML b*!&a of the student class : but when officers assigned as 
III.trrrurrr or AIlrirtant Instmctota are junior in rank to O t i i m s  of the student 
c h  they ahall, in the execution of such duty. be respected accordingly. 

8. The Instmcha and Assistant Instructors shall, as far as practicable in 
the judgment of the Commandant, be exempt from all duties which would 
interfere with the performance of duty as Instmctors or Assistant Instructors. 

9 The o 6 c . e ~ ~  and the enlisted force and ey ipmen t  of the several organi- 
ptioor QO duty at the pat shall be available or the practical instruction of 

of the student claa6 in field operations and dnll  regulations. at such 
tmes as may be detennined by the Commandant. 

IO. Th o5cem designated as members of the student class shall be 
det8ikd in ordem from the War Department. As soon as a list of the oifiers 
so ekcted has bee% f@shed to the Commandant of the Colle he shall 
cum the program of instruction and the lipt of authorized t e x t - E k s  to be 
mt to them. 

by the cammaadanc PI day be required. 

DIK'IPLIWE. 

11. "he College shall be governed bv the rules of discipline prescribed 
fa mili 
i n g t o t h e p a n d t h e  . of instruction, i t  shall% exclusively s u ~ ~ f ~  

and by the regulations of the Coll In matters 
the CantrOlofTe war c o e B o a r d .  

COYYASUAST l ip  THE CIiLLEGE. 

ti. The Commandant shall from time to time apply C I )  the War Depart- 
ment for the detail of &cers for dutv at the College, and from them he shall 
af&gn the Assistant Commandant. the Instructors, the .Assistant Instructom. 

13. The Commandant shall make application to the War Department 5 r  
articles of engineer. ordnance. and signal property as may be necessary. 

I+ The Commandant shall make annual re rt to the .Idjutant-General 
of the Army of the pmgresci and wants of the C o c g e  after each yearly exami- 
natim. 

15. The Commandant h authorized to order the expenditure of  such quan- 
titv of ammunition for field guns. machine guns. and rmall ann.; as he may 
&m n- for proper instruction. 

ASSISTAST ~.'o.Y.u.\sD.AN'~ O Y  riic ~ ' ~ > I . L E ~ ; E .  

alldthasecretary. 

16. The h i s t a n t  Commandant shall pr-ide a t  the meeting.; or' the Stad 
in tbe a h n c e  of the Commandant 

r7. The Assistant Commandant shall ins t the methods o f  instruction 
in tpt departments. and shall f r equenc - i s i t  the *tion rwms durin 
reatotlans or lectures. He shall make re R in writing to the Secretary 45 
the Col from time to time, for the inEmation of the Commanhnt.  If 
occasion%ouId arise, he will make immediate report. 

7HR SECRETARY OF THR C0LLEI;E. 

rS. The &metam shall be the custodian of the record?;. He ir ?e*pon.;i- 

All ot%5al correspondence relating to the College from member< 
ble for the College f&d and for all property purchased therefrom. 

thereof drpil be addressed to the secretary. 
* 

575 
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Ekb hstmcta dcvare to practical instruction as much as possible of the 

31. Imtmctam and Assistant Instructors shall report in u-riting. on the 
&y of OEE~IICI~CZ all student 'officers late or abscnt from recitation or exer- 
ci.e. OT neglecting to make proper prepmation for the =me. 

tbe.uortrcltohisdeputmen~. 

EXAYIXATIOSS. 

32 Examinations shall be held in the months of December and June. 
33. All aam*rotioes shrrll be written and shall be conducted under the 

sllpcrrrision of the StptF. 
When any subject ur which a student is to be p d e d  is weighted, itsV3t-ue !&dl beonnoanoed fore the examination work IS begun. 

35. "he Instructor and his assistants in any one department shall assign 
to the student a mark on his eramination pa IS, the mark varying between 
*a" fa a complete faiilure. and "3" for a &t . The average of the 
marks given b~ the lnstn~ctor and his ass~stants sm:onnstitute the examina- 
tim~ mark in eh depnrtment. The Instructor shall then submit to the Com- 
omndant lists of the students under his instruction, arranged in order of 
m e t  by marks received. ( 0 )  in ey iuat ion and ( A  ) in practical exercises 
wbcb hoc been held dunng  the prev~ous tenn. 
9. In determining the order of merit in anr subjrct, due credit shall k- 

gim f a  Tblems, mope, and results of practical work m i n i n g  to such 
subject an  required of student 06cers dunng  the course ognstruction. 

37. All members of the c h  shall be given identical questions and re- 
quired to draw the same maps and diagrams in examination. In case of an  odicer et eramined with his class owing to sickness or other cause, he shall 
beexamaed PI soon as practicable after his return to duty. For this exami- 
d o n  .the e c s  and questions shall be similar to, but not identical *with, 
tbosc pven in the general examination. - - 

3a. "he eluunin+tion papers, maps, problems, OW.. with such exceptions 
as the Stoti ma deqnate. shall, after aftion by the Staff, be riled u-ith the 

qp The udst in lixing the relative prodciencr of officers the Instructor 
t of T d c s  and his assiscanrs'shall note the manner in 

h&*pwonn their duties in all military exerci-. The ability to 
, to command. to see what is required, and the soldier!!- 

hs=m-dl shall be considered in marking. according to the 
ruk prescribed for examination. 

40. "he mPrimum 8-alues assigned to the diderent departments in a.scer- 
taining the figure of merit shall be as follou-s : 

records of the &lkge. 

-t of TdCS ( 3 5 0 )  : 
. . . . . . . .  Ram* work. 1;s 

Theoretical work.  . . . . . . . . . .  . . ljo 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  1 7 5  

. .  1 5 0  

-Fork 
apPrrment of Eagineezing ( p o  ) : 

Racticalwork 

aperrment of Law. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  : la3 
50 Department of Yilitnry Sanitation and Hygiene 

40. For record at the College and at the War Depanment, the clasri upon 
e U a t h  shpll be arranfed in order of merit, special proficiencv in any sub- - to % noted: but pub l a t i o n  of the class standing shall be limited to an 
dpb.ktscp1 amangemem in two grades, b i z  : 

. . . . . . . .  

( 1 )  Dbtinguislled. 
(2) - - t .  
Ia detamining the order of merit the marks received upm d g i n a l  ex- 

-shallbeconsidered. 
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ternplated in paragraph 41, as well as in deciding upon the proficiency I J ~  de- 
fi&ncy of an officer at the close of each term. 

An officer failing to pass a satisfacton- examination in any subject 
(by which spa11 ,be understood the attainment of 70 per cent. of the maximum 
in the examination, as well as 70 per cent. of the maximum in the practical 
s.ork of the ppsious half year) shall be re-examined either in theory, in prac- 
tice. or in both. at the discretion of the Staff of the College. after such equitable 
time as may be fixed by it, and. if then declared deticient, he shall be rpecial:y 
reported to the War Department, with a statement by !he C4rmmandant a* tn  
the ause of failure as determined by the Staff. and with a view t0 hie being 
returned to his regiment : Pro?rdd, That if the deficiencv acccur at rho semi- 
annual examination. the oflicer may be conditioned bv the staff until the 5nri 
examination, at which he shall be examined the d-~iile year'; ~1,1:!k t o <  ths: 
subject in which the deticiency occurred. 

The Commandant shall forward to the \Var 1 Jepn!T~?.vnr .I rqc :  t ~ f  
:he final actinn of the Staff at  each examination. 

43. 

u. 

~;R.+II l ' . \TIO>.  

45. 'The Stat€ shall note the names ui the student> \v?.n3 ntav i . a v ~  +.II\V:I 
marked proticiency in tiny brandh. and shall itate the pre&s&ma: employ- 
ments for which any 0)f them ap  The -tab -h&l 
alu, note the names of officers o the dlrtlnguished grade. if any. not :o esceerl 
rive. to be borne upon the A m y  Register as -honor graduate-." 

Otlicers who p a s  successfully through the entire ci)ur.;r or' instrict:csn 
shall rewire a diploma setting forth their proticiencv. Thic dip1tIma cha:: be 
signed by the Commmdant. the Assistant Commandant. and the ?ita*. 

When an officer has graduated in the distinguished class. that fact. 
with a transcript from the records <,f the Ca)llege. setting fir th the branches in 
which he has been es stinguishetl and the recommendationi dye? 
in his case by the S t a f i ~ k k g e ,  shall be communicated to tht c'nlme! 
hi- regiment. who .;hall publish the =me in a redmental # d e ?  

ar to be npeciallv qualified. ' . '  ' 

40. 

4:. 

> I l Y  El.l . . \>k.~bl .. 
A:. Uishurwments of the funds shall be made <mi\. xpc the \v?.~:er~ 

order o f  the Commandant. and vouchers shall be taken f;)r a:; expmdiK.;?e-. 
one cop)- of which shall be filed u-ith the College records. 

The College librarv. consisting for the most pan t,f p w i e 4 o m ;  
hwks. mag-i:and scientific p&odicals. shall be maintained ieparate and a;3a?. 
frtbm the o3t library. and tor the convenience and improvement i i f  officer-. 

In case of loss or damage to anv book. pericdicai. map. or other p n p -  
eny'belonging to the Ci)Ilegr, the perso6 respnnxible for iuch loss or damage 
shall make the same yod by the pavment of the AmiJunt o f  the damage l,r 
actual cost of the anic  e lost or destrtked. The damage shall be as.sesed by 
the Secreta? of the College. whose ictinn. when apprm-ed by the Cimmar- 
dant, shall be final. 

:I.  The authorized text-bcwJk. aad h ~ k r  1 ) i  reference -hall be u k c t e d  
up); the recommendation of the Smff of the College and with approval t i  
the Commandant. but Instructors and Assistant Instructors .;ha:l. \\-hen 
required to do so. prepare essays on the subject-matter of their c c ~ x i e s  of 
instruction, which. when recommended by the Staff and,approved by the Corn- 
mandant. shall become authorized text-books and be pnnted at the C'cii!eKt. 

Student otlicernshall be required to purchase their text-hlokc. 
Instructors and Assistant Instructors <hall submit to the Cu1:tge Stad. 

immediatelv after the final examination. anv suggestions or recommer.da:i< ms 
thev may hive with regard to the cntIp;c ~~i.in.trurriim an6 the Kext-bIMjkS 2-d 
in their respective department-. 

40. 

LO. 

52. 

33. 
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PROGRAJI OF INSTRCCTIOS. 

QEPMTYLYT OF TACTICS. 
* Program of the Conrsr in Tactks. 

Th COMC in T- is divided into ten parts. and embraces lessons, l e e  
tuns.~dprrricpl- with and without troops. 

DEPMTMXXT OF ESCISEERINC. 

Frogram of the Course of Engineering. 
The coarse of engineering is divided into three parts and consists of les- 

Part I. M i l i t q  topography and sketching. 
put 11. Tempo~ryorfield fortiiications. 

leumes, and exercises in application, os follom : 

put 111. Military field engineering. 2: 

DEPARTYMT OF LAW. 

Program of trb Conrsr of Law. 
The course of lpar is divided into three parts. and consists of lessons in the 

Part I. Militnrv law ondConstitution of the Cnited States. 

Part 111. Administmtion. 

aectioo room supplemented by lectures 

Part 11. Intemitiod law. 

DEPAETYLWT OF Y1LITA.Y SASITATIUS ASD HVGIESE. 

Program of tht Conrsr of .Kditary Sani?ation and Hygiow. 
The cause of rnilitarysaaitation and h giene consists of theoretical 

studies of the authorized test-book ( W o o d h d s  ), ptactically illustrated and 
aphimd by leaure~, drawings, microphotographs, models. 
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COMXASDAST. SCHOOL STAFF. ISSTRCCTOKS A S D  S T C D E S T  
OFFICERS P R E S E S T  A T  OPESISG O F  SCHOOL IS I \ ~ I .  

To llnd t he  name8 of the omcen rhoee excelleut IlkeneS8ed are preseuced In the 
double page half tone read below from left to rlghc.comlnenclng at fop of plcture. 

FIRST Ruw.--Second Lieut. H. D. Reed, 25th Infantry : 1st  Liec:. Jl .  R. 
Hughes. 9th Cavalry; 1st Lieut. John H. Gifford, ~d -1rtiliery: 2d Liexi. Her- 
bert J. Slocum. 7th Cavalry. 

SOCOSD Rotv.-Second Lieut. W. .\. Eimball. 14th Ixhn t ry :  i3t Li& 
Josiah R. King, 5th Cavalry; 2d Lieut. R. J. C. Irvine. 11th Infantry. 1st 
Lieut. Rufus P. Brou-n. 4th Infantry; 2d Lieut. Charles Dodge, Jr.. 245-1 In- 
fantry: ad Lieut. \\-. C. Broun. 1st Cavalry: 1st Lieut. B. H.  Cieever. 4th 
Cavalry. 

THIRD Ru\v.-Second Lieut. D. 11. Defrers. 5th Infantry ; 2d Lieut. J. E 
McCoy, ;th Infantry: zd Lieut. C. W. .\bbott. Jr.. 12th Infantry: 1st Lieu:. 
Cunliffe H. Murray. 4th Cavalry; 2d Lieut. J. B. Enx-in. 4th Cavalry : 1st Lieur. 
J. J. Crittenden. 22d Infantry : 1st Lieut. Otho IV. Budd. 4th Cavalr\-. 

FOCRTH Ruw.-Second Lieut. E. H. 1Vek.r. 20th Infantry: 1st Lieut. 
Henry A. Reed, zd Artillery: Capt. John S. Cew. 20th Infantry: Ma;. B. E. 
Fryer. Surgeon, C. 5. .Army : Capt. 5. B. JI. Sump. 5th Cal-airy : Capt. T.  51. 
Tolman. 1st Infantry : Capt. J. B. Johnson. j d  Cavalry : 1st Liect. George D. 
Wallace, 7th Cavalry ; 2d Lieut. Charles Byrne. 6th Infantry. 

FIFTH R,~\\..-FFirst Lieut. Victor Biart. Assistant Sargeon. C. S. .Army ; 
Capt. Theodore J. Wint. 4th Cavalry : 1st Lieut. John B. Rudman. .Adjutant 20th 
Infantry: Maj. Caleb R. Layton. 20th Infantry : Col. E. 5.  Otis. 20th Infantry,  
Maj. J. J. Cpham. 5th Cavalry : 1st Lieur. Thomas 1V. Lord, (2u r t emar t e r .  
20th Infantry: Post Chaplain T. W. Barry: .Acting .1s&ant Scrgeon IV J 
Barbour. 

SISTH Row.-First Lieut. T. E. T y e .  4th Infantry ; 2d Liect. L’H. S o -  
cum, 1Sth Infantry; 1st Lieut. Frank H. kdmunds. 1st Infantry ; Capt. Theo- 
dore Schu-an. 11th Infantry: SIaj. J. d. Poland. 2I.t I n f a c r y :  Capc. E.  B. 
Williston. zd .Artillery ; Capt. J. S. JlcSaFght. 20th Infantry , 2d Lieut. -\zh*ir 
Wlliams, j d  Infantry : 1st Lieut. Charles 31. O’Cunnac. -th Cava:ry ; 22 Liect. 
Vasa E. Stolbrand, 13th Infantry. 

SEVESTIi Row.-Second Lieut. Silas .A. Woolfe. 4th Infantry ; 2d L i e x  
Thomas J. Clay, 10th Infantry ; 1st Lieut. Paul Haxocjd,  20th Infantry ; 1st 

Lieut. Leuis  Merriam, 4th Infantry : ?d Lieut. Henry A. Grerne. 20th Izifan- 
tq- ;  1st Lieut. Alfred Reynolds, 20th Infantry; 1st Liect. Leon Matik, rx:h 
.Infantry : 2d Lieut. Joseph T. Dickman. 3d Cavalry : 1st Lieit. C. .\I. R x k -  
feller, 9th Infantry. 

EIGHTH Row.-Second Lieut. F. D. Rucker, ?d Cavaity: 2d Lieu:. Ed- 
win St. John Greble. zd Artillery ; 2d Lieut. -1. F. Handi0r.h. I ~:h Infantry : 
zd Lieut. John A. Locku-ood, x ; t h  Infantry; 2d Lieut. H. W. Wheeler. 5th 
Cavalq-: ad Lieut. E. H. Brooke, 21st Infantry: ?d Lieut. Eugene Ccshman. 
16th Infantry; 2d Lieut. Thomas Connolly, 1st Infantry. 

SISTH Rnw.-Second Lieut. William C. Jluh:enberg, 2d Infantry : 1st 
Lieut. C. H. Heyl. 23d Infantry : 2d Lieut. John Y. Cmningham, I&I Infan- 
t ry ;  2d Lieut. Leighton Finlep. 10th Cavalry; 1st Lieu:. D. D. Mitcheil. 15th 
Infantry ; 2d Lieut. H. Johnson, Jr.. 5th Infantry. 
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CHINA NOTES  goo!. 

BY CAFTAIS CHAS. D. RHODES, SIxTtr r. S. C A \ A I . R \ .  

HESE notes are jottings made in a diminutive diary T from day to day while participating in the China relief 
expedition. If they prove at all interesting to the readers 
of the CAVALRY JOURSAL, it will be because they were made 
on the spot, with little subsequent revision or amplification. 
No literary merit whatever is claimed for them. 

June pth.-After one day's notice I took up my quarters 
as quartermaster on the United States chartered transport 
Lerlaow and worked very hard all day. loading horses and 
stores, and otherwise preparing for sea. Have 2 j 2  horses of 
the Sixth Cavalry aboard, and one private horse of Major E.. 
tn be delivered at Honolulu. Have thirty-one soldiers of 
my regiment. and one hospital attendant. Lieutenant S. 
and Dr. R, with Veterinary Surgeons G. and D., are to be 
my companions of the voyage. At j:30 this evening we 
pulled out and anchored off shore, San Francisco Harbor. 
awaiting sailing orders. We are as yet ignorant of our des- 
tination, but expect to go to Nagasaki, via Honolulu and 
Kobe, and there receive instructions as to final destination, 
China or the Philippines. 

July 1st.-Waited all the morning for sailing orders. Sent 
Lieatenant S. ashore for salt-water soap and thermometers 
bo hang in lower holds. He returned with clinical thermom- 
eters about 12 bf., saying our sailing orders had been pre- 
pared and would soon be aboard. When I came aboard at 
such short notice, I found the Leelanuw loaded with thou- 
-& of dollars worth of stores, and was handed invoices and 
naiptP to sign for property said to be buried in the bowels 
of the ship. It is needless to say that I refused to receipt 
and- such circumstances. 4 t  I :30 P. w. to-day a tug brought 

* 
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our sailing orders, and at 2:oo we passed out towards the 
Golden Gate. Immed;-r-ly encountered the tail end of a 
storm, a very heavy sea from the northwest: and as our 
course lay southwest by w-est. we rolled in the trough of the 
sea all night. Our horses are ranged in two tier; on the 
main deck and in the hold: and are separated from each 
other by wooden bars. with breast and tail boards. Some of 
these broke during the storm. and one poor animal WZLS pre- 

t P P E R  DECK HORSE TRASSPq#HT. 

cipitated into the ho:d. Although falling eighteen or twenty 
feet, he was uninjured. Dozens of horses lost their footing 
and fell to the slippery deck, where they slid helplessly 
about as the vessel rocked from side to side. We were all 
violently sea-sick. but managed to get a half dozen men up, 
and together we worked nearly all night getting the horses 
on their feet. To labor in the hold of a vessel under such 
circumstances, reminds one of Dante's Inferno. It was a fine 

? 
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test of the habit of discipline, for personally we all wanted 
to die, such were the pangs of d & mer. 

July zd.-EVerybody very sea-sick and but few men able 
to work. Have been feeding the horses bran, but to-day 
put slings on all animals on starboard side of main deck, and 
fed bnrn and oats, half and half. T w o  horses are still down 
on the aftes main deck, and until the storm abates we shall 
,be unable to right them. 

July 3d.-Had guard of six men with horses all night. 
Four animals fell, but were promptly righted. This morn- 
ing we got a horse on his feet  which has been down for 
thirty-& hours. wedged under the after-winch. Our first 
harsc died to-day from internal injuries and was thrown over- 
.board. All hands are feeling better. 

July 4th.--Sea smooth. and everyone except Privates lV., 
M. and H., arefeeling better. My men are fed by contract 
with the ship, and there is complaint to-day of poor fare. 
Found home of Troop D, moved yesterday from winch, dead 
today in hissling. Both he and Xo. I died from internal 
injuries, portions of their stalls having broken during the 
storm. Spent the entire day thoroughly cleaning. washing 
and disinfecting the ship. 

July Sth.-Our third horse (Troop D,I died early this 
marning of internal injuries received the first night of our 
voyage. He was found dead in his sling. After breakfast 
we thoroughly cleaned ship. Worked all afternoon over 
,Sergeant B.'s horse, which has colic, and he is improving. 
Saw our fixst flying fish to-day. OUT fourth horse died this 
evening, again of internal injuries. He had been refusing 
his forage. It  would seem now that the stalling had been 
mpterially weakened by several voyages, and should have 
been renewed by the quartermaster's department before leav- 

July 6th.Arg-t  Baker's horse died about j :OO P. 11. 
to-day of idammation of the bowels, following colic. He 
d e  a grand fight for life. It 
'is sad to see these grand old troop horses die so ignomini- 
ously after years of faithful service on the Western plains. 
The weather continues fine. We expect to reach Honolulu 

> 

ing part. 

We threw him overboard. 
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Wednesday morning. All persons on board have been 
vaccinated. 

July ith.--Sothing of importance. One horse suffering 
with pneumonia seems to be improving. Collins' horse had 
slight colic and retention of urine. 

July 10th.-One day is like another. W e  w e  flying-fish. 
goonies and bos'n birds. 

July I I th.-Sighted the Hawaiian Islands about I I o'clock 
last night. Pilot came aboard at j A. 11. to-day. and by 6:oo 

Used catheter. 

HORSE T RASBPO RT. SH ti'XI SG R-I S DS.iII.8. 

we were alongside the dock at Honolulu. L-nloaded horses 
and turned them loose in a paddock about seven-eighths of 
a mile distant. Horses are in good shape except the 
pneumonia case. which died on the dock this evening. Fed 
three pounds of oats only to animals. but as much hay as 
they could eat. Saw something of the City of Honolulu 
this morning, a curious of all nationalities, mostly 
Asiatics. The amount .of shipping in the harbor is prodi- 
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gicms. Twelve vessels are at anchor awaiting berths at the 
docks. Visited Camp McKinley, and passed lovely resi- 
dences, fairly buried in luxuriant tropical vegetation. The 
mosqtritoes here are very troublesome. 

July izth.-Find so much bran necessary to keep animals' 
-1s open, and so much spoils through exposure on deck. 
that we loaded an additional 30.000 pounds to-day. A gang 
of Kanakas cleaned the ship. 

July 13th.-Was notified by Depot Quartermaster that he 
wished the LreZauuzu to sail on Sunday, the I j th inst. A s  my 
animals had been put aboard at San Francisco after a ten- 
day railroad journey, I would have liked two days longer 
rest at Honolulu. It has seemed to me that as I am the 
officer held responsible for the safe amval of the horses, I 
should be the judge of the amount of rest needed en route. 

July ~qth.-Carpenters put to work strengthening super- 
shucture deck on which many thousand tons of forage are 
loaded. We fear lest a severe typhoon may precipitate this 
load on the animals below. The braces between stalls and 
worn breast-boards have been replaced. 

Jdy ISth.-Carpenters worked until g:30 A. Jf., when 
loading of horses was begun, using two swinging cars, 
hoisted aloft with steam winches. At j:OO P. M. we went to 
sea. Found two stowaways aboard, one being a deserter 
)ram the artillery at Honolulu, who said he desired Philippine 
or China service. Put them both to work. 

July 16th.-Another complaint from the men about the 
unpalatable character of the ship's food. The contract price 
of sixty cents per day per man should give them excellent 
fare. Had a very plain talk with the master of the transport, 
which will result in improved rations for the men. The 
master was once a petty o5cer in the U. S. navy, and judges 

' the needs of our soldiers by the now ancient standard of 
.'park and treacle." 

Another civilian 
stowaway turned up this evening. The ship's captain put 
himin irons, but afterwards released him and put him to 
stoking in the engine room. I now have 249 animals aboard, 
six having died en route to Honolulu. 

July' ~ f t h . - H ~ t s e ~  are doing well. 

F 1.V I SG STALL - HI )I+% E TR A S* PC IRT. 
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- glasses revealed no signs of inhabitants. 
August ist.-All day long we skirted the Japanese coast, 

entering Kii Channel. The country is beautifully green. 
About 800 P. M. we passed through the narrows and dropped 

I 

I nuchar aff Kabe 

3dy i$th.-One or two animals a little off their feed. 
We are so far south that the temperature is quite warm. 
With no facilities for exercising the horses, it is difficult to 
keep their bowels open. Colic and pneumonia are the two 
dheaaes most to be feared; the former from overfeeding 
without d a e n t  exercise, and the latter from draughts 
caused by wind-sails, blow-pipes and electric fans. If the 
sea were a little rougher the horses would have sufficient 
exercise in retaining their footing. The heat in this south- 
ern latitude is oppressive to a n i d s  in the hold of the ship, 
and I am beginning to think the northern route the better, 

*. 

whether from San Francisco or Seattle. 
Jdy 22d.This morning we crossed the i80° meridian, 

and hence jumped from the 20th to the zzd of July. Had 
fire and boat drill this afternoon at 4 o'clock. Boat drill very 
slow and poor. I doubt very much if these boats could be 
safely unshipped in a moderate sea ; and the conglomerate 
array of firemen, waiters, and others who make up the crews, 
does not promise well for good management in an emer. 
gency. 

Jqly 30th.-Since last writing, our voyage has been un- 
eventful. No land has been sighted, and not a single sail 
since leaving Honolulu. Much of each day has been spent 
in caring for the horses and in keeping the horse decks clean 
and free from odor. All manure must be raised from the 

The last two days have been cool and the animals appear 
refreshed. Several incipient cases of colic have been treated 
opportunely. We expect to sight land to-morrow-the Jap- 
anese island of Fatsizio. 

It seems 
to be an extinct volcano, and is green with vegetation. 
Portions of it seem to be under cultivation. although field 

- holds in baskets, and the horse decks flushed with a hose. 

July gist.-Passed Fatsizio about 8:oo A. SI. 

August zd.--Jloved up early to a better anchorage. After 
breakfast went ashore and visited the American Consulate, 
where I found a telewam from General Chaffee. sent from 
Nagasaki, directing us to proceed at once to Taku. China. 
The ship's captain made arrangements for coaling the vessel, 

Y L Y I S G  ~T,TAI,L-HOHSE THAS*POKT. 

and I ordered 300 tons of water aboard.' Cabled our arrival 
to Washington. 

August 3d.--Our pilot came aboard and w e  started for 
Mozi, through the Inland Sea. about 8: j O  .L M. The scenery 
is beautiful in the extreme. the sea being dotted with green 
islands and the water made picturesque with odd.shaped 
junks, sampans, and larger craft. 



August 4th-The Inland Sea is more open to-day, but 
the scenery About I 1.00 A. H. to- 
day the sea narrowed and we reached Jlozi. In the straits 
we passed four fortified land batteries, the armament appar- 
ently being eight-inch Ktapp rifles. We passed out of the In- 
land Sea about 2:oo P. Y., and the pilot left us. To-night we 
are far  out on the China Sea, steering almost due west. This 
ooorse will take us south of Korea. The days are very hot, 
but after nightfall a delightful breeze springs up, refreshing 
the tired horses. 

August 6th.-We have sailed up around Korea, first west, 
then northwest, and finally nearly north. On the night of 
the 5th one sick horse died of pneumonia. caused by the 
change in latitude. 

August 7th.-About g A. Y. we got our first sight of China. 
the promontory of Shantung, on which stands a light-house. 
About 5 P. Y. some excitement was caused by the appearance 
of a man-of-war, apparently steering to intercept us. -As we 
had received little news at Kobe as to the  progress of the 
China relief expeditions, we immediately had visions of be- 
ing sunk by one of the Chinese battleships. Fortunately, 
however, our fears proved groundless, and the war vessel 
crossed our course towards Korea. Our horses have naturally 
become tired of the long voyage. Another one is threatened 
with pneumonia. 

This 
morning about 8 o'clock we narrowly escaped running on an 
unchartered rock in the middle of the Yellow Sea. One of 
the ships of the allies had evidently discovered it, for its lo- 
cation was marked by a small buoy, surmounted by two col- 
ored streamers. Had we been here at night it is likely we 
would have struck the obstruction, as our course was taking 
us directly towardsit. Our horses appear very tired and are 
apparently unable to successfully combat disease. At I I>. 11. 

re reached the roadstead of Taku. It was indeed an inspir- 
ing sight to see h'undreds of men-of-war and transports of all 
notions ndhg  at anchor. We anchored near the transports 
C's& and f i a ~ t ,  about ten miles off shore, owing to 
theshod water. Admiral Remey's aide came aboard with 

still very fascinating. 

August 8th.-Our pneumonia case died last night. 

THE 1.AS.T RITES. 
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the Admiral's compliments, and told us all the news. I later 
returned the visit. Saw Captajn Baker of the Grunt, who is 
acting harbormaster, and got half promise to unload the 
k h a w  to-morrow. We can see a lighter loaded with 13 j 
of the Corrrvnrougrc'~ horses stuck in the mud at the mouth of 
the Pei Ho River. We hear that General Chaffee and our 
troops are at Tien Tsin-tbe Sixth Cavalry waiting for its 
homes. 

August 9th.-Waited for a lighter all the morning. Sent 
Lieutenant S. to the Grunt, and Captain B. said that a lighter 
would surely come to unload us at 2 P. SI.. but it failed to 
appear. We are very impatient to get our poor horses ashore 
and rejoin the regiment at Tien Tsin. 

As our vessel 
has no steam-launch, and it is probably fifteen miles to 
Tongku, we are rather helpless. Sent Lieutenant S. in to 
Tough on the Grunt's steam-launch, invoking him to do all 
things to get us unloaded. About 3:oo P. M. the Pichifi, a 
large steam lighter, came out. and I unloaded part of the 
stores, all the saddles and 124 horses before it o clock to- 
night. An inudent of the unloading was that the ship's 
ofhoers and crew refused to assist in the unloading or in 
working the steam winches without extra compensation, 
claiming that their contract did not require it. I found two 
soldiers who understood the work, and much to the chagrin 
ab the seamen, did the unloading without their assistance. 
I have never yet failed to find the right man for any 
emergency among our American soldiers. We espect an- 
&her lighter alongside in the morning to take the rest of 
oar horses. Cnloading horses by steam power by starlight 
ten miles off shore, with inexperienced men. has been a 
d q u e  experience. 

August 11th.-The lighter Fiwchmt appeared early and 
we unloaded the remainder of our cargo, passing up the 
winding Pei Ho to Tongku. The latter is a very busy 
tom, crowded with the soldiers of all nations, working 
Chinese coolies to the limit. Supplies are being forwarded 

- as rapidly as possible on the river by means of junks. and on 
the dkoad now managed by the Russians. Our Depot 

August mth.-Still waiting for a lighter. 

' 
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Quartermaster at Tongku has not lost time in seizing build- 
ings for the storage of United States property. and is rushing 
forward supplies at a lively rate. Each junk carries the flag 
of the nation to which it belongs. usually with ours-a 
white flag u-ith the letters V. S. marked thereon with a 
brush. Similarly each gang of coolies cames a protective 
flag. At least one soldier accompanies each gang to prevent 
it being gobbled up by the soldiers of other nations. The 

ClfIiVA .\-OTES. . 

coolies prefer to work for our government. ;is w c  trcat thcm 
kindly. and are paying thcm twenty cents gt'ld a day. The  
coolies of other nations are impressed. 

August rzth.-Loaded my horses on ;i train oi Gondola 
cars, on the Russian Railway. and stationed soldiers between 
the cars to quiet the animals and keep them aboard. -1s the 
sides of the cars barely reached the animals' knees. each 
sudden jolt seemed about to precipitate horses to the ground; 
in fact, before we started, I picked up three American horses 

9 
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which had been lost from preceding trains. 
tmin moved with snail-like slowness. 
a~Coasack officer and myself attempted to talk French. 

Fortunately the 
Back in the caboose 

He 
enough to.  say that the American cavalry was the 

he world. Reached Tien Tsin at  t:oo P. Y. on the " 
hottest day I have ever expcrienced. A mounted detachment 
met us, and after unloading our animals, led them off towards 
the Sixth Cavalry camp. leaving us to follow on foot. Vn- 
fo*nately we were misdirected, and after wandering an hour 
*g the remains of deserted Chinese buildings, we reached 
out camp thoroughly exhausted. It was the last straw in 
t h  fatiguing labor of the past four days. 

IAugust 13th.-Very, very hot in camp. The Sixth Car- 
d+ is assisting in holding Tien Tsin. General Chaffee is 
mowing up  the Pei H o  with the allies. Troop 11 alone 
aaompanies him, as our horses arrived too late for the first 
advance. Even now, after forty days at sea. the animals 
appear quite exhausted and run down. There was a night 
alarm to-night, as a wild rumor came that our forces at the 
frobt had been cut off. 

August 14th.-It is still intensely hot. Our horses are 
being shod and placed in condition for active field service. 

augus t  rsth.-Troop A went on a scout this morning. 
a*mpanied by twenty-five Bengal Lancers. * Sear  a native 
Pi- Six miles from here, the little command was suddenly 
fired upon by Chinese concealed in trenches at two hundred 
yards range. Their fire was returned, but our troops did 
not care to  bring on a general action. S o  casualties. Lieu- 
tenant Gausson, of t h e  Lancers, performed an act of heroism 
in rescuing under a hot fire, a corporal of Troop -A, who had 
beem thrown from his horse in the first m516e." We are 
warned to-night by the British and Japanese generals in 
Tien Tsin, that a general attack is expected on our position 
to-right by the Chinese Imperial troops. their main attack 
to be directed west of the west arsenal. Our troops have 
been assigned to positions along the parapet encircling our 

hroisl. 
*Lieutenant Gousson has since received the Victoria Cross tor this act of 

camp, so that there may be no confusion in case this night 
attack materializes. 

August 16th.-It rained hard during the night and the 
Chinese failed to attack. We heard to-night. through the 
Japanese headquarters. of the fall of Peking and the safety 
of the legations. Lieutenant 11. made a reconnaissance this 
morning. but the Chinese had retreated. 

,August I 8th.-We received orders to day to prepare for an 
attack on the Boxers. located southwest of Tien Tcin .  who 
are reported as being active and threatening. 

We slept in our clothes. 

CHIISESE PRISOSEHJ-SIXTH C A V A L H S  IZlciHT. T I E S  T?.IS. 
a 

August 19th.-It is Sunday. i i -e  left camp, mounted and 
equipped. at 4 A. M., and rendezvoused at the race-track. with 
a platoon of Bengal Lancers. Proceeded south of west about 
six miles. Our squadron (-1, C and D Troops! had the ad. 
vance, with Troop D as advance guard. A s  we passed by a 
field of high standing corn, we received a heavy fire from the 
field on our right flank. Several men were hit. but the Chi- 
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was too high to do much execution. Our three 
dismounted' to the right, "to fight on foot," 
t fire, which clipped the cornstalks like the 

Picked up one 
er repeatingcarbine in the field, showing the Boxers' . As we deployed into the open, we saw. some 1,200 

away, a long line of hostile troops deployed along UQd" ches, and waving aloftall manner of strange flags. They 
opened a long range fire on gs. to which we replied. princi- 
pally volley firing, by squad and troop. A few mihutes later 
our led-horses were brought up, and the men held their horses 
individually on the skirmish line. Yieldtog. perhaps to fear 
of a flank attack by some British troops on their right. the 
C)inese moved by their left flank, and we conformed to their 
movement by making a half change of front to the right. 
Lest they should envelop our right flank. the troops of our 
'thiird squadron were deployed. dismounted on our right. their 
horses under cover to the rear. The Boxers kept up a pretty 
sttady fire on our part of the line, which we answered by 
volleys, specially good marksmen being designated to pick 
off the Boxer standard-be&zrs. M y  trumpeter. standing a 
few feet behind me, and holding his own and my horse on 
either hand, had both horses wounded almost simultaneously. 
Altogether, my troop alone had one horse killed and six horses 
wounded by this long range fire, we meanwhile waiting for 

allies, the British, to reach the extreme left flank and 
bine with us in a general forward movement. A s  part 

o these allies were infantry. it took them a long time to reach 
tl+r position, and at last, weary at the long delay. our sqaad- 
ron were directed to mount and charge, which we did by 
echelon, as forage=. from left to right. the other squadron 
being held in reserve. Several hundred Boxers were Ulled. 
My own charge led me directly towards the village, where a 
bunch of the enemy made a stand, with a hot fire, necessitat- 
ing my dismounting my men and pouring in a few volleys. 
which dispersed them in short order. During the charge a 
number of Boxers with spears, having red plumes near the et, were unearthed in the tall grass. The casualties of the 
entire engagement were slight for our side, being one soldier 

bees, charged through the field. 

T 
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mortally wounded and five or six wounded. Several hundred 
Boxers are reported killed and twenty or thirty prisoners were 
taken. ,imong the latter, one wounded boy with his arm 
shattered. excited our pity. During the engagement there 
came into action'on the Chinese line what appeared to be a 
field-battery. burning black powder. A large puff of smoke 
would become visible. then a roar would be heard. and a few 
seconds later all kinds of old railroad iron would whistle 

CHLVA .YO TES. 
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FRESCH CAPTIVE BALL(NW--YOVISG TIS PEKISG. 

about us. W e  afterwards found this improvised batter]: io 
be .- jingals." or two-men-guns. mounted on ordinary ginrik- 
ashas. This engagement is officially known as Gaw-Char- 
Chun. 

August 20th.-Troops I, I; and L, left for Peking early 
this morning, escorting General Barry. Received orders to- 
day to proceed with Troop C to-morrow to SangTsun for 
station, to protect and control the Anglo-American telegraph 
line. Spent day loading troop property on a junk. 
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August zrst.--Our junk got off at j this morning, towed 
by the Mnpracy's tug. We marched at j : ~  j ,  mounted and 
equipped, going by way of the Walled City to Peitsang iten 
miles), and thence to Yang Tsun (twenty miles ). The 
country is admirably adapted for cavalry, and wlth our flank- 
ers and connecting files, we covered a mile of front. The 
road crosses the Pei H o  River at Peitsang to the east bank. 
and follows that bank to Yang Tsun, where it crosses on a 
pontoon bridge to the west bank. Encountered no opposi- 
tion en route. The invading army of the Allies had imme- 
diately preceded as, and the native villages were found in 
ruins and deserted. In many places, gruesome corpses of 
Chinamen still lay unburied, filling the vicinity with almost 
unbearable odors; while, at our approach, half- wild dogs fled 
from the piles of human bones that they were gnawing. In 
the wayside temples the Buddhist idols had been overturned 
and broken, and evidently a careful search had been made 
fa r  money or jewels supposed to be concealed beneath the 
base of the images. Reached Yang Tsun about 3 P. M., and 
went into camp on the west side of the Pei Ho, near a well. 
Our junk failed to arrive, so we had to sleep in the open on 
short rations. 

August 22d.".r lighter arrived early and we made our. 
selves very comfortable, with our conical wall tents and cook- 
ing o a ~ t .  Yang Tsun is garrisoned at present by detach- 
ments of Japanese, French, and a few Germans, all of 
whom live in deserted houses. Three miles south the rail- 
road crosses the Pei Ho on an iron bridge, and here the Rus- 
sians have an outpost and railroad station. This is the ex- 
treme north point of railroad communication at present, the 
remainder of the railroad to Peking having been torn up by 
the Boxers. Lieutenants Alexander and Torrey, of the 
British forces, stopped with us to-night, conducting thirty 
native soldiers, five hundred Bombay coolies, and a large 
number of sheep and beeves on the hoof to Peking. They 
gave tu two bullocks and eighteen sheep which were unable 
to march farther. The British o6cer seems to be a very fine 
fellow. 

To make matters worse it rained all night. 

August 23d.-Sent out patrol of ten men to Hosiu-u. 
twenty miles north of us. with two days' rations. They re- 
turn to-morrow. Also a second patrol ( S o .  I ) under Ser- 
geant S. northweFt: So.  2 patrol under Sergeant G. west; 
So. 3 patrol under Sergeant S. southwest. This. in order to 
learn the surrounding country. and locate any Boxer or Im- 
perial troops, and make contact, if possible. with Cossack 
outposts along the demolished railroad. Returned. having 
seen neither enemies nor Cossacks. 

FRENCH INFASTRY O S  THE MARCH. 

August z4th.-To0day a patrol went south to Peitsang. 
ten miles : and Sergeant S.'s patrol returned from Hosinu 
with one prisoner, a coolie. We treated him kindly and 
offered him steady employment about the kitchen. We are 
now very comfortable in camp. 

August 2 jth.-Captain B., our Tien Tsin quartermaster. 
came up on train and seized dock at the railroad bridge. 
Sent guard to hold it. The Allies, especially the  Russians. 

I 
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are rapidly seizing all available wharfage, and it behooves 
01 to -re a good site for a depot. We have secured a 
good strip of river bancabout one hundred and seventy-five 
yards in leng&h, and have planted our flag thereon. Went 
out on a twelve mile scout west. northwest and south. 
Found villages and fields held many frightened Chinos who 
fled at our approach. We treated them kindly. and so re- 
assured them that many returned from hiding. They 
brought us chickens, eggs and vegetables. Paid them for 
them, at which they were much surprised, and at first de- 
clined to accept money. We pointed to our uniforms and 
tried to make $hem understand that American soldiers would 
never treat them cruelly or unjustlp. Returned to camp 
Gd  received report of a lieutenant at Hosim-u being shot in 
the hand last night; also telegraph working party near 
Peitsang fired on this morning. Received Commanding 
General'sorder in regard to punishment of Chinese guerrillas 
who are supposed to be tampering with the telegraph linc. 

Au- 26th.-Sent Lieutenant D. and ten men to scout 
towards Peitsang, to bum village where firing occurred yes- 
terday on our working party, and intimidate the Boxers. T h c  
Anglo-American telegraph office was moved to-day from thc 
French headquarters to our camp. Line down again between 
here and Hosiwu. Lieutenant D. returned from Peitsang. 
without having found any Boxers. Captain B.. the China 
mpresentative of our Associated Press. passed through en  
route to Peking and dined with us. 

August zSth.--A China coolie with a dislocated knee was 
put ashore here from one of the junks. Although we have 
no surgeon, we bound up the limb with first-aid bandages 
and gave him plenty to eat. He appears very grateful. K e  
want these people to understand that w e  have no sympathy 
with those who have committed atrocities on non-combatants. 
Made application for a surgeon. 

August 29th.-We are holding on tenaciously to our dock 
at the Yang Tsun railroad bridge, although other nations 
appear to be trying to crowd us out. We suspect one nation 
of moving the flag, marking our line of demarkation. during 

t \ 
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the night. WG had corresFndent of the London Times at 

August 30th.-Junk arrived with our surgeon, Doctor B., 
and rations and forage for fifteen days. Sow hare the pa- 
trolling of the telegraph line systematized so that our entire 
section of thirty miles (Peitsang to Hosiwu j is traversed twice 
daily. We are beginning to think that the frequent breaks 
in the telegraph are not caused by Boxers, but by careless- 
ness on the part of the drivers, particularly of the Russian 
carts which knock down the slender telegraph poles during 
night marches. 

August grst.-Privates J. and B. had an exciting experi- 
ence today: They wandered off in search of watermelons, 
canying no q m s  but their revolvers. Suddenly eight or ten 
shots were fired at them from a cornfield. They returned 
the fire and ran. Unfortunately they, ran in the wrong 
direction, got lost, and finally entered a Chinese village for a 
guide. The people were very friendly to them and guided 
them to the railroad, which they followed into Yang Tsun. 
They arrived in camp to-night, tired and hungry, having 
walked, they declare, thirty miles. To-day seized ten of the 
best buildings in Yang Tsan in the name of the L-nited 
States and marked them suitably, to be used as quarters for 
troops in case we remain here during the coming winter. 
Made application for a machine-gun, as many rumors of an 
attack have been current. 

September rst.-Sent Lieutenant D. with a detachment to 
try and find the Boxers who fired on our soldiers yesterday. 
He returned, having found the village where they had been, 
but they vacated in  a hurry. He punished the inhabitants 
of this town by levying tribute of eighty chickens. His re- 
turning column looked like a caravan. Two correspondents 
of the Londorr Mad, en  route to Pekin, stopped over with us 

September id.-- night careless foreign sentinels, sup- 
posed to be Gefmans, fired three shots over our camp. The 
fodgn soldiers show poor discipline in firing at anything and 
everything they e, espe&lly in passing up and down the 
Pei H o  on junks. Hundreds of junks of all nations pass our 

dinner to-day. 

to-dny. 

! 

camp daily. propelled by poling by coolies on the towpath, 
by sails, or by a combination of all methods. The country 
is flat and the river winds about interminably. The  river 
water is befouled by filth of all kinds-oftentimes by decom- 
posing dead bodies: but the coolies drink it without the 
slightest hesitation. We keep careful guard over our well, 
and allow no one to use it but ourselves. Our sick report is 
comparatively small. principally from diarrhea and boils. 

BRlTISH l S D I A S  T R ( h j P - M A X I M  BATTERY. 

The constant. arduous patrolling is running our horses down 
with some sore backs. I'esterday the British o6cer at 
Hosiwu sent my patrol back with unimportant c'ispatches. 
%-hen they should have rested there over night. This gave 
them a fifty mile ride. 

September jd.-Received instructions to send escort for 
General Wilson to-morrow at the railroad depot. Lieutenant 
D. returned from Tien Tsin and rode his horse to our picket 
line between our camp and that of a French battery. tern- 
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porarily camped next to us. French sentinel challenged and 
D. answered, bat the sentinel immediately fired, missing D. 
At  reveille in the morning we found the ball had killed one 
of our horses tied on picket-line ("Maceo"~. entering on 
right flank and passing through abdomen. The French bat- 
tery broke camp about 4:oo A. 11.. so that I had no oppor- 
tunity to protest. but have made an official report of the occur- 
rence. The poorhorse must have been slowlydyingallnight. 

September 4th.-We met General Wilson with an escort 
at the railroad station, and had seven guests at our little din- 
ner table to day. Sent escort forward with the general to 
Peking. A troop of Bengal cavalry came and camped nest 
to us, with Captain Griffiths and Lieutenant Camac. who are 
exceedingly pleasant neighbors. .Also one company of Brit- 
ish sappers and miners. 

September Sth.-Went to railroad bridge and inspected 
our dock. Our soldiers are guarding a strip 173 yards in 
length, beginning at a point about 200 yards north o f  the 
bridge and extending to wagon road. Our section is sur- 
rounded by the troops of the allies. so that it was well w e  re- 
served this land in time. Received two v q -  important 
cipher cablegrams by carrier from Peking. which were trans- 
mitted from here to Tongku by telegraph. thence t c l  bc 
cabled to Washington. 

September ~th.-To-day we found the French comman- 
dante had raised the French flag over several of our buildings 
in Yang Tsun, and the French soldiers had chalked -Maison c k  
France" over our own 'SVnited States property." Sent Lieu- 
tenant D. with a soldier-interpreter to protest. and this after- 
n o w  the French flag was hauled down from our buildings. 

September 8th.-Had some trouble with a Russian sol- 
dier, who struck one of our Chinese coolies with a whip. 
Arrested him, lectured him. then released him. One o f  our 
soldiers. born in Odessa. then indicted a letter to the Russian 
commandante, reciting our grievance. 

September 9th.-Received word from Tongku that the 
important cablegram had been received safely and trails- 
mitted to " A p u f "  at Washington. Our guard at the rail- 
road bridge reported to-day that .Russian troops from Peking 

had occupied our ground. Sent Lieutenant D.. with inter- 
preter, down to interview- the Russian commander. by which 
an understanding was arrived at that the ground would be 

. vacated. Russians state they did not see our flag. Our 
troops have not had sufficient flags. Other nations came pro- 
vided with thousands of flags. For our camp I ha\-e had tu 
have the troop saddler manufacture one from a shelter-half 
;md strips of red torn from n Hoser sash. The stars have 

I I 1 

bothered the sxlcllcr cimsidt.rab:\-. bat no\\. *.Old ( ; : ~ r y  " 
floats proudly from a tall staR. and means cwrything t t p  cc. 
home made though it is. Our little fing nt tlic dl,ck was 
begged from a passing strain laurch bt.li)nging t 1 1  o u r  t.,~ #<pita1 
ship Rditf. 

September I 0th.-Received order to-day directing me to 
report at Peking as Xdjutant General of the First Brigade 
(Wilson's! now garrisoning Peking and vicinity. This comes 
as a great surprise, and I do not know whether to be glad or 
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qorry to leave this little outpost in which I have become 
greatly interested. 

Marched to Hosiwu, 
about twenty-two miles. Have a motley array of transpor- 
tation, captured pack ponies with improvised packs, and a 
mule hitched to an abandoned Chinese cart. Hosiwu is 
garrisoned by detachments of five or six nations. 

September 13th.-Jlarched to Jlaton, where we found a 
company of the Fourteenth Infantry intrenched on the river 
bank, a Gatling gun in position to sweep the approaches. 
Then pushed on to Tung Chow, making a thirty-two mile 
marcb. Just south of Tung Chow our cart stuck in the mud. 
delaying us until after dark. Made camp alongside of 2.000 

Russians. and the rumbling of their transportation could b't. 
heard along the road all night long. 

September 14th.-Marched to Peking, and midway met 
the Third Squadron, Sixth Cavalry en route to some town 
outside, with five days rations. Reached Peking at I I :oo A. 

M. and delivered dispatches to General Chafiee and Jlr. Con- 
ger. Reported at headquarters First Brigade, which is 
located in a vast enclosure termed the Temple of Agriculture. 
Each separate building is surrounded by a high wall. and 
this wall surrounded by another wall. The whole ground is 
again surrounded by a twenty foot masonry wall. Opposite 
the Temple of Agriculture is the Temple of Heaven, occupied 
by the  British forces. The buildings in Peking bear little 
outward evidence of looting. but the shops are closed and 
few Chinese appear on the streets. The huge walls surround- 
ing the city, with their flanking towers loop-holed for artillery 
and musketry fire, are very impressive. It seems wonderful 
that the city fell with so little resistance. Legation Street is 
a succession of ruins. Troops of all nations elbow along the 
.streets ; and galloping orderlies necessitate an unending suc- 
cession of salutes. T h e  British oflicers and soldiers appear 
to be the neatest and best set-up. Then the Japanese, dimin- 
utive in stature, make a most excellent impression. They 
aeem tireless, and do everything with the exactness of the 
drill-book. T h e  Russians, big, brawny and untidy, impress 
m e  as good fighters. The  French soldiers a t  present here. 

September 12th.-First day on road. 

i 
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are from the penal colonies and are poor representatives of 
the land of Sapoleon. There are as yet. few Germans in 
Peking. They are superbly disciplined and drilled. but 
Seem to lack the resourcefulness so necessary in troops oper- 
ating in a strange country. 

September I jth.-Orders were issued this afternoon for 
8oo men of our brigade to combine with the British. Japanese 
and Germans. in an attack on certain Hoser temples in the 

R E S G A L  L A S C E R S .  PASci TS1.S. 

vicinity of the Hun-hi) River. Later in the ai:erawn 9 cun- 
ference was held between representatives o f  the ailies. Gen- 
eral Wilson. Generals Gaselee and Harrows. Colonel Shiba, 
and Major \'on Brison. It was agreed that an expedition 
under tieneral \Vilson. to consist of L-nited States troops and 
British troops. should make the direct attack. while forces of 
Japanese and tiermans should operate northwest of Peking 
and east of the temples. to cut off the enemy's retreat. ;en- 

'. 
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cral Barrow, chiefsf-staff of the British contingent, seems to 
have given much study to the movement. 

Ssptember 16th.-The United States troops. consisting of 
about 800 men of the Fourteenth and Sinth Infantry. with 
two guns of the Fifth Artillery, left for Liukochoa at 3:oo 
o’clock P. M. The British column of 5 0 0  infantry, ’with four 
guns, which was to have reach Liukochoa before us. seemed 
to have been delayed and hindered our march considerably. 
Reached Liukochow (ten milesaway) about 8:oo i ’ . \ i . .  where 
our troops bivouacked on each side of the principal street. 
Was busied for several hours getting out the order of march 
of the Anglo American column. which is to begin at 2:oo 
d’clock in the morning. 

September i;th.-The order o f  march worked out nicely. 
except that the last company. neglecting connecting tiles. 
went astrajr in the darkness at the gate of the town. and 
wanderedoff into the country. A s  the night was o f  inky 
darkness, the only wonder is that the mised column o f  Brit- 
ish ( Belnchistans, Bengal Infantry. Punjabs and Wclsh Fwi- 
lkrs! and Americans moved nut with so little confusion. 
Oar march was northeast. and at j A.  11. we reached Peisang 
Yan without encountering opposition. By 6: I 5 w e  were 
abreast of our objective-Patachow Temples. The Twenty-  
sixth Beluchistans and the Fourteenth Infantry were sent to 
climb the hills to the west of the village. which is built in 
terraces. There was some friendly rivalry between the regi- 
ments. and our Fourteenth outstripped their colleague.; in 
the race to the top. Line u-as then estended along the ridge. 
commanding the town. and the Bosers. thus outflanked. t k d  
along the direction of least resistance. Meanwhile the Sinth 
Iafantry battalion had moved forward t o  a direct attack. t h e  
guns in support. A few fleeing Bosers were killed. but little 
opposition was encountered. and by P:30 the town and tern- 
ples were occupied. Some arms were found in the village. 
including two Chinese Gatling guns. or mitrailleuses. 
troops went into bivouac, while the British Indians went t l J  

looting. The  temples had previously been rented as sum- 
mer residences by the foreign legations in Peking. and are 
beautifully situated oa the slopes of the green hills. .ihout 

o u r  . 
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4 11. hi. Lieutenant F .  V. S. Engineers. was sent with some 
British Cavalry and Royal Engineers. to destroy the Chinese 
arsenal at San-hia-tin. 

September I 8th.--\Vhile at breakfast. Lieutenant E’. re- 
turned and reported the destruction without ( jpposition of the 
arsenal at San-hia-tin. Our objects having 1 1 0 ~  been gained. 

RES<;.\ 1. I..\ W‘ERW s.1 I.I’Tl?r’c i .  

joint opcr;itions were declared dis;stjlved. ailti ;!IC L-. <. tri 11 e;>$ 

returned to Peking. which we reached at ,: I , .  \ I .  

September z;d.-The Forbidden City has been prcicrvccl 
inviolate from looting or pillaging. the gates being he:d 
jointly by the .lmericans and Japanese. Tu-day the Brig- 
ade Commander made tip a party to visit the Irnperia: 
Palace of the Forbidden City. a holy of holies which has 
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hitherto been barred to all except those of the royal blood of 
the Manchu dynasty and their servants. The chief man- 
darin, who has been custodian of the royal palace since the 
Empress Dowager's flight, met us at the Wu-men gate with 
all thelesser mandarins and eunuchs, and conducted us suc- 
cessively through several palace throne rooms. the Emperor's 
apartments. the Dowqger Empress's apartmcnts. and finally 
to the palace gardens containing gnarled trees of great an. 
tiqaity. Nearly all the buildings showed evidences of neg- 
lect except the Empress's apartments which were filled with 
bric-a-brac from all corners of the world. French clocks 
and Swiss music boxes were particularly in evidence. The 
chief mandarin begged not to be required to conduct us to 
the women's apartments, as his head would be forfeited. 

September z&h.-To-day we rode on horseback around 
the great wall of the Tartar City. The wall is about forty 
feet wide,and forms a rectangle. the four sides of which are 
sixteen miles in length. On each side of the roadway on the 
wall is a low stone parapet pierced for small antique cannon 
or culverins. many of which we found lying about. -it cer- 
tain points long lines of Imperial troops had encamped. as 
evidenced by their rude tents, matting and spears. At other 
points the havoc created by the shells of the allies was much 
in evidence. The magnitude of this great piece of masonry 
must be seen to  be appreciated. 

September 29th.-Dispatches received to day announcing 
the breaking up of the division and the sending to the 
Wilippines of all except specially selected troops, 

Octob6r gd.--On account of the early breaking up of the 
Peking Brigade. the Brigade Commander to-day had a re- 
view for the Division Commander and L-nited States Jlinis- 
ter of all his troops on the open space between the Temple 
of Heaven and Temple of Agriculture. Searly all the for- 
eign generals with their staffs were in the reviewing line. 
Thereview was a great success. First came the Fourteenth 
and Ninth Infantry, swinging along at company front with 
finealignment. The  dark blue shirts of the men gave them 
a very business-like appearance. Sext  came the Vnited 
States Yarines. and following them the squadron of the 
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Sixth Cavalry 3nd Light Battery I Reilly's! of the Fifth Ar- 
tiller).. After passing about once the cavalry and artillerv 
passed about once more at a gallop. It is believed that the 
fine appearance of our troops surprised the foreign officers. 
who are accustomed to seeing our men carelessly dressed 
on the streets of Peking. ,After the review a reception was 
held at brigade headquarters. 

October qth.-Visited thc scene of the siege of the Lega- 
tions to-day and made rough sketch. Owrtopping the Cnited 

COOLIES OF BESOAL LASCERI.  

States Legation and others, was the Tartar city wall. -All 
foreigners assembled in the British Legation as hostilities 
began, which was more commodious and better capable of 
defense. This done, the struggle was to kecp control of the 
Tartar wall. If this fell into the Boxers' hands. a plunging 
fire could be delivered by the enemy and the siege shortened. 
The Marines under Captain Myers seized a strip of the wall 
and built bamcades. The  Boxers approached on the wall, 

~ 
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em2 and west, and built counter-barricades, which were 
brought nearer and nearer until the opposing forces were 
separated by less than fifty yards. In a charge made at 2:oo 
A. Y., the Marines drove the Boxers from their nearest posi- 
tion. Myers was disabled by an accidental fall upon a spear. 
T h e  officials of the United States Legation claim that Cap- 
tain Myers' successor lacked nerve. The Bosers again ap- 
proached the Marines position on the wall. and at  the time 
of amval  of the allies had an extensive mining gallery under 
hnstruction, destined to blow up the Marines' position. 
*bile at the same time they were building a high masonry 
tower just behind their barricade from which they could coin- 
+and the American position. The Marines did fine work. 
and great credit is also due Jlr. H. (;. Squires formerly 
Uieutenant Seventh Cavalry Secretary of Legation. for his 
b v e r y .  energy and ability. He served as Chief-of-StafF t t )  
Sir Claude Macdonald, the British Minister. 

October 13th.-Had a great treat to-day in being prcscnt 
at the formal call of His Excellency. Li Hung Chang. tipm 
the United States minister. Twelve 'invited guests were 
F n t ,  and the occasion was one of high dramatic interest. 
Li Hung Chang entered. leaning on the shoulders of his 
attendants. Although six feet six inches in height in his 
prime, he is now much stooped and physically feeble. But his 
mind seems unimpaired. and he gives one the idea of great 
breadth of .character. He sparred skillfully with the United 
States minister as the latter questioned him. He promised 
to do everything possible to settle the Boser disturbances. 
and seemed confident of success. When it came to inducing 
the imperial court to return to Peking. he was not so sanguine. 
He seemed pleasantly interested when informed that I had 
farmed part of his escort in New York City some years ago. 

October I jth.--Ordets issued to-day directing me to join 
m y  troop. which is under orders for the Philippines. 

October 16th.-Had intended descending the Pei Ho to- 
day, but am directed to remain over to the welcoming review 
to-morrow in honor of Count von Waldersee. in which the 
troops of all the allies will participate. 

October ~;th.-We rode out at g A. 11. by way vf the Ha- 
ta-men Gate. east of the city, where we found all the generals 
and their staffs assembling. ready to welcome Count von * 

Waldersee. 
in silver helmets and gold lace, about I I .\. \ I .  To us whi, 
had just completed a severe campaign and were hardly yet 
out of the woods. it seemed as though the Germans had rid- 
den over from a parade at Berlin that miming. The generals 
fell in behind thc Count. and their stafis followed. procced- 

The latter arrived with a large stafi. g l i t ter ingp 

ing through the Russian Gate. the Ha-to-men ( ;ate. Legatil )?I 
Street. the Chun-men Gate. Sinth Infantry camp. and on to 
the Dowager Empress's outside palace, where the Count is to  
be quartered. The line o f  march was lined with troop" 
facing inward. and the British Indian troops made a partica- 
'larly striking appearance, as did also the Japanese. Our own 
troops in their field uniforms looked like fighters. but were 
more useful than ornamental. They are rather incompre- 
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hensible to foreign 0 6 c e ~ .  who cannot reconcile their care- 
lessness in dress and unreserved manners when off duty, 
with their splendid steadiness under fire and resourcefulness 
under trying circumstances. Sold my blooded horse to a high 
Japanese officer a few days ago for a thousand dollars Mexi- 
can, and was paid in original packages of brand new Chinese 
dollars, fresh from the Chinese mint. A s  this money occu- 
pied the better part of a soap box. it has been a problem 
how to transport m y  new found wealth. Luckily, to-day I 
exchanged m y  soap box for a check on the Farmers' Trust 
Company, of New York, for five hundred gold, which is de- 
cidedly easier to carry. Accompanied by one soldier. drove 
to-night to Tung Chow, where I slept on my junk. 

October rgth.-Starting at j:30 A. SI., we descended the 
Pu Ho. A long rope is attached to the top of our mast and 
fcnu Chinese coolies in harness pull the junk after the man- 
ner of our mules of the tow-path. The muddy river winds 
about like a snake in every possible direction, oftentimes 
doubling back to a point where the junk had been one or 
tao hotus before. Under such circumstances progress south- 
ward is slow. Attack from the banks would be an easy 
matter, and as there are but one soldier and myself aboard 
d d e s  the coolies, successful defense might be difficult. 
This afternoon we heard heavy firing several hundred yards 
down the river. and Indian soldiers hurrying backwards 
w-ed us not to proceed. A procession of junks, Japanese, 
German and French, were holding back, allowing us to take 
the lead. W e  proceeded cautiously looking for a fight, but 
passed the danger point safely, and will probably never know 
whether Boxers were present or not. Tried to reach Hosiwu. 
but as night came on. we tied up to the bank and slept with 
one eye open for Boxers. Our junk coolies are villainous 

October ~gth.-Passed Hosiwu at 8:oo A. U.. and by hard 
work, poling and pulling, reached our camp at Yang Tsun 

* at 7 P. Y. During my absence in Peking the entire First 
Squadrum,Sixth Cavalry, has come here for station. The 
adthct is beclnning quite cold for troops dressed as we are 
tor summer campaigning. 

looking thugs. 

! 
1 . i :  

October r4th.-The Fourteenth Infantry came swinging 
by our camp about noon to-dag. en route from Peking to 
Tongku, to take transport for the Philippines. The regi- 
ment has made a fine record in China. 

. 
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October soth.--Complying with instructims. made special 
investigation to-day of alleged outrages by foreign troops on 
the inhabitants of the village of Loo-cha.chung. about seven 
miles north-northeast of here. Major Johnson and Doctor 
Turnbull, British staff, accompanied me. with escort of Bengal 
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+cers. Went up the Pei Ho about three miles, then bore 
off to the east. Inhabitants of the villages of Loo-cha-chung, 
+wu.chang and Ko-tung fled at our approach, but little 
b i  little we gained their confidence. They are beginning to 
leun that the British and United States uniforms stand for 
humanity. We found convincing evidence of extreme cruelty, 
as follows: 

I. Old man. bullet wound in abdomen. inflicted by an 
Italian soldier October 26th. 

t 2. Middle-aged woman, bayonet wound through left fore- 
arm. by Italian soldier October 26th. 

; 3. Old man, bayonet wounds through left forearm and 
bdttock. by Italian soldier October 28th. 

4. Old man, bayonet wound in abdomen and cut on head, 
by German soldier October 28th. 

5. Old maa. gunshot wound through right hand. by 
French soldier October 28th. 

6. Old priest. bayonet cut on head: assailant undescribed. 
Doctor Turnbull had brought dressings with him and 

skillfully bound up the wounds. As the people gained con- 
fidence they minutely described their assailants. From all 
&unts. the force seems to have been a mixed one of French, 
Ithiansand Germans. The able-bodied fled from the villages. 
lGving the old men as victims of the assaulting force. The 
people seem very grateful to our surgeon. who left them 
beiadages with which to renew the dressings. It appears to 
us that troops who arrived here too late to take part in the 
firrrt advance are now organizing these minor punitive espe- 
ditions as part compensation for what they missed. A well- 
nbrded report, glowing with the dangers of the assault, might 
bring to these subordinate commanders a coveted decoration. 
Rekrned to camp at 2 P. Y.. and submitted a report of the 
inbedgation. 

November 2d.-Orders to march to Tongku, en route to 
the Philippines. Our Peking squadron is to remain. Sent 
our heavy baggage down by junks. 

November 3d.--Jlarched to  Tien Tsin, twenty-five miles, 
and camped back of general Bospital. 
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Xovember 4th.-Left Tien Tsin and marched eighteen 
miles, more than half way to Tongku. W e  have been told 
in Tien Tsin that our road. which is infrequently used. has 
been mined by the Chinese, but so far no one has been blo\\-n 
UP. 

Day is coid and 
the howling wind blows clouds of sand in our faces. The 
country reminds p e  of the plains. XI1 the morning a dozen 
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Sovember jth.-Marched to Tongku. 

ISTEHIOR OF EMPRESS 1)oWACiEH's P.\I..u'K. 

loose horses have been following our column. passing rind 
repassing LIS. but successfully eluding (111 attempts to capture 
them. We hear they are part of a lot of ,American horses 
brought over by the Germans. They escaped while en route 
to Peking and have ever since roamed the plain?; of Pei Hn 
at their own sweet will. 

Sovember 6th.-Loaded our horses vn the steam lighter 
Foo Cltozr for transfer to the horse transport Pat.kii)lLg. Boarded 
the StlttItwr for the Philippines. \ . ) ,  



SURGICAL NOTES OX THE, CHINA RELIEF 
EXPEDITIOX. ',:, . 

URGERY is as old as human need, and has been practiced s on every battlefield, with more or less skill. since the 
world began. Since a soldier's work consists in receiving and 
indicting wounds, it is a subject of peculiar interest to the 
profession of arms. Achilles is represented as being much 
concerned about the recovery of Machaon. on account of the 
skill of the latter in extracting darts and applying healing 
d v e s  to wounds. Surgery was probably at that early day 
in the hands of amateurs with a natural bent for surgery. 

When lines of battle fought within swords' length of each 
othk +ith swords, the great majority of wounds were in- 
cised wounds, with considerable gaping. thus permitting 
of good natural drainage, and therefore when such were the 
conditions there! was probably less need for aseptic surgery 
than under more modem conditions : that is. when suppura- 
tion (pus formation) occurred. it could find an outlet, and 
there was much less danger of septic poisoning. Soon after 
the introduction of gunpowder for use in small arms, mili- 
tary surgeons believed that such wounds were poisoned 
wounds, and treated them by pouring in boiling oil to destroy 
the virus, and one can readily imagine with what torture to  
the patient. Ambroise Pad. a surgeon with the army of 
F m a s  I., on his campaign in Piedmont, on a certain occa- 
siod after a battle, ran out of oil, and spent a sleepless night 
worrying about the probable condition of his wounded by 
the n&t morning. Much to his surprise he found that those 
V t e d  with a simple bandage were in better condition and 
sadking much less than those treated with the boiling oil. 
This marked the decadence of the boiling oil treatment. 
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Prior to the time of P a d .  amputations were rarely at- 
tempted 011 account of the difficulty of controlling hemor- 
rhage, and when a limb was amputated the cut surface was 
seared with a rcd hot iron to stop the bleeding. Par6 intro- 
duced the method of tying the arteries with a ligature, such 
as is used to-day. and abolished the red hot iron and made 
large amputations practicable. 

The next grand advance in the treatment of wounds was 
introduced by Lister. who. from a study of the experiments 
of Pasteur, who demonstrated that fermentations were caused 
by certain vegetable organisms, stated in 1860 that the evils 
observed in wounds were caused similarly by vegetable 
organisms which gained access to the wound from the air, 
instruments. hands of the surgeon. etc.. and found the proper 
nidus for their growth in the wound secretions. and he pro- 
ceeded to attack these organisms by destroying the plant 
itself, either before or after it entered the wound. or by ren- 
dering the soil on which it grew unfavorable by drainage of 
secretions from the wound and by increasing the physiolog- 
ical resistance of the tissue. 

The methods of Lister have since I X6o undergone consid- 
erable modifications. but the'principle of treatment of wounds 
to-day is that of Lister. and is known os the antiseptic and 
aseptic methods. The former aims to destroy the \-egetable 
organisms either before or after entering the wound : the :at- 
ter aims to prevent their ever gaining access to the wound. 
These were the governing principles in the treatment of 
wounds at the time of the China relief expedition, modified 
by extraneous conditions which will be later commented 
upon. 

The purpose of these notes is not t c ~  present a technical 
paper on the gunshot wounds of this expedition that will be 
of interest to surgeons, but to present the features of such 
wounds suggested by this occasion that may prove of inter- 
est to soldiers from a layman's standpoint. and the incidents 
and conditions attending the receipt of these wounds. 

The first troops, exclusive of marines, ordered to China, 
were the Ninth U. S. Infantry, and I was detailed as surgeon 
of the regiment. and reported for duty June ?id.  By June 

0' 
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15th. all the regiment had assembled at Manila, and prior to 
its Arrival the medical supplies were packed and ready for 
&i#ment. Sixteen tons of medical supplies were provided, 
which at first glance would seem an excessive amount for 
one regiment, but we knew the history of the Seymour 
oolmnn, its repulse by Chinese troops and the great d i5-  
mlty it experienced in making good its retreat to Tientsin. 
This made it apparent that supplies would probably be needed 
for a base hospital and for stations on the route to Peking, 
and a hospital at Peking. As no other medical supplies 
were available until the arrival of the Fourteenth Infantry 
an July 27th, two weeks after the battle of Tientsin. it can 
readily be seen how embarrassed the medial  department 
would have been after that battle if this apparently excessive 
q-tity had not been brought with the one regiment. 

The regiment embarked on the Logan June 26th. and 
d& for Taltu the next day. The Sinth Infantry had been 
in the Philippines about eighteen months and their service 
had been very arduous, and it had left the regiment in bad 
physical condition for an active campaign. A number oi 
men had secured their return to duty from hospital in order 
to accompany the regiment, who were suffering from mala- 
rial cachexia and tropical diarrheas. and it is quite cus- 
tomary for the American soldier to conceal his sickness by 
not presenting himself at sick-call until after the expedition 
he desires to accompany is well started. Their enthusiasm 
br a fight or adventure leads to the most remarkable and 
rapid improvement of those sick in hospital on receipt of 
ders  to go, an improvement far beyond the skill of the med- 
ical profession to effect, and this should be borne in mind by 
both doctors and company commanders when orders come 
for a regiment to go on an expedition, and the fact that it 
was not h e  in mind was the source of some embarrassment 
am the China expedition. 

Two oSce!rs and several enlisted men physically unfit 
ware weeded out in Manila, sixty-one were too sick to disem- 
bnrk on amval at Taku, and by July 26th there were two 

-:bandred and fifteen men sick in camp at  Tientsin. This 
oondition of the men has an important bearing on the surgi- 
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cal results in the cases of those wounded, as it could not 
reasonably be expected that the results would be as good as 
in the case of men wounded under more normal conditions. 

The medical personnel with the expedition consisted of 
four medical officers, one a major of volunteers captain of 
regulars!. pne first lieutenant and two contract surgeons. and 
twenty enlisted inen of the hospital corps including one hos- 
pital stekard and two acting hospital stewards. One medical 

EMPEROH'S PALAI'E. FORBIDDKS CITS. P E K I S G .  

o5cer and four privates went over on the /\vt . i / h r r .  the 
stock ship with one hundred d d k n  on board. and did not 
amve with the ambulances and wagon transportation till 
some days after the battle of Tientsin. The L(:;,ru reached 
Taku on July 6th, but could not run in nearer .;bore than 
eleven miles. W e  could not secure lighters till  the 9th. and 
then only sufficient to land the first and second battalions. 
the third remaining on the Logan and did not join us in 
time to take part in the battle of Tientsin. 
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It was twenty-six miles.from Taku to Tientsin by rail, 
and sixty miles by the river. The Pei-to makes so many 
loop in its course that it was not unusual to see boats that 
had preceded you apparently behind you. The first battalion 
Idt.Taku the morning of the loth. and reached Tientsin 
that evening, the lighter in tow of a tug. The second bat- 
talion was not so fortunate. as the lighter became unmanage- 
able when the tide was against us. and finally. after running 
aground and turning around a few times, in spite of all the 
tug could do, we tied up to the bank for the night in a curve 
of the river. Soon after daylight the morning of the I ith, 
and while we were still tied up to the bank. we suddenly saw 
a large steel lighter towed by a powerful tug flying the Eng- 
lish fiag, bearing down on us. and it was perfectly evident 
that she swung around the curve she would surely collide 
with lls. 

Those of the officers who were sleeping on the lighter 
abandoned the ship very quickly. and the steel lighter struck 
us a glancing blow. stoving in the side of the stern of our 
boat, but fortunately above the water line. Nearly all the 
reserve ammunition and the medical supplies were on this 
lighter, and if she had received a more direct blow- would 
have been cut in two, with consequences too dire to contem- 
plate. As it was, it was quite interesting to see whether we 
could keep her bailed out sufficiently to reach Tientsin. which 
we did, however, about IO P. Y. on the I I th. 

All the way up bodies of dead Chinamen were floating 
down the stream, and it was not unusual to see the dogs de- 
vouring such bodies as lodged on the river banks. -All the 
afternoon of the I I th  we could hear quite a heavy artillery 
and small-arms fire in the direction of Tientsin. 

During the night of the I rth and on the 12th every effort 
was made to separate the medical supplies from the general 
cargp, with special reference to boxes of bandages, dressings, 
ipshaments and litters, also in equipping an operating room 
in the bank building, which was to be used as a hospital. It 
was quite evident to the dullest mind that a fight of a general 
character was imminent. as the Chinese were shelling the 
positions of the foreign troops in the foreign settlement so 

-. 
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actively that it was necessary to stop it. ,-\bout 3 P. w. of the 
12th two companies of the Sinth Infantry. with two privates 
of the hospital corps. were sent to help hold the railroad sta- 
tion. About the same time orders were received for an attack 
on the native walled city of Tientsin the nest morning. 

The officers of the Xinth were quartered that night in a 
large mortuay establishment containing many camphor-wood 
co5ns. and some of the coffins had Chinese bodies in them; 
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it was rather suggestive to men going into battle the n e s t  
morning. The officers turned out at 2 A. 21. the  morning o f  
thedi3th. and the troops were formed at j .I. 21. FirGt aid 
packages were issued to every one and t w i  litters to each 
company. to be carried by  the company litter bearer.;. 

The English and Japanese joined the American3 soon 
after 3 A. &I., and the march for the native city began. After 
marching for about three miles by a roundabout way. the 
column debouched on a grassy plain. and our objective was 1 
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evidiently a mud wall about fifteen feet high. As u*c ap- 
m h e d  the wall we began to rcceive a long range fire from 
tbe native city of about one and one-half miles range. and 
one man was killed and seven wounded in the first battglion 
before reaching the wall. 

The first battalion had an assistant surgeon. one acting 
hospital steward and three privates of the hospital corps, 

'and the second battalion, one surgeon and the same number 
of enlisted men. The assistant surgeon and his men were 
delayed by the seven men wounded in that battalion before 
reaching the mud wall, so after the two battalions went over 
the wall and started across the plain to the city wall only one 
surgeon was present and four men of the hospital corps, in 
addition to the company litter bearers. The Sinth formed 
on the extreme right of the allied line with the Japanese 
touching our left. The battalion of American marines. 348 
strong, were m e  distance further to our left and we could 
not see them. The two companies detached to guard the 
railroad station, and the sick left in camp and other details 
only enabledcus to put about 420 men of the Sinth in the 

T h e  end of our line extended v e T  nearly t u  the corner 
of the face of the wall we were to attack, and a long strag- 
glingvillage extended down from this comer almost at right 
angles to our right flank. 

A s  we began to advancv and the fire became severc, it 
looked to me as if the enemy were using regulation army 
litters as ammunition. as a great many litters were in the air 
and falling around. as  every company litter bearer chucked 
his litter as far as he could throw it and the movement 
seemed to me to be general and simultaneous, and each 
bearer became deeply interested in his riffe. Our men began 
to drop now and first aid dressings were applied as they fell. 

Scarcely had we advanced before we received a severe 
flank fire from the village which necessitated a change of 
direction at right angles to the general advance. to attack the 
village. As we advanced against it our men went down fast, 
and two of my men probably forgot to change direction or 
got turned around through some mistake, so that in a few 

fight. 
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minutes I had only two with me. Fortunately thls part of 
the field was cut up by irrigation ditches. half full of water. so 
that we would catch a wounded man by the arm and leg on 
each side and partly lift and drag him to the nearest ditch. 
Those not totally disabled found the ditches themselx-es in a 
way that looked like intuition to me: anyxvay. when I reached 
a ditch. I found wounded men in it to dress. Xen shot through 
the abdomen or chest who could not sit up in the ditchcj. 

r 
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which were half full of water. we \vould put :it the edge oi 
the ditch so the bank on the further iida would protect them. 
and we \vould stand in the ditch t i )  dress wch cases. as we 
did not mind the water. 

The change of direction soon left an interval between the 
Sinth and the main line. This interval was not great for the 
reason that our line I the Sinth 9 on approaching the village 
found that a body of water intervened that could not be 
forded. The line then scattered itself into the ditches. be- 

l 
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hind burial mounds, etc.. and held its position until dark and 
then withdrew, taking with' them all the wounded then on 
the field, behind the mud wall. 

It became necessary to remove an officer who was shot in 
mopInces and who was being held up in the water, because 
ahe mem holding him up were becoming exhausted. and as 
101 the advance of the Ninth had stopped, it was necessary to 
establish a collecting station behind the mubwall to refresh 
the wounded and examine the dressings before forwarding 
them to the hospital in the foreign settlement. 

On reaching the mud wall the assistant surgeon was sent 
to take my place in the field. Earlier in the day the senior 
naval surgeon was sent in to the hospital to receive the 
wounded. About 3 P. M. the third battalion arrived. but 
wag not put in the fight. 9 were sent to e m 2  _to bring 
oat a large number of - Gold __ -. Medal cots. bouillon, and several 
caseg of mineral water, as it w a S h & m  that the water in the 
ditches was brackish and the wounded could not drink it. 
As the wounded arrived and were refreshed and inspected, 
they were put on the Gold Medal cots and carried to hospital 
by the fresh battalion. The Gold Medal cot makes an excel- 
ltnt litter, provided six men carry it. as one man on each 
side is necessaq to support the hinge in the side poles. and 
on arriving at hospital each man is on'$is bed and only floor 

. space has to be found. thus avoiding much confusion and 
delay. By 12 o'clock that night every wounded American 
was dressed and in hospital on a bed. 

It would have been most unwise to hare attempted-to re- 
move ------ the wounded from the field durin&e-fii&- The litter 
squads would have been exposed on a level plain to fire from 
front and flank and each group would have constituted an 
excellent target. Many lives would have been sacrificed of 
'both wounded and bearers. A s  it was the wounded were 
removed without the loss of a man. 

. 

~ 

It is the concensus of opinion among surgeons that under 
present conditions it will be impracticable to remove the 

ed under fire except where the ground is exceptionally 
Makings states in his recent work on Surgical 

Experiences io South Africa as follows, viz : 

Removal of the wounded from the field of battle : M y  
experience was opposed to hurried action in this matter. 
although it is necessary to gather up the wounded before 
nightfall if possible. As a rule wounded men should not be 
removed from the field of battle unjzgfi_re. at gny-rate .wj?ep. 
the troops are in ppen order at a_ range of one thLu-saEd.. 
yards or more,. I saw several instances in which mortal 
wounds were incurred by previously wounded men or their 
bearers during the process of removal. while it \va+ astonish- 

I 

ing how- many scattered wounded ineil could lie out under :I 
heavy fire and escape by the doctrine of chances. The erect 
position and small group necessary to bear off a wounded 
man at once draws 3 ctmcentratcd fire. i f  fighting is still pm- 
ceeding." 

,ind again the same writer states : 
**Billroth and Bardeleden were o f  opinion. after their es- 

periences in the Franco-German War. that it will be no longer 
possible to remove the wounded during the battle. as the 
bearers aould be more exposed than the men o f  the fighting 
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at is thay_iq-t_llefuture 
in twenty-four hours ; 

and that the present system must be abandoned.'; 

At Tientsin nearly 22.8 per cent. of the Sinth engaged 
were hit, and it would have required most of the fight- 
ing force to have removed them during the fight. The 
Chinese army evacuated Ticntsin during the night of the 
13th, and the allied f o r e s  entered the nest morning. Sinety- 
six men of the Ninth were hit and twenty-seven of the 
d n e s .  One officer of the Ninth, the colonei. was killed, 
and one officer of marines, a captain. Fout officers of the 

I Ninth were! wounded and three of the marines. Seventeen 
enlisted men of the S in th  were killed and seventy-four 
wounded. Three enlisted men of the marines were killed 
and taenty-three wonnded. The percentage of casualties in 
the Ninth, 22.8 per cent. and in the marines 7.7 per cent. 
But one man of the Ninth was hit by artillery fire, and that 
was a slight wound in the thigh by a piece of shell. SIS 
marines were hit by artillery fire. five of the sis wounds 

The bank building used as a hospital becoming too 
crowded, the Tientsin Hotel was taken possession of and 
used also as a hospital. By July 24th all the wounded with 
a few exceptions. had been taken to Japan on the Solace. and 
subsequently to the United States. 

Before the battle of Tientsin, a t  the request of the senior 
medical OfIicer. the commanding officer had cabled for the 
hospital ship Rehe/ Her arrival would complete the line of 
transportation for the wounded from the battlefields of 
China to San Francisco. The base hospital of 300 beds was 
located at "ientsin, because our supplies. etc.. were there. 
The advance to Pekin was to be along Pei Hoe River, there- 
fore the wounded and sick could be floated in junks to the 
base hqita l ,  which had an outlet in the Rduf stationed in 
Talctl Bay, and the sixty bed hospitals on the transports 
bringing supplies, etc., furnished an outlet to the general 
hospital, %TI Francisco. This plan prevented congestion at 
any one point and worked very satisfactorily. 

- .. being from shrapnel. 

I .  
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On -1ugust 4th the allied army set out from Tientsin for 
Pekin about 20.000 strong. the .I\mericans ?.000 strong. con- 
sisting of the Sinth Infantry, two battalions Fourteenth 
Infantry. one light battery ( six guns I F. Fifth -4rtilkry. one 
troop Sixth Cavalry I Cabell's I.  detachments of engineers. 
signal corps and hospital corps. and a battalion of marines. 
There were ten surgeons with the expedition. including 
three naval surgeons with the marine battalion. thirty-four 

men of the hospital corps and twu  na\-al Lipprcntices. cvrres- 
ponding to our hospital corps men. and eight Chinese iitter 
bearers to each company. under guard to prevent their run- 
ning away. one four-mule escort wagon. one push cart for the 
hospital corps detachment with the light battery. and a hand 
cart also for the marines. three ambulances. and three junks 
for reserve medical supplies and hospital tents. to follo\v by  
water. 

Having but one wagon, and kno\viny irmi experience 

! 
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the uncertainty of reaching the wagon train in a crisis, the 
plan was adopted of arreitging the medical and surgical 
chests and detached service chests as seats on each side of 
each ambulance ; eight patients could sit in the ambulance, 
and by’placing folded blankets over the chests two could lie 
down. In tbis way the capacity of the ambulances was not 
decreased. and at the same time medical and surgical supplies 
were immediately available as the ambulances followed the 
regiments. On reaching camp one ambulance was located in 
the rear and one in the center of each regiment and became 
a dispensary. This arrangement proved invaluable through- 
out the  campaign. 
p s  carried by Chinese coolies for the purpose- o f  providing 
boiled waterdor the men. but our men. like those of a l l  other 
armies on the mar ch. drink water whzever thw-cik - find -- it. 

Six miles out from Tientsin the battle of Peitsang was 
fought on August jth. but the Americans were not engaged 
and saffered no casualties. At Yangtsun on August 6th. our 
loss was fifty-nine wounded. seven killed. and one death from 
heat exhaustion during a charge. the man dropping dead. 
During the fight the ambulance followed up the regiments 
just short of the artillery fire of the enemy, gathering up 
the wounded as we drove the enemy, and carrying them as 
far forward as possible. The wounded were moved con- 
stantly to the front in three successive stages. the last being 
the camp of our troops for the night. 

By dusk all the wounded were in :amp. the operative tent 
pitched, the surgeons and hospital cqtps men called in from 
the regiments and the work of preparing the wounded for 
transportation by junks to the base hospital begun. At two 
o’clock the night of the fight we began loading the wounded, 
and in the course of the next day all the wounded and sick 
were shipped to Tientsin on Gold Medal cots placed on deck 
and protected from sun and rain by canvas stretched over a 

The army suffered no further casualities till the attack on 
Pekin, August 14th. when we had eight men wounded and 
none killed. On August I 5th. during the attack on the For- 
bidden City, we had six killed and seventeen wounded. 

Each co_.nx.u:as_provided with La=-. 

long boom. 
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Pekin was taken on the I jth. and the only casualties sus- 
tained after that was during a fight of the Sixth Cavalry with 
Boxers, in which six cavalrymen were wounded. The Chinese 
troops were armed with the Mauser, a small caliber rifle. 
though some irregulars with them were armed with gingalls 
(two men guns shooting large lead bullets). and other non- 
descript weapons, but so very few of our men were hit with 
them that they need not be taken into consideration. 

TAI S G A S  M E S  GATE. PEKISG.  

After the battle of Yangtsun in cutting some shrapne! 
bullets out of our men, I was surprised to find a rim around 
the equator of the bullet as if the moulds had been imperfect. 
Such wounds of the abdomen were fatal, and severe in other 
parts. I was unable to tell whether this shrapnel was from 
Chinese or English artillery as at I’angtsun we suffered more 
from the English artillery fire than from the Chinese, our 
men being fired on by the English battery through 3 misap- 
prehension. 

I 
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The first aid package .was most valuable for the reason 
that each man had one, and could either dres*his own wound 
or have a d e  do it for him, and at once had an aseptic 
dredng applied even when it was impracticable for the sur- 

\gum to reach him. The reputation, however, of the first aid 
is coincident with the use of the small caliber bullet 

ttle oozing and z i c k l y  
sealed with coamldted bl 4. In larger woui&-made by 
pieces of shell or shrapnel or rifles of large caliber, the dress- 
ing soon becomes saturated with blood and the blood under- 
goes putrefaction very quickly in the summer heat, and infec- 
tion occtvs. Some wounds became infected from the soak- 
ing of the dressing by the dirty water in the ditches in which 
the wounded found cover. 

The foreign armies seem to have discarded the triangular 
bandage in our package, but I think this is a mistake for 
three reasons: Firstly, because the large bandage covers 
the dresshgs so that the wounded man cannot see the blood 
which soab the gauze bandage, on seeing which he becomes 
restless, frightened, and demands more attention from over- 
worked surgeons than is necessary. This seems a small point. 
but practically is a very important one. Secondly, the dust 
sifts through the gauze dressings and is apt to infect the 
wound. The same observation as to dust was observed in 
the South African campaign by Makings. who says : "The 
exclusion of dust was impossible, and it not only found its 
way into open wounds, but permeated bandages with ease. 
Often when a bandage was removed, an even layer of dust 
moistened by perspiration covered the whole area included 
with a coating of mud." Thirdly, the large cotton bandage 
makes a good turniquet. 

The American army had by far the best field litter 
amongst the allies, and it attracted considerable attention. 
From the battle of Tientsin to the close of hostilities, one 
hundred and ninety-nine were wounded in the American 
army, exclusive of marines, as follows, viz : 

ri - 
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T I E S  TSIS  G.4TE-STORMED BY J A P A S E S E .  

. !  
It will be o f  interest to SL'C how the mortality now c ~ m -  

pares with that of the regions given above. prior t u  the 
adoption of small caliber rifles and also the proportion of 
killed to wounded. etc. It will be observed of that one hun- 
dred and ninety-nine wounded only eighty six. or forty-three 
per cent.. ever again served with the colors. I t  would seem 
to be a matter of considerable importance for governments 
to have data on which to base an approximately correct 
opinion as to how many of the wounded could be counted to 

i 
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erve again. It is rather 8 strange fact that the only pub- 
lished data on that point is for the English force, during 
the Crimean War, and these figures show that forty-seven 
per cent. returned to duty cured. But in the China cam- 
paign, where the small caliber rifle was used, only forty- three 
per cent. returned to'duty. I do not know, however. whether 
the English had as liberal a pension system as w e  have, 
which is a temptation not to get well enough to serve again. 
An examination of available data gives the following results 
in each hundred hit, prior to the adoption of the small caliber 
rifle: Killed. 2 0 ;  died of wounds, 12 : to duty, 47 : dis- 
charged for disability, 2 I. 
. For the China campaign these figures would be in round 
numbers, as near as can be calculated considering the two 
who did not serve again as discharged for disability : Killed, 
16; died of w0unds.g; to duty, 43; discharged for disa- 
bility, 32. 

It appears then that with the small caliber rifle less art: 
killed. less die of wounds. On the other hand less return to 
duty and more are discharged for disability. From these 
figures the rather startling fact presents itself that fewer of 
the wounded will serve again when hit with the small 
caliber bullet than with the large, the loss being fifty-seven 
with the iormer, and fifty-three with the latter. During the 
South African campaign, up to September I j. [goo, out of 
seventeen thousand and seventy-two men hit, two thousand 
nine hundred and ninety-eight were killed, or one to four 
and sixty-nine one-hundredths; during the China expedition 
one to six and four-tenths. The percentage of mortality of 
those hit in the head, etc., was, including killed and died of 
woullds, as follows, viz: 

Head . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  56.6 per cent. 
Chest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  41.6 '* 
Arnocaar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  73.3 " 

*ty . . . . . . . . .  8.7 uppa - 
Lowerextremity . . . . . . . . . .  8.3 

CMM f iw i tun .  

a 

Cnited Scatea army in I- 

I 

.$+miak-A.uerico n 
War on1  PkiIiF 

pimrr. '98-qq. Ciyil IChr. 
. . . . . . . . .  23.9 per cent. 
a i  per cent. 27.3 * *  

.L 43.j '' 
. . . . . . . . .  6.5 ** 

. . . .  f 3 . 3  *' 

This table shows a large mortality in wounds of the head 
from the small caliber bullet as compared to wounds from 
the large caliber. soft lead bullet in the Civil Ii-ar. -This dif- 
ference is due to the fact that nearly all wounds of _. the -. - head. - - - 
escluding -_ grazing ajd-indirect wounds.:it.h thPd- 
ber bullet aillp-gng-rate the skull, which was not the case 
dl i  tTie>bft-lead bullet. _The small caliber bullet ;vi1 pass 
through the head up to two thousand two hundred yards and , 

penetrate the  .;kull cavity tip to two thvuianci nine hunc.1rt.d 
yards. 

Chest wounds in the China espedition reached a high 
rate of mortality as compared with those o f  tnc same chsrac- 
ter during the Spanish..lmerican War and in the Philippine.; 
-41.6 per cent. in the former and 2; per cent. in the latter. 
The mortality during the Civil W3r for all wounds o f  the 
chest \\-a5 2y.S per cent., but for the penetrating wciundi 1 1 f  

the chest cavity was 6z . j  per cent. 
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' For abdominal wounds the mo-hality corresponded closely 
to that of similar wounds by small weapons in the C'. S. 
k y i n  1900. Penetrating abdominal wounds in the Civil 
War presented a mortality of go per cent. Wounds of the 
small intestines during the Civil War were fatal. Wounds 
of the large intestine, are not so fatal because its contents are 
less fluid than the contents of the small intestine, and the 
peritoneum may not become infected in the former case. 
The mortality of all wounds of the abdomen during the Civil 
War was 48.7 per cent. With the small caliber bullet but 
flew bullets will fail to penetrate the abdomen even at ex- 
treme ranges. 

It is estimated that 8 j  per cent. of those who are killed 
on &e field die of hemorrhage. Most of these are from 
wotlllcls of the large vessels in the abdomen and chest or of 
the neck, and for which practically nothing can be done on a 
battlefield. The number of deaths from what may be ---_ called - 
preventab-; o n l g i i - i s ,  from wounds of the arms, 
legs, etc.. where pressure can be quickly applied by tourni- 
quets, etc., is exemery  smaII. In the Crimean War. in the 
British army. only ,+ per cent. died from preventable hem- 
orrhage, and in the Civil War only & per cent. I saw but 
me such case in the China campaign, in which the femoral 
artery was cut. It could only have been a few minutes from 
the time he was shot till a tourniquet was applied, and when 
he reached the dressing station a few hundred yards in the 
rear, it was found that the tourniquet applied when he was 
shot absolutely controlled the hemorrhage, but he died within 
half an hour after reaching the dressing station. Enough 
blood was lost in the few minutes before help could reach 
him to cause death. 

It is a very strange fact that the statistics of battles show 
that the number of wounded, or rather the loss is inversely to 
the perfection of the weapon. The reason of this very proba- 
bly is that the improvement in tactics to reduce the loss has 
surpassed proportionately the improvement in the weapon. 
Total number of deaths up to September 2 j ,  1900, was 
seventy-two:' By gunshot wounds. 662,; per cent., and by 
disease 33% per cent. 

P 

I append as a matter of possible interest the losses of the 
marines, L'. S. navy. during the troubles in China in both 
the first (Seymour expedition) and second expeditions for 
the relief of Pekin, and and also those constituting the Lega- 
tion guard : 

620 .6* 

8 1 7 6 1  
Total 1102 25 ;; 65 , 1 2  

Battle of Tientsin 

MarineGuardat Pekin ! I June Aug. 2o I* '. I I6 F 5 6 2 j 6  25.5 

Y iscellaneous wounds 
--) - - . -  

--__ -- 
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THE USE OF EMERGEXCY RATIONS I S  
THE PHILIPPINES. 

HE term "emergency ration" does not appear to be T clearly defined, but is commonly used to describe a 
product condensed to the minimum weight and size aithout 
reducing its nourishment to a lower degree than is necessary 
to maintain the health and strength of a soldier, when he 
subsists exclusively upon it for very short periods of time. 
ordinatily not more than five consecutive days. As its con- 
tinued use would be detrimental to health, it is issued only- 
as its name suggests-in emergencieb, which are usually 
caused by paucity of proper transportation for the ordinary 
rations. which weigh from three to four times as much as the 
emergency ration. 

The  supply of such a ration to troops in war has. in re- 
oent times, become a matter of great importance. The in- 
creased range and effectiveness of modern weapons. and the 
consequent necessity in time of war of quickly securing and 
intrenching important positions, makes the very rapid more- 
ment of troops essential. The corresponding increase in 
transportation facilities now afforded by railroads has added 
greatly to the ability of an army to quickly assemble with 
ample supplies, and this method will doubtless be still fur- 
ther improved in the future. yet it is certain that upon arriv- 
ing at the vicinity of a battlefield troops must take their 
assigned positions and conform to the changes necessitated 
ia the progressof the battle, by marching, and the move. 
ments must be at such a rapid pace that men should carry 
the least practicable encumbrances. No system of transpor- 
tation can be devised for the efficient supply, under such cir- 
uxmstances, of regulation rations as now issued by the great 
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armies. all of which are interested in preparing a ration of 
sustaining qualities and such lightness of weight as to enable 
a soldier to carry on his person, without serious discomfort. a 
supply sufficient for several days. T o  lighten the pack car- 
ried by the soldier is to increase the pace and length of his 
march. 

Our army has. in recent years. used in considerable quan- 
tities two emergency rations. One of them-that now man- 
ufactured and esclusivelp used-is the result of the exhausti\-e 
labors of a board of officers. I t  contains the quantity of 
nutriment determined by scienti& as necessary to maintain 
human life and strength. and its constituent elements are so 
divided as to furnish a proper proportion of the various 
nutrients required by the human system. thereby supplying. 
when water is added. everything necessary for the subsistence 
of men for short periods of time. It is much better than any 
ration of the kind heretofore issued by any army. Practical 
tests have demonstrated its merit.;. It is known 95 the go\-- 
ernment ration. 

-\ fair test of the efficacy of the other emergency ration 
was made in practical work by several regiments in the Phil- 
ippine Islands, among them the 'Thirty-sisth Infantry. L-nited 
States Volunteers. and it is the use of it in the latter regi- 
ment this article will discuss. This preparation \vas known 
as the standard emergency ration. I n  general, thcjugh not in 
detail. it \vas similar to the government ration. I t  consi+tt.d 
of n cake of compressed sweetened tea. :I very smal; pastc- 
board box each of salt and pepper. and three cakes #>ne for 
each meal! of a preparation having a dry. brownish nppear- 
ance. each cake containing bacon. pea meal, e\-aporated beef. 
hard bread. potatoes and onions. each component part evap- 
orated and powdered, the whole then assembled and pressed 
firmly together into cakes haring the appearance of closely 
packed sawdust. The three cakes. the tea and the condi- 
ments were packed in a rectangular-shaped tin box. measur- 
ing about 4*? s j X 2 5 8  inches. It made a package rather 
difficult to carry when the soldier had no haversack. and the 
latter was seldom used in the tropics. The weight of the 
package was about twenty ounces. Its inconvenient shape 
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has been cotrected in the can used for the government ration, 
which fits nicely into a pocket. 

When h t  used it was unpopular with the soldiers. and 
when they aere asked to express an opinion as to its palata- 
bility and sustaining qualities, a large majority of their re- 
pEea were to the effect that they did not like it and did not 
believe they could subsist upon it. I t  is probable that they 
feprcd a favorable comment from them might result in a 
steady emergency diet, and the same uniavorable opinion 
would doubtless be expressed at the first trial of any food 
Pnparotion having a similar object. After the ration had 
been used a few times at intervals it gained in popularity, 
until it was h l l y  eaten with relish by men whose appetites 
bad been stimulated by marching. 

T h e  fertile valleys of Luzon furnished abundant ration 
supplies for small marching columns, but in the mountains 
pxactically nothing of an edible nature could be obtained. 
To establish a camp so far away from the closely inhabited 
valleys that its location might not be divulged by any loose- 
tongued or corzupted native who might be near, was an ob- 
ject common to guerilla bands and to the insurgents after the 
untited resistance to the American forces had ceased. In pur- 
suance of that object they frequently selected camping 
places far into the mountains, their supplies of rice being 
carried to them from the valleys by the natives. If they 
camped in the mountains it was there they must be hunted 
by the Americans, and in such work the emergency ration 
was invaluable, for it was impracticable to carry an adequate 
supply of food in any other shape. 

The physical efforts required of men climbing mountains 
in 8 tropical country were so much more severe than ordinary 
mkching that ?me compensating reduction from the routine 
rcQtlirements had to be made, and experience demonstrated 
thrrt the best thing to do was to lighten the burden the sol- 
dier had to amy. This idea was pursued so far that the sol- 
dier of the regiment did not carry knapsack, haversack. 
bayonet or scabbard ; he camed only his marching uniform, 
which was usually blue flannel or chambray shirt, khaki 
txmwrs, ponche sometimes, underclothes and socks if de- 
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sired, campaign hat, towel, shoes, leggings : also rifle. waist 
and shoulder belts of ammunition, first aid package, can- 
teen, tin cup, the half of the meat can having a handle. this 
necessary article being carried by inserting the handle in one 
of the loops of the cartridge belt and permitting the meat can 
to dangle on the soldier's hip. wheTe it in no way inconven- 
ienced him ; in a pocket of the shirt or a hip pocket of the 
trousers were carried knife, fork and spoon. The lightening 
of the soldier's load to such an estent was practicable only 
in the tropics. where the nights were not severe. 

This arrangement made no provision for rations. and 
whenever possible they were carried on mules or by native 
burden bearers. but on the occasions when no such transpor- 
tation was available ox practicable. the necessay number of 
cans of emergency ration were stuffed into pockets or tied to 
the cartridge belt. A man could thus attach four or five cans 
to his person without great inconvenience. whereas it was 
impossible to carry as many days' rations of the ordinary 
kind, as the packages of the latter were in no way suitable 
for such work. The  constant stream of perspiration from 
the men. the sun and rain from above. the perpetual cross- 
ing and recrossing of streams which had to be forded. during 
which operation it was next to impossible to keep ordinary 
rations from becoming wet, and the important fact that the 
variety of articles comprising it required a haversack to con- 
tain them. all contributed to make the carrying of the regular 
ration in that climate a burden. The emergency ration was 
packed in a strong. water tight can. and resisted all of these 
destructive elements. 

Our columns were usually small, and were generally ac- 
companied by Chinese or native burden bearers. Two of 
these men usually followed a company and carried a tin 
boiler. a couple of frying pans. a butcher knife, large spoons. 
etc. With this light burden they could ordinarily keep pace 
with the marching column. Each soldier carried on his per- 
son one or more cans of the ration. the number depending on 
the length of the march anticipated. and upon halting for a 
meal several cakes of it were thrown into the boiler with 
plenty of water and soon cooked to a thick porridge. after 
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which it was ready to serve. Five minutes boiling made it 
palatable, but the time Muired to thoroughly cook it was 
about thirty minutes. While some men would eat more than 
the allowance of this pomdge there were others who ate much 
litss, and in a company of infantry it was found that by using 
one cake per man f o r  each meal, cooking the whole lot in 
one vessel and then allowing each soldier to gauge his own 
appetite there was an abundance for all, and often a quantity 
left uneaten. When no large boiler was available each sol- 
dier cooked his own cake in his tin cup. This method is 
objectionable, no matter what the article to be cooked. for 
there are men who cannot be made good cooks, and while 
some men would be eating food but half cooked, that of 
others would be scorched. In either case such food is bad 
for the health of the man. 

An announcement on the label of the can made it appear 
that the ration could be eaten raw, or made into porridge, 
permitted to cool and then sliced and fried. These sugges- 
tions were acted upon. For the midday meal we frequently 
found ourselves in the mountains or foothills with no water 
supply convenient. In such cases the cake was eaten dry, or 
s t i d  in the cup with water from the canteen, and tlnder 
such circumstances was relished. A s  for the fried cake, it 
was seldom eaten for the reason that it had first to be boiled, 
then thoroughly cooled before it could be sliced, thus requir- 
ingseveral hours of time, which made the use of the ration 
in this form practicable only by eating at breakfast the por- 
ridge left from the previous evening, and in the hot nights 
of the  Wilippines it was difficult to prevent the cooked mis- 
ture from souring before morning. 

After tryiug all methods of cooking that experience or 
suggestion presented we always returned to the porridge as 
being the beat and most palatable way to serve the ration. 
It is believed that the same conclusion will be reached with 
our new ration, as this seems to bc the natural way to pre- 
pare and serve a product of this character. In the process of 
boiling the evaporated particles again take up practically the 
same quantity of water that had been eliminated in the 
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original evaporation, thus returning the food to as near its 
original character as possible. 

The tea component was a very popular one, and men par- 
ticularly fond of that beverage were caught in the act of 
opening the cans and abstracting the tea. which article was 
seldom a\-ailable from any other source. coffee. and not tea. 
being carried by most commands. Our new emergency ra- 
tion has sweetened chocolate as a substitute for tea and coffee. 
It is =id to be as stimulating and more nourishing. 

When starting on an expedition of uncertain length, or 
in a country little known, it --as a habit with our companies 
and detachments, especially when mounted. to supplement 
the regular rations carried by bull carts or packdrain with a 
supply of emergency rations. which could be carried u-ithout 
much trouble, and which very often were a great convenience, 
as their possession enabled a command to continue the pur- 
suit of an object u-ithout serious discomfort much longer than 
could have been done without them. An instance is recalled 
of a detachment leaving camp with one day's supply of reg- 
ular and three days' of emergency rations. The command 
returned at the end of four davs with three-fourths of the 
emergency ration untouched. This occurred in a region 
which proved more prolific of rice and corn meal than was 
anticipated. 

In some of the small settlements in the wilder parts of 
the island a can of emergency ration could be traded to the 
natives for an abundance of rice, and even chickens and eggs. 
The ration itself was not so attractive to the natives, but they 
considered the can a wonderful thing. and it u-as treasured 
as a household ornament. A considerable proportion of the 
people in the semi-aild interiors had never seen a can prior 
to our a d v q t  in their midst. 

With our small commands conditions were seldom such that 
we could not obtain something with which to increase the pal- 
atability of the ration, and constant effort was made to obtain 
a chicken or goat to throw into the boiler with the emergency 
cake. Rice also furnished a welcome addition to the pot, 
and assimilated nicely with the ration cake. In  fact, almost 
any addition was welcome. In the quarters of our soldier 
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packers at Lingayen, P. I., a set of rules was posted by the 
chief packer for the obserpance of his assistants while about 
the building. One of the sentences read: .'Any stuff 
fetched in will be cooked." This rule is a good one to use 
with am emergency ration, as it is presupposed that a corn- 
mandwill obtain everything possible from the country in 
which they are operating, the emergency cakes being used 
only when nothing else is obtainable. 

In no instance was the  health of a soldier permanently 
impaired by the use of this ration. Some were slightly 
maseated at first, but soon accustomed themselves to the 
taste, and while such men never grew fond of it, any of them 
coaldeat it when there was no alternative but to tighten the 
waist belt. 

When necessity decreed that light rations should be car- 
ried troops in the Philippines often preferred hard bread. 
bacon and coffee to the emergency ration. Such a combina- 
tion was very useful and has many desirable features, but its 
weight was twice that of the emergency ration. and the hard 
bread was a troublesome article to  carry on the person. -As 
the question of preference between two rations whose corn. 
went parts are staple articles is largely one of weight. the 
emergency ration was usually chosen. In a campaign of any 
considerable number of days. ahere wagon or other trans- 
portation is available, the hard bread, bacon and coffee com- 
bination would no doubt be the better one in every case in 
which its weight did not prohibit its camaye. 

It has probably occurred to every troop or company com- 
mander who has handled troops in the field. that his troubles 
would be materially lessened and his command much better 
subsisted if rations could be issued to him in packages each 
containing one meal for one man, put up in such a manner 
that the contents could not be easily crushed or exposed to 
heat aud moisttlre; in other words, packed in a tin can. 
Such a ration would be a blessing to troops. and might con. 
tPin everything absolutely necessary but fresh meat. The 
emergency ration we used had some such advantages, but its 
utility was demeased by the fact that each can contained 
three meals, and after it had been once opened and a cake 
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removed the two remaining could be but poorly protected. 
as the lid of the can was so constructed that it was of no fur- 
ther use as a cover. This source of anhoyance has, along 
with other defects. been avoided in the new ration can. 

In the countries where the battlefields of the future are 
apt to be located, there are few places which do not afford 
%me sort of subsistence for troops, and if a command starts 
on a march with five days' supply of emergency rations it 
will be very apt to find each day enough to supply at least a 
part of the command with the articles upon which the inhabi- 
tants of the country live. and if such articles are so dis- 
tributed that each organization can get a supply of fresh 
beef. flour or vegetables. or all of them. every two or thrce 
days, there should be no serious consequences 10 health from 
using an emergency ration. such as we now have. for an 
indefinite period of time. This would greatly simplify the 
transportation problem. but would be resorted to only in an 
estremity. for the loss of morale in any body of troops nced- 
l w l y  esposrd to such conditions \\-auld probably be a con- 
trolling factor in the early abandonment of the nrrangemcnt. 
In our experience it was iound that thc soldiers were \-cry 
willing to subsist on the emergency ration when on marches 
which prevented the proper supply of the regular articles. 
and although some ten thousand cans were used at varions 
times by the regiment, its popuiarity constantly increased, 
the early prejudice giving way to an appreciation oi i ts  
advantages. The mldier saw. as clearly a+ did the orficer. 
that its use enabled him to march without carrying an esces- 
sive pack. and to accomplish purpose.; \vhich \ v ~ l c l  have 
fallen short withwt it. 
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THE OFFICERS' RACE FROM BRUSSELS 
TO OSTEND. 

q'y '1 I 

LTHOUGH the United States is the country where the A cavalry raid had its birth and development, and although 
in no other country has it ever been practiced on a grand scale 
in war, we seem to occupy ourselves less than Europeans in 
dimassing this kind of performance, laying down rules for its 
employment or practicing it on a small scale in time of peace. 

The word "raid" has, in Europe, taken on a meaning (as 
well as a pmnuncjation) which makes it hardly recognizable 
by its fathers, and on the occasion of the most recent so-called 
roid,that from Broasels to Ostend, Generals Memtt and J. H. 
Wilson being both in France, I wondered if they recognized 
their old friend in this modern infant 

In France cavalry raids, bicycle raids, artillery raids and 
infantry raids, consisting of anything from a battalion to one 
man, have been in vogue for a long time, and no one can fail 
to admire the spirit which prompts these trials of endurance 
and the grit with which they are camed out. They are always 
undertaken voluntarily,and the necessary authority for a body 
of troopQ to make a trial could not be had unless it had given 
proofs of condition and training, and this preliminary train- 
ing involves much voluntary hard work and deprivation. 
The &cer who has the moral and physical qualities which 
enable him to get his company or battalion in condition for 
a me or two hundred mile dash, and carries it through in 
record time, not only finds himself a somewhat distinguished 
maa in the army, but is likely to be promoted ahead of his 
less enteqnishg or able comrades. 

Since our Civil War, long distance rides have been a good 
deal in fashion amongst European dcers, but the records I 
have before me do not show any such carried out with a body 
oftroops 
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The Brussels-Ostend ride, last August. is the only race of 
this kind on record that was international in character, except 
the Vienna-Berlin ride in 1892, won by an Austrian ofEcer in 
seventy-one hours and twenty minutes ( 37 j miles). Some 
of the other records are : 

BRUSSELS-OSTE-VD RACE. 

18go. 
1889. Cossack, 1,664 miles in 30 days. i,Two horses). 
I 88 j. 
1882. 
1862. 

Cossack, 2,500 miles in 62 days. 

German, ;I miles in g hours. 
Italian, j6 miles in j hours and 12 minutes. 
French, 15;  miles in 21 hours. 

The Brussels-Ostend international military race was got- 
ten up by a sporting clu5 of Ostend, under the protection and 
patronage of the King of the Belgians, who enlisted the official 
interest of the various European departments of war. 

Conditions of the Race.-The conditions of the race were 
as follows : Open to all commissioned officers on the active 
list of all armies; officers only to ride the horses actually 
owned by them some months before the time of the promul- 
gation of the announcement and at the time of the trial : in 
other words, mounts to be bonn fide chargers acquired before 
any idea of preparation for this race could have actuated the 
owner. The minimum weight allowed was 16j pounds. in- 
cluding saddle and bridle. Most of the competitors exceeded 
this minimum. 

The Pri:t-s.-There were a dozen prizes offered. varying 
in value from 4,000 to jm francs. The King of the Belgians. 
the French army. various jockey clubs, the towns of Ostend 
and Brussels, etc., etc., offered prizes. One of the prizes \vas 
for the first to arrive at the 100 kilometer post : the King's 
prize was for the winner of the 132 kilometers : the French 
army offered a magnificent thoroughbred to the Belgian 
officer who should come in first. 

Eliminating Trials.--Each country selected its competitors 
in such way as it deemed best, proL-ided the officers and their 
mounts fulfilled the conditions required of all competitors. 
A glance at the method mapped out for the French officers 
by the War Department is interesting as an illustration, and 
because these men showed superlative form. 

. 
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Sixty-- a&cers offered themselves for the preliminary 
trials; the infmtion was to elect twelve from these, but the 
choice was so diScuIt that this number was raised to twenty; 
h-ver, &ee of these fell out before the final race. All 
were of the cavalry except two, who wete artillerymen. 

I st. Cover fifty 
miles in four hours, using relays: rider’s condition at the 
Gnish tobe m u t e l y  noted. Example: Lieutenant Gombert, 
using nine horses, rode from Salon to Arles in one hour fifty- 
seven minutes. At the end, his physical condition was con- 
sidered perfect. The horses used were from his own platoon. 

td .  Cover seventy-five miles on one horse in less than 
twelve hours, horse and rider’s condition at the end to count 
in clasniticatind ; time required, so long as under twelve hours, 
nnt to count. Example: Lieutenant Deremetz (who came 
in second in the Brussels-Ostend rode from Ste. Jlenehould 
to Vitry-le-Franpis, seventy-five miles, in eleven and one- 
half hotus; horse and rider in excellent condition. In these 
eliminatoty trials officers were required to ride their own 
chugers, i. e., the horses they proposed to enter for the final 

Th Final Com#etitots.-For several days before August 
27th, the date set for the contest, thecompetitors began to 
arrive at Brassels. Their number in all was sixty-one; thirty- 
two Belgians, seventeen Frenchmen, six Dutchmen, tw-o 
Swedes, m e  Nomegian, one Englishman, one Swiss. one Rus- 
siaa-fortyeight cavalrymen, thirteen artillerymen. Some 
Gentian and Italian officers had come to Brussels apparently 
intending to take part in the race, but at the last moment, as 
though acting under orders from higher authority. they with- 
drew. Some of the Belgians and Dutchmen were field officers 
over forty-five years old. 

It rained for several days before the race and did not stop 
until two burs aftes the start. The road is mostly flat but 
very hard in the middle, the sides being, on account of the 
rain sticky and slippery. The men started in batches of five 
at a time at five minutes interval. The first starters left 
Brussels at 645 A. Y. 

The preliminary trials prescribed were : 

race. 
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i All the arrangements at the starting point and along the 
C n#d seem to have been entikly satisfactory. There were 

eleven stations along the 132 kilometers of road where the 
amtesfants could dismouot and.get some refreshment for 
rider and horse. At three of these there were veterinaries 
.ad faders. The judges at the start and finish consisted of 
an international committee. 

TZt Rrrwlrs.-Qf the sixty-one officers to start fifty reached 
the 100 kilometer (62% miles) mark and twentynine reached 
acrtend (82% miles). The following is the final classifica- 
tion: 

P 

I. yd .mesReach Lieutenant 6 hours j 5  minute-: 8 2 %  miles. 
2. ~ F l l € ? l l d l L i e c n e a a n  t 'I .* 22 * s2y . 
3 Huentjem.FrenchLieutenant : .. 33 i 2 H  . 
+ Ramkm.FrmchLieotcPant 7 . 36 32% 

5 5  SZ.% 5. gidkrrdNorregionCoptPin . . - , .. 
I 5: 32% 6. De w o r t ,  Dutch Lieutenant. - .. 

7. Jamtens,BelgipnLieutenant. . 3 . 14 52j4 

9 Marcband, Eetgian Lieutenant 3 . 31 52% 
IO. yub. h t c h  LhwMllt 3 . 52 '4 

Of the twenty-nine in at the finish twelve were Belgians, 
ten French. four Dutch, one Norwegian, one Swede and one 
Swiss: one was a major, two were captains and the rest lieu- 
tenants. 

The average speed of the winner was eleven and eight- 
tenths miles an hour for .seven consecutive hours. The 
average speed of the next five men, taking a mean, was 
tenand eight-tenth miles an hour. The winner made the 
first sixtytwo and one-half miles in four and three-fourths 
hours; many exceeded this rate for the first sixty-two and 
anohalf miles ; some even started off at a fifteen and one-half 
mile gait. Those who started too fast simply finished their 
h& before the end was in sight. 

Many good judges say that the average rate for Lieuten. 
ant Madamet would have been twelve and one-half miles an 
hour if the madshad not been so bad. 

Tb Winnrr,Lieutenant Madamet trained himself and 
his horse methodically for six weeks before the race. At 
bnn he rarely used the gallop, although this was the gait he 
decided on for the race. He worked Courageux '' long and 
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reg&iyto harden his masc]es. galloping him fast for about 
two miles twice a w-k. Later on he began to give him 
regularly f k  gallops on hard ground, noting when he be. 
gan to blow. In this way he decided on one and one-half 
d e s  as the best distance for these heats qt the gallop. The 
only hard test given "Courageux" was the preliminary 
seventy-five miles in eleven and one-half hours, prescribed 
for all French contestants ; he a l s o p d e  him fifty-sex-en miles 
on a stretch one day at the trot and walk. 

Lieutenant Madamet's method the day of the race was 
thought out beforehand and followed. His general plan was 
to let his horse take his natural extended gallop and keep this 
gait for about one and'one-half miles, at the end of which 
time, or as soon as the animal began to blow, he dismounted 

. and walked alongside for two minutes, then mounted and 
resumed the gallop. This method was also followed by the 
majority of the French officers. notably Lieutenant Romieux, 
who came in fourth, his method beidg exactly the same. 
Lieutenant Madamet was quite fresh when the race ended. 
and his horse, while very tired. was not played out. and the 
next day but one his master rode him over the Ostend race 
coarse and put him through five minutes of haute &cole before 
the jury; he was fresh and supple. The horse is twelve 
years old. 

Tie Horses.-Exact particulars as to the breeding of all 
the horses are unfortunately lacking to the public. O f  the 
seventeen French officers, six rode horses of English thor- 
oughbred stock (born in England or in France!. eight half- 
bred horses, two Irish, one Norman. Of the first fozlr to 
arrive, Nos. I. 2 and 4 were thoroughbreds, So. 3 an Irish 
hunter. T h e  staRers were thus divided as to origin : Sine- 
teen Irish hunters. thirteen English thoroughbreds. twenty- 
nine half bred; in the latter class were put the two Xmeri- 
can trotters. Thirty-two horses did not finish : of these six 
were. thoroughbreds. One American trotter, after making 
what his rider thought a poor showing at the trot. was put 
to the gallop and took ten hours to cover the distance. This 
was a pity. as he might have made a better showing at a 
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waiting game. The other, a fine Kentucky mare, made 
tbirty-one d e s  in good *le, but could go no further. 

several riders made the first fifteen miles in less than an 
hour, but of these some never hished,  and others took three 
hours to do the last twenty miles. 

The conditions of road and weather were most unfavor- 
abk. It had rained for days and the first four hours of the 
ride was in a driving rain; it then cleared and the August 
sun came out and the atmosphere was reeking hot. The 
road was of Bel+ block in the middle, of deep sticky mud 
on the sides. 

Lieutenant Madamet seems to have paid particular atten- 
tion to the preparation and hardening of his horse’s feet for 
this long gallop on paved roads, and he made much of his 
distance on the stones where others chose the mud. 

Cacvagetu is said to trot about thirteen and one-half 1 miles an hour and gallop seventeen. Lieutenant Madamet 

It seems incontestable that a good horseman on an excep- 
tionally good thoroughbred horse can be counted upon to 
cover sixty miles in five hours. and that under really un- 
favorable road conditions and in bad weather: for longer 
distances, as say eighty miles, a speed of ten miles an hour 
is the most that can be counted on. 

The doctors and veterinaries who examined the men and 
horses at the regular *‘contr6le” stations, affirm as the result 
of their observations that men over thirty stand the fatigue 
better than men in the twenties, and that 1 as was to be ex- 
pected) aged horses alone have the requisite stamina: most 
of those that finished were over ten years. 
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from want of system in their traitring or want of matured 
plan for riding the distan&. 
Every man, whether he rides o& a day, or once a month, 

-whether he rides a real horse or merely a four-legged animal, 
will form and express an exact opinion as to the 1-alue or 
uselesmesa of the Bnwaels-Ostend contest, and the opinion 
of others wil l  make little impression upon any of us. Sever- 
theless, the ride having been made, we are free to deduce 
from it certain facts fairly established and which American 
06- may usefnlly consider. 

podlea As far as the writer knows, there is not as much dis- 
-n on this subject in our army as in others. This is 
probably for the same reason that it is idle to decide whether 
you prefer an automobile to a four-in-hand. when you feel 
you can only afford the street cars as a means of locomotion. 

In France a belief in the thoroughbred has been gradu- 
Ply  displacing the old faith in the cross-country horse par 
excellence, the Irish hunter or the Anglo-Arab or Anglo- 

*.  Norman. Many thoroughbreds are bought each year by the 
remount and more and more officers provide themselves with 
these horses. All have agreed on their superior speed and 
heart, but many contested their bottom and hardiness. The 
Ostend-Bnassels ride proved conclusively that their stamina 
is as good as their courage, and I do not believe many horse- 
men will now be found in the French army who would not 
prefer the thoroughbred for all cavalry. except perhaps such 
weight carriers as the cuirassiers. Time and again officers 
have assured me that all French experience goes to show 
that the thoroughbred is not as delicate an animal as the 
poorer bred horse, and in a pinch will do more on less food 
and care than his humble brother. 

However it is not at all likely that any great body of 
cavalry will all be mounted on thoroughbreds. European 
officers imagine that the United States with their prodigious 
wealth and contempt of cost might mount their whole army 
oil thoroughbreds if they thought it advisable ; happily for 
our prestige, few of these officers know how little of our 
money we pour out for horses or realize that our mounts are 
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not nearly as good as those of even’ very poor European 
Po- 

The best mount for an oficer, especially a staff officer, 
nevertheless stands clear of these considerations. If a gen- 
eral knew that he had men on his staff who could take a 
message Wty miles in less than five hours it would surely 
give him no little comfort. 

2d. The &t for long distance rides. The average ‘ Americannonldprobablytrot was the best gait for . .  

anything mer fifty miles : tlp Brussels-Ostend race- points 
conclusively to the gal lo^ and that up to eighty miles. The 
co~tions of the road were favorable to trotters, and good 
judges state that of the two American horses, one at least 
was a superb animal; yet their performance bears no com- 
parison to that of the galloping thoroughbreds. From a purely 
theoretical consideration also, does it seem possible that a 
trotter could do eighty-two miles in seven hours? That 
would mean a four and one-half minute gait for six hours 
with one hour out for rest; the horse to be riddrn of course 
and not driven. Those who know the powers of the trotting 
horse should be able to give some answer to this question. 

A very important and practical question here presents 
itself ; apart from the service of covering and reconnaissance, 
most cavalrymen seem agreed that the most important work 
their arm will have in future campaigns is a rapid movement 
around a flank, followed by an attack. perhaps on foot, or 
h e  a raid against communications. Here time is the all 
important thing, and the best gait for getting there as quickly 
as possible is what the cavalry leader must know. Is this 
@t the gallop alternating with the walk or the trot alter- 
nating with the walk? The Brussels-Ostend experience 
says the gallop for the individual horseman: is there any- 
thing to show that this does not hold good for a body of 
horsemen ? 

3d. The saddle. From the standpoint of the horseman 
though not from that of the cavalryman, it is interesting to 
note that as far as information can be ‘had, the English pad 
saddle was used by all the officers competing. There being 
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no pnck to carry, all seemed to consider that this saddle was 
the berst to ease! the hotse in such a test of endurance. 

As practically all the winners used the gallop, compari- 
soils as to sitting or rising to the trot cannot be made. 

It may not be uninteresting to note here a conversation I 
recently had with one of the aides of General Dunop, who 
bas won and holds a great reputation as a cavalry general, 
Thk aide is one of the best riders in France. whether in the 
man- or on the steeple chase course. He told me of ex. 
hrrustive experiments held at the W a r  School in Paris to 
detetmine the effect on the horse of sitting or rising to the 
trot. At that time rising was not practiced in the French 
-Y. 

These experiments were held on a balancing machine 
contrived to record the downward thrust of a horse trotting. 
The experiment was made with a man sitting the trot and 
the same rising. I now forget the difference in pounds 
recoded 51 favor of the man rising. but it was considerable. 
certainly over ten pounds. After a long series of these tests, it 
wasdecided to teach French recruits to rise. though their 
saddle isnot adapted to this method much more than our 
McClellan. This decision was arrived at solely from consid. 
erations affecting the wear and tear on the horse and the 
dynamic effect on his back and legs of the close seat as com- 
pared with the English seat. 

4th. When a man can ride a horse eighty-two and one- 
half miles in seven hours and that horse shows himself to be 
in 6rst ra* condition the next day. his opinion on how to 
selext, train and ride a horse must command the respect of 
dl people ; when that man and his three comrades, who ac- 
complished almost as brilliantly the same feat, are the pro. 
duct of a school which is the exponent of certain perfectly 
de6inite ideas in the matter of horsemanship, that school and 
t h e  idea are worth studying by all horsemen. 

Such a school is Saamur. The international military 
tournament at Milan last spring enabled the graduate of 
Saamar to prove their incontestible superiority over all 
European competitors in manege work, steeple-chace riding, 
&e of weapons and general form in horsemanship; the 
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Brussels-Ostend ride showed no less their superiority in 
selecting and preparing horses for long distance.tests of en- 
durance. The French, then. have every reason to believe that 
they have the best school of military horsemanship in Europe. 
Is there a better one in America? A s  far as I know w e  not 
only have no better school, but we have none at all in the 
proper sense of the \vord, 

As to whether or not we need such a school for mounted 
officers, the cavalry arm is best qualified to answer. Some 
thoughts on what would be the influence of such a school are 
given by the writer in the January number. 1 9 3 .  of the 
CAVAIXY JOCRSAL ; and for these suggestions and his 
temerity in treating of such matters at all he begs the 
indulgence o f  his e q e R  comrades of the cavalry. 

3: 
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RECOLLECTIONS OF A MILITARY POST. ? 

BY LICIJTES~A~TCOLOSCL S. T. SORVELL, r. 5. CAVALRY, RBTIRIW. 

T was established in the summer of 18 j8, on Cedar Creek, 1 Cedar Valley, Utah, about sixty miles from Salt Lake 
City, and was named Camp Floyd, in honor of the then Sec- 
retary of war. 

The plan of the post was in the form of a camp, with few 
modifications. in accordance with regulations at that time in 
existence, being in column of troops. batteries and com- 
panies, according to arms. The  post was on the left bank of 
the creek, the flank of the column being about one hundred 
yards from it ; the other flank about the same distance from 
the line of company o5cers' tents, thus forming a street,' 
used as a parade ground, nearly a mile long. In rear of the 
company officers' line was that of the field officers ; then an- 
other line occupied by regimental bands, hospitals. quarter- 
master's and subsistence storehouses and offices. Regimen- 
tal guardhouses, facing outward, formed the next l ine;  a 
wagon road extending the whole length of the camp was in 
front of the guardhouses, and across, facing the latter. were 
the regimental sutler stores. In extension of the latter line. 
on the right facing the creek, were the depot storehouses. 
Acros~ the left of the camp, head of the column. and distant 
from it 200 yards, on a slight rise. was a line designated as 
" Department Headquarters." 

The organizations composing the garrison were posted 
98 follows from depakment headquartets : Ordnance detach- 
ment, Tenth Infantry, Seventh Infantry, Fifth Infantry, Bat- 
tery B Fourth Artillery, Battery C Third Artillery, Second 

Brigadier-General Albert Sidney Johnston commanded 
the Department of Utah; Lieutenant-Colonel Charles F. 

Dragoons. 
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Smith. the Tenth Infantry and post : Lieutenant-Colonel P. 
Morrison. the Seventh Infantry : Major Seth Eastman, the 
Fifth Infantry: Captain John W. Phelps. Battery B Fourth 
Artillery: Captain John F. Reynolds, Battery C Third -%r- 
tillery ; Lieutenant-Colonel M. S. Howe, the Second Dra- 
goons. The department staff officers were Major Fitt- John 
Porter. Adjutant-General : Lieutenant. Colonel Geo. H. Cross- 
man, Chief Quartermaster; Surgeon W. S. King, Medical 
Director: Captain Simpson, Chief Commissary; Captain Jesse 
L. Reno, Chief of Ordnance: Captain Simpson, Chief En- 
gineer ; Captains Paige and Turnley, Assistant Quartermas- 
ters. These officers were present when the post was estab- 
lished: subsequently changes took place. but a majority of 
those named remained until the command was broken up. 

By October 1st the tents of the troops were replaced. 
nearly on the same ground. by adobe buildings; the depot 
storehouses and several of the sutler stores were built of 
lumber "in the rough." The quarters of officers and the 
barracks were erected by the labor of troops. The post pre- 
sented a fine appearance, but would not bear close inspection. 
for owing to the lack of tools and proper materials the build- 
ings were rather crude. 

The valley for miles was covered with a dense growth of 
sage brush, varying in height from two feet to above a man's 
head. and for more than a year the fuel for the post was ob- 
Q h e d  from that source. When it became scarce, wood (cedar) 
was hauled from the mountains from six to ten miles distant. 
Quartermaster and subsistence stores were supplied from St. 
Louis. Freight from Kansas City and Fort Leavenworth 
cost twenty-two cents per pound. The soldier's ration at 
Camp Floyd was worth seventy-five cents. Beef was fur- 
nished "on the hoof." the cattle being brought from Kansas. 
The post was an expensive one to supply. for everything had 
to be hauled in wagons for upwards of twelve hundred miles. 
Russell, Majors Bi Waddell were the freighters from Kansas 
City and Fort Leavenworth. The mails-once a week- 
were brought by stage from the former place, and were about 
twmty-two days in coming ; quicker communication had to 
be by courier. In  I 859 the " pony express " was established, 
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a& then letters came through in ten days; but few could 
Mard to avail themselves of this mode of communication. 

Acrom the creek from the poat a settlement took ruot 
known to the soldiem as FmgTown. This place was inhab- 
ited by whisky dealem, gamblers and discharged soldiers. It 
was rrfso the "City of Refuge" for persons inimical to the 
Marmona As there wasno town organization, good order 
had to be maintained by the military. A bridge across the 
creek cpnected the settlement with the post. By damming 
the CICeL a large pond was created, which was used as a 
airmning bath. Below and against the dam a number of 
clo6ets were built extending from bank to bank, and by an 
arrmgement in each. shower baths were obtainable. 

Probably the h t  attempt ever made to establish a can- 
teen in the army originated at this post. The causes that 
led to it were the quality of whisky manufacmred in the 
country and surreptitiously sold to soldiers, and the demor- 
alizing effect upon them, causing drunkenness, desertion and 
other denses. To control the trouble, an o5cer of the Fifth 
lnfrrntry propoeed a brewery, with a room attached for the 
sak of beer to enlisted men. The idea was perfected by the 
*ental council of administration. and was approved by 

. the regimental, post and department commanders. Beer was 
A d  at five cents per quart, but had to be consumed at the 
placeof sale. The eEect was magical, drunkenness being 
reduced to the minimum. In less than two years the regi- 
mental fund of the Fifth Infantry was added to by about 
tmnty-five hundred dollars, that amount being the profit 
derived from the sale of beer. It will please temperance 
people to learn that the fund referred to was invested in 
bonds in a State that endeavored to secede from the Union. 
and was lost to the regiment. 

As soon as the garrison was under shelter, the post be- 
came a grand school for military instruction. In January, 
1859, a p e d  order was issued from post headquarters re. 
minding the garrison that was the beginning of the 
seaam far military instruction ; that it must be pursued with 
vigor, and it then @bed the course to be followed, enter- 
h g  into the minutest details In January, 1860. a similar 
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order was published, though the necessity for it was not ap- 
parent, as for two years the season never ended. 

Instruction embraced everything in tactics from the 
school of the soldier to brigade drill. It was at this period 
that a general change occurred i,n the army from Scott's to 
Hardee's tactics, though the latter had been used for several 
years by the Xinth and Tenth Infantry, those regiments. 
having been organized in I 8 j j as * -  Light Infantry." Recita- 
tions for officers and non-commissioned officers were carried 
on hand in hand with the drills. Target practice, in accord- 
ance with a manual prepared by Captain Henry Heth. Tenth 
Infantry, was pursued for a period in each year. This 
manual. by the way. was about the first regular target sys- 
tem instituted in our service. It,was the guide for many 
years. and some of its features are retained to this day. 
Great attention was paid to guard duty, and the instruction 
was thorough. There was a dress-parade every day in the 
week except Saturday: at these parades all orders 'from 
headquarters of the army. department. and post were pub- 
lished. It would be impossible to do this nowadays. but 
then there were few orders issued. At that time command- 
ing officers and adjutants had ample time to attend to mili- 
tary duties; now, nearly the whole time of these officers 
is required for paper work. 

Saturdays were cleaning up days ; morning being passed 
in policing the post, afternoons were devoted by the men tci 
policing themselves, their arms. accoutrements. and clothing 
Sunday morning inspection was invariably by troop, battery 
and company. On the last day of the month. in the cavalry 
and infantry, the inspection was by regiment. At the bi- 
monthly muster for pay, the command was united. and 
under the post commander passed in review before the de- 
partment commander, after which the organizations were 
turned over to their respective commanders for inspection 
and muster. &kt the Sunday morning inspections the en- 
listed men had to account for their clothing-not a di5cult 
matter, for in those days soldiers were not allowed to have 
in their possession more than two suits. one on their persons 
and the other in their knapsacks. 
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Gtlards were of two classes-exterior and interior. The 
-first was the “genqral,” ok, as it was designated. “depot 
gmd,” with a field officersf-the-day. two sergeants. three 
cmpods and thirty privates. A first lieutenant commanded 
the guard, with a second lieutenant as “supernumerary.” 
Yotinted with this guard was a detachment of one subaltern, 
three non-commissioned officers, and fifteen privates. equip- 
ped-including rations-for twenty-four hours’ duty at the 
prison for military convicts. - The prison was about a mile 
from the post. and was within the jurisdiction of the field 
officer-of-the-day. T h e  depot guard furnished a detachment 
of one corporal and three privates, posted at the bridge lead- 
ing to Frog T o m .  The duty of this guard was to prevent 
soldim withoat passes from visiting the settlement : also to 
reaive prisoners arrested by provost sergeants for disorderly 
or other misconduct. Parties arrested were sent to the 
depot guard-house, and from there to the guard-houses of 
the r‘egments to which they belonged. Sentinels from the 
depot guard were posted at  points not covered by police or 
interior guards. 

Each regiment and battery had a guard of its own, and 
these were the interior or police guards : each had its officer- 
of -the-day . 

There was a provost marshal under the immediate orders 
of the post commander, and he had as assistants six ser- 
geants detailed from the various regiments. 

The field oflicer-of-the-day exerciwd authority‘ over all 
guards when necessmy. 

As the army was in an enemy’s country-at least so re- 
garded-duty was performed accordingly. 

The discipline enforced at  Camp Floyd was. to a great 
extent, a revelation to the command. From the close of 
the Mexican War to 1857 the army was distributed all 
over the country in small detachments, and there were 
enlisted men of many years’ service who had never wit- 
nessed a drill above that of a troop or company. Even offi- 
cers were “rusty,” some of them not having been on a bat- 
talion drill since graduating at West Point. There was but 
oot school of htruction maintained, and that was at For- 
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tress Monroe for.artillery only. The manual of the pick and 
shovel was better understood than any military exercise. 
m c e r s  had done the best they could in imparting instruc- 
tion to’small bodies of troops, but it was tip hill work. 

The L-tah expedition caused the establishment of Camp 
Floyd, and the officer in command was wise and energetic 
enough to take advantage of the concentration of so many 
troops, to make the post a school for military instruction. 
Strict discipline was gradually introduced and was imbibed 
without causing the slightest discontent or grumbling. 
Everything ordered was with the view of educating the sol- 
dier in his profession ; to cause him to take pride in the per- 
formance of his duties and in the uniform he wore. Punish- 
ment for military offenses was uniform in all organizations 
by court martial. For instance : Members of the old guard 
were granted passes for twenty-four hours. *. attending 
drill * *  being the only reservation. Every soldier knew that 
a violation of a pass meant * *  five dollars and ten days ” : that 
drunkenness, unaccompanied by any other offense. was *‘five 
dollars ’ *  straight. Deserters forfeited all pay and allowances 
due ; were branded on the left hip with the letter D. one and 
one-half inches long ; received fifty lashes. well laid on. with 
a rawhide : were dishonorably discharged and drummed out 
of the service. and were then confined at hard labor I usually 
for the unexpired term of their enlistment I .  wearing a ball 
weighing twenty-four pounds attached to the left leg by a 
log chain sis feet long. -is soon as they were drummed out. 
they became convicts. and to prevent assuciation with well- 
behaved soldiers. were at once confined in the military prison 
heretofore mentioned. 

The military prison. probably t h e  first ever established in 
the army. was built of stone by the labor o f  convicts: was a 
square enclosure. the walls being of great thickness and 
about sixteen feet in height. Within the enclosure was a 
sufficient number of Sibley tents to accommodate the pris- 
oners: also one for a cook. who had charge of the rations. 
He was a convict. The regulations for the prison were very 
strict. \Vhile at work the prisoners \\-ere not allowed to 
converse with one another: sentinels over them were not 
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allowed to utter a word not necessary for the execution of 
their duty. Irons were examined at retreat and at reveille, 
and once during the night : also before they were sent out 
to work and when they returned. They were fed and clothed 
well, and cleanliness was exacted. If a prisoner escaped (and 
several did) the officer-of-the-guard, the non-commissioned 
Oeiar in charge of the relief, and the sentinels on post, were 
tried by court-martial, but 50 faithfully was duty performed 
not a conviction ever occurred. 

Each relief or 
pokt was carefully instructed. first by a non-commissioned 
otlBar-of-the-guard, and then by one of the commissioned 
(aabdtems)officem-the depot guard is referred to. The 
same attention was paid to the interior (police ) guards. At 
night, after 12 o’clock, the field officer-of-the-day made the 
“grand roands.” When it happened that a sentinel on post 
failed to know his orders, those responsible for his instruc- 
tion passed a bad quarter of an hour. Twice a year the 
Articles of War were read to the whole command, the 
date being announced in an order from post headquarters; 
at other times, when the weather was too bad for out. 
door exercises, the Articles of War were read in quarters. 
Frequently the reading of the Articles of War took the place 
of a sermon on Stinday. The command was without a chap. 
lain. There were drills five days in the week: mornings 
were devoted to company, and afternoons to battalion drills. 
No one was excused from drills except members of the 
gusrds and “general *’ prisoners, one cook for each mess and 
the regimental baker. There being a large number of civil- 
ian employees, there were but few extra duty men. Occa- 
aioonlly there was a brigade in lieu of a battalion drill. 

A military store-keeper of the Quartermaster’s Depart- 

time it was established; then all clothing in the possession 
of organhations was turned over to him, and henceforth, all 
required for h e  to enlisted men was drawn upon requisi- 
tion of troop, battery and company commanders. There was 
no limit to the number of requisitions ; if one man in an or- 
ganization required one article of clothing, it was furnished 

Great attention was paid to guard duty. 

I 

. men& Captain Montgomery, arrived at the post about the - 
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at once. In this way large requisitions and issues were 
obviated ; the men were always equipped, and the aforesaid 
commanders were not burdened with keeping clothing on 
hand for issue-in fact it was prohibited. The plan worked 
well. 

There were no ladies at the post for a year after it was 
established. and then only one, and she, oh my. was a belle ! 
A few laundresses. not half a dozen in all, wives of old sol- 
diers, accompanied the expedition to Vtah. From long ex- 
perience they were quite capable of taking care of them- 
selves, and never caused the command any trouble or anxiety. 

In the course of time a theater was built by the voluntary 
labor of troops, and it would have been a credit to a town of 
I s.000 inhabitants. It was occasionally used as a church, for 
there were several o5cers in the command of religious ten- 
dencies, who held services periodically. -4 traveling troupe 
of theatrical people from California gave nightl? perform- 
ances for several weeks, and so there was some little relief 
from the monotony of military life. 

Soldiers are keen to see the ridiculous side of everything, 
and derive much amusement therefrom. 

In the days of Camp Floyd - and before and since - there 
was a diversity of opinion among oEcers as to the applica- 
tion of the company fund. The older company officers be- 
lieved in the creation of a large fund for a rainy day. while 
the younger believed in getting rid of it. not desiring the 
responsibility of its care. The writer knew of an old com- 
pany commander who had been years in accumulating a large 
fund. Suddenly he was ordered away. and had to turn over 
the fund to a young lieutenant. The latter, within twenty- 
four hours after receiving it, expended the whole in the pur- 
chase of jOO bushels of potatoes. a quantity that would 
have lasted his company a year if most had not spoiled in the 
meantime. 

On Christmas, in 18 jg. an effort-entirely successful- 
was made to give the enlisted men an extra fine dinner. 
This necessitated the expenditure of company funds. One 
old captain of the Fifth Infantry, who had nursed his com- 
pany fund for years, sent for his first sergeant. -Sergeant.” 
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said he, "I have determined to give the company a good 
Christmas dinner, and ambng other articles I have figured on 
are potatoes. I think two per man will be sufficient, will 
they not?" "Hardly," said the sergeant, "two potatoes for 
a man are a small allowance." What ! " exclaimed the Cap- 
tain, "not enough? Well, give 'em three, and let 'em busr." 

It was a grand sight to witness a dress parade of the 
varicms organizations. AI1 "calls" were first sounded at 
post headquarters, and were repeated successively in all regi- 
ments and batteries. Parade was formed on their respective 
grounds by the Werent organizations, and then was seen a 
line nearly a mile long, extending from one end to the other 
of the parade. It was the same for all formations, even for 
that of "fallingin" for fatigue. It was an offense for an 
organitation to be kept on drill after the sounding of recall, 
**for,*' said the commanding officer, "no military duty should 
be treated as a punishment, and it becomes such if rules are 
violated." 

So strict was discipline at this model post that, without 
intending to Critiase the action of the officers concerned. the 
followinganecdote is related of an occurrence that took place 
on the last day of February, 1859. A n  order had been issued 
for a combined review, in full uniform, at 8 o'clock A. u. On 
the designated morning a storm, accompanied by snow, 
proere. An hour or so before the troops were to be assem- 
bled, a n  officer in command of a mounted organization, hav- 
ing great feeling for his horses, sent an orderly to the post 
commander to inquire if the review would take place. The  
answer was that "the order had not been rescinded.'' A few 
minutes afterwards a similar inquiry was sent by a batter). 
Com&nder. This last message broke the camel's back, and 
the answer was to the effect (the exact language used un- 
known) that if there was to be no review the command would 
be notEd in ample time. It is safe to say that the post 
commander considered both messages as unmilitary and a 
dection upon his common sense. The review was held at  
the appointed hour, and in full uniform ; that the ceremony 
was cvnsiderably shortened made no difference ; the damage 
-to uniforms-was accomplished, and until the facts that 
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caused the review leaked out, there was a good deal of quiet 
criticism of the post commander. T h e  result was that the 
battery commander resigned from the army. That he had 
long contemplated resigning was well known. but it became 
also known throughout the command that the answer to his 
inquiry was the cause of his immediate resignation. The 
other o5cet  who .*wanted to know," pocketed the post com- 
mander's reply. The lesson was a severe one. and the post 
commander was never annoyed thereafter by inquiries as to 
what he was going to do. 

In the days of Camp Floyd. discipline in the army was 
maintained by the se-verity of punishment authorized by 
army regulations. The latter were never violated by Colonel 
Smith. but, at the same time, *re faithfully enforced. Every 
man in the command-commissioned or enlisted -knew 
what to expect for infractions of the law. Offenses were 
never condoned, and when mercy was exercised it followed 
conviction-never preceded it. There was never a more 
contented garrison than that of Camp Floyd from 18j8 to 
1860. and this result is the strongest kind of an argument 
for the faithful esecution of the regulations for the govern- 
ment of the army. 

To Colonel Smith was due the credit for making Camp 
Floyd a model post and its garrison a model army. General 
Johnston, the department commander. recognizing Colonel 
Smith's qualifications for command. never interfered with his 
I'Smith'sb administration of the affairs of the post. -4s an 
artillery officer in the Mexican War: as commandant of cadets 
at West Point; as lieutenant-colonel of infantry. and as a 
major-general of volunteers. he filled ever\- position with 
great credit. A s  he was the hero of Fort Donelson. he would 
have become. had he lived, the hero of the army-on the 
Union side-of the Civil War: at least. so the writer of this 
paper believes. 

Of the officers serving at Camp Floyd many subsequently 
became prominent in the Cnited States and Confederate 
armies. Besides hlbert Sidney Johnston and Charles F. 
Smith, were Fitz-John Porter. John C. Robinson, John F. 
Reynolds. Jesse L. Reno. A. T. A. Torbert. Gabriel R. Paul. 
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William Chapman, John W. Phelps. Thomas H. Neill, Carter 
L. Steveamn, Henry Heih. Henry P. Sibley, John Pegram, 
J o b  S. Marmaduke, Daniel Ruggles, John M. Jones, R. R. 
Garland, and others whose names are not now recalled. It 
k hardly necesearJr to sny that the experience obtained under 
Colonel Smith assisted materially in qualifying these officers 
for the positions thby were subsequently called upon to fill. ' 

\ ',,, .\ '6 

T H E  TEXAS KASGEKS. 

For many years the State id Texas has maintained and suppurted a 
mounted force known throughout the country as Texas Rangers. The force 
was organized **for the purpose of protecting the frontier against marauding 
and thieving parties, and for the suppression of lau-lessness and crime through- 
out the State." The senices of this organization h w e  been invaluable to the 
people of that State. To Secure P more permanent and effective organization, 
the Legislature, in rgos. revised the act under which the force was main- 
tained. Its main features are given below, and will undoubtedly interest 
cavalrymen. particularly those who have *Ked with them on the Texas fron- 
tier.--[ E u m  m.] 

. 

ECTIOS I .  Bc ir enacted by the Lrgishrure of rhc State . s  of Texas: That the Governor be and is hereby author- 
ized to organize a force to be known as the "Ranger Force," 
for the purpose of protecting the frontier against marauding 
or thieving parties, and for the suppression of lawlessness 
and crime throughout the State. 

SEC. 2 .  The "Ranger Force" shall consist of not to 
exceed foylr separate companies of mounted men. each com- 
pany to consist of not to exceed one captain, one first sergeant 
and twenty privates, and one quartermaster for the entire 
force. The captains of companies and the quartermaster 
shall be appointed by the Governor. and shall be removed at 
hisTleasure; unless sooner so removed by  the Governor, 
they shall serve for two years and until their successors are 
appointed and qualified. 

The pay of officers and men shall be as follows: 
Captains. one hundred ($100) dollars each. per month : ser- 
geants, fifty ($ jO)  dollars each, per month: and privates 
forty ($40) dollars each. per month. The payments shall be 
made at such times and in such manner as the -Adjutant Gen- 
eral of the State may prescribe. 

The  Governor shall appoint a quartermaster for 
this force, who shall discharge the duties of quartermaster, 

SEC. 3. 

SEC. 4. 
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commissary and paymaster, and shall rank and receive the 

SEC. 5. This force shall always be under the command 
of the Clovernor, to be operated by his direction in such man- 
ner, in sach detachments and in such localities as the Gover- 
nor may direct. 

The Governor is hereby authorized to keep this 
. fora, or so much thereof as he may deem necessary, in the 

field as long as in his judgment there may be necessity for 
such a force; and men who may volunteer in such service 
shall do 80 for such term not to exceed two years, subject to 
disbandment in whole or in part at any time, and re-assem- 
bhge or reorganitation of the whole force, or such portion 
thereof as may be d e p e d  necessary by order of the Gover- 
nor. 

$EC. 7. That the quartermaster, or if so directed by the 
Adjutant-&meal, company commanders, shall purchase all 
mpplies hereinafter provided for, and shall make a certificate . 
on the voucher of the party or parties from whom the supplies 
were purchased, to the effect that "the account is correct and 
just. and the articles purchased were at the lowest market 
prices." 

Each oBcer, non-commissioned officer and pri- 
vate of said force shall furnish himself with a suitable horse, 
horse equipment. clothing, etc.; providm, that 17 his ho~se is 
Wkd in action it shall be paid fm by the State at R fair market 
mint ar rkr tinu when Ril&d.* 

That the State shall furnish each member of said 
force with one improved carbine and pistol at cost, the price 
of which shall be deducted from the first money due such 
officer or man, and shall furnish said force with rations of 
sabbtence, camp equipage and ammunition for the officers 
and men, also forage for horses. 

SEC. IO. The amount of rations and forage shall not 
exceed the following, to. wit: For each man's daily allowance, 
twelve ounces bacon or twenty ounces beef, twenty ounces 
of flour or corn meal, two and two-fifths ounces of beans or 
peas, one and three-fifths ounces of rice, three and one fifth 

pay of a captain. 

SEC. 6. 

SEC. 8. 

SEC. 9. 

- 
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ounces of coffee, three and one-fifth ounces of sugar. one - 
sixth gill of vinegar or pickles, one-sixth ounce candles, one- 
third ounce of soap, two-thirds of an ounce of salt, one-tw-enty- 
fourth of an ounce of pepper, four and four-fifths ounces 
of potatoes, sixteen-twenty-fifths of an ounce of baking 
powder. The forage for each horse shall not esceed twelve 
pounds of corn or oats, and fourteen pounds of hay per day. 
and two ounces of salt per week ; provided, that when in case 
of emergency the members of said force are employed in 
such duty that it is impracticable to furnish the rations herein 
provided for, each member of said force so employed shall be 
allowed for his necessary actual expenses for such subsis- 
tence not to exceed one dollar and fifty cents i 8 I .  5 0 )  per day ; 
and provided further, that when it becomes necessary to 
move the members of said force from one place to another 
by railroad, the actual necessary expenses of such transpor- 
tation shall be paid. 

The officers, non-commissioned officers and pri- 
vates of this force shall be clothed with all the powers of 
peace officers, and shall aid the regular civil authorities in 
the execution of the laws. They shall have authority to 
make arrests. and to execute process in criminal cases, and in 
such cases they shall be governed by law regulating and 
defining the powers and duties of sheriffs when in discharge 
of similar duties ; except that they shall have the poser. and 
shall be authorized to make arrests and to execute all process 
in criminal cases in any county in the State. They shall.. 
before entering on the discharge of these duties. take an oath 
before some authority legally authorized to administer the 
same, that each of them will faithfully perform his duties in 
accordance with law. In order to arrest and bring to justice 
men who have banded together for the purpose of committing 
robbery or some other felonies, and to prevent the execution 
of the laws, the officers, non-commissioned officers and pri- 
vates of said force may accept the services of such citizens as 
shall volunteer to aid them, but while so engaged such citizen 
shall not receive pay from the State for such services. 

SEC. 12 .  When said force, or any member or members 
thereof, shall arrest any person charged with the commission 

. 
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of a criminal offense, they shall forthwith convey said person 
to the amnty where he or they stand charged with the com- 
miasian of an offense, and shall deliver him or them to the 
proper officer, taking his receipt therefor, and all necessary 
expcwsee thus incurred will be paid by the State. 

SEC. 13. The Governor and Adjutant General shall cause 
to be d e  such regulations for the government and control 
of the organization herein provided for, and for the enlist- 
m&t and employment of non-commissioned officers and pri- 
vates, 48 they may deem necessary, to the end that the force 
so provided shall be as effective as possible. 

SEC. 14. All laws and parts of laws, both genera1 and 
specid, in conflict with the provisions of this act, are hereby 

SEC. 15. The fact that the Revised Statutes are indefinite, 
and that a defect exists, in that the privates of said force 
have no authority to execute criminal process, creates an 
emexgency and an imperative public necessity that the con- 
stitutional rule requiring bills to be read on three several 
days be suspended, and that this act take effect and be in 
force from and after its passage, and it is so enacted. 

* 
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EXISTING RECULATIOSY. 

The “Ranger Force” as authorized by the foregoing act, 
wasorganizedon July 8, r g o r .  It consistsof four companies 
known and designated as Companies A, B. C and D, ‘‘ Ranger 
Force.” Each company, until further orders, consists of one 
captain, one first sergeant and eight privates. 

The following are a few of the most important regula 
tions governing the Ranger Force” : 

I .  The “Ranger Force” is not intended to supplant the 
ordinary constabulary. and its operations will be confined to 
arrests of persons chaqged with the commission of felonies 
and the carrying of concealed weapons. and to the prevention 
of breaches of the peace. 

2. The members of the Ranger Force” are forbidden 
under penalty of immediate dismissal from the service to 
take any part whatever, either directly or indirectly, in aidiag 
or abetting the election of any candidate for olcial  position. 

rii5 TEXAS RA -VGE RS. 

3. The members of the *‘ Ranger Force” will keep within 
the bounds of discretion and the law under all drcumstances. 
Each company commander will promptly discharge any 
member of his company who may make unreasonable display 
of authority, or who may use abusive language to or be 
guilty of unnecessarily harsh treatment towards those with 
whom he comes in contact in his line of duty, or who does 
not possess the qualitications required by paragraph 4. 

All discharges and causes thereby will be reported 
to the Adjutant-General without delay. 

Company commaaders will inspect the horse of each 
enlisted man and report to the Adjutant-General its value, 
and require that such animal be suitable for the service 

4. 

j. 

demanded. 
6. In order that the Adjutant-General may be constantly _ _  _ _  ~ 

informed as to the location of the officers and enlisted men 
of the “Ranger Force,’’ and to enable him to concentrate 
such of this force as may be available in the event of an 
emergency, company commanders will report to him by letter 
‘the names and purpose of details requiring an absence from 
company or detachment headquarters for a longer period 
than twenty-four hours; also the name of the Ranger in 
command of the detail and the probable period of absence, 
and when known, his new postoffice or telegraph address. 
Such reports to be made as far in advance of departure of 
detail as practicable. Return of detail will also be reported. 

a 
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THE DISEASES MOST PREVALENT IX THE PHILlPPISES AND 
TREATMEST O F  SANE.  

-- - 
BY CAPTA~S ARCHIBALD W. BUTT. QL.ARTF.RM.~STF.R, C. S. A. 

HILE the death rate among animals in the Depart w ment of Land Transportation may appear to be large, 
it must be remembered that it is the depot for the entire divis- 
ion, not only shipping out serviceable horses and mules for 
active duty, but also receiving unserviceable animals from all 
points from. which they can be shipped, and from points 
where proper hospitals have not been built, or where veteri- 
narians have not been stationed. 

During the fiscal year t g o r ,  there were not more than 
forty deaths from contagious diseases, while during the fiscal 
year 1902,207 horses and fifteen mules have been destroyed 
by inspector for glanders, and fifty-two horses and six mules 
ha& died of the same disease before final action could be had 
by a board of survey and inspector general. 

And here it is urgently recommended that some authority 
be vested in the responsible oficer which will enable him to 
dektroy an animal when such animal is pronounced by two 
or more veterinary surgeons to be sufEering from glanders, 
orotherqmtagiousdisease. I am convinced that the rapidity 
with which glanders and surra hasspread among the Ameri- 
can stock in the Philippines is due to the necessarily slow 
process of securing the action of a board of survey, followed 
by the authoritative inspection and destruction by an inspec- 
tor general. 

The inspector and the board have to rely on the respon- 
sible 05- and veterinary surgeons in the end, but by the 
delay occasioned by the tedious process of securing action 
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through military channels, the last stages of the disease is 
often reached before final action is taken, and the disease 
possibly spread through an infinite number of channels. 
. It is my experience that the responsible and accountablc 

officer has the interest of government animals more to heart 
than any board can possibly have, and his certificate. with 
affidavits of two or more veterinary surgeons. should be all 
that is necessary to permit him to use his own methods to 
protect government stock. for which he has been made 
accountable and responsible. 

When the horses of the Fourth Cavalry were ordered 
turned into this corral from the north line. fully one-fourth 
of these turned in became diseased from glanders, it being 
prevalent among these troops, which had been fed largely on 
grass. I had between 3 , 0 0 3  and 4.000 animals in the pens at 
Pasay. and isolate the suspected cases I would : the disease 
could not be held inscheck without the most prompt and vig- 
orous measures. bu-ing to the alarming conditions which 
arose from this menace, I was forced to take independent 
action, backed by affidavits of an unanimous board of veteri- 
nary surgeons. 

This being without the proper law and legality. the com- 
manding general of the division issued orders for me to act 
as a special inspector in conjunction with a board of veteri- 
nary surgeons. and all agreeing to destroy such infected ani- 
mals for the good of the service. 

Had it not been that my action u-as supported by the 
commanding general in the destruction of these infected ani- 
mals. and that he appointed me special inspector. I 'am of the 
opinion that this herd would not have been preserved for the 
campaigns of Batangas. Samar and Mindanao. -An old regu- 
lation, contained in paragraph 790, Army Regulations. may 
be sufficient and ample latitude for handling infectious and 
contagious diseases in small garrisons or in time of peace. 
but it is thoroughly inadequate to meet similar conditions in 
time of war or in corrals. where as many as j.OOO animals are 
running together at one time. 

Of these several thousand animals handled during the past 
fiscal year in this department, 613 were either killed by in- 
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s p c k  & died from natural causes. This is far in excess 
ovex the death rate of .the preceding yeb,  but it must be 
remembered that nearly all of these animals had been turned 
into this department after from two or three years of arduous 
c a m s  over mountain trails, rice paddies and tropical 

iscl*omps. Many had no shelter, and a great number subsisted 
on grass, not over-nutritious, and on unhulled rice instead of 
oats. 

Land transportation being almost the only means of sup- 
plying the troops in the fields, there being only one railroad 
on the islands, unse!rviceable animals had to be turned into 
this department and serviceable ones given in exchange. 
Owing to the good faalities of treating animals in this de- 
partment, many horses and mules, which otherwise would 
have died, have become strong and serviceable and fit for 
issue, but while many have recovered. still many have failed 
to respond to treatment and have ultimately succumbed, 
thereby increasing to a great extent the death rate in this 
department. I would not recommend any change in this 
system, but t h e  facts should be known when taken in con- 
nection with the "death and diseases" of public animals in 
this depnrtment. 

. Jt is interesting to note that of the 613 animals con- 
demned, killed, died or destroyed within the past year, j02 

have been horses, and only I I 1 mules. Of these horses 2 jg 
died or were killed for glanders, and 2 I mules. 

Forty-seven (47) died of debility, while thirteen I 3 I died 
of tetanus. Owing to the sanitary conditions in this depart. 
mutt there have been only a few deaths from tetanus, but it 
is one of the most fatal and prevalent diseases on the islands, 
and will be treated under a separate heading, along with 
other diseases especially prevalent in this Archipelago. 

One hundred and thirty-four ( 134) deaths have been the 
result of fever, while the majority of the remaining have 
ban from hoof trouble and from the result of wounds, which 
a m  fatal to animals in this climate. But each of these dis- 
eases most fataI in the Philippines will be treated under a 
special heading. 

.. 
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Cntil recently the proper care of public animals in the 
Philippines have been inadequate. owing to the fact that the 
several posts and quartermaster's corrals throughout the 
islands have not had the necessary protection from inunda- 
tions and inclemencies of the seasons. The animals in many 
instances were compelled to stand in water and mud almost 
to their knees, and from which they were compelled to eat 
their feed. Exposure and lack of care necessarily reduced the 
condition of the animals subjected thereto, thereby the better 
fitting them for the reception of diseases. During the last 
year these obstacles, in a great measure have been overcome. 
The animals in the majority of places have been provided 
with shelter from heat and rain. and due attention has been 
paid concerning situation. drainage. ventilation. etc., of such 
buildings. 

In a number o f  instances, the proper care of animals. 
affected with contagious diseases, such as glanders and surra. 
have been sorely neglected; especially is this the case con- 
cerning those having glanders. They have nut been prop- 
erly separated or isolated. These pens should be built on 
the plan of a yard within a yard and at a safe distance from 
healthy animals. ..I great mistake has been made in not 
having stock destroyed immediately. after they had been re- 
ported as glandered by qualified veterinarians. This leaves 
those affected to spread the disease through the medium of 
the air. water-buckets, and the attendant's clothing or hands. 
On several occasions large numbers of glandered horses and 
mules have been kept from three to five weeks after having 
been reported by the veterinarian in charge as affected with 
said disease. This deplorable state o f  a6airs is probably due 
to the fact that the oficers composing the condemning board 
do not realize the seriousness of the situation. 

Proper care has not always been exercised in the selrc- 
tion of qualified veterinarians for these islands. h t  one 
time in the history of American occupation of these islands. 
many of the veterinarians were inen who were totally igno- 
rant with regard to the proper application of the knowledge 
which they as veterinarians should possess. The diseases 
of this climate are of such a character that by the unedu- 

f 
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cated practitioner, they have unquestionably been pronounced 
of a seriously contagious. nature and visa z'ersu. which in 
reality they were not. 

FOOD ASD WATER. 

The question of food and water is one of grave impor- 
tance,owing to the fact that the present state of agricultural 
industries are such that scarcely any food is grown which 
has the proper constituents necesary to keep the animals in 
serviceable condition. It has been demonstrated beyond a 
reasonable doubt the best feed for animals doing work in any 
climate, is good wholesome hay and oats. 

Grass L thenatural food for horses. It is composed of a 
great variety of plants differing widely as to the amount of 
nourishment contained, some being almost entirely without 
value as food. and eaten only when there is nothing else ob- 
tainable : others are positively injufious or even poisonous. 
None of the grasses are s d c i e n t  to keep the horse in con- 
dition for work. Horses thus fed are soft. sweat easy, purge, 
and soon tire on the road or when at hard work. To grow- 
ing stock grass is indispensable, and acts as an alternative 
when given to horses accustomed to hay and oats, and must 
be given in small quantities at first. 

I am of the opinion that the grasses of this country are 
far infeaior to those of America. owing to the fact they are 
grown in low lands which, in nearly all cases, are covered by 
stagnant water, thus forming a good culture medium for 
d o u s  disease g e m .  This is one of the principle methods 
by which horses and mules become affected with surra. which 
wi l l  be treated fully in this report. 

In the fall of 1899 when the Fourth Cavalry made its 
northern expedition, many of the horses were fed exclusively 
an native forage with the result that on their return the 
greater portion of them were rendered unserviceable and a 
larger percentage had to be placed in hospital for treatment. 
While much of the grass in these islands lacks nutriment, 
and m e  is positively injurious, yet there are some sections 
where the grass is good and afEords fine food for the animals. 
It is for 'this reason that there has been such a divergence of 

. 

opinion among army officers as to the advisability of feeding 
grass as forage in the Philippines. 

We are now making a thorough test of the grass in and 
about Manila. The daily allowance is the full ration of oats: 
three and one-half pounds of hay and twenty-five pounds of 
grass. I have been feeding this now for upwards of two 
months and the only result so far is to soften the animals 
and in a few cases to scour them. If it has no greater evils 
as a result than what has been apparent. I should say that 
this ration could be continued without much detriment to the 
animals and with great economic results to the government. 

The rainy season. now setting in. is the season when 
germs propagate in this climate and diseases develop. so as 
to whether or not glanders and surra will result from feeding 
grass in this department cannot be determined with a n y  de- 
gree o f  accuracy. without a longer test ~ ) i  the feed as ration. 

AI:ILI l.Y 1'1) -I..\Sl1 ' I I j E  I 1.121.\'fl.:. 
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From m y  obscrvation tnkcn during the kist twl  I ye3rs and 
a half. it has been demonstrated that .\nierican horse.: stand 
this climate with the same vigor :ind strength as in a n y  tropi- 
cal country. 1 would n(Jt like to ctmvey the idea that harses 
can perform laborious work with the same ensc they can in a 
northern atmosphere. yet the :\mount I I f  hard and fast w r k  
they withstand is surprising. Animals thrive here. have 
good life and spirit when receiving th t  c3rc and attention 
that is due them, and \vi11 live tu attain 3s great an :igc ;is 
they would in Xmerica. It is also a notabk fact th:it animal.: 
keep in better condition on a smaller amount ( i f  f ~ ~ t l  than 
would be required under the same conditions in the  States. 
Contrary to what might be expected. the trupical sun does 
not seem to be more injurious than the summer sun in many 
parts of America. Horses are driven for hours in the heat 
of the clay at a rapid gait without causing Gcriow inconven- 
ience. 

F1.1 II I K I S I , .  

I t  is an undoubted fact the natural rlt.wr i(Jr a horse to 
There are several kinds of stand upon is one of gruund. 
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&wring d, but none of them can supply that rest and 
m h r e  that is essentially necessary for a healthy foot. 

The board floor is objectionable on account of its slip- 
periness, the expense of construction and maintenance. and 
the impossibility of keeping it in a sanitary condition. A 
floor should be durable and water proof, but in this climate, 
where! the stables are open, the best kind of flooring to rec- 
ommendis the ground floor. It should be filled in or raised 
above the adjacent ground, kept even on its upper surface, 
having good drainage and always kept clean. 

DISEASE OF THE FEET. 

The diseases of the feet causing the most trouble in the 
Philippines may be considered under four divisions, namely: 
Thrush, quittor, canker and laminitis. 

THRUSH. 

Thrash is an idammatory condition of the fatty frog, 
characterized by an excessive secretion of a purulent char- 
acter from the cleft of the frog. CUVJ~J: Allowing the ani- 
mal to stand in filthy stables or yards. May be present in 
cases of navicular arthrites, due to the imtation caused by 
the MV~CU&U bones. Hard work on rough and stony roads 
may also cause the disease, as may changes from dryness to 
excesgive moisture. It is oftener met with in draught ani- 
mals, and is more common in warm than cold climates, and 
very common in the Wilippines. There is a very offensive 
discharge from the cleft of the frog and presents a very dark 
yellow, or almost black, appearance. There may be lame- 
ness, but invariably this symptom is absent, and is only 
noticeable when the animal steps on a small stone, then only 
for a few steps. 

The treatment consists of removing the cause. Place the 
animal in a dry stall, clean the parts thoroughly and treat 
antiseptically. Calomel, in the majority of places, has proven 
dm0a a specific, and should be applied in sufficient quanti. 
tits by dusiing it over the parts affected. This done, a 
pledgit of oakum should be placed over it and bandaged on 
in such a rkanner ‘to cause slight pressure. This disease re- 
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sponds to treatment very readily. when it is not due to navic- 
ular disease. in this climate. 

QCITTOR. 

Quittor is a fistulous opening at the upper portion of the 
hoof, extending down between the sensitive laminae and the 
insensitive lamina, sometimes penetrating deeply and in- 
volving the bone. It occurs as the result of injuries of vari- 
ous kinds. either directly or indirectly. Too many horses 
confined in a small corral are liable to produce the condition 
by stepping on one another’s feet. thus producing injuries. 
I.-susally the first symptom noticeable is lameness. generally 
well marked. On a closer examination a tumefied swelling 
can be observed just above the coronary band. This saell- 
ing, in a few days. becomes soft and a discharge of pus takes 
place, leaving a fully developed h u e .  which has a tendency 
to heal. 

The first step necessary in the treatment of quittor is the 
removal of all exciting causes. Crowding animals into small 
corrals, where injuries to the coronet are likely to happen 
from tramping. especially among unbroken range horses. 
must be avoided as much as possible. 

C A X R E R .  

Canker is a malignant growth of a fungoid nature. the 
result of injury. and is characterized by a separation of the 
sensitive from the insensitive sole. A growth of an estremely 
vascular nature springs up and extends over a portion of the 
foot. causing a c6nsiderable amount of suffering. In the 
Philippines this disease is usually found to be of a malignant 
form, while in the States it is more or less benign. 

On an examination, foot is found to be hot and tender, 
the frog soft and s p o n e ,  and in a short time the growth 
makes its appearance. It is very vascular. and is sometimes 
accompanied by a very fetid discharge. The whole of the 
sole and frog may become involved, and the animal is more 
or less lame. The disease has a great tendency to spread 
and ultimately, if not checked. the whole of the horny tissue 
becomes deformed or degenerated. 
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The treatment is very tedious and not always successful. 
It quires a long time i n d  is diScult to cure. The knife 
should be used freely in cutting away all semi-detached and 
useless portions of the frog and sole. X great many differ- 
ent remdes  have been tried. but the best results arc to be 
obtained from the application of formalin butter once daily, 
for three days followed by equal parts of antimony butter 
and compound tr. myrrh. or the black oil. These dress- 
ings to be used three days, alternately, and the foot packed 
with oakum and bandaged in such a manner as to cause pres- 
sure on the  diseased parts. After the diseased condition is 
subdued by proper local treatment, as stated above. constitu. 
tioaal remedies are advisable. 

Luminittk, an inyfammatwn of the scnsitisv lnminlc tirrd SITII~.. 

tun  of the f i t .  r j  very common in rhe Philr;bpincs o l d  : T Y ~  fi~tol.  
The first symptom noticeable in a well marked case is 

rigorous, which is quickly followed by pyrexia, usually well 
marked. The pulse is found to be incrcased in rapidity and 
slightly fuller than usual, and as the disease advances. may be 
found to be from sixty to eighty beats per minute, full and 
bounding. The  fever steadily increases. Sweat bedews the 
body, the urine is high CoIoreJ and voided in less quanti- 
ties than usual, the countenane bears an anxious expres- 
sion and indicates great suffering. An attempt to inove the 
animal is done with great difficulty. Heat is observed in 
the feet and throbbing of the digital artery. Concussion to 
the foot produces great pain. On placing the finger in the 
mouth a feverish, clammish sensation is imparted. If it be- 
comes necessary for the animal to change its position. he 
does so in a very gingerly manner. 

To be successful in the treatment of laminitis in the 
Philippine Islands, measures adopted should be prompt and 
energetic .4t first a sedative should be given consisting of 
Flemming's tr. aconite in ten to fifteen drop doses, one hour 
apart till the effect is observed on the pulse. Potassium 
nitrate is almost indispensable in the treatment of lamini- 
tis, and probably has a slightly sedative action in addition to 
its febrifuge and diuretic actions. When the animal is seen 
early in the disease great benefit is derived from the applica- 

tion of hot or cold fomentations to the feet. After all acute 
symptoms have subsided and convalescence still is retarded. 
benefit may be derived from the application of a counter 
imtant to the coronary band. 
GL.*SDEK?; .\SI, FARCY. .\SD HOW T H E \  b E V E I . 0 1 '  IS T I i E  

PHII-IPPISE lJI.ASD>. 

Glanders may be defined as being a well marked malig- 
nant disease of a contagious character brought about by the 
introduction into the system of a specific organism, the 
bacillus smaller. Farcy is essentially the same disease. but 
manifested in a different manner. Glanders has been spoken 
of by some of the early writers. and is one of the oldest dis- 
eases written of in equine pathology. 

The native 
ponies. as wcll 3s the hmerican horses. are found to be its 
victims. \\-e are o f  the opinion the climate o f  the islands is 
such as to favor the development of the disease. a?; there is 
no cold weather to destroy the germs that are scattered 
about. Disinfectants must be used vigilantly. and all n e w -  
sary measures be taken to avoid the spread and contaminate 
the articles used about glandered htme.;. The .;Dread o f  
this disease has been greatly augmented by the ignorance 1 - d  

Spanish and native veterinarians. and the fwjlirh sentimcn- 
talitv esisting in these islanc!s against killing anim:il?;. 11:- 
stead of destroying a puny when it  becomes :iseless irom 
glanders. it will be turned nut to rove at will in the country 
feeding on the grass to be found. ;uid sprcatiing the disease 
through a variety of channels. L-ndoubtedly the disease de- 
velops slower here than in thc L-nitetl States. and :\ native 
pony is often used many mocths after the disease is diagnosed. 
Conditions are improving daily, however. i t  )r the civil govern- 
ment has its veterinary surgeon?; ctmstantly ~m the watch f w  
glanders. and summary action is taken whenever it is located. 
There is no known treatment for glanders. every medicine 
supposed to 1)e of some benefit having been tried. - in  ani- 
mal showing any symptoms should be quarantincd at lince. 
and such treatment applied as will develop the disease in case 
the animal is so affected, namely : Mallein, purgative?;. ic-)dine 

Glanders is quite common in the Pnilippines. 
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of potassium, etc. An animal found to be affected should be 
destroyed at the earliest possible date. 

TETANUS. 

This is a functional infectious disease, characterized by 
tonic s p m s  of the muscles, and is very common in these 
islands. I t  grows at body temperature, and finds entrance 
into the system through abrasions in the skin or mucous 
membranes ; lacerated and punctured wounds are the most 
ab le  to give rise to tetanus in the Philippine Islands. The 
severity of a wound does not form any important part in 
causing the development of the disease, for slight wounds 
will sometimes prove to be all that is necessary. Wounds of 
the feet and limbs are more liable to bring about tetanus in 
this climate than those of other parts of the body. In some 
parts of the country it is rarely met with, while in others the 
disease occurs quite frequently, and sometimes assumes an 
enzootic form. In tropical climates cases of tetanus are more 
frequently met with than in cold regions. The first condi- 
tion noticed is a slight stiffness of the movements of some 
parts of the body, limbs or neck. The ears stand more erect, 
and by raising the head the membrane nicitans is permitted 
to pass over the eyeball, where it is plainly visible. Later 
on the movements of the jaws becume impaired, the muscles 
become more contracted and rigid, the animals move with 
an unsteady gait, the limbs appearing stiff, extended and 
kept apart. The tail is camed somewhat elevated, the res- 
piration accelerated, and the patient is easily excited and 
more or less distressed. Prognosis at the beginning is ex- 
tremelydifficalt. If the disease has a tendency to run an 
acute course. the prognosis should be unfavorable. If the 
attack is slight and the patient is strong, there is a chance for 
ncovcry. In the Philippines this disease has a tendency in 
the majority of cases to run a more acute course. 

The animal should be placed in a quiet place, free from 
any n a k  that wilt disturb or excite him. Give him plenty 
of water and food as he may take. Medical treatment does 
not appear to furnish any satisfactory relief. Gelsemium 
administered until the poison limit is reached may be bene- 

. 
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fidal. Tetanus anti-toxin given early in large doses may be 
of some benefit. But in all the cases camed on under our 
observation during the last three years, this treatment is 
proven to be of no avail as a curative agent. Other treat- 
ments prescribed in the test-books should be resorted to 3s 
the case may require. 

\VOC'SD*. 

The utmost care should be taken of 311 wounds in the 
Philippine Islands. Sot  only as they heal less readily here 
than elsewhere. but very frequently result in blood poison. 
All wounds should be promptly covered. and left covered. 
It has been fairly well demonstrated thut surra is carried by 
flies, and the disease is most frequently taken in from con- 
tusions, or wounds. Punctured wounds are. as a general 
thing, the most dangerous. as the depth is liable to implicate 
nerves. blood vessels, viscera and other vital organs. The 
separated tissues of such wounds are more or less torn. con- 
sequently giving rise to inflammation and suppuration. the 
pus having a tendency to bury deeper into the tissue tinless 
drainage is established. 

The treatment of u-ounds varies to a marked degree, and 
should be go\-erned by situation. nature. variety and estent 
observed by the veterinarian attending the case. Wounds of 
horses in the Philippines are. as a rule. not so easily treated 
as in the States. Excessive granulations are more prone to 
develop. probably due to the warm, moist climate. \\'hen 
these granulations have a tendency to become established, 
their removal is essential. and such treatment applied as will 
retard the growth and induce a healing process that is natu- 
ral to the parts affected. 

There is a marked difference of opinion among veterina- 
rians as to the best methods of treating wounds. Some be- 
lieve they should be covered with a \-iew that germs floating 
about in the air cannot gain access to the wounds. Others 
are of the opinion that in the majority of cases free open 
wounds with good drainage, exposed to the air. improve more 
rapidly with antiseptic treatment than those excluded from 
the air. Whatever may be the different opinions as to treat- 
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menu in other and fresher climates, the treatment in these 
islands and in all tropical' climates should be uniform, in so 
far as to keeping all wounds covered and protected from the 
surrounding atmosphere. 

A laxative diet is quite essential where wounds are ex- 
tensive and more or less fever to  contend with. 

JL'RK.4. 

Surra is an infectious disease due to the introduction into 
the system of a parasite that propagates very rapidly in the 
system of different animals. This disease has been the sub- 
ject of the most earnest investigation, both empirical and 
microscopic, in this department for the past year. owing to its 

. appearance in an exaggerated form about that time through- 
out the ishnds. It has puzzled and nonplussed the officers 
and veterinary surgeons beyond any disease which has made 
its appearance in these islands. There has been a great deal 
of experimental work done in this disease. and none has 
been so earnest and so conducive to good results as the labors 
of Major R. D. Potts. Artillery Corps. Inspector General. 

The Iife history of the parasite. as well as the natural 
mode of gaining acces  imo the system. has not been well 

The  period of incubation varies according to the condi- 
tion of the animalsand also the number of parasites that 
Grst gain access in the economy. 

In the opinion of some, horses contract the disease by 
eating infected grasses grown on low swamp lands or by 
drinking water drained from such lands during certain 
seasons of the year. 

T h e  best thought on the subject, however, leads one to the 
conclusion that the disease is chiefly carried by insects. 
Horses that are compelled to stand in mud for a considerable 
length of time, as those kept in muddy corrals or pastures, 
wiU.contract sore limbs, such as mud-fever or other ulcerated 
umditionsof the skin of the extremities, thereby providing a 
favorable seat of entrance for the s u m  parasite. Some 
d t e r s  are of the opinion that flies and other stinging in- 
sects may inoculate animals by carrying the parasite from 

demonstrated. 4 

one to the other. An animal will develop surra in from 
three to eight days from the time the parasite has gained 
entrance into the system. 

Spmptonzs: When first noticed. the animal has a de. 
jected appearance, head down and eyes partially closed. On 
closer examination the temperature is found to be considcr- 
ably elevated IO? to 106 degrees Fr. is not unchmmon. The 
pulse is accelerated and full. On slight esertion. the respira. 
tion becomes labored, the animal sweats freely and *how- 
signs of exhaustion. The visible mucous membrancs art' 
pale and in some cases become yellow. Small red spots are 
to be seen on the membrana nictitans and there is a continu- 
ous flow of tears. In most cases the appetite remains good. 
although hay and grass is preferred to grain. The food. 
however, does not seem to sustain the animal. as he becomes 
rapidly emaciated. showing marked weakness on esercise in 
the posterior estremities. In some cases the breath is very 
offensive. usually there is a continuously sesual excitement 
in both sexes. the flow of urine is greatly increased, 
highly colored and contains broken down red blood cor- 
puscles. In later stages the animal lies down and is unable 
to rise without assistance. Some cases become comatose early 
in the disease, refuse to eat, are entrely indifferent to their 
surroundings, and stand braced against the side of the in- 
closure or hang back in the halter. They remain in this 
condition usually for sis to eight days. when death super- 
venes. 

On microscopic examination the disease-producing organ- 
ism is found to be a w-orm one-fifth the width of a blood cor- 
puscle in  diameter and about sis times as long, and moves 
with a snake-like movement. They are periodically. and 
.only when the fever is 103 Fr., or over. The red corpuscles 
are greatly decreased in number, indicating that the 0rganic.m 
lives at the expense of this element of the blood. 

On post-mortem examination the lesions observed are not 
constant ; the marked changes sometimes found are due to 
complications, which frequently occur. The carcass has a 
decidedly anaemic appearance : ecchymotic spots are often 
seen in various parts of the internal viscera. The heart con. 
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tabs sdapls clots and the heart muscles are soft and flabby. 
Gefatinoua exudates -.found in the sub-cutaneous tissues 
in the various parts of the body, and the pleural, peritoneal 
and pericardial cavities contain a serious exudate. The liver 
and spleen are of a bluish cast, soft, but apparently normal 
insite. 

DIFFERENTIAL DI.4GNOSIS. 
To anyone who is at all familiar with this disease it should 

be easy to dzerentiate it from any disease with which we 
have to deal. It has been claimed by some officials that many 
horses with surra have been said to be glandered, 
and have been destroyed. No qualified veterinarian should ' 
possibly be mistaken in this disease. 

Surra is differentiated from glanders by the extensive 
swellings, subcutaneously by the greater elevation of the 
temperatuie, the more pronounced weakness and emaciation. 
and the absence of the sticky discharge characteristic of glan. 
d m .  It shouId not be mistaken for farcy, although in farcy 
one or two legs may be swollen. Eruptions that are plainly 
visible in this disease are never present in surra. 

T h e  disease runs a course of from ten days to two months. 
varying with the acuteness of the attack. The mortality of 
aura is one hundred per cent. No cases have recovered 
when the parasite was visible on microscopic examination. 
Some cases having all the clinical symptoms have been cured, 
but the dagnosis was not confirmed on microscopic examina- 
tions. 

Treutmmf: Various remedial agents have been tried. 
among which are : Methylin, blue, quinine solution, iron, 
quinine and arsenic, normal salt solution, creolin, etc. It has 
been reported that bi-chloride of mercury, injected sub-cuta- 
neoerly in one grain doses, four times daily, with iodide of 
potassium, and tonics given by the mouth. have effected 
ctues. 

*. 

W e  have tried all of these remedies without success. By 
beginning in small doses, which are gradually increased, we 
have given as much as eighteen drachm of bi-chloride of 
mercury twice daily, by intravenous injection, without pro- 
ducing any effect, either remedial or otherwise. Mercury 

d 
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Seems to prolong life and also destroy the germ, but does not 
bring about a cure. The preventative treatment seems to be 
the most successful, and is worthy of mention. Anirnals 
should have good food and pure water. Grass should be 
avoided, especially that which is grown on inundated lands. 
3s that grass seems to be frequently infected. 

Only recently the experiment has been made of injecting 
human blood into animals suffering from this disease. and 
the experiment was given publication to the effect that the 
animal would recover under this treatment. Subsequent 
experiments, however. do not substantiate this claim any 
more than it does the bi.chloride of mercury treatment. 

TJte departwtent repeats its reco)nvrendation tltni nmhals 5it-f- 

fering with surrtz should &P treated in the same hostilt x*ay t r ~ '  

animals siifering frolti glanders. It is zit fectious, timi iii rliis 
climate kills quicker nnd sprmds iirith grztrter r1rpidit.v. -45 j do t t  

tis att anirlial is pronotinced t o  be sirferiiig ;citA stirro. rrtid so 
demonstrated by tnicroscopri excrttiinntioti. sttill trnimrl zlwuld dz 
destroyed. 
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'TIS.\ 'luS:,IKhC :. 
Slore commonly known as ring worm. and is called dhobit. 

itch throughout the Philippines. is an infectious dicease due 
to a vegetable parasite. 

I t  is a disease of the skin most commonly met with about 
the head. neck and back and hips, but may attack almost any 
part of the body. I t  develops among horses m y  age 
and those in good condition as well as otherwise. 

The disease is contracted by a well animal coming in con- 
tact with an infected one. or by  rubbing about the mangers 
or racks previously occupied by an infected animal. or by 
laying down in a stall in which an infected animal had been 
kept. and by biting or playing with cach other. 

Horses once affected suffer from an esternal irritatim CA 
the affected parts, consequently have a tendency to rub about 
the stalls or racks, thus affecting such part+ of the buildings 
and fences with which they come in contact. Also the ground 
upon which they roll. and the harness used itrr grooming 
quite often conveys the disease. 
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-The falling out of the hair which occurs after three or 
four days is usually t he  first symptom of it. This occurs 
over a d l  area to begin with, but later increases to a greater 
extent. The skin becomes rough and presents an erethe- 
matous appearance. Excoriations are seen on the surface 
froni which a serious exudate escapes, that dries on the sur- 
face of the skin. 

Treatmeat consists of keeping the animals clean and dis- 
infecting the stalls in which they are kept. Good results are 
obtained by using an eight per cent. solution of creolin ap- 
pried to the affected parts once daily. Nearly all cases 
respond readily to this treatment. Other remedies may be 
used, such as bi-chloride of mercury, one to 300 to which a 
little alcohol is added, oil of cade or a mild cantharides oint- 
ment. 

4. 

i_ , . 

JIM. 

Ill: Gelding, light bay, full mane and tail, eight years 
old, fifteen and one-half hands high, gjo pounds, girth 

seventy-three inches, size round leg below the knee seven 
and one-half inches, white star on forehead, white off hind 
fetlock, saddle marks and scar on withers, branded S on off 
and U. S. on near shoulder. 

I am a troop horse belonging to -Troop of the - 
Cavalry, and yesterday was placed upon the condemnation 
list because of a wound received in action which has rendered 
me unfit for further sen-ice. I was born on the S ranch, 
which is situated in the middle of Wyoming, a lovqy place 
for a horse running loose, among the grass covered hills and 
clear running streams which are found there. AIthough it 
sometimes gets very cold in the winter, we horses that are 
born there do not mind it very much as it tends to make us 
sturdy and healthy. My mother was a half-breed, her 
mother being a wiry’little bronco, and her father an im- 
ported thoroughbred, as was also my father. I well remem- 
ber him, how proud and beautiful he looked when herding 
my mother and her companions and their children during 
the late spring, at which time he was turned loose with us. 
He was a beautiful golden sorrel and his name was Fireball. 
My mother used to tell us about the great races he won in 
England ‘before he broke down and %-as sold, but as the 
break-down never showed itself upon us children, I suppose 
it was not hereditary. 

Those were happy days for us youngsters running-where- 
ever we pleased across dale and hill, and it was fun for us 
even in the winter time when we were‘ put in the corral and 

J 
Such is my description, 
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given hay. How we used to run and scamper in the snow. 
We did not know what trouble or sorrow was in those days. 
Occasionally during the winter days one of m y  mother's 
friemds would lie down and be unable to rise, and would 
hally die. But although we saw her, I am afraid it did 
nat grieve us much, as we would just look at  her, snort. kick 
up o& heels and run away, just as if she were not a poor 
dying horse. 

I remember when only a few weeks old being driven 
with same other colts and mares into a corral where there 
were men with ropes, and they would catch the largest of us 
colts and bum their master's brand upon our shoulders. 
How they would struggle and fight when the lasso tightened 
upon their necks; sometimes they choked down:; they were 
tied and the hot iron applied. Whew! How nasty the 
burning hair would smell and how some of the youngsters 
would shriek. But although very much frightened, we did 
not feel sorry for our unfortunate companions just as long 
as they did not burn us. One day I was singled out and the 
rope tightened. I jumped and tore until suddenly every- 
thing turned datk; when I opened my eyes I was lying 
down, hog tied, and the spittle, spattle. of the burning told 
me that the branding iron was being applied. So fierce were 
m y  struggles at this moment that I did not feel the burning. 
a d  the next instant was on my feet neighing for my mother 
who was.standing out in front of the rest anxiously watch- 
ing for me. Well it was not so bad after all ; the burning 
deadened the skin, so besides a slight burning sensation for 
two or three days, it did not bother me a bit. Mother often 
used to talk to us of the horrors of the branding pen. but I 
redly believe it was because she had to watch so many of us 
being branded, and was so anxious all the time that she 
thought it was worse than it is. 

Well, for about two years more nothing out of the ordi- 
nary routine of round-ups, branding and picking out the 
likely three-year-olds occurred. We youngsters were always 
inten&ed in those of our companions that were to be broken. 
What a variety they were, mostly of tlie light saddle and 
f i v i n g  class. Some grew large enough to make good 

- 
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brougham horses : then there were the clean leg, airy little 
fellows that were suited for polo. Those interested me most 
because I wanted to be a polo pony. even i f  they did cut my 
tail off, but I outgrew myself. The drivers were broken by 
having a dummy jockey strapped upon their backs to give 
them mounts and accustom them to the bits : then they were 
handled with harness on. then singly. in pairs or tandem. 
whichever they were suited for. always driving them by the 
side of a steady-going horse the first few times. -111 behaved 
themselves fairly well. and were quickly broken. and soon 
were proud to be dressed in natty harness and willing to be 
driven, especially the leaders of tandems. Some with bad 
dispositions and worse tempers were never thoroughly broken. 
and suffered more or less all through their lives for being so-: 
mule-headed whilst young. as I know it was not the fault of 
the men who handled them, as there never was a better horse- 
man or kinder master than my master. who always superin- 
tended the legitimate breaking himself. If they were to 
blame, I am sure nineteen out of every twenty horses \r-ould 
not have turned out first-class as they did on our ranch. 

The saddlers did not have as much time spent upon 
their actual breaking as did the drivers-they were .*busted." 

'S After a little preliminary handling a good rider would saddle 
them and mount., I'ou should have seen how some o f  those 
three->-ears-olds tried to throw their riders. Occasionally n 
youngster fell and broke his leg. At another time n rider 
would be injured or killed. but they were esceptions. Well. 
after three saddles in the rough they were turned over to 
other riders to handle with a snaffle until they were on a fair 
way to being mouthed and bridle-wise : then the? \vert. thor- 
oughly trained for every purpose for which they were suited. 

At this time all that are being handled get oats. which. 
of course. is a great inducement to horses. although it is often 
several days before they become accustomed to their taste. 
The polo aspirants are docked by having their tails laid on a 
dull axe. which rests on a solid foundation. with its edge 
pointing upwards. The tail is then struck with a mallet. and 
is severed with one blow. The dull edge of the ase  tends to 
rend the ends of the vessels. and thus prevent profuse hem- 
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orrhoge. It does not hurt half as much as we often hurt 
&selves bykicking, and Chi% are always exercised the follow- 
ing day. Of course, there are instruments of many kinds for 
docking, but most of them are so sharp that the dock is after- 
wards burnt or tied up to prevent bleeding, and I have never 
seen a pony miss a feed from being docked at our ranch. 

Aft- a polo pony becomes a perfect hack, and can stop 
short, and start on a jump, and turn at  a gallop, and becomes 
accustomed to the stick and ball, he is placed in a few canter- 
ing games, and is then ready for shipment and sale. When 
he goes into training in earnest (which in our country. where 
the $010 pony is more thoroughly trained than in any other, 
takes six months) then the ponies are ready to be taken into 
a slow game. But as I am not built for a polo pony. I do not 
care to think of what I might have been. 

At the age of two and one-half years I received my first 
lesson. It was on Sunday. My master and most of the 
hands were away. Some of the younger ones that worked on 
the place concluded to have some fun and ran a small bunch 
of usinto the corral. One of the best riders on the place 
threw a rope on me and it tightened. Of course, I did not 
pall back, as I remembered the choke I received when 
branded, besides I was not feeling my best, although not ~ 

sick, having recovered from a painful but necessary operation 
only a short time since. I felt very much frightened when 
hd approached my head, and tried several times to get away, 
but each time could feel the rope tighten, and stopped. Soon 
a hackamore was put on, and it caused so much pain when I 
resisted that I stood still, and after all the blanket neither 
smelled badly nor hurt my back, but when the saddle was 
thrown oil and the s t imps  were flapping on my side, I was 
farced to jump and feel nervous. After two or three jumps 
and the resulting jerks on the hackamore, I found the saddle 
did not hurt after aIl, and stood fairly still; but when the 
girths, which were hairy, were d r a m  tight and cinched, it was 
no use, I had to try and get loose. Instead of jerking me he 
let me go, just holding to the end of the lasso. I soon found 
oat that the saddle was on there to stay, and all the bucking 
and jumping and even rolling did not budge it, and after 
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getting thoroughly winded I concluded to let up. Instead of 
jerking and beating, my rider just patted and stroked my 
neck, a new sensation to me, but what I heard my older com- 
panions say was men's way of expressing good will to horses, 
much the same as one horse will rub the other with his nose 
when wishing to be friendly. 

Suddenly my rider mounted so quickly that I had no time 
to think, and just let into bucking for all I was worth. The 
men on the corral fence encouraged me with their yells. My 
rider did not seem to mind, but I was wild and meant to get 
him off. During the breathing spells he patted my neck 
and talked to me so that I began to think he was afraid and 
wanted to coax me to stop my meanness. and I let into pitch- 
ing harder than ever. This he evidently tired of presently. 
and instead of petting me he tightened upon the lariat and 
dug the spurs into my sides. I thought they would meet in 
the center of my chest. and this time I set to bucking in 
right good earnest. not thinking of anything but to get rid 
of my rider. The result was escruciating pain from the 
spurs and stopping of my breath by the pressure of  the rope 
on my nose until I was glad to roll over sideways. When I 
iumped to m y  feet he was still on my back. and I \vas glac! to 
cry quits and go off quietly with an(-tther harit. that had a 
rider on his back. 

I t  would be well if we all knew when WC' have enough. 
Lots oi horses buck and fight for days. some lay down and 
refuse to get up. others stand still and refuse to move escept 
perhaps to bite their rider's legs, some run away. and there 
are many mean tricks which horses indulge in. not only 
whilst being broken but in after life both out and in the 
stable. There is one thing which I wiih my first rider had 
not done during one of my fiercest pitch:ng bouts ; hc either 
purposely or accidentally caught me on the 05 shoulder with 
the spur. Of course this made me buck harder. but I never 
got over it. and am shy of my left shoulder even to-day. and 
if a man on my back were to touch me on the shoulder with 
his heel I would fly all to pieces Of course the worse a 
horse cuts up the more he is punished. that is after his 
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. i breaker has found out that kindnessdoes no good, and in the 

end theman generally cdmes out on top. 
Well, I was not hurt by my experience, although it was 

not my turn, but when it did coqe about six months later, 
m y  breaker who did not know that I had been ridden was 
greatly surprised to find that I neither wanted to buck or 
e h t  but was ready to be handled at once without any pre- 
liminary showing. So really I gained by being ridden for 
fun, for like all bucking broncos I was extremely sore after 
m y  fir& experience and had plenty of time to get over it be- 
fore being ridden again. Sometimes a horse never resists, 
but they are generally low spirited, dull natured animals. 

After I had become bridle wise my master took me for 
his own use, riding around the ranch, rounding up. etc. I 
had many good gallops in company with my master. I 

a could run a bit, too, as my owner has often run me through a 
bunchof horses on the prairie to head them, which is a piece 

, of work that takes speed. and few horses can do it. With 
. ' what handling I received from my master I soon became a 

' perfect saddle animal from a stockman's point of view. 
' 

When I was five years old the Spanish War broke out. 

. I  
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What an excitement it was for us salable horses. Of course 
we all wanted to go, and prices which had been very low for 
a number of years began to pick up. I was afraid of being 
undet size for cavalry and that I would not be accepted. and 
wasagreeably surprised when one day a contractor bought 
me and fifteen others from my master. 

We never gave our old home a thought in the bustle of 
the next few days. First we were put aboard the cars to be 
shipped to the military post where were the board of officers 
and yeterinarian who were to buy us. What a time we had 
boarding those cars. Although there was absolutely nothing 
to hurt us we all refused to go aboard, and only after re- 
peated cosuring (in some cases with the whip), and one or 
two had to be pulled on by having a rope tied to the car door 
and passed around their buttocks. I found that after we 
were once in the car that the chief object of most of us were 
.hay and oats and water. What selfish animals we horses are 
evem during the most exciting times. On that journey we 
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would kick and bite each other rather than feed out of the 
-me trough, and steal each other's food. The main thing 
that womed us on the cars was the standing and crowding. 
It was cool enough at night but was so hot during the day. 
After we had gotten used to the stopping of the train it 
seemed as if we had never been anywhere escept in a car all 
Our lives. It was very monotonous, as we could not see much 
through the cracks. and in some cars there were not even 
cracks, and it was very hard to breathe. I wish railroad men 
would have cars built that are ventilated a little better for 
horses to travel in: if so. we would not catch colds. in- 
fluenza or pneumonia as much as we do now while traveling. 
In fact. rather than the present type of horse car iexcept 
during the winter I we prefer traveling in open cars. just as 
long as we were supplied with knee-caps and blankets for 
night. If horses with shoes on their hind feet were not so 
often put in with other horses on cars there would be less 
accidents, Of course the first-class palace cars are well fitted. 
but most of us have to ride in box or cattle cars-that is 
where racers. trotters and other valuable horses get the best 
of the every-day horse. 

In due time w e  were unloaded. rather stiff and bruised 
through standing and knocking against the sides of the car 
and kicks. but we all passed muster. and w-ere declared free 
from disease or blemish by the veterinarian. so we were 
turned into the depot quartermaster's corral to await assign- 
ment. our descriptions were taken. and a-e were branded 
**U. S." on the left shoulder. I t  certainly did burn. but only 
for a few seconds. and then just a dull ache for a day or so. 
I made lots of friends in this corral. and of course as every- 
thing in the u-ay of army life was new to me. my ears were 
kept wide open. I must say I did not like the looks of the 
mules. and rhought they ought to have been in a separate 
corral from us, although they wanted to make friends. I 
noticed that some old army horses that were there just 
ignored them. but during a chat one of them told me that 
mules were all right. and if it rwere not for them the army 
horses would often go hungry when traveling in the moun- 
tains. as the mules carried the grain for them on their backs. 
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They olso hauled grain and hay to army posts in wagons 
-hue there were no railroads. 

Doring one of our talks on the future, and in fact in all 
of them when the subject came up I could see that there 
was only one branch of the service for me, and that was the 
cavalry. The old troopers prophesied that I would either 
carry an &cer or the guidon. They explained to me that 
the guidon was the man that camed the troop colors, and it 
needed a fast, handy horse to carry them, as there were so 
many quick movements for a guidon horse to make during 
dr3L The artillery horses tried to persuade me that theirs 
was the only branch of the service, but I had a good excuse 
withoat hurting their feelings, that I was too light and would 
be fortunate to get into the cavalry. Some old stagers threw 
out dark hints about me being the right shape for a packer’s 
horse. but I hoped not, as I dia not wish to associate with 
males. There was one raw-bo&ed horse that some time had 
had a broken jaw. He had some experience with infantry, 
and said there were worse billets than mounting dough-boys, 
but a trooper told me he was used by the infantry because 
the cavalry wouldn’t have him. 

There were all kinds and conditions of horses in that 
corral. Some looked sick, and I know that a number had 
been bought by the quartetmaster and turned in there a i th-  
out having been thoroughly examined by a veterinarian. and 
it seemed to m e  to be rather a dangerous procedure. We 
had plenty to eat and nothing to do whilst in that corral, and 
I gained lots of information which was very useful to me 
during the troublesome times that followed. Among the 
new horses in that c o r d  was one eighteen years old which 
had been bought for eight, and quite a number of deformed 
animals which had been bought as sound. Some were abso- 
lutely worthless for anything. 

I One day a young &valry-oEcer. accompanied by a veteri- 
narian and his troop famer, came into the corral. He 
waked right up  to me and said there is a likely looking one 
but a bit under size, but I guess I will chance him if he is 

;sound. I was examined and passed, and led to my future 
I home. As I passed into the troop corral all the horses which 
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were on the picket line lifted their heads and eyed me criti- 
cally. They looked so nice and clean and fresh, after seeing 
those in the quartermaster’s corral, that I at once saw I 
should not be disappointed by taking the cavalry. The only 
thing that puzzled me was why did they need such big and 
heavy horses to carry a man and climb hills with. as I had 
heard they would have to do. I was tied up to a picket line 
and left till feeding time. when I went with the rest to water 
and returned and was put in th! stable with the rest for the 
night. The next morning I was groomed. watered and fed 
and then went out to horse practice. being led. The troop 
marched in columns of twos. When we returned we were 
tied up at the picket line until stable call at 4 P. 31.. when we 
were watered. groomed and fed. and then put in the stable 
for the night. Such is the regular routine stable arrange. 
ment for troop horses. 

On the third day I was assigned to a likely looking soldier 
who had been in the service for a couple of months. I never 
heard any one talk to a horse as that soldier ta1kt.d to mc-. 
He told me he had joined the sen-ice with the idea o f  be- 
coming a good cavalryman. and that he \\-as part horse him- 
self. and he guessed we would pull together all right, and n e  
were to be bunk mates for the future: that he wndd do \\-hat 
was right by me if I would by  him. and that m y  name \\-as 
to be **Jim.“ I nodded approval and rubbed hi?; shoulcier 
with my head. .\lthough I knew by the way he handled me 
that he did not understand horses. something tiild me w e  
should be friends. He seemed terribly afraid that I should 
bite him. but in a few days got over that timidnc?;?;. M y  
stable companion in the nest stall had been in thc service 
two years. and looked upon me with contempt. but the one 
in the off stall had served fifteen year?; and seemed to be 
kind. and talked. and we soon became fast friends. His name 
was *‘ JIcGregor.” named after his old troop commander who 
used to ride him and whom he carried through the Apache 
campaign JIy old friend taught mc lots of thing?;. but at 
drill would often act very cranky with mc because of my 
awkwardness. I soon became accustomed to the various 
calls, but there were none I liked as well as reveille and 

1 
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stables. W e  were fed regularly. but only twic! each day, 
which seemed a long way be twen meals at first, but as we 
kept in good condition it is evidently a good system. although 
I often wished we had a little hay to nibble on during the 

: day. 
My master took a good deal of care and pains in grooming 

me, but at first used the curry-comb too much on my back 
which made it very tender. He did not know that curry- 
combs are to clean the brush on and not to scarify the skin 
with. We went on horse exercise regularly every day. escept 
drill day. but we all thought that a little more exercise I at 
least three hours every day I and some portions of that on 
the trot would keep us in better condition. so that we would 
be able to stand a long march if at any time it was necessary. 
Troop horses are often over-worked and often under-worked 
from want of special knowledge of the animal, and although 
looking well enough to satisfy most fastidious and inspecting 
eyes as far as appearance goes, would. under a few successive 
marches, if a little forced and heavy under full kits. suffer 
from the soft state of the system by becoming chafed and 
galted on the withers.1oir.s and back, whilst those of delicate 
constitution would get off their feed and suffer from prema- 
ture fatigue, colic and fever. and not only lose their flesh but 
much of the muscular strength they might possess at start- 
ing, requiring at least six months' comparative rest to bring 
them round again. Horses that are kept hard are not liable 

1 to d e r  from these conditions. I soon became accustomed 
' to the military routine and learned to drill. which I enjoyed 
very much. 

There is one thing that I did not like, and that was whilst 
I was young in the service and ought to have been taught 
drill myself, I was ridden by a recruit. I think old horses 
that know the drill and can stand the pounding of a raw re- 
cruit, shonld have to carry them, and young horses that are 
learning should be ridden by experienced soldiers-it would 
be bettm all round. 

I was a good looking youngster-small, and had perfect 
manners, and often was taken out of the troop for ladies to 
ride, which was unfair both to my rider and myself. A s  a 
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result, I am carrying a scar from a fistula to this day. M y  
companions all agreed with me that assigned troop horses 
should be ridden by no one but their rider. The time I was 
suffering from a fistula there was no veterinarian at the post. 
and the famer-a good old man. but  who knew nothing of 
drugs or diseases, especially of a contagious nature. escept 
in a sort of automatic fashion. from what he termed he had 
picked up-was allowed to use all kinds of burning mixtures 
upon me until it seemed as if my withers were a bed of hot 
coals. and it is a wonder I ever recovered. \\-e horses cannot 
look after ourselves from a medical standpoint. or esplain 
things like a man can. We generally d u  our best in the line 
of duty. and should have just as good \-eterinary care as a 
soldier has medical. I must admit things have improved a 
good deal in that line since the war broke out. but horses 
when sick are still placed in ignorant hands. and it causes us 
a great amount of unnecessary suffering. and is also a large 
annual loss to our government. which takes the lead in almost 
everything else. but is the worst equipped of any as regards 
veterinarians. veterinary medicines and supplies. Other coun- 
tries have saved money by r m p l o j ~ n g  a sufficient number of 
veterinarians and having a properly organized veterinary 
department in their army. 1 am infonned that our civil 
veterinary department is much the best of its kind in the 
world. 

I soon made lots of friends among the horses in my troop. 
and it is wonderful how quickly the news spread when a new 
horse joined or strayed amongst us. Caval? horses are very 
clannish and do not like intruders of our  IN^ kind or of 
people. especially civilians. who do not bel#mg t l J  Wr organi- 
zation. 

I had esceilent 
feet and had never required shoes. but the dr). season and 
many drills on the hard ground wore my hoofs considerably. 
Of course I objected to having my feet handled. and was 
therefore ptaced in stocks. an arrangement that e v e T  troop 
should have. When the canvas was pulled tight under my 
abdomen. over my back. in front of chest and behind my 
body. I found it was no use fighting. especially a: - each one 

Sow, the time came for me to be shod. 
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of my feet were tied to a post as their turn to be shod came, 
and I made up my mind that the next time I would not re- 
sist, but be shod in the ordinary way. It  did not hurt, and I 
can't think why some horses struggle and bruise themselves 
all over every time they are shod. I wish that the shoeing- 
smitlx'had not filed so much of the outside of the wall of my 
foot away, as I am sure my hoofs would have kept more 
elastic if he had not, and it was sometime before they gained 
tbeir natural elasticity. Some horses have their feet entirely 
rained in this way. After a few days my feet felt as natural 
as ever, but a good mauy horses thought that lighter shoes 
a d  less nails would have answered the purpose better and 
worn quite as long. They had learned that from experience 
before entering the army, and certainly those that had bee9 on 
the track and in the hunting field knew what they were talk- 
ing about. 

There was great excitement amongst us when we received 
word that our redment was ordered to the Philippines, which 
was about eight months after I joined. I liked the service 
and found most things very pleasant. Our saddles could 
have been improved by having more sizes. The shape of 
the tree is no doubt the best in the world for the purpose for 
which it is intended, and it is a very comfortable saddle for 
hoises which it fits, but there are always some horses to be 
found in every troop that the regulation sizes and shape saddles 
will not Bt. This evil might in a great measure be remedied 
byhavinga number of saddles with adjustable side-bars issued 
to each troop. To prevent them from slipping either back. 
wards or forwards and the loss of blankets. saddles could be 
lined with sheepskin with the wool left on. and no trooper 
oughtto beallowed to go on a protracted march without breast- 
strap, and in many instances cruppers. This is clearly evident 
by the number of times troopers without them have to fall out 
to adjust their saddles, and on our first long hike in the Phil- 
ippines our colonel lost his horse through the saddle slip- 
ping back whilst climbing a hill. Fortunately the colonel 
slipped off behind, but the horse reared backward. fell over 
the precipice and broke his neck. I have seen the saddle slip 
backwards while horses were swimming streams, and become 
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entangled with their hind legs, endangering both their lives 
and that of their riders. This could not have happened if 
they had been provided with a breast-strap, nor would the 
packed saddle slip over the horse's head if it was provided 
with a crupper. h crupper might lacerate a tail. but what is 
that compared with the life of a soldier. or even a fistulous 
wither. Of course, it is in tight places where such things 
occur. On an ordinary parade, as a rule. cruppers and breast- 
straps are not needed. Surcingles, which every kit is sup- 
posed to have, no doubt help to steady the saddle to a great 
extent, but they wi:l not take the place of the other articles 
when the horse is so shaped as to need them. Whatever 
shape a horse is, they ought to be carried when marching in 
a rough or unknown country. 

The regulation service bit is the most aggravating thing 
in our equipment. It never fits except theoretically, and is 
continually turning upside down in our mouth at the least 
shake of our head. This is a dangerous thing to happen 
when we are excited, as in a charge or under fire, and w e  
certainly could not be stopped if running away by pulling on 
a bit that is upside down. W h y  can't we have practical bits 
to be used in active service as well as at exercise, or ahen 
going to water. I heard that much has been said lately about 
the Pelham bit for army horses, and lately it has been dis- 
cussed as a suitable bit for yeomanry and mounted infantry 
in the British service. It may do for infantry. but where the 
Pelham bit suits one horse, it is objectionable to ninety-nine. 
Most horsemen agree that the Pelham bit is not the best bit. 
What we want is the bit and bridoon. 

A trooper can learn to handle two reins just as easily as 
one, and what a relief to both ourselves and the trooper 
towards the end of a long day's march if the latter could 
steady himself a little on the rein without wrenching our 
jaws ; besides, he could always have us well in hand with the 
sname, and we would not fret. The bit need only be used 
when we are at drill or need some extra control, as during 
excitement under, fire or under charge. 

After a few days of bustle and work we are once more 
put aboard the cars; this time I was not afraid, especially 
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ahen I mw mast of my companions walk aboard as uncon- 
arned as if going i n . s  stable. Our patience was sorely 
U by delays before reaching the western coast, but we 
bore it bravely as v00p horses should. One thing that 
soothed tu considerably was that our attendants were not 
&angem, but iloldieks in the uniform we had become accus- 
tomed to and learned to love. My rider who was fast be- 
arming a horseman was with me and I got lots of attention, 
and was jealous when I saw him pet the other horses. We 
wm, taken straight from the cars to the reservation and 
picketted out. In a few days most of our heads were sore 
tbrongh mot being used to the ground picket line. It is not 
mu& trouble to raise it and would save us horses sore heads. 
Some of us ate out of nose-bags for a time, and it is awfully 
st-y, but we won become accustomed to it. 

Of course we are anxious about going on board the trans- 
port, as none of us have ever been on one before. What is 
that the loudly dressed young man is saying to those offi- 
cers? Glanders ! he must be mistaken. as we have never had 
gianders in our troop. and I know the box cars were thor- 
oughly cleaned by the soldiers before we were put on board ; 
nevertheless we were all tested, that is the form was gone 
through, as I am quite certain that my temperature was 
taken neither before nor after the hypodermic injection 
that caused such an abcess. the result of which I was put in 
quarantine with many others. and would never have come 
oat with my regiment if the stable sergeant and my rider had 
not stolen and taken me on board with the last bunch. and I 
have not yet had the glanders. Many horses have told me 
since that they went through the same experience. 

The  day for as to go aboard came at last : what a bustle, 
hauling and jamming there was ; it was really a remarkable 
piece of work ou the part of the authorities to ship us all 
and in such a short time, while a few months before the gov- 
ernment was totally unprepared for such work. We were 
led down to the boat and then led up the gang plank one 
by one, a much more comfortable and safe way of going 
rboard than by slinging. All but a few of us had reached 
that stage when everything goes. so went aboard and took 
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Our places very quietly. We were led into narrow stalls 
with our heads facing the hatchway. There were two  
decks full of horses and a third below contained mules. 
In front of each animal was hung an iron feed-box; 
there was no way of getting out of those stalls until the 
end of the voyage. a8d what a time we had for those first 
two or three days. The  motion of the vessel caused 
us to feel miserable and sick. but we soon recovered from 
that and became accustomed to our new home and re- 
gained our spirits and appetite. The chief thing we suffered 
from was the lack of good air, and some of us became sick 
with pneumonia and died. The most of us had colds. while 
others developed bowel troubles. due to want of esercise. 
Our food was not of the first-class : the oats were not full. and 
many of them became musty. Most of the bran became 
mouldy after the first few days out. while oat straw was 
given in the place of hay. 

It is quite wonderful how so many oi us crossed the 
Pacific alive. yet the average death rate of animals shipped 
was very low compared with that of other countries. The 
fitting of our stalls was not of the best : they ought to have 
been stronger, and i t  was fortunate that we did not experi- 
ence any particularly rough weather. I heard that one 
transport lost e v e v  animal, due to the fittings breaking. Ir 
must have been a pitiful sight to see th(?g poor animals. 
many of which were impaled by the broken woodwork. The 
electric lights were placed quite close over our heads. and 
bothered us considerably. and combined with the gases from 
the decomposed excreta, caused some eye troubles which 
were never entirely recovered from. 

,Although there were man). iron tubes. u-ind-sail and 
electric fans on our deck. w e  sufiered very much from lack 
of fresh air. The veterinary surgeon visited us often. but 
could not do much to alleviate the sufferings of the sick. be- 
cause there had been no place provided for them. The ofi- 
cers and soldiers were good to us. and would pet and talk to 
us by the hour. A few of my companions had ship staggers. 
which singular affection is said to bc due to the inability of 
the horses to vomit. I t  is really congestion of the brain. 
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They aded as if crazy and were very violent, but by tying 
them down and by pouring water on their heads and along 
the spine and giving a nerve sedative internally they all re- 
covered. Some of us lost nearly all of our hair through im - 
tation caused by mine dripping through from the top deck. 
After we had been aboard three weeks I think we could have 
stood it for months just as long as the boat kep) moving. 
Otrr leg weariness had worn off and we had become accus- 
tomed to the rolling of the boat. It was quite a sight to see 
os swaying backwards or forwards or sideways when the sea 
was rough. As soon as the ship stopped many of us became 
sick; the air no longer came down the ventilators, and the 
electric fans stopped. The heat became intense, and it was 
wonderful how the  manure accumulated. For some reason 
just as soon as anchors drop it doesn't seem to be necessary 
to clean out the stalls any more. 

At last the long looked for day arrived when we were to 
be unloaded. Coming up on deck i t  was some time before 
we regained the use of our eyes, and became accustomed to 
the light. How tempting the green trees and grass on the 
shore look& : we were put into a large box. one by one, and 
lowered into the water, whi!e a soldier in a row-boat took 
the rope! attached to our halter and piloted us ashore. The  
sadden immersion was too much for poor old Major, who had 
not been feeling very well lately, and was stricken with 
paralysis. In spite of the efforts of the men to keep his 
head above water till shore was reached, he was drowned. 
Most of us enjoyed the bath and swim. but either the shore 
was fartber off than it looked or we were weakened by being 
aboard ahip, as most of us were played out by the time we 
reached the  land. ''Buster," one of the gray troop, was an 
tsception, as he did not wait to be put into a box, but jumped 
dear off the de& into the sea and after swimming around 
the ship two or three times, stmck for midscean, finally 
turning shoreward, landed three miles down the beach and 
'I*ept galloping off into the woods just like a youngster, of 
ooprae finally coming back to us, and was picketed on the 
beach and ate his oats at stables as if it was the most com- 
man thing on earth for a horse to be used as he was. 
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It  seemed to us as if there were lots worse places than 
the Philippines. How the natives looked ; they had never 
seen a big horse or mule before. The next day we were 
taken up town and tied to a picket line, stretched in the 
middle of the main street. and for the nest two weeks did 
nothing but eat and drink. I t  rained every day alike, and we 
were soon standing up to our knees in mud. and every once in 
a while when the sun did come out it scalded our backs so that 
the hair came out. I t  u-as four months before the rain really 
stopped for good, and we did not do much duty during that 
time. Just the same we got poor. due to exposure and a 
bad class of food, most of it being more or less mouldy, and 
we were on half rations at that. The soldiers were soaked 
at every stable and had to wade in mud to get to us. Of 
course we could nut expect them to give us the best care 
under the circumstances. 

J&t as soon as the rainy season was over and things 
dried off, we started to hike, and began to pick up and look 
better. One reason was that our food supply had improved 
both in quality and quantity, and has been good every since. 
except those first four months. During the summer we were 
continually on the narch from morning until night, in the 
hot sun and over mountains. 

I used to pity my large coarse bred companions, and envy 
the little native pony, who was loaded heavier than we were 
but could go easier and farther on less feed an6 not be as 
tired as ourselves. I had the advantage of being light. well. 
bred and strong, but often thought what ideal cavalry horses 
those little polo ponies left behind would have made. Our 
troop commander rode a little mare 1;bronco) bred in Arizona. 
and although she carried the same weight as we did, went 
better, traveled further. and climbed places with ease that 
would make big, lumbering, coarse-bred horses blunder about 
and breathe as if their last hour had come, and she kept in 
better condition on the short rations than any of us. 

We could not help thinking what mounts those little 
horses would make for cavalry operating in this country. 
where there are so many hills and rough places. Miniature 
horses are what is needed-14j4 hands high. with courage 
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writtemon their countenance and docility in their eyes; strong 
neck and shoulders set. into a short, powerful back and loins; 
6 d e  hips and thick-set in the buttocks. well set on tail; legs 
short and straight, with clean bone and sinew throughout, 
and feet,to match. How easily and quickly the trooper could 
mount and dismount, and they would be easier to get under 
cover, and not as liable to be hit because of their size : they 
make better climbers than we big horses; can carry just as 
much and go further on less feed. We are entirely unadapted 
for .cavalry oat here, and a little horse could be bought for 
less than half we cost, and is a great deal easier to ship. We 
big horses look nice on parade, and like to be made much of, 
and have showy accoutrements, but off the parade ground a e  
are not in it. The days of the lists, when weight told, are no 
more. When on the march we were fed oats and would carry 
our first feed in the nose-bag on our saddles or necks. and the 
rest were packed on mules. 

I never remember having been picketed. having hay, or 
bin% herded during the time we were away from the post. 
while in the Philippines. I heard that one of our troops 
started out from post to graze on a nice looking piece of 
grass just outside, and it did taste good. but they noticed 
something stinging their legs. At first they thought it was 
small fliet3; soap all were attacked in the same way, and with 
a big scamper the whole troop made for the corral, taking 
half a troop of herders with them. Their fetlocks-most of 
them-were covered with blood, the cause of which were a 
dozen or more land leeches clinging to their legs. Of course 
herding was not tried any more after this. 

Having nothing but oats. and sometimes half rations, we 
would, if out more than a day or two, get thin and tucked up. 
and I have no doubt that those long marches on short rations. 
and under a tropical sun, were the main predisposing factors 
of some dreadful diseases that attacked us. Towards the end 
of the dry season we were put into sheds that were built for 
us, and served as good protection from the heat of the sun 
during the day and the dew and chilly nights. One objection 
to those sheds was their flooring, which consisted of dirt 
rammed down: this soon became uneven by pawing and sat- 
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urated with urine, which of course was unhealthy. and some 
of our feet became bad with thrush and quittors. These floors 
would be very dangerous in case contagious disease broke 
out among us. A good hard floor could be laid out of con- 
crete and sand. Along the center of these sheds were hay- 
bins and galvanized troughs for feed. Some of the corrals 
are large. and we were turned loose in them during the day. 

They had troughs made out of hello\\- trees. and con- 
stantly filled with water. which is a good thing for horses in 
the tropics. Some very nice looking gras.; was brought to 
us during the nest rainy season. Most of it came to us fresh 
and wet. and a e  liked it. but some was very bad and brown 
in color and had an offensive odor. This grass had been 
wetted to make it weigh more. and the natives very often 
leave it laying in swampy water the night before. Thc result 
was it  was full of the eggs of parasites and ditierent kinds oi 
bacteria that live in swamps. and the harses took a di.;ease 
called surra. which is caused by a little worm-like organism 
getting into the blood and destroying the red cells. Some 
troops lost as many as ninety per cent. of their horses through 
it. Our troop. fortunately. escaped, but grass should not be 
fed until thoroughly dry. if fed at all. 

The best forage that I have seen or tasted, except Amer- 
ican hay. is the dry peanut vine. The natives in some iec- 
tions have learned how to cure it so that i t  is good and does 
not cause disease. We wish w e  did not ha\-e t ( J  mount re- 
cruits out here. I t  is so hot, and it  would be 40 much better 
for them and ourselves if they learnea to ride before coming 
out. I have heard that even some of those new oiticeri that 
came into the service had never ridden horses before. and 
even used to t h h k  it funny because !he horses trotted. They 
had never seen anything except those fancy gaited nnimak. 
used for park purposes. 

Some troops suffered terribly by having those ldicers. 
whu knew- nuthing about horses. put in command o i  them. 
and many horses died from contagious and other disease4 
because there was no one to recognize the fact that they were 

' 

ailing. and we have hard enough time out here even when 
we have experienced officers and veterinarians. It is won- 

: 
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, d e h l  to &e the difference and feel of a troop of horses that 
have competent officers. In our troop our officer knows every 
one of us, and he is very particular when we are the leastbit 
sick to at once call the attention of the veterinary to it. He 
is also careful to see that the soldiers clean our hoofs out 
daring the grooming hour, and a man is sure to have charges 
put against him for striking us unnecessarily. The trouble 
with the non-experienced officer in many cases is that he 
doesnot like to let the old ex6erienced stable sergeant or 
farrier tell him when anything is wrong, for fear the? should 
find out his lack of knowledge. I know even the oldest cap- 
tain is not ashamed to take suggestions from one who is 
capable of giving it. 

W e  did not get out much during the rainy season escept 
on escort and regular routine duty, and the smell of the de- 
composed excreta on the floors began to get very bad. I am 
told that troops in India are supplied with one syce to every 
two horses, which they look after. They prevent the ground 
becoming saturated to a large extent by watching and catch- 
ing the urine in earthen jars provided for that purpose, but 
this method does not appear practicable under our present 
system here. 'A 

During the next three months following the rainy season ' 
hiking began in earnest. The  general commanding the bri- 
gade that I was in was determined to break up the insurrec- 
tion which had been going on for so long, and capture, kill 
or compel every insurrect0 leader tu surrender. who had so 
long evaded us. This was duly accomplished in a most 
thorough and workmanlike manner, and every insurgent 
from the wily general down is either dead, a prisoner, or has 
surrendered. Day after day we plodded through jungle, 
over mountains, swam rivers and sometimes seas to get 
round impassable rocks on the coast, our gallant old Colonel 
always at our head. It was very hard on us, but we all 
started out in good condition. 

Poor old "McGregor" had been transferred to the band, 
and it was a good thing for him. Of course, a t  night the 
ConverSPtion often turned upomthe effects of bullets. I had 
often heard old llMcGregor," who had been shot through 
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the neck in a skirmish with the Indians. say that the pain 
was not severe, but the shock was terrible. We were none 
of us afraid of the noise, as we had all had a turn at target 
practice, and almost every day we heard shots and the %-his- 
tling of balls as they flew over our heads : then the air-tight 
compartments in the bamboo from which the houses were 
built would explode like small cannon whilst being burned. 
Of course, some of us were shot and killed : others. as well as 
ponies and soldiers. were killed by hidden weapons like sharp 
pieces of bamboo. which the natives set with a spring to trip 
against, and the arrow pierced its victim. 

*Quite a number of us were rendered unfit for the service 
because of injuries. Some of us lost our shoes and became 
lame and foundered, but of coursc this was the fault of our 
riders. who had forgotten to take the prescribed extra pair of 
shoes and nails along : and a troop horse should never start 
on a march without them. We often saw infantry; thank 
goodness they were not on our backs : they were stationed at 
outposts surrounding the zone in which thr insurgents were 
supposed to be. 

One time whilst in post. I saw 3 number of my old com- 
rades. old '* JlcGregor ' *  amongst them. being auctioned oi? 
because of age or being crippled. The Filipino \ n d d  buy 
them for little or nothing to work am their rice farms: .liter 
starving and working them to death they \vould eat them. 
1 wish our government could look after u+ as well as thcy 
do our riders : other governments have home:: and pastures. 
and pension off the old worn out chargers: it \vou!d be 
more merciful to' shoot than let a native Filipino abuse us. 

Jly master has lately been promoted to sergeant. and I am 
very proud of him. We often go out in charge of detach- 
ments. and I love to canter along beside my friends in the 
ranks. and am just as satisfied as a trol,p horw can be. Some 
day I hope to carry my master at the head o f  our troop with 
a first sergeant's chevrons on his arm. 

One day word comes that a body of insurgents are near 
the post ; twice before have they attacked OUT garrison. and 
this time w e  will give them a lesson not soon to be forgotten. 
as it is daylight: the other attacks were made m d e r  cover of 
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darkness. The trumpet sounds boots and saddles. and soon 
weare mounted and off on the gallop. Now we are nearing 
them; we can hear the crack of their rifles and whiz of the 
bplls. The orders ring out sharp and quick, "trot." -walk." 
halt and dismount, and each number four takes the horses 
back under the best cover to be found. Between the volleys. 
shrieks of the wounded and dying can be heard : still comes 
the spit, spat, of the returning fire. For a wonder the Fili. 
pinos are making a stand of it. Something strikes my chest 
and I am frightened ; the soldiers return and the orders are 
"mount," "forward," "march: " but why does not m y  master 
obey? The others are gone, but he stands and stares at me 
in adazed kind of way ; where does that smell of blood come 
from, and what is that warm red line running down my 
chest? A messenger from our troop commander rides up to 
know why my master is not with the troop: he sends word 
back that I am wounded, but why does he throw his arm 
round m y  neck and sob like a child? I am very much 
frightened and tremble all over. but feel no pain : soon our 
troopcommander gallops up and looks at me, and there is a 
tear in his eye. '* Take him back to the post. sergeant." And : after binding up the wound with his shirt we start back to- 

' gether on our last march. My. hopes were blighted : I shall 
never camy my master as first sergeant. On our way back 

1 we met our colonel coming at the head'of *. D" Troop on the 
trot; with him is the regimental veterinary surgeon, who dis- 
mounts, notices that the hemorrhage has stopped. gives 
directions what to do after amving at the post, and gallops 

I off to catch up with the troop. whilst back to the rear we go ' a very mournful procession; but I really think my master 
:feel$ the worse of the two. After reaching the post I am 
'given a' stimulant, and upon the amval  of the doctor my 
'woundisdressed and I am turned into the hospital. The  

* ! 6rst horse that I see there is old '' YcGregor," as fat as butter. 
He had been bought in by the veterinary and now just eats 
and sleeps and goes wherever he pleases; so he has received 
what h e  deserves after all, and the Filipino did not eat him, 

For the next few days I had to be kept under drugs to 
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relieve my nervousness. and at one time I \\-as so bad that I 
was unable to get up for several days. and everyone said I 
would die: but although now doing well and getting fat. my 
leg will never be of any use; the ball is in the large bone of 
the arm and I shall be a cripple for lifc. At first when 
undergoing operations for the removal of the bullet. I 
dreaded the knife, but find that it does not hurt as much as 
it frightens. 

It is now nearly sis months since my admittance into the 
hospital, and the other day a board of officers and the veteri- 
narian decided that I was unfit for the service. and recom- 
mended me to the action of an inspector. Most of the 
patients in here have either sore backs from ill fitting sad- 
dles or bad riders. or bad feet from the irritation o f  the mud : 
either necessitates the use of t h t  knife. and it is wonderful 
the pain bearing propensities of horses ; some will shriek and 
kick when the hypodermic needle is just pricking the skin, 
while others lay still under the most severe operations. Of 
course if chloroform could be procured it would not be neces- 
sary for them to suffer. but I am convinced that it is nerwus- 
ness more than pain that causes horses to struggle. The 
veterinarian in charge does lots of grumQIing. and I often 
see a pocket knife used to perform operations with. when a 
finer instrument would certainly be more convenient. It is 
a pity that a larger assortment of drugs and instruments ;ire 
not supplied for the use of veterinarians in the army. There 
is a mare in the hospital suffering from tetanus. the result of 
an open joint caused by a kick. It is not a good plan to put 
mares in with a troop of horses : it unsettles them. and causes 
a lot of fighting and serious accidents. They should be 
kept away from the troops if used at all. 

I am afraid I have registered a good many kicks. but cum- 
pared with what the government doe?; fur tis and how well 
we are treated they are nothing. If we never a s k d  for any- 
thing we would never get anything. I have no doubt that 
all the defects will be remedied as far as consistent some day. 

Life in the Philippines is not so bad for horses. since not 
having so much to do we have all laid on flesh and weigh 
as heavy as we did in the States ; but even that has its draw- 
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backs, especially in a hot climate, as we suffer from heat and 
are soft. I think the tifne will come when there will be no 
large American horses out here for cavalry purposes, as 
they are not adapted to the country, and little hardy horses 
'cast less and are more easily handled in shipping. and in 
every other way better adapted for this work. Perhaps after a 
while the government will start a stud farm, like they have 
in India; a half breed between good native mares and Ameri- 
can horses of light breed or vice versa would be a useful cross 

Of course we that are out here will never see the States 
again. I am feeling low spirited this morning. I have 
thought much lately, which is something I am not in the 
habit of doing. wondering whether my mother fretted for 
me after I left the ranch ; of those happy days there and at 
the posts in the States : the beautiful moonlit nights in the 
field when we tied to a picket-line, with our saddles and 
bridles behind us. and could look around and see our riders 
sleeping so peacefully on the saddle blankets, their clothes 
OD. with nothing over them but the star-spangled sky. the 
lonely sentry walking back and forth at his post : it seemed 

i impossible that we were in an enemy's country, and that 
1 enemy so treacherous that at any moment w e  might be 
1 alarmed by a bold attack. such as happened several times out 
: here. and which always resulted in great loss of life : then 
there were those dark, rainy nights, when we would become 
chilled to the bones: again that small detachment told off 
after a skirmish to dig a hole, in which some mother's son 
who had given his life for his country was lou-ered. volleys 
fired, taps blown, and he was left alone in his glory. 

I like to hear taps, and hope they will be blown over me 
when I die. The inspector condemned me yesterday, but 
from what the veterinarian said as to my condition no Fili- 
pino will pver work me; that is one comfort. M y  master 
went to the States somc time ago. as his enlistment had ex- 
pired. I dsskd him very much, as he often came to see me; 
and no one comes now except occasionally my troop corn. 
-der, who pets and says kind things to me. 

for cavalry purposes. 
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It is now time for me to be led out for my morning exer- 
cise. The veterinarian is going with me to-day, and we are 
going toward the river. I am often led down there to graze 
off the nice short grass which grows on its banks. A little 
further along they say old crippled and worn out horses are 
shot, and those that die are taken there and burned. We are 
quite close to that place now. Why does the veterinarian 
look at me so queerly as he strokes my neck? I put down 
my head to graze: he has a revolver in his hand. They 

sometimes come down here to shoot dogs that prey on por- 
tions of the dead horses not completely burned: but I must 
say he is going to shoot rather too close to my head to be 
pleasant. 

There is a report ; and the veterinarian mounts his horse 
and rides to his quarters with bowed head. muttering. * -  One 
more victim. and what for?" 

I guess I will move it. 
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YOUSTED RIFLES. * 

COLOSEL J. A. AC'GCK, TEXCH C.  S. C \ \ A I  KI 

is immaterial whether the name "mounted rifles" or 
I I' "mounted infantry'' be given to this special arm, be- 
f cause the name means the same thing. I t  is a b d y  of 
1 infantrymen mounted on horses, to be used for a specific 
i object-mobility-to carry them to a certain point for a 
I specified purpose, in regular warfare, and in guemla warfare 

i Our cavalry has demonstrated the fact that it is fit for 
. both cavalry and dismounted work-a perfectly mobile force 
I -and no better evidence of it can be given than the praise 

bestowed upon its excellent work by Sir Henry Havelock, in 
summing up the magnificent work of Sheridan's cavalry in 
the last few days of the Civil War. 

t . I However, the foreign critics will persist in calling our 
i cavalry no true cavalry, as it combines fighting on foot, and 
1 it seems useless to try and combat this opinion. For our 
1 service it will be impossible to have two kinds of mounted 
1 force. and we must content ourselves with the present force, 

which combines both, yet is good cavalry. as has been con- ' clusiveIy shown, and it needs no champion. 
i In foreign countries. with large standing armies, there 

should be no ditsculty in organizing such a mounted force. 
but it appears to me it would be far better to increase the 

! cavalry, giving it proper equipment to be used for such emer. 
, gencies. If mounted as infantry, they should carry the car. 
bine fnstead of the rifle, which is lighter and just as effective 

1 for the ranges used. As this force involves the care of ani- 
/ mals and equipment, it does not seem to be a practical gain 
t *Moa.wm RIFLES. By Captain G. H. Morgan. Third t'. F Cavalry, in 

to keep pace with, overtake and destroy these bands. 

+. 
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to havt: two species of mounted men in an army when one 
such force. drilled to fight mounted. and on foot if necessary. 
is sufficient. provided they are sufficient in numbers. Because 
they were used quite estensively in the South ,African War. 
on account of lack of cavalry, does not necessarily imply that 
all armies must rush to the conclusion that this arm must 
form an adjunct to make them complete. 

This mounted infantry was tried during our great war. 
I 86 I - I 86 j ,  and did good service, yet w e  did not learn that it 
was so essential that we must make it another ausiliary arm. 
as vital to success. This echo of mounted infantry rever- 
berates more particularly from our own esperience. and to us 
is nothing new. Sir Charles Sapier. in India. used 3 camel 
brigade, a mounted force which he made good use of. and 
which proved most satisfactory. and to whom he gave great 
credit; it was mounted infantry. The fel i tes  of ancient 
Rome were mounted infantry for an occasion %-hen a dis- 
mounted force was required for a specific object. So we can 
trace still further into antiquity and find where special men 
were mounted, yet nowhere can we find. as a result of using 
this special force.that any provision was ever made for making 
it a part of the permanent force. Hence the conclusion for us. 
that it does not appear any more pertinent why we should 
be compelled to adopt it into our service. when we have now 
what is better. We have now 3 force of cavalry.. larger in 
proportion to the other arms than in any foreign army. yet 
for us in our peculiar condition. with :I small $tanding army. 
it is none too large. and we must see tc> it that it is kept up 
to its standard of eswllence. 

For my part I do not think mounted infantry advisable. 
although I grant at times it would be advantagenu+ : when 
necessary it could be organized for a war. 

~~~ ~ 

C.\I C \ I \  EDIVXRL, -\SDERSOX. SEVEITH c'. 5.  C\'s \ I  h'i. 

Captain Jlorgan has dealt with a subject most vital to the 
cavalry. The proper tactics for cavalry in battle, viewed from 
the esperience of the past five years. has been much discussed. 
Some cling to the old traditional use of shock action; 
others to its use mainly as mounted infantry proper. Cap- 
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tain Morgan gives no good reason for organizing and main- 
taining mounted infantry as part of our peace establishment. - nor is there aay reason for changing the name of our present 
mounted force. The  splendid work done by OUT cavalry in 
the past endears the name to us, and it is'broad enough in 
its scope to cover the mounted troops of our sen-ice, what- 
ever the training may be, or the arms used. The real point 
at issue is not in the name of our mounted troops. but lies in 
the character of training and the tactics to be used under 
the conditioos imposed by the new armament. 

i 
1 , 

I The primaty use of cavalry in scouting, patrolling, recon- 
1 I naissance, escorting convoys, gaining information of every 
i description, and covering the operations of our own forces. 

is jast as important as ever, and the tactics employed have 
not materially changed : nor has the time been lessened for 
training the  individual man in these important duties so that 
he will be of value to the army behind him. 

As for the battle or  fighting tactics. it appears plain that 
any one who has made a study of the campaigns with the 
new armament during the past five years must be convinced 
that the days of shock action and close order formation on 
the battlefield, are practically over for cavaIry. as they are 
for infantry. and that its principal reliance is now- on fire 
action dismounted. Instead of offensive mounted shock 
action, it has for the basis of its efficiency in battle. dis- 

! mounted fire action. and the horse. instead of being regarded 
as a fighting weapon, becomes the means of rapid transpor- 
tation from one important strategic or tactical point to an- i other, enabling the soldier to quickly seize and hold vantage 

1 points. 
The South African War showed that cavalry which does 

not know how to scout and patrol bad better be left at home. 
Scouting in the broad sense of the term and dismounted fire 
action appear to be the basis of future training for cavalry. 
Mounted charges may yet be used on rare occasions when 

' 
the enemy is demoralized, out of ammunition. or completely I taken by surprise ; but for cavalry to make a mounted charge 

; against troops who are dismounted and armed with the 
present magazine gun, would be to seek disaster. The target 

i 
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is too great. The few times the mounted charge wG1 take 
place does not seem to warrant the time and driI1 now de- 
voted to this preparation. 

Jlfdern tactics for cavalry as well as for infantry are 
drifting towards a greater dispersion of the men. greater 
responsibility of subordinates, and especially in training the 
individual man to be the fighting unit. Tactics must bc 
changed wi th  armament. Certainly the tactics designed for 
a single loading gun with black pos-der are not adapted for 
the present more accurate magazine weapon with smukelesi 
powder and longer range, and it \vas perfectly logicnl that 
cavalry should abandon the old formations laid down in the 
drill book. when in contact with the enemy. and adapt itself 
to the tactical conditions imposed by the new armament. 
The range of the modern rifle is now so great. and the 
dangerous fire-swept zone so estended. as to almost preclude 
the use of cavalry in the close formations heretofore used. 

One dismounted man with magazine rifle can hold hi.; 
own against twice his number of mounted men approaching 
him in the open. Even when cavalry is fighting against 
cavalry, the side which can first dismount and open fire 
action would appear to have the advantage. In battle. it IS 
the man who k n o ~ s  how to shoot that carries his side to 
victory. 

Instruction in the use of the saber and revolver 3re im- 
portant, but the trooper must bear in mind that in fighting 
his carbine is his main reliance. 

We of the cavalry must recognize the present require- 
ments and shape our training accordingly. Our arm of the 
service must continue to maintain the high% standard of effi- 
ciency it has heretofore borne. It would seem that many of 
the formations in our present drill regulations might be di.;- 
pensed with as obsolete ; the distance between the varioua 
units increased ; the formations for attack and defense dis- 
mounted modified to meet the requirements imposed by the 
new armament. 

Mounted infantry is out of place as part of our peace 
basis. It is essentially a temporary expedient for emergen. 
des,  and can be readily raised when needed. by mounting 
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regalrv infantry, and the expense thus saved. They would ! need only to be taught to ride and take care of their horses, 
as fire action only would be used, and this is taught them in 5 

! time of peace. Enough cavatry o6cers could bc spared from 
. their regiments, when necessary, to do this work quickly and 

e&ciently, as Captain Morgan did. Cavalry was never more 
necessary to the success of military operations than at the 
present day, but like the other arms of the service. its tac- 
tics must change with armament. 

t b  

CAFTAIS CORSELICS C. SMITH. FOL R CEC\ I ti C. d. C I\ \ I  K\ 

After d i n g  Captain Morgan's .* Mounted Rifles," and 
comments on the same by various officers, in the JOCRSAL for 
January, we are strongly impressed with the view that if the  
saber were done away with in the cavalry, and other mounted 
troops (mounted infantry, mounted rifles. carbineers, etc. I 

were provided with the revolver. all would then be about 
alike. 

This is an age of progress. and sentiment must go to the 
wall. This being the case, why not. then. nhere cavalry or 
moaated infantry is concerned. endeavor to arm. be mounted. 
sad train accordingly? It is probably only sentiment that 
keeps the saber, which is now a useless weapon. and the War 
Department has shown wisdom in ordering the cavalry regi- 
ments going to the Philippine Islands this year to leave it 
behind, and may it be left for good. 

Without the saber, at the present period of the history oi 
warfare, we believe that cavaIry is just as efficient as a fight. 
ing arm, as it is with it, and no cavalry officer need feel that 
the usefulness of his branch is curtailed by its absence, 

Mounted troops armed with carbine and revolver, or with 
rifle and revolver (carbine and revolver would be best 1, will 
be about what our present cavalry will come to, and the 
change will be a good one for practical soldiers. but a hard 
blow to the sentimentalists. When this change takes place 
then the only difference between cavalry and mounted in- 
fantry will be that the former has the carbine and the latter 
the rifle, but all could be made alike by giving the mounted 

$ 
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infantry the carbine, and calling the whole mounted force 
just what the War Department ordered. 

The carbine for mounted troops is better than the rifle. 
from the fact of its being lighter and ?horter. these advan- 
tages making it easier for a horseman to handle. Before we 

forget. let us ask. when the saber is a thing of the past, or 
before that time. that the carbine be carricd by all cavalry 
regiments on the most practical side of the saddle-the left 
side. 

Mounted infant?, i f  properly armed. mounted and trained. 
and in service permanently. in time of peace as well as in 
time of war. is not a makeshift, nor would it detract from 
cavalry in any way, for as before stated. the>- are virtually 
the same. that is. under the conditions stated in these re- 
marks. 

Some of the comments on Captain llorgan's article quote 
the Civil War, and other .past encounters in their arguments 
to show that .-cavalry did everything that mounted infantry 
could do, and some things which it coul(1 not do." This 
prompts us to ask (:with the utmost re5pect for the past deeds 
of cavalry I the following question : Could the same cavalry. 
armed as we are tu-day. do all this i f  the precise and deadly 
nrms now used had been in the hands of the enemy? Better 
yet. let us put it this way: Could not any well mounted. 
well trained. and well armed mounted troops. call them what 
we will. pitted against good modern infantry. make :is good 
showing as did ..the cavalry which could (in things :hat 
mounted infantry could not do?" 

K e  were much pleased to note the view-< ~i Coloncis Hi1 
and Wagner in their comments on * *  1Iountc.d Rifles;" regard- 
ing the saber. and hope that man)- other oficcrs will ospress 
similar views ahich. in course t ) f  time, it is believed, wil! 
carry enough weight to * '  knock out * '  this maseurn rviic. ;is 
has recently been done for the English troops in Canada by 
Lord Dundonald. who had esperience in the Boer IVar. 

In concluding. let us say that these remarks are intendwl 
for the good of cavalry. and not as a disparagemcnt. as they 
represent what we bqlieve mounted troops will soon cmnc :u 
in the way p f  arms and training. 

h 



Editor's Cable. 

In the January number of the CAVALRY JOL-KSAL I So.  4;. 
Volume XIII) will be found a complete index of the CAVALRY 
JOURNAL from its beginning to and including So. Volume 
XII. The index is arranged alphabetically. and is very com- 
plete and thorough in all respects. It will be found to be of 
great value to the readers of the JOCRSQL, and it has cer- 
tainly been of great benefit to the Council. This indes was 
compiled by Lieutenant F. A. Roberts, Tenth C. S. Cavalry, 
who is on duty at the U. S. Military Academy. West Point, 
N. Y., and the work was prepared originally for the U. S. 
Military Academy library. Through Lieutenant Roberts' 
courtesy the CAVALRY JOUILYAL was permitted to publish the 
index, and the Council extends thanks to him for this and for 
the labor involved in the preparation. Lieutenant Roberts' 
name was inadvertently omitted in printing this index. 

One essay, entitled "Espuelas," has been received in com- 
petition for the prize of the U. S. Cavalry Association. The 
time when essays in competition for this prize must be in was 
extemded to October I ,  1903. It was the intention to an- 
nounce other prizes for essays and articles in this number of 
the CAVALRY JOURNAL, but the Council finally decided to 
delay the announcements and the titles until the July num- 
ber, when all arrangements will have been made. The com- 
mittee to judge the essays for the 1903 prize will also be an- 
nounced in the July number. 

. Attention is invited to the list of contents for the July 
number of the CAVALRY JOURNAL, printed on the colored in- 
sert in front or this JOURNAL. There are nine original 
articles, Si. of them to be illustrated. Contributors of arti- 
cles for the JOURNAL should not take it for granted from this 
list that there is no longer any need for material for publica. 

& 
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tion. On the contrary, contributions are invited. and wel- 
comed from all our readers, and will be given careful attention 
by the publication committee. 
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face of it it bears all too clearly the hall mark of the extreme South African 
yilitprg school, whose teachiyg has not yet been demonstrated as finally cor- 
nctmderall- -; 

"and goes on to say that on the few occasions where oppor- 
tunity to use it occurred, the use of the lance was fully jus. 
sed. Comments on the above would seem unnecessary and 
a waste of time. 

"Let us only hope that foreigners will stick to the lance. 
I think that any captain of our cavalry would undertake to 
stop the charge of a lancer regiment with his troop." 

8 

In connection with the articles on surra and other diseases 
prevalent in the Philippines, in the January and this number 
of the CAVALRY JOL-RSAL. the following letters are of interest. 
General Wint was sent on a tour of investigation into India 
and other countries for the purpose of gathering information 
in regard to diseases affecting horses in the tropics. The 
results of his investigation will be awaited with interest. 
The following letters are published in Circular So. A. Head- 
quarters Division of the Philippines. and are written by ( ;en- 
era1 Wint to General Davis. the division commander : 1 -  

*-COSXLAK C.i.\Ii*. DEI.ti1. January I I .  igoj. 
*'General Elliott gave his opinion that the disease was 

caused by animals-horses and camels-feeding on marsh 
grass, or from grazing on ground that had been flooded. 
That there is no known cure for the disease. but that i t  can 
be prevented by not using hay or grass taken from marsh 
land or land that has been flooded. At present surra is con- 
fined almost entirely to the low country at the base of the 
Himalaya Mountains. and certain sections are avoided by 
troops when on the march by making necessary detours. as 
did one command coming from the mountains here recently. 
No surra is known to exist to the east or southeast of  here. 

that wee died ; in one troop with seventyseven horses. but 
seventeen escaped. There are very few horses now in Burma 
except the native pony. Neerut, about forty miles from 
here, and Umballa, a station that we can visit on our return. 
are large cavalry posts, and Karnal. in the same vicinity. is a 
remount station. At all of these stations the disease exists 
to some extent, or at least the disease called surra here. I 
visited this morning a number of native camps with General 

- "No large horses are now sent to Burma. as nearly all 

-.)- 
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Beatson. Several of the native officers whom I met gave 
about the same opinion of surra as did General Elliott, all 
agreeing that a bullet was the only cure." 

* *  V \ I  UAI . I .A .  January I 8. 1 j. 

* *  S o  green fodder is now used for army animals in India : 
all grass is dry or made hay before feeding. Grass is culti- 
vated for this purpose. - Dhoob ' is the best kind usually cul- 
tivated: is also called * huraili.' hu jan  t)r chaman. a good 
grass, is brought from the hills. S o  grass cutters are used 
by the army : it was found that they. to ~ a v e  time .and work. 
were liable to cut from infected placcs ur grounds which 
were not well known and avt)ided : neither water or grass is 
used at these places. All stagnant writvr is considered dan- 
gerous. A cutting from the top uf gro\ving rice. i f  i t  has 
not been under water. is not considered c!angcrous. but is not 
used here. There i n  very little wrra nanv in Indin. b:lt 
kumri and anthras esists to somc cstent. Kumri  resem- 
bles surra in sc)mt. ways and both arc supposc~l to !IC cx::~eql 
or spread by water or grass frtmi inicctvcl ?laces." 

There is mother cscellrnt articlc (,:I ;I c:tva;ry sxbjvct ix 
this number of the J I  ~ ~ ' k x . i i . ,  from Cnptnin 'l'. Henticy >lo ett. 
Artillery Corps. on duty a s  military atxich;. I'aris. France. 
This. and the article in the January nurnber. givc a? cscel- 
lent idea of cavalry work in France. The illustrati~~ns for 

The Brussels-Ostend Ride " arc reproduced ?)y v a ~ ' . i ~ t ~ ~ ~  t>i 
the .4r;iuc. t-t - l f o ~ i i i t * .  h r i s .  
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PROCEEDINGS OF ANNUAL MEETISG OF T H E  
U. S. CAVALRY ASSOCIATIOX. 

FORT LEAVESWORTW. KASSAJ, January 19. I 9 0 3 .  
Pursuant to provisions of Section I ,  Article VI, of the 

Canstitation, the U. S. Cavalry Association met at 8 P. 11. to. 
day. Major C. H. Murray. Fourth Cavalry, presiding. 

The roll call showed the following members presem and 
number of proxies held by each : 

FIRST CAVALRY. S l S l I !  C.\VAI.RY. 

Ig L ~ L  p. w. Arnold . , . , , Iz ?d Lieut. J. P. H.WI,S 

1st Lieut. E. E. Booth 

Captain J. T. Dickman 
ad Lieut. H. S. Terrei: 

THIRIB CAVALRY. $EYES I H  c.\q:.u.n\. 
. , . 1st Lieut R. R. Wallach. . . 4 

ad Lieut. C. A. &vane 6 ~ 1 4 i i i  rii  4 .A\ \ i .n I  

zd Lieut. J. E. Hemphill 

FOtRTH C.\VALRY. 

Major C .  H. Murray 
Captain T. R. Rivers 
C a e  R A. B r o w  
Captain L. Y. Koehler 
Captain L. C. Scherer 
1st Lieut. S. A. Pun-hnce 
1st Lieut. D. JIcCaskey 
1st Lieut. W. B. PeFjhing 
1stLieat.T. 51. Knox . . 
1st Lieut. W. A. Austin 
ad Lieut. J. A. Degen . 
zd Lieut. G. R. Fortescue 

30 
2s 

I 2  

62 
I 

3 

. 6  

I 

FIFTH CAVALRY. 3 E Y L \ I i I  I \ t  \\Ik\ 

zd Lmt. D. H. Jocobs 3 2d Lieut. A. L. Brggs 

making a total of twenty-eight members present. having 
besides their own votes the proxies of 273 absent members. 
or a total of 301 votes from a membership of 6 jo. 

T h e  next business before the meeting was the reading of 
the- 
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.-\SSCAL REPORT OF THE SECRETARY AXD TREASCRER. 

FT. LE.\vsswoRTIi. KASS., January 19, 1903. 
To th C. 5. Cm'cztry .4ssoritzton. Ft. Lza;wworth. Ahisas. 

In compliance with the provisions of Par. 11. -1rticle 1-1. of the Consti- 
tution, I ha\-e the honor to present the following detailed report of the busi- 
ness transactions of the office of Secretary and Treasurer : 

Pursuant to my appointment by the Council I took charge of the ofice on 
February 1 5 .  1902. and the financial transactions from that date :o Januar). I .  

1903, are set forth in the following two tables : 
The accounts were audited on January 5, 1~ja3 ,  by a3 auditing comm:ttee 

appointed by the chairman of the Council. and found conect. 
Account oi money received and expended from Febcar)- r::h to Decem- 

ber 3rst. ryx : 
n t s t  w r - .  

Balance on hand, h m e r  Secretary :rc 4 5 2  Tj :c 
Dues of membem paid. 

' ,a  ,m Dues oi  associate members pk.d 
'$2 a3 Troop subscriptions . :o a, 

Other subscriptions . . 
Journals sold for ca+h . 221 50 
Collections on advenieement- 

Sr.:,4 39 

. .  

z w  

__ .- 'rot;li 

F S I ' E 9 i ) I  1 IRES. 

Printing p u n a l s  
Cuts and p!ates 
PI !stage and expressage 
Printing circulars 
Moiling Jonrnali 
Advertisementz 
Balance on hand 

Total 

Gain in cash 

Statement of salur Januar?; I ,  1903 
ASGLTS. 

Dues regular members not paid 
Dues associate members not paid 
Advertisements due 
Postage paid at advanced rates 
Balance of cash remaining 

. 

Total . .  

LIABILITIES. 
. .  Hudson-Kimberly Publishing Co. 

Ketcheson & Burbank 
Value of business 

Total 

Gain in value 
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YeYmRSHrY. 

Before February 15. IF, the Association was dormant, no business hav- 
ing beeo 

On that date the membership as determined from the h ~ k r  StlJlJd a i  f d -  
lo-: T0t.l -5. of which number S were life members. j 2 5  were regular 
mambem m d  61 aseociPtes. Of the 325 regular members 245 were regular 
cavalry ofhars. 38 belonged to other branches. staff. etc.. and j o  were on the 
retiredlist. 

EEo- have been made tosecure members and C I )  get everyone interester1 
in d g  new members. 

Shortly after it was decided that the J~)Lxs.u. shouid bc: resumed, a circt:. 
h r  was sent to all cavalry office= not members : circulars ha\-e  be:^ sent tl, 
regiwntal and post commanders and their adjutants. 

The October number of the J O U R S . ~ .  was sent t r l  every cavalry t~tiicer 
with a note to non-membzm, calling thzir attention to) it and in\*iting them t8, 

join. 
Siice then other circulars have again been sent to all nm-membt.r.. 
The membership lists have been published in both the July a3d 0ctclbt.:. 

number of the JOURSAL, together with a roster of cavalry IJtiiCer-. thus givin?: 
the oames of nonmembers. Various circulars have been wnt  t l J  members en- 
w i g  their aid in the efforts of the Council to secure members. Circclar. 
aod &pies of the JIWKSAI. have been sent to every Saticmai ( h a r d  cavalry 
Officer. 

To-1 650. #d which 
nomber 6 are life. 533 are regular and 59 are associate members. ( ~i the $ 5  j 
regolar members 473 are regular cavalry officers. 5 1  belcmg to other bntnches. 
and 57areretired. 

Considering only the regular cavalry oficers the g3in in membt.r.hip ha- 
bem 227. There are, however. still 305 cavalry officers. mr)ztly iectmd anrl 
Brst lieuteoants, who ore not members of the Association. 

By regiments the membership is as folloas 

2 i ,  

First Cavalry.. 
SecondC.vplr)- . . _ _ .  
TbirdCavalry. 

Fifthcavalry . . 33 1 ThirteenthCavalry 31 
3) 

from about April. 1900. to that time. i 

On Jaouary 1st the membership sands as ioll0\8*s 

. . . . . . .  Sinth Cavalry 2' 
. 35 Tenth Cavalry . . j r ,  

33 Eleventh Cavalry 'SI 

24 ! Fifteenth Cavalry 24 

. . .  37 I 
Fourth CavaIry. . . . . . . .  33 1 Twelfth Cavalry . 

...... 
. . .  35 ~ Fourteenth Cavalry 

. . . . . . . . .  seventh Cavalry 
E i g h t h C n d r y . . . . .  . 32 i 

SuWptions other than membership have also been sdicited. but thi- 
is n matter that will take time in order to build up a demand, and depends on 
the merit of the JOCLUAL simply. 

Thrc cue fiftytwo subscribers. of which number thirty are cavalry fRH);J 

likui+a Circalam in regard to subscriptions and copies of the J,,CRSEAI. ha\-e 
bee0 sent to every Croop. and 150 are still to be heard from. Circulars and 
J O ~ N A U  have also been sent to the public library of every imponilnt city, bil: 
returns from this source are not encouraging. 

There mawins a great deal of canvassing and advertising to be done i n  
the matter of giving every one entitled to regular membership a chance and 

Vpon motion made and seconded. it N-3s- 
R e s o l d .  That the report oi the Secretary and Treasnrer 

L-pon motion made and duly seconded. it was unanimo:lsly 
Resokwi. That the thanks of the L-. S. Cavalry Association 

be tendered to Jlr. Frederic Remington, a life member of the 
Association. for the splendid drawings presented to the XSSO- 
ciation for the cover pages of the C.4v .41 .~~ J i  ) rks . i I . .  

The nest business of the meeting \\-as thc annual election 
of officers for the ensuing year. 

Major-General Kesley Merritt. U. S. -4rmy. w-3s then unani- 
mously elected President of the Association. 

Brigadier-General J. Franklin Bell. t-. 5.  -4rmy. was then 
unanimously elected \'ice-President of the Association. 

..A ballot was then taken on the members of the Council. 
and upon the first ballot the following officers were found to 
have received more than the number of votes necessary to 

be approved. 
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election, and were declared as elected as the Council for the 
enstling year: 

Major C. H. Murray, Fourth Cavalry. 
Captain J. T. Diclanan, Eighth Cavalry. 
Captain T. R. Rivers, Fourth Cavalry. 
Captain R. A. Brown, Fourth Cavalry. 
Captain L. M. Koehler, Fourth Cavalq-. 
The Association then proceeded to the reading of the re- 

marks and comments sent in by the absent members of the 
Association. 

Some comments followed upon these remarks, and it was 
agreed that the members submitting them should be asked 
to present their views in articles to appear in the Jomx+r., 
as the best means of giving them publicity and open the way 
for discassion. 

There being no further business before it, the meeting 
then, at g:15 P. 51.. adjourned. 

L. C. SCHERER, 
Captain Fourth Cavalry, 

$ Secretary and Treasttrw. 

c 

t 
Sooh ‘Reviews. 

Frederic 
Rsmington’s 

Novel. 

*‘John Ermine of the Sellowstone“” is 
the title of the book in which the artist. 
3Ir. Frederic Remington. tells the pathetic 

story of a white man with Indian views. The army. and the 
cavalry especially. is to be congratulated on the excellent pic- 
ture drawn of it in those pages. and the insight given into 
the daily life and duties of oficers. There can be no doubt 
that stories of this kind %-ill do much to make the 5ervice 
known and its work appreciated. Remington has done many 
a good turn for the army in calling attention to it by his well 
known and admirable drawings. Each one of these tells a 
story in itself. and makes friends for the arm]; wherever it 
goes. 

Sow. we are still further indebted to Mr. Remington for 
this portrayal of army and frontier life. The principal scene 
of the novel is laid in the Tongue RiL-er Cantonment. when 
Remington was himself present. 

John Ermine is a white man. brought up among the Crow 
Indians, who surrender him to a hermit. old Crooked Bear. 
to complete John’s education. Ermine finally enlists as a 
scout and takes part in an Indian campaign. The love story 
comes after this, and is very real, but ends very unfortunately. 
and yet it is the only natural outcome one could expect. 

Remington writes as well as he draws. and you know his 
drawings are absolutely correct to the minutest detail. He 
never draws horses or men in impossible positions. nor does 
he equip them except just as they should be equipped: and 
yet they are beautiful and pretty to look at. probably on ac- 
count of the accuracy and,,truthfulness of detail. It is the 
same with the story. It is accurate and correct to the smallest 
words. and the description has the impress of truth. The 

*** JOHS ERMISE OF n i x  YELLOWGTOSF..” By Frederx Remingroil The 
Yacmillan Company. S e n  Sork. 31.50. 
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characters are real, their actions are entirely natural. and the 
reader, when he has finished the novel. is convinced that 
eve*hing has happened. a4ccuracy. however, is not the 
only charm. There is much pathos in the novel. The 
character of the hero is so straightforward, his appearance so 
prepossessing, his courage so great, and his heart so simple 
and lovable, that the reader must deplore bitterly the misfor- 
tune that finally overtakes him. 

Remington has made good use of the knowledge acquired 
in his frontier life as a cowboy and rancher. The story is 
replete with intimate descriptions of pioneer Western life, 
Indian ways, soldier ways. and the conventional esistence in 
the Western camps. Indian character is truthfully portrayed 
and correctly pictured in a way you can understand and feel. 
T h e  description of a lot of Indian boys at play is very pleas- 
ing and realistic. In fact, every page of the book brings 
pleasant surprises to the army reader who has seen all these 
things in real life. and never imagined there was SO much 
poetry and pathos in every day events. 

The book is well illustrated in Remington’s own style. 
and in all is a very pretty army story. 

Catch Westion8 A small book containing a number of 
in catch questions on the Infantry Drill 

InfintV Tdning** Question of the British armv. designed 
0 ~- for the use of the non-commissioned officer. so as to bring 

these points to his attention. 
*CATCH QCESTXOXS Is ISPASTRV Ti.\isisc. Re\+& editiaB3. (;ale & 

Polden. limited. London. I-. Price. sixpence. 

Army H a d  Book This is a book containing leg esercises. 
or free gymnastics, exercises with dummy 

-1 T A n h *  rifles, physical drill with arms, bayonet 
fighting, parallel bars, vaulting horse, rope climbing. dumb 
bell exercises, jumping (with standards j and horizontal bar. 

Tn.ustsl;. Gale b- Polden. limited. 

BOOK RE I’IE l1-S. ;:35 

Phyrical Drill This little pamphlet is designed to give 
with Arms examples how to practice physical drill 

Made Easy.* with arms in the barrack square. It iz 
illustrated with various photographs of the principal position+ 
throughout the drill. 

*Pl(y-[c.\ l .  ~ r c i i . 1  IVIIII . ih \ l -  ) f \ I ~ b .  E\-\, ;‘:I[! %1.1\ ~ \ Y ~ ~ \ b . l  F i ’ i i ! l : \ , z  
(;ale & Polfien. Lrd. r(103. Price. ninvpencc. 

Telling Off and 
Posting 

8 PiCqU@t.* 

This small book is designed for the pur- 
pose of elucidating the points not covered 
in the -Combined Training.” It contains 

notes and a short catechism on outpost duty: also. notes and 
plan of an advanced guard for a company. It is a re\-ised 
edition and corrected up to January, 190;. 

Lrii. ~ ( f i , ? ,  Price. -ispence. 
* T E I , I i \ ( .  ( ) b k  1x1, p,,.i;\, ,  1 I ’ I ~ , : I  C ‘ I  

Kcvi-cqi ~!i::at::. (;;lit. ~i l’a*;(:c~ 

The Non-Commis- 
s h e d  Ofher’s 

Guide t o  
Promotion.v 

Professional csamination fur non-corn- 
missioned officers before promotion has 
become compulsory in the British service. 
These esaminations are held before e s -  

amining boards. This book is devised to supply all the in- 
formation necessary for preparing for esaminntion. and also 
to assist the boards in framing questions. 

*TII), ~ . , \ - ~ ~ , \ I ~ ~ [ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~  O b 1 . 1 1  F.ki’. (;I i l s k  1 , s  P h * . \ I , , l : , , \  
sc\V Cf!.::$*::. 

Gale h Pg,ldvn. Ltd.. Lonclon. I ~ I I , ? .  Price. :i-.rec ;::I? -is 

_- 

The 

Alphabet.* 

Consists of notes and queries on scouting. 
Scout’s arranged alphabetically. The objects 

aimed at arc : To facilitate teaching and 
learning reconnaissance work. To provide a handy book oi 
reference. and to enable any man of average intelligence ti) 
answer questions that may be of u i e  to his officers. 

 lip s L ~ ~ ~  1’. AI Iw \ f ib  BY .i cycli-: 4,fifZ: (;sit- ~i,:c!v:n. \izi:e(t 
LiJndon. I y ~ f .  Price. tine -hiIlW 
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Ryirmtal 
mi08 

--* 
This book is one of Gale & Polden's Mi& 

* tary Genes, which form handy and corn. 
complete guides to the various subjects 

prescribed for the promotion examinations. The second 
edition has been exteasively ?-vised. and is corrected to De- 
cember, 1902. 

*REGIMENTAL DUTIES MADE EASY. By Major S. T. Banning. Second edi- 
ti-. 0.lC 8 polden, limited. London. xgoz. Price, th-e shillings. 

cltachhm 
ea 

w T d a R a - *  

The aim and object of this book is to 
present in one volume the substance of 
many and vaned subjects comprised in 

94company training." The Catechism cIaims to be a handy 
compendium of useful knowledge. It is arranged in ques- 
tions and answers. A few of them may not be out of place 
in this review. Under the subject of '* Defense of Posts : " 

Q.-What are the various modes of attacking houses? 
A.-They amy be attacked either by day or by night, or 

Q.-How would loop-holing bt! done in the field ? 
A.-With crowbars, chisels, and hammers, or even with 

Q.-What steps must be taken in hastily preparing a 

A.- 

set on fire. 

pickaxes. 

house for defense? 

RHYYE FOR THE DEPEhrP IJP t Jf,*CyE. 

If a house you would h t i l v  defend. 
To thest few measures each in turn attend : 
Remove iuhabitants, thatch. and things that quickly barn, 
Water and earth have ready at each turn. 
"he well barred doors and windows near the ground, 
All gbssremoved. with obstacles surround ; 
Thtrdl , sufiicieot loopholes evenwhere. 
In wads, doors, windows, under &ves prepare. 
In PpnitioD d l  communication break, 
For podble retreat provision make : 
Poonhl the foreground from all cover dear. 
From rkch an enemy might unseen draw near. 

If far -a outraoce " you decide, 
Food. water. Cprtri 
A haspicrl for men prepare, 
Rop up the floors and cut away the stairs. 

collect inside ; 

*CA=ISM ox FitLu T~AZSISG. By Captain Lascelles Daiidson. Re- 
vised by Major s. T. Banning. Gale & Polden, limited. London. 19. Price, 
two 8ad six. 

THE UWITED STATES CATXLRY 

FIRST CAVALRT-COLOX~ ALUOSD WELIS.  

ComrnLurJr, a p t .  YrLms F. DAVIS.  
H c A w c A ~ - - Y A ~ ~ L A .  P. I .  

AU troop of w@ment marptng la Chlllpptne IalaaQ. 
Cnder orden u) return to Cnicni :talez. 

Adjutant, cbpt, Srwtu. 8. ABSOLD: Q-nn.net. Capt. WlLLlAY 1 '  BlIuSz 
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LIST OF MEMBERS OF THE UNITED STATES 
CAVALRY ASSOCIATION. 

LIFE MEMBERS. 

REGULAR MEMBERS. 

S4J.n. 

QPtalU. 
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T h e  attention of our readers is called to the following 
new and oId advertisements: 

THE MEHLBACH SADDLE COMPANY. 
Almost thirty years have passed since an oficer of the V. 

S. Army, Colonel R. E. Whitman. conceived and made the 
first Whitman, i. i., the present U. S. Army officers' $addle. 
The style of the firm name under which the business was 
inaugurated was '* R. E. Whitman. V. S. A. ( Retired!." This 
was shortly afterward changed to * *  R. E. Whitman ei: Co.," 
the name remaining the same until 1880. a h e n  the Whit- 
man Saddle Comwnp was incorporated, and succeeded to 
the business. In 1881 Colonel Whitman retired. and Wm. 
C. C. Mehlbach, then treasurer of the company. assumed 
the entire management of the concern. which he continued 
until 1896. During this period Slr. Jlehlbach produced 
nmerous new models of saddles, improved upon the con. 
struction and lines of the old ones. and. encouraged by a 
constantly vowing patronage. broadened the scope by the 
manufacture and importation of everything pertaining to 
equestrian articles to such a degree as to make the company 
stand foremost in the world among specialists in riding equip- 
ments. Buck & Mehlbach took charge of the business in I 896. 
In tgo i  this partnership was dissolved and the Mehlbsch Sad- 
dle Company was incorporated and purchased all the assets 
of Back & Mehlbach, as well as the good-will and '* Whitman " 

. trade-mark of the Whitmar. Saddle Co.. thus succeeding both 
of these concerns. A handsome illustrated catalogue may be 
had upon application. 

* .  

. 

I 
I 

I 

. 
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JIOET 8; C H A S D O S  CHAZlPA(;SES. 
According to custom-house statistics. more than one mil- 

lion bottles of MoGt & Chandon Champagne were brought 
into the port of S e w  York in the year ~goz. being the largest 
quantity ever imported into this port in any year by any 
one house. which places JloSt Ci: Chandon ahead of all their 
competitors in S e w  Sork. as i t  does in the world. marking 
an advance in this country equal to j64 per cent. greater than 
the combined increase of all the other champagne houses. 

J. \Vil.I.l.\M POPE. 
This large importer of finest high grade coffees. teas and 

spices. calls attention to its wares on a colored page of ad- 
\-ertising appearing for the first time in this number ( i f  the 
C . iv . i i .~ s  !I II 'KSAI.. Army kitchens always aim to be sup- 
plied with the best of everything: but especially in  coffees 
and teas do army people demand an estra good qua!it)-. and 
will be satisfied with nothing but the best. The only large 
importer adhering strictly to coffee. tea and spice trade in 
the West is J. William Pope. of St. Louis. and  they know and 
have the best and the best only. Cardina!. Snn Juan. 
Jlcneleli and Lucknow coffees are recvmmencled t l  I army peo- 
ple on account of their escellent value+ :lnd iuperiiir ilavlr 
nnd aroma. 

- 

I s-r R.ISCE.  
Nr. H. W. Littlefield has a new ad\-erti+emttnt i n  this issue 

of the J ~ - I c R s . ~ L ,  which it will be well for those desiring to 
insure to  consuit before acquiring protection e!s;cwhere. 
Several new features are offered. 

-\ s I I EL' 3 E K- Br 5c-1 I BK K W  I s I ; C (1 M PA s 1'. 

The appearance of a new advertisement o f  this old reliable 
firm and friend of the army will be welcomed by the readers 
of  the old CAV.\LR\- J O L - R S . ~ ~ . .  where a similar .*ad." was 
always to be found. Everyone in the army. of course. knows 
the firm. and it is useless to commend the firm or its wares. 
Every troop in the service has a horse named -'Budweiser." 
and many have an '*Anheuser" also. thus on a small scale 
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commemorating the name of 51r. Anheuser in the same man. 
ner as the generous Mr. Adolph Buscb has always done in 
keeping alive the memory of his first partner in his now im- 
mense business by retaining the latter's name at the head of 
the company's title. \ 

J. F. SCHMEIZEK & SONS. 
mcers stationed in the West. and those in the East for 

that matter. who desire anything in the sporting goods line 
cannot do better than go to Schmelzer & Sons to supply 
their wants. This firm has had extensive dealings with army 
-le. and know how to treat them. Companies. troops 
and batteries needing outfits for athletic games. sports. etc.. 
can also be accommodated by this firm, who do an immense 
business at their large store in Kansas City. 

I * .  

H. J. HEISz CO. 
Every one knows about the fifty-seven varieties of Pure 

Food Products of this company. and every one should also 
know that these varieties represent the acme of perfection in 
manufacture. This company has preliminary salting sta- 
tions throughout northern New York State. which are models 
of cleanliness and order. The  management which esacts 
this neatness at the stations exercise the same care through- 
out the process of manufacture. One of the products the 
H. J. HeinzCompany, especially adapted for army use either 
in camp or  post, is their delicious Baked Beans and Tomato 
Sauce, which cau be had at  any post commissary or post es- 
Change. 

NATIOSAI. %ClKrY ARMY OF THE P H I I . I P I ' I X E ~ .  
Of this society which all entitled to the privilege are re- 

quested to join, General In ing  Hale, president. gives the 
following history : 

"After the return of the volunteer in the fall of 1899. 
the members of the First Colorado Infantry. L-. Y. V.. con- 
ceived the idea of organizing a society composed of men who 
served in the Philippines, and the Colorado Society A r m y  of 
the Phitippines was orgadzed in December, 1899. and issued 
invitations o all of the organizations which served in the 

. 

4. 

Philippines to attend a reunion in Denver. August I 3-1 j .  
19". This reunion was a very successful and enjoyable , 

affair, and resulted in the organization of the Sational So- 
ciety .Army of  the Philippines. and the election of General 
F. V, Green as president. The  next annual reunion was held 
at Salt Lake City. August I j- I j ,_ I 90 I .  and was also a very 
enjoyable occasion. At this meeting I was elected president. 
The third annual reunion \\-as held at Council Bluffs. Io\va. 
.August I j-1 j. 1 9 2 .  and was perhaps the largest and best of 
the three. At this meeting the cvnstitution and by- law 
were revised. prescribing fully a11 the dctnils o f  organizn- 
tion of State societies and local camps. The nest reunion is 
to be held at St. Paul. hiinn.. probably in the early part of 
September instead of August, as usual. in order to make it 
coincident with certain local celebrations. The society has 
grown steadily. especially during the past year. in which :L 
number of local camp and State societies have been added. 
and many individual memberships received from both the 
regular army and volunteers. It is destined to be a great 
influential society. which is worthy of the membership and 
earnest support o f  all who sa\\- Gervice in the Philippine<." 

KEC'kFEI. ei: E*>EK CI I \ l l ~ . + S \ .  

It is hardly necessarl- to call the attention of the t1ldc.r 
otficers of the army to this company. further than to remind 
them of thc address. and to inform them that the Kruffrl  & 
Esser Company has a well equipped store iv St. Ia4)uis. To 
the younger orticers this firm is heartily recommended in 
every particular, having supplied the army with instruments 
for a great number of years. in the moGt satisfactory manner. 

* r l l E  D E I W I .  LISSS m Y l i  ccllllB.\s\.. 
Attention of all officers is called to the new advertisement 

of this firm. They present their goods for trial by the mili- 
tary. Thcy have achieved immense success wherever intrt )- 
duced. and seem to supply the ctbrrect thing. Especially to 
army officers should the underwear manufactured by this 
company be estremely useful. on account of the changes in 
the climate where service may call them. The underwear is 
adapted to cold and to hot climates admirably. and combines 
all other desirable qualities with most important m e .  es- 
treme lightness. 
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VAL B u n  BREWISG COMPANY. 

ALRY JOURNAL Will be welcomed by all our readers, who, 
with the company. are awaiting the return to the army of 
the canteen privileges which it formerly enjoyed. The 1-a1 
Blatz Brewing Company ha; branches throughout the United 
States, and all are ready as of yore to cater to the army trade. 
A prettily illustrated booklet, ‘* What Her Blue Eyes Saw,” 
will be sent to any address free of chdrge. 

Ww. A. BARR DRS Goons C ~ M P A W .  
T h e  appearance of the page advertisement of the largest 

department store in St. Louis will Serve as a reminder to all 
officers who have ever served at St. Louis. and at the same 
time be an introduction to those who have not had this op- 
portunity. Business, however, may be done with the firm 
through their large mail order department. and any inquiries 
as to prices, samples, etc., will have careful and prompt atten- 
tion. 

DODSON BRAL-M JIFc;. C o .  
This firm issues a very handsome catalogue containing 

colored plates of-all their wares. They have supplied the 
post commissaries with many excellent articles. and their 
name on a package is a guarantee of good quality. Post 
exchanges are invited to correspond with the firm in regard 
to purchase of goods in large quantities Troops and com- 
panies are requested to write for the price list. They fur- 
nish all kinds of table delicacies and relishes. sauces. jams. 
jellies, fruit butters, etc., put up in glass and wood. in most 

%UDDERS-GALE GROCER Co. 
Many a man’s heart has been gladdened when it was an- 

nounced at the Post that the good things to eat and the 
“smooth things to smoke” had amved from the Scudders- 
Gale Grocer Co., or from one of the concerns they have suc- 
ceded, for these houses have for years catered particularly 
to the past exchanges. This house is agent for Hoffman 

i , The return of this advertisement to the pages of the CAV- 
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.. attractive packages. 
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House Cigars, D\\-inell-Wright Co.’s Coffees, Caffk Frerts. 
Sardines, Mushroons, etc.. and for many other prominent 
foreign and domestic concerns. All orders that are intrusted 
to this firm will receive immediate and careful attention. 

CoBL3~s CrK0.i .is[) CHOCOI.ATE. 
The attention of our readers is called to the new matter 

on the page of advertising of the Cobb Chocolate Company of 
Chicago. Among the many excellent products manufac- 
tured by this company are a superior quality of cocoa. and 
two kinds of delicious chocolate. that you are asked to try 
at their expense. They adopt this means o f  introducing 
their wares where they are not already known. since it  u-ocld 
be impracticable for the salesmen to \-isit every part t # ~  
demonstrate their value. YOU art. asked simply to reqwst 

[ye to procure 52x1- of your post commissary or of the cschan, 
ples. -\ fair tris! in  these lines does not involvt. any outlay 

?*our part. and should you become a cuatomcr o f  this firm. 
as you undt,::btedl!; will after trial. thc superior value.; of 
the goods at standard prices will amp!\- repay you for any 
trouble you may take in procuring these mticles of diet it,r 
the post exchange or the post commis=ary. 

3 - . . - - - __ - 
1. H .  T.\i>I*.\S s CI). 

Interes;: in p ~ ~ ~ o  in the army ic rJn t h e  ina:rt.as;c. axd 
several regiments have rsgularly orgnnized po!~ I teams. In  
connection with this spirit. SO admirsb!\- s:;itccl for cavalry 
officers. attention i i  cal!rd 10 the card of J .  H. T a p m  & 
Company. appearing in  the JocI<s.\I.. The firm has repre- 
sentatives in San .Antonio. Chicago. S e w  Sork.  and at IYen- 
ham Depot. Xnssachusetts. at all of which p!ace.; i2quiric- 
will receive prompt attention. 

-~ 
W u .  SCHI-)TTES ti; Cn. 

These importers and wholesale dealers in teas. cofic.;cs 
and spices hnvc for a long time furnished the army with 
their. standard wares. During the Spanish .American W,ar 
they shipped as a single order one hundred thousand pounds 
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of their **Best Rio” R v t e d  Coffee to the camp at Chicka- 
mauga. This means one and one-quarter millions of rations. 
Soldiers like Rio coffee better than all others. and this  brand 
is a particularly e p t a b l e  one. A better quality of roasted 
coffee is “Schotten’s igos.” and as the firm is anxious to in- 
troduce this combination blend in army households. they will 
give a pound carton to any officer or any family free of charge 
uponapplication., This firm alsm sends out a little booklet 
called “Coffee Hints,” which can be had for the asking. and 
has some good pointson selection and making o f  good coffee. 

t 
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